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PREFACE 

IT may seem quite audacious to try to include within 
, the limits of one moderate volume a study of the work
ings of credit in several of the principal belligerent na
tions in the European War, when for a full statement of 
the complex credit operations in anyone of them a sepa.
rate'volume might be little enough. There is the addi
tional reason against it that the time and labor In collect
ing and digesting the material must be as great for a 
Condensed as for an extended exposition. Nevertheless, 
it was believed that an examination of the most impor
tant measures in each country, told in plain, untechnical 
language, could be presented within a compass which 
would not require more time for its perusal than a busy 
man of affairs could afford. Such a study would, further
more, bring to a much wider constituency an insight into 
the hidden workings of credit behind the issues of paper 
money, banking, foreign exchange, and public finance. 
Stripped of their technicalities, these matters can be 
made easy of comprehension. In addition, such a dis
cussion under one head of the various' policies of the 
greater nations would make posBlole a comparative study 
which would throw light on the successes and failures 
during the war in affairs of stupendous importance and 
magnitude. Thereupon, it became evident that for ,our 
own enlightenment on entering the struggle we needed 
'not only the facts In the field of credit, but also a clear 
,and simple presentation of the principles underlying these 
facts, together with a vigorous criticism of gOvernmental 
policies In the light of these principles. Thus it was 

v 
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hoped to make at once a constructive as well as an ob
jective study of events never before equalled in the his
tory of nations. 

The necessity of having instruction from the experi
ences of other belligerents for our own guidance and ad
monition may justify somewhat the boldness of trying to 
make such a study when we are so close to the events 
concerned; and some indulgence must be asked for on 
that ground. But it will be found, nevertheless, that we 
have very definite knowledge regarding credit operations 
during the first three years of the war-a period to which 
our study is confined, and which in the main excludes the 
war operations of the United States-that allows of satis
factory analysis at this date, because it is a period long 
enough to enable us to watch all the essential principles 
of credit at play. Further years of the war will, of 
course. introduce more facts to be elucidated, but will 
not, in all probability, modify the lessons already drawn. 

No attempt has been made to treat the credit opera
tions of Russia, Austria-Hungary, or Italy, because it 
has been impossible to obtain sufficient reliable data for 
their examination. For obvious reasons emphasis has 
been laid on the alIairs of Germany. Her amazing in
dustrial growth in the last thirty years and its causes 
show that Germany brought on the war, not because she 
was hampered on the seas, or had no room for the growth 
of her population, but because her newly acquired ec0-

nomic strength warranted a militaristic attempt to domi
nate Europe and the world. The examination of her 
credit situation leads to the conclusion that Germany is 
not now solvent, and that unheard-of burdens must be 
carried even into the distant future. Taxing little and 
borrowing much, she has risked all on a single throw of 
the dice. on a military decision. She is even now fighting 
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not merely for the BIaltu quo ante, but for commercial 
gains, for expansion, if Dot for indemnities which will 1'& 

trieve her financial losses. Indeed, her industrial classes 
were as much responsible for the war as her militarists. 
so that the weakening of her credit is likely to induce 
these industrial classes to work mightily for peace. The 
end is more to be looked for through their influence than 
through a revolt of the masses. The charge on the pres
ent debt of over $80,000,000,000, together with an ordi
DaJ'1 peace budget, takes up the total net income of the 
German people. With such matters, as well as with the 
inflation of credit, the nearly tenfold increase of paper 
money by the Reichsbank and loan bureaus, the de
preciation of the mark by about 60 per cent, the rise of 
prices of over 100 per cent, the present volume is con
cerned. 

One of the main purposes in mind has been a com
parison of the ways by which the German, French, 
British, and American systems of credit have met the 
unparallelled shocks of this unprecedented war. That 
British credit has shown itself superior, and-in spite of 
the erratic plunge into government paper money-has 
avoided the dangerous currency expansion connected 
with advances to the state in France and Germany, is 
one of the plain inferences from a study of this war, 
which is rich in counsel for the management of our own 
credit operations. 

Somewhat extended treatment has been given to the 
problems of gold. the foreign exchanges. inflation and 
prices in all the countries concerned. The recrudescence 
of the archaic quantity theory of money in Great Britain 
among those discussing prices and inflation there has given . 
cause for a pointed, but brief, criticism of that theory. 
Indeed, the events of this war are likely to bring about 
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much re-examination of the principles· regulating money 
and prices. The recent appointment of a British Com
mission on the Currency and the Bank Act of 1844 i.e • 
sign of the times. 

The years chosen for our study are big with matters 
touchipg money and credit. It may not be amiss to sin
gle them out. unclouded by details; for enlightenment in 
our present emergencies. In thi.e way we may be better 
able to make IUl intelligent assessment of the elements in 
our own pressing problems. 
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CHAPTER I 

THE ECONOMIC SITUATION PRECEDING THE WAR 

Unparalleled industrial revolution since lSso-New era of power
Progress in tranaportation-Opening of new resourees---Gains in 
mechanics and chemistry-New business organization-Upheaval 
in education-Evolution of credit-German growth part of world
wide movement-Relative progress of leadingnations--Charac
teriBtics of German improvement, lSSo-191G-Causes underlying 
it-Effect of industrial success on German foreign policy-Direct 
causes of the war. 

§ 1. Even though the immediate causes of the Euro
pean War may have been dynastic ambition, exaggerated 
nationalism, and lust for power, the ultimate causes are 
undoubtedly to be found in economic condi- , 
tions. However active these immediate influ- == 
ences may have been, they were limited, or 
guided, sometimes unconsciously, by the underlying eco
nomic forces. In the period since 1880 commercial rival
ries have not been so much struggles for actual existence 
as they have been races against others for the foremost 
place in an unparalleled industrial development going oD, 
in many countries. It was the period of a world-wide 
industrial renaissance, without doubt the most striking in 
the whole course of human history. Nothing in the past 
has . ever equalled it. There had been in earlier years 
spl!cial achievements like the steam-engine, or the rail
way, or the steamship, or the telegraph, but in this 
period all began to work togdher, fusing their individual 
gains into one expansive'ever-rising stream of conquests 
over nature which has made unequalled the recent amaz
ing industrial revolution in which we are now living. 
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All that had gone before seemed now to burst into a 
universal frnitage. Moreover, scarcely any article of 
common use to-day has been left untouched by progress 
either in the methods of its manufacture or in its cost 
of production. So wide-reaching and so varied has been 
this evolution of the world's productive forces that it 
can here be only sketched in outline; for, however neces
sary an understanding of them may be to the scenario of 
the European War, an adequate and complete statement 
in this place would make the portico of our edifice far 
larger than the edifice itself. 

§ ~. In the conquest of man over nature nothing has 
been more striking during this period of about thirty years 
(1880-1910) than the rise of a new era of power. The 
The manufacture of power has created a new 
manufacture epoch. "No changes have ever equalled those 
oI_or. through which the world is now passing."! 
Wherever and when needed, man can now manufacture 
practically unlimited power which relieves him of human 
labor. No longer are we confined to the bank of a river 
or to a waterfall as a site for a factory; nor are we de
pendent on the power of horses or animals, nor on the 
uncertain power of the wind. Although the steam-engine 
was developed in 1769, the manufacture of power by 
steam has come to iull frnition only in the present epoch. 
Electricity has been used not only as a new source of 
power, but as a conveyor of power to distant plants. 
The introduction of the gas-engine into the service of 
every-day tasks in the shop, on the farm, and in the 
automobile, the harnessing of waterfalls to produce en
ergy and power are practical illustrations of what has 

I TAo NeJD Epocla. by George S. MoriBon (1903), to w~ the author;' auacIa 
-bulebted. 
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recently come to aid in the production of our' satis
factions. -Now enormous amounts of power can be con
centrated where power could not before be had; this in
animate power relieves animal and human labor; while 
the mind of man is now released to designing methods 
and tools for applying power. Man has been thereby 
promoted from physical to mental and directing tasks. 
We are in this period indeed living in the midst of changes 
such as were never equalled in the history of the world. 

In this same period undoubtedly the greatest applica
tion of power, working for a fuller production and so for 
an enlarged social consumption and development; for an 
opening of new resources, giving room not Ch .. ~ 
only for a larger population but for a higher coot of 

standard of living; for the cheaper distribu- traDIportatloD. 

tion of goods from the producer to the consumer; for the 
easier movement of coal and ore, and other materials, 
such as cotton and metals, to the centres of industry; 
for the placing of the products of one climate at the 
disposal of the inhabitants of another,-has appeared in 
the remarkable progress in the means of transportation 
by land and sea. Not only has this expanding force 
steadily modified the material comfort of increasing mil
lions of men, but it has introduced marked changes into 
political and international relations. Where in the be
ginning of this period life was narrow, provincial, and 
remote, now a cosmopolitan newspaper is delivered over
night to the farmer's door. Great Britain, or New Eng
land, -can devote itself entirely to machine-made indus
tries, without giving any serious attention to its own pro
duction of food, because the fertile districts of Dacotah, 
Argentine, Austcalia. and the Danube are brought near 
by quick and cheap transportation. Thereby, also, the 
interdependence of trade has made nations much more 

p ••••• 
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dependent on each other-a. fact ·that makes modem war, 
which cuts off exports and imports on a colossal scale, 
more disastrous than wars of earlier decades. 

While there had been, earlier in the nineteenth cen
tury, the application of the steam-engine to r8.iIway trans
portation, as well as the discovery of anthracite coal, 

leading to the development of the iron indus
try, the really important phase of railway 
building and railway extension began in the 

seventies and culminated through this period we have in 
mind. From 1880 to 1914 the total mileage of railroads 
in operation in the United States expanded by 282 per 
cent (from 93,267 to 263,547); while the charge for carry
ing a bushel of wheat from Chicago to New York by rail 
fell from 19.9 cents in 1880 to 9.6 cents in 1910. And 
what was true of the United States was, in the main, true 
of other countries. From 1880 to 1910 the railways of 
the world increased 283 per cent in miles of lines, while 
the mileS of telegraphs grew by 300 per cent.' In particu
lar. countries the rate of gain varied, Russia and Italy 

'Como..,. -., .... ......... ., T ... ....w P_entol 
i~touno 

France: 
1880 .•••••••••. lUS8 89.087.6SS 
1910 ••••••••••• 26.001 70 l00.96.S.819 116 

<lenuao¥: 
1880 ••••••••••• 11.051 176.799,1" 
1910 ••••••••••• 88,091 81 697.160,688 ISO 

Italy: 
1880 ........... 6,360 10,m.6SO 
1910 ••••••••••. 10,DS8 

Ilwooia: 
97 ti,376,809 110 

1880 ........... 16,816 
1890 •••••.••••. 18,166 75.680.187 
1910 ..••...•••• 41.818 181 16t,69t,980 150 

United Kingdom: 
1880 .••....••.. 17._ I6S.Mt,S04 
1910 ••••••••••. 1S,S811 10 676,160,16S 119 
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growing in mileage and tonnage faster than Germany; 
while Germany surpassed the United Kingdom, in which 
an earlier start allowed less relative gain. 

Moreover, progress on ocean, went on hand in hand 
with progress on land, ·transportation. In this period the 
reliance on the obsolete form of wind propulsion was 
largely given up, as shown in the decline of the 
world's sail tonnage by 1910 to one-third of ~111.
its amount in 1880; while its steam tonnage 
had multiplied fourfold, coincident with a gain of com
merce throughout the world of about 280 per cent. ThiS 
phenomenal extension of sea-borne traffic was made pos
sible by the development of the modem steamship. "The 
power generated in a modern steamship in a single voyage 
across the Atlantic is more than enough to raise from 
the Nile and set in place every stone of the great Egyp
tian pyramid.'" The· introduction of the screw propeller, 
necessarily followed by iron and steel ships, the develop~ 
ment of the steam~ngine for large vessels, the surprising 
increase in length and beam to allow manyfold the car
rying capacity, the devices for quick loading and un
loading, and the establishment of new lines of steamers 
and new routes to hitherto inaccessible parts of the world 
account for the increase of the world's commerce and a 
fall in ocean· freight,s corresponding to that on railways. 
For instance, the cost of carrying a bushel of wheat from 
New York to Liverpool fell from 5Ud. in 1880 to l~d. 
in 1910, or to about one-fourth. The improvement of 
the marine engine so that the coal consumption waS 
reduced to less than a pound and a half per indicated 
horse-power, made possible the speed of the Atlantic 
liner and the extremely cheap carriage of the tramp 
freight steamer. Thus were the gains in transportation, 

1 Morison,. ibid., p. a. 
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permitting a vast increase in the world's population, 
accompanied by a reduction in the cost of subsistence. 
Such were the triumphs of peace. 

This period is further memorable for the opening of 
new resources throughout the world, made possible by 
the extension of cheap transportation, and thereby hold

ing back on a scale never before known in ==.... economic history the tendency to diminishing 
returns. In this country there was witnessed 

the occupation and cultivation of the wide territory west 
of Minnesota, Iowa, Missouri, and Arkansas, which added 
vast stores of wheat, com, cotton, cattle, coal, and metals 
to our use, and gave an undreamed-of stimulus to our 
home markets for all kinds of manufactures. But the 
United States was enjoying only its share of a world-wide 
movement. The same forces were at work wherever on 
the globe civilization and enterprise were carrying the 
results of invention and industrial progress. It might 
truthfully be said that this period was one charac
terized by industrial colonization, an inevitable conse
quence of improved transportation. It saw the opening of 
new ports and the development of great territories hith
erto irui.ccessible in Africa, Australasia, China, Japan, 
South America, and British North America. With the 
multiplication many times over of the products for gen
eral consumption, there was besides an increase in still 
greater proportion of the supply of gold. The movement 
of more goods led to greater activity in the mechanism 
and organization of credit and banking, not in one coun
try, but in all countries. 

As we proceed there are unrolled before us additional 
conquests of intelligence and science over nature, particu
larly in the field of mechanics and chemistry. It would 
be folly to attempt a catalogue even of the more char-
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acteristic "inventions which have abridged costs in the 
work of the world's industries. Improved locomotives 
have brought greater speed and hauled longer trains; 
standardization and interchangeability of parts made. 
cheaper and better watches, firearms, and agricultural 
implements; special tools and machinery changed rods 
into screws and metal into pages of type; new devices 
have made possible difficult irrigation schemes and even 
the Panama Canal. Everywhere, notably in the electri
cal field, have new inventions revolutionized the processes 
of industry. Steel instead of iron has become the order 
of the day. "Only twenty years ago," says Morison, 
"nothing typified the strain of human labor more than 
the row of furnaces, in which the puddlers. by muscular 
effort and in glaring heat, slowly drew together the parti
cles of soft metal into the spongy puddle-ball. from which 
wrought iron was forged and rolled. To-day the Besse
mer converter and the open-hearth furnace have spoken 
the doom of wrought iron, which is disappearing before 
the less costly steel, and there is nothing more striking 
about a great steel plant than the absence of men." 

The economics of chemistry disclose a wide ramifica
tion in the applications of principles to practical industry. 
Vegetable dyes, for instance. have given way to newer 
commercial products. which revolutionized the 
whole dye industry; and in this progress Ger- ==~dI 
many had taken the lead. In the recovery of 
by-products of coal and oil hundreds of new commodities 
have appeared. In the steel industry the Bessemer 
process (1864) cheapened the making of steel; the re
moval of phosphorus from the ores by Sidney Gilchrist 
Thomas allowed poorer ones to be used; and the open
hearth Siemens furnace followed. All these are charac
teristic of the modern industrial revolution. Nor are 
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they confined to anyone country, since scientific gains 
become universal property. 

Moreover, while in previous decades events had been 
preparing for later triumphs, the culmination of many con
tributing causes in producing a wholly unprecedented era 
Clwlged of industrial change is the mark of this period. 
busiD... These changes in economic methods, more-
organizali.... over, led inevitably to a new development in 
business organization. The corporation early arose to 
meet the need of a large capital supplied by many small 
contributors, thus distnouting the risks of enterprise: 
but the significant use of corporate forms in large com
binations of industrial operations did not come until late 
in this period. When several hundred thousand dollars 
are paid for a single steam-hammer, or a single train of 
tools in a modem plant, the whole establishment requires 
vast capital, with the result that production on a large 
scale, by the use of inanimate power, lessens the amount 
of human labor relative to the power developed: but it 
enables the laborers to receive the highest wages at the 
same time that their goods undersell in Asiatic markets 
those of laborers (unaided by these mechanical marvels) 
who receive only one-tenth the wages. For this obvious 
reason the period may be descnoed, also, as an era of 
corporations. In our country underlying economic con
ditions have brought us the "trust" problem; while in 
Germany the Karlel has arisen from the same evolution. 
In every country the inevitable presence of large produc
tion has created its special problem, no matter how dif
ferently it has been met. 

Not less significant in its influence, and because it has 
been an inevitable consequence of the new conditions of 
industry and science, has been the upheaval in the con
servative ways of education. The new forces of the 
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world CIill' for men trained in new ways. The educa
tion for the old so-called "learned professions" is not 
adapted for training the men who must invent. 
design, and manage the mechanism called 
forth by the use of newly developed forces. A 

TIle new 
IIalDJDc. 

premium of material success is now set on an entirely new 
type of industrial leader and enJ:repreneur. An accurate 
and disciplined mind, able to direct men, taught how to 
think, how to investigate and construct with mathemati
cal exactness and with precise knowledge of the laws of 
matter, or of the chemical composition of substances
the need for men of such quality demanded a new type 
of education. In addition, nine-tenths of the public 
questions and of the problems of the enJ.repreneur became 
economic; and education had to provide place not only 
for science and its 'applications in new ways, but also for 
economic and public administration. The man trained 
only in the law was no longer the best legislator. 

Apart from the education of men for the highest posts 
of industry, the mechanical and vocational training which 
made a skilled artisan became recognized in the new era 
as a source of superiority. Stupidity became a crime; 
efliciency a necessary virtue. The country which sur
passed others in recognizing the needs of the new era and 
best trained its artisan class gained most in the keen in
dustrial competition which had arisen in this period. As 
we shall soon see, Germany was one of the quickest to 
see the value of thorough and exact training for its 
working classes. In this respect Great Britain and the 
United States have been slow to follow. 

As a consequence of the multiplication of products 
suited to men's use, came the new problems of their quick 
,and easy exchange in all markets. Apart from the price
makin« of goods in terms of a standsrd money, the 
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devices for exchanging them were not confined to forms 
of money. In the evolution of various media of exchange. 
Ev I Ii of induced by the desire to avoid the risk of using 
m~ :; the valuable standard metals. like silver and 
ezchanco. gold. came in addition to the early credit 
devices such as bank-notes and bills of exchange. the most 
phenomenal of all. the use of bank-checks drawn on de
posits. or the deposit-currency. To the man of to-day in 
Anglo-Saxon countries the general use of checks for all 
but a fraction of our daily transactions is so familiar as 
to attract no attention; and yet its development, through 
clearing-houses, is of recent date. The New York Clear
ing-House was established only in 1858; and in many 
other large cities in later decades.1 Banking and deposit
currency, however, are but practical applications of the 
general principles of credit. The significant movement, 
of which the rise of the deposit-currency is but a part, is 
the rise and extension of credit. Nothing else is more 
characteristic of this period. 

The extension of credit-that is, the transfer of goods 
under obligation to return an equivalent in the future
quite apart from the forms (such as bills, checks. notes) 

arising from these transfers. is a special char
acteristic of this period. Early in the nine
teenth century the purchasing power of a 

business man was largely confined to the amount of 
money he could command; but the rise of credit increased 
the available purchasing power by the enormous mass of 

I The Londoo CleariDg-H.,...... although dating bod< 10 1'17l1, kept DO """'""" 
prior 10 1840. and became active only afte. the ...... tioII 01 the ..... in New yon.. 
Oth ......... ertabliohed in _ (1868). Philadelphia (1868). Chicat!o (1861i), 
St. Loni.o (1868), Osaka, lapaD (1879), Tokio (1887). On the eon_t the 
fonDl of credit did DOt W8I'I'IIDt much deveIopmoot 01 ebecb and eIeariD!t
......... although they bave ahowo oome gnnrtb in Germany and Praaoo. JD 
the UDiUd Slala oIone theft _170. 
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staple goods bought and sold, which became the best ~ 
sible basis of bank lI.'lSets. Bankable goods became sy
nonymous with all articles having a liquid, salable quality. 
In the time of Ricardo credit had little place in the ~ 
nomic world. To-day it is of first importance, not only in 
all private transactions, but in the fiscal operations of all 
governments, while its influence upon prices and the prin
ciples of money has been much misunderstood. Ricardo 
expressed a belief that prices of goods depended on the 
quantity of money in circulation; but to-day an un
dreamed-of volume of goods are exchanged by forms of 
credit practically without the intervention of any money. 
For instance, in the United States alone goods to the 
amount of $173,000,000,000 were exchanged by the use of 
checb in one year (1913). 

Moreover, the growth of capital directed to banking 
for the purpose of providing credit to those engaged in 
producing and distributing goods has gone on pari paasu 
with the demands of an enormously increased output of 
goods. But the increase of banking power, which is 
synonymous with the operations of credit, is not to be 
measured by the amount of banking capital (and surplus) 
but by the credit work performed by that capital, that 
is, by the growth (in Anglo-Saxon lands) of deposits; 
since loans result directly in deposits, and the relation
ship between loans and deposits is close. In the last 
thirty years the deposit item of our national banks, which 
may be taken as fairly representative of banking and 
credit development, increased from 1880 to 1910 by 5340 
per cent; or if all banks, except savings-banks, be taken, 
the gsin has been 7540 per cent.l 

In international trade the bill of exchange serves as a 
medium of exchange, and balances only are paid in coin 

I U.· B. BIGIiIIicaI"~ 191" p. CIlIL 
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devices for exchanging them were not confined to forms 
of money. In the evolution of various media of exchange. 
Evolution of induced by the desire to avoid the risk of using 
media of the valuable standard metals, like silver and 
achaap. gold, came in addition to the early credit 
devices such as bank-notes and bills of exchange, the most 
phenomenal of all, the use of bank-checks drawn on de
posits, or the deposit-currency. To the man of tcHlay in 
Anglo-Saxon countries the general use of checks for all 
but a fraction of our daily transactions is so familiar as 
to attract no attention; and yet its development, through 
clearing-houses, is of recent date. The New York Clear
ing-House was established only in 1858; and in many 
other large cities in later decades.1 Banking and deposit
currency, however, are but practical applications of the 
general principles of credit. The significant movement, 
of which the rise of the deposit-currency is but a part, is 
the rise and extension of credit. Nothing else is more 
characteristic of this period. 

The extension of credit-that is, the transfer of goods 
under obligation to return an equivalent in the future
quite apart from the forms (such as bills, checks, DOtes) 

arising from these transfers, is a special char
acteristic of this period. Early m the nine
teenth century the purchasing power of a 

business man was largely confined to the amount of 
money he could command; but the rise of credit increased 
the available purchasing power by the enormous mass of 

I The Loadou CIeariDg-Houoe. although datlng bad: 10 177S. kept DO IeODIdo 
prior 10 lMO. and became act.ive ooIy aft.erthe ..... tioD of the""" inN_ York
Othen ....... eotabli..hed in _ (1866). Philadelphia (1868). Chicaso (1886). 
SL Louia (ISSS). Osaka. lapaD (1879). Tokio (1887)_ 0.. the ConIiDeDt the 
ronDl of ....tit did _ WlIIT80t much deveIopmout of ebocb and <leariD1I
boa-. although they have aIunna ....... growth in Germau7 and l"raace. In 
the UDitod Slateo u- th.... .... 1'70. 
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staple goods bought and sold, which became the best p0s

sible basis of bank assets. Bankable goods became sy
nonymous with all articles having a liquid, salable quality. 
In the time of Ricardo credit had little place in the ec0-

nomic world. To-day it is of first importance, not only in 
all private t.ranBactions, but in the fiscal operations of all 
governments, while its influence upon prices and the prin
ciples of money has been much misunderstood. Ricardo 
expressed a belief that prices of goods depended on the 
quantity of money in circulation; but to-day an un
dreamed-of volume of goods are exchanged by forma of 
credit practically without the intervention of any money. 
For instance. in the United States alone goods to the 
amount of $173,000,000,000 were exchanged by the use of 
checks in one year (1913). 

Moreover, the growth of capital directed to banking 
for the purpose of providing credit to those engaged in 
producing and distributing goods has gone on pari pa88U 
with the demands of an enormously increased output of 
goods. But the increase of banking power, which is 
synonymous with the operations of credit, is not to be 
measured by the amount of banking capital (and surplus) 
but by the credit work performed by that capital, that 
is, by the growth (in Anglo-Saxon lands) of deposits; 
since loans result directly in deposits, and the relation
ship between loans and deposits is close. In the last 
thirty years the deposit item of our national banks, which 
may be taken as fairly representative of banking and 
credit development, increased from 1880 to 1910 by 6M 
per cent; or if all banks, except savings-banks, be taken. 
the gain has been 764 per cent.1 

In international trade the bill of exchange serves as a 
medium of exchange, and balances only are paid in coin 

I U .. B. BIGNtioal AboIrad, 181., p.1ISI. 
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or bullion. The discovery that goods (after being priced 
in some standard) could be safely bought and sold, by 
credit devices, amounts being offset against each other 
in opposing currents of domestic and foreign trade, with~ 
out passing money from hand to hand, has produced a 
mechanism of flexibility and power, rising to almost in
credJ.'ble achievements, which was unknown in earlier 
decades. As we proceed in our study of the European 
War we shall begin to rea1ize the wonder-working ways 
of credit. 

§ S. Into a world pulsing with the life of these new 
forces, the Bismarckian German Empire issued from its 
Prussian chrysalis after the Franco-Prussian War of 1870-
G In 1871. It took its part in a world-wide move
• ~d. ment. It is not unnatural that an exagger
movomoul. ated and egoistic nationalism may have as
cn'bed the extent a,;d speed of its progress largely to its 
own internal virtues, and have given little heed to the 
world-wide surge of new forces on which it, as weII as 
other countries, was being carried to unexpected tri
umphs.1 Certain it is, however, that its characteristic 
virtues and discipline helped to propel its craft at a 
greater speed on the swift-moving current. The exact 
nature and trend of that progress throughout this re
markable period just before the European War is neces
sary to our understanding of the various problems be
fore us. 

Before the empire the Gennan race was scattered in 
relatively small states from the North Sea to the Danube. 

I "The German people ••• ha~ broadened aD the ccmditloaa aI. their Iif. 
from & ocmlnlcted II8I'rOWIU!8I to aD undreamt-ol apansioD; aDd. aD thiDp ..... 
oidered. the)' have aclUeved an advancement auch ... compreued within 10 

brief. time. the history aI. oat.iooo caD bordJy paraIIeI." laYO Karl HelIIericb, 
in 0.",."",.. EcotJtJmi4 Progr... and Natimull Woalllt, ISSS-IUIS (lUIS). Po e. 
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It was a community of simple ways, chiefly niral, and its 
manufactures were largely hand-made. In Prussia, in 
1804, 73 per cent of the population were engaged in rural 
occupations, such as agricUlture, and only 'J.7 
per cent were classed as urban; while more 
than one-half of this 'J.7 per cent were con-
nected with agriculture. At that time Prussia 
had but seventeen cities with inhabitants numbering 
over 10,000.1 A people with little adaptability, the 
Germans retained these rural and sIow-changing char
acteristics well into the present period. The significant 
mark of her industry was the prevalence of handicraft; 
machinery, not only in agriculture but in her limited 
sphere of manufactures, was undeveloped. They ex
'ported foodstuffs and raw materials, and imported manu
factured products. Germany was an inland country, 
with little or no transportation by canals or railways be
tween the various disunited German states. Her devel
opment of credit and banking was backward. 

Long before the German Empire arose England had de
'veloped and powerfully extended the many uses of steam 
'and machinery. Long before Germany existed as a nation 
and first of all the nations, England had passed 
from an age of handicraft to an age of machin
ery. The new era had its birth on British soil. 
To this fact is to be attributed the prodigious 
,growth of British manufactures, industry, and 

0re.1 
Bd_ 
liralill the 
moclwaleal 
ltace. 

commerce in the nineteenth century. Before other peo
ples she had begun to supplement her labor with the mani
fold productiveness of new mechanical forces. If other 

. countries later also turned from handicraft to mechanical 

. methods, in imitation of and stimulated by British exam
ple, they were sure to makestartIing progress in their trans-

I CJ. Earl D. Howard. "-nIlndruirial P_ oJ GtrmGn, (190'7). 
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itional period; gaining' relatively on Great Britain, even 
though not outstripping her. British'progress in later de
cades, while continuous, could not possibly keep up the 
comparative rate of her own early transition to the me
chanical stage. As contrasted with that of England, the 
story of German industrial growth is that of an energetic, 
industrious, thrifty people, able to take up mechanical de

Gemwl, 
foDowed 
EDcJud. 

vices ready to their hand, already perfected in 
other countries, and thus able to join in the 
amazing conquests of this era of new forces. 

The rate of her early progress was sure to be spectacular, 
because she started from a position so far in the rear. She 
has not inaugurated a new era; she entered into the new 
industrial movement which had started before her birth. 
But by to-day she has fully changed from the former 
handicraft, agricultural people to a manufacturing, export
ing, and commercial nation. For the present we are con
cerned not with her political and militaristic policy, but 
with the facts of her industrial development. 

In Chart I we have a ready means of measuring the 
economic progress of Germany in this period, not only 
absolutely, but in comparison with Great Britain. Rus
sia, France, Austria-Hungary, and the United States. 
The growth of population alone is, of course, no measure 
of industrial gain; but the contrast of numbers with what 
numbers can do is striking and significant. The increase 
of population is, as was to be expected, greatest in Russia, 
followed by that of the United States, both having had 
extensive areas of agricultural, forest, and mineral re
sources to be exploited, serving as a stimulus to numbers. 
In Great Britain, Austria-Hungary, and France, popula
tion has remained nearly stationary, while that of Ger
many has gained since 1880 about 57 per cent. 
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" But,'ta.1rlDg;:up the importS' and exports of goods as an 
indication ~f '~ndustrial" aiid co~ercial progress, the 
contrasts' are ilIiiminating>. With numbers as great as 
those of Great Britain, Austria-llungary has 
made little commercial gain. Russia with the 
greatest growth in numbers has not used her 
units of human labor to commercial advantage 
and her' foreign' trade has been sluggish; even france 
has gained more than either Austria-Hungary or Russia. 
In comparing Germany with Great Britain, we find both 
have greatly extended their foreign commerce. with the 
latter still in the lead; but, with a smaller popula
tion than Germany, Great Britain's superior control of 
machine-made processes has so increased the power of 
her labor in this era of new forces that her commerce! is 
still absolutely larger than Germany's. The case of the 
United States is suggestive, if only for the reason that a 
rapid increase in numbers goes hand in hand with a 
marked gain in foreign trade; that is, the agricnltural 
regime is no longer the main source of commerce. Al
though our excess of exports is due largely to grain, cot
t<>n" and extractive products, yet in these industries 
labor is aided by machine processes and by the new 
forces probably to a greater extent than in any other 
country. 

Obviously, even though the movement of exports and 
imports is indicative of internal productivity, foreign 
commerce is not the only measure of industrial growth. 

• The advantage to c .... t Britain in imports is not 00 great .. the lin. in the 
clwt wou1d indicate. boca ... it is not possible to obtain figurea throughout the 
period for "special'" imports (for home consumption), The British line of 
imports iii""" the •• general'" imports. while for all the other lines the 6gurea are 
-special." F .. inatance. in 1910, British _special" imports are ell,87i,OOO,OOO 
opinat es,S91,OOO,OOO of "general" imports. 
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Of course there could be no foreign trade without relative 
low costs and special efficiency of production at home.' 
Germany's internal development, therefore, is of inter
est, not only because of its fundamental relation to her 
foreign trade, but because the specific industries in which 
she has most excelled throw light upon the causes of her 
remarkable progress. 

Immediately after the Franco-Prussian War there was 
a "boom" period, which had little foundation beyond the 
elation of victory and the receipt of the French indemnity. 

It was followed by a collapse which lasted for 
~o. some fifteen years, or until about 1890. The 

recovery due to general causes happened to 
coincide roughly with the beginning (1888) of the reign 
of the present Kaiser, and allowed good courtiers to as
cribe the change to his personal, leadership. 

The internal industrial development of Germany has 
been, of course, much more marked even than her foreign 
commerce. While remaining an agricultural country, 

nearly able to supply her own consumption 
:::: both in normal years, the marked characteristic of 
agriculture her industrial progress has been a relative 
:!.t._ decline in agriculture and a relative rise in 

manufactures. Nevertheless, it must be kept 
in mind that the ruling classes, such as the conservative 
landowners of the east, have provided a highly pro
tective tari1J for agricultural products, the advantages 

. of which to this particular interest have been estimated 
at about $50,000,000 a year.! Moreover, bureaucratic 
control and scientific aids to soil and to methods of cul
tivation have made the productivity of her land greater 
per acre than ever before; although the area available 
for agriculture and forestry is practically incapable of 

I C/. E. Cnmmond,. J"""",,, of 1M Roral SlaJUIU;a/ Soeid,. July. lilt. 
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'.' inciease.1 In spite of the gains due to greater intensity 
:of cultivation, and the added efficiency of labor through 
the increased use of agricultural machinery, the manu
facturing interests have gained far more. While in 188!! 
the persons engaged in agriculture 8J!.d forestry made up 
4!! per cent of the total population, the percentage in 
1907 was only !!8.5 (although the absolute number was 
17,681,!!00). As with us, the tendency to move from 
'the land to the towns was an inevitable consequence of 
the urban demand for factory labor in connection with 
the new mechanical era. In 1885 only 18.4 per cent of the 
inhabitants lived in towns of over 20,000, but in 1910 
the proportion was 84.5 per cent. As in the United States, 
and for the same reason, the increasing urban population 
brought about a rising demand for foodstuffs. Instead 
of exporting foodstuffs and raw materials and importing 
manufactures, as formerly, Germany now felt G 

the need of expanding her mechanical indus- -= 
tries and stimulating her exports of manufa.c- lIWIlIfac:tmeo. 

tured goods in order to pay for the steadily increasing 
imports of food, which had risen from $241,875,000 in 
1887 to $800,150,000 in 19l!!. As to food, in spite of her 
intensive cultivation, she was no longer self-sufficing. 
Great Britain had long before accepted the inevitable 
result of the manufacturing regime, and had compara-

I Karl H.lJferich, op. eiL, makes the following eompariso ... pp. 6$-640: 

Rye ......•••.•.....•..••••.••. 
Wheat ......•...............••. 
Summer barley ................ . 
Potatoes ................•.•.... 
Oats ..........•.•.........••.. 
Hay ......................... .. 

1888-1887 

1.00 
l.M 
1.211 
8.7t 
1.IS 
1.85 

1908-1811 

1.78 
1.07 
1.01 

IS.S7 
1.90 
t.ll 
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tively neglected agricultural pursuits, so that in 1912 she 
produced but one-half of her consumption of food.1 

Hence a necessary reliance on her navy in case of war. 
Although Germany mines salts, lead, zinc, and cop

per, the basis of her industrial development, as well as 
that of Great Britain and of the United States, lay in 

CoaL 
coal and iron. In the production of coal Ger
many ~ow holds third place and yields about 

one-fifth of the total coal production of the world.' The 
hard coal to be found in Rhenish Westphalia, upper and 
lower Silesia, and at Saarbrlicken, is practically inex
haustible. Taking mining as a whole, in which perhaps 
one-fifth of her population is engaged, there has been an 
increase in the value of her annual products from $175,-
000,000 to over $400,000,000 in twenty-:6.ve years. 

I The aggregate yields 01 typical crops in other countries than Great Britain 
...., aa follows (in millions of tom): - .... 

191! 
191! 
191! . 
191! 
1911 

1911-1911 
1911-1918 

191! 

Russia ........••••••••...••... 
United States .•••••••.••..•••. 

=ii,;,;g.;;;:::::.::::::::: 
France .•.•.••••.•••••.•••.••• 
British India .•.••..•.••....••• 
Argentine .••.••••••••••••••••• 
~ ...................... . 

K. Hellrerich, ibid. p. 66. 

«.6 
10.8 
16.9 
n.! 
10.4 
8.6 
6.4 
6.6 

86.9 
11.6 
SO.! 
18.6 
11.6 

1.1 

t The Jelative growth 01 the leading prod"""", 01 c:oal may be seen .. fonow. 
(in millions 01 tons): 

United States •••••••••.••••.•. 
Great Britain ...•.•...•....•••. 

=ii,;;,g;.;;::.::::::::::::: 
France ••••..••••••••••..•••••• 
Belgium •••••.••••••••••.•••••• 

1'" 

lOS.1 
160.0 
78.7 
10.8 
19.9 
17.11 

1.11 

660.1 
176.1 
186.6 

49.1 
89.8 
lS.l 

886.6 
7!.6 

118.1 
186.6 
111.6 
88.6 
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German iron ores contain considerable phosphorus, 8l1d 
little use could be made of them until the Gilchrist 
Thomas process was applied, in 1868; but from 1887 to 
1911 the production of iron ore increased three
fold. Moreover, foreign ores were also im
ported, and in the same period the production 

_a4 
meL 

of pig-iron was quadrupled, so that now Germany ranks 
next to the United States and. above Great Britain (since 
1903) in this industry. She holds the same rank in the 
production of steel; her percentage of increase since 1886 
being even 1,835 against 910.8 per cent of gain by tlie 
United States. 

For the manufacture and exportation of machinery. 
and for the extraordinary needs of the electrical indus
try, there arose a great increase in the demand for iron 
and steel for steel rails, bridges, building ma- JllKhlnOlJ. 

terials, mining machinery, and railway equip-
ment. Locomotives were sold to Russia; while it is esti
mated that 91 per cent of the electrical railways in Europe 
were built by Germans. From 188~ to 1907 the persons 
employed in producing machinery increased by 229.1 per 
cent, and the steam power by 557.7 per cent. It is to be 
noted, however, that in this field Germans, in the main. 
were not inventors, but adapters of the improvements 
originated by others. England still held a superiority in 
textile machinery, and the United States in agricultural' 
implements. 

In the-applications of science to the chemical and beet
sugar industries characteristic German qualities came 
into play. Bayer in 1897 discovered the process of 

-making artificial indigo, or alizarine, from a 
coal-tar product; and German chemists super-
seded organic dyes with dyestuffs from coal-tar, the by
products of gas and coke, which had formerly gone to 
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waste. When the war broke out Germany was found to 
have furnished the main supplies of these dyes. For 
this industry benzol had been imported from England, 
Belgium, and Austria-Hungary. Inasmuch as these proc
esses were closely related to the production of explosives 
there was a reason for the invasion of Belgium in obtain
ing control of its coal and gas, apart from its furnishing 
an easier road to Paris than through the French frontier. 

The chemical triumphs in developing the processes of 
extracting sugar from beets are primarily German, and 
she leads the world in this industry. In 1911 Germany 

Sugor. 
produced 2,701,000 tons of beet-sugar, far sur
passing Russia, Austria-Hungary, and France. 

In this period the area planted to sugar beets was nearly 
quintupled, the total quantity of sugar increasing over 
sevenfold, and the weight of beets to make one kilogram 
of sugar being reduced from 11.62 (kilo.) to 6.08. 

In the textile industries the characteristic lessons of 
this period appear in striking form. Long ago, before 
the Thirty Years' War, the Germans had produced and 

TutII ... exported woollen and linen goods, but were 
dependent mainly on agricultural occupations, 

sucli as the growing of flax and the raising of sheep. Her 
reliance, as we have seen, was on handicraft; weaving was 
done at home. The invention of the steam-engine, Ll\e 
spinning-jenny, and the power-loom in England in the 
eighteenth century so lowered the cost of producing tex
tiles that Germans could not compete with the English. 
the efficiency of whose labor had been enormously multi
plied by the use of new power. In Germany. low wages 
and what was known as domestic production could not 
hold its own against the factory system. Yet she was 
late in changing from the honsehold to factory methods. 
It was 1860, or thirty years later than in England, before 
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the automatic cotton-spindle was introduced into Saxony, 
where cotton goods had been manufactured by machinery 
since 1798. From 188!! to 1907 the persons employed in 
textiles (now over 1,000,000) have increased by only 
!!O.S per cent, and the steam-power by 71.7. Neverthe
less there has been a distinct growth in the exports of 
these goods in twenty-five years.l As contrasted with 
66,600,000 spindles in Great Britain in 1909, Germany 
had only 10,100,000; and while Germany exported $IU,-
400,000 of cotton goods in 191!!, Great Britain exported 
$611,100,000. Similarly British exports of woollen goods 
in 19li were $188,800,000, but German were only $84,-
400,000. 

Taking German manufacturing industries as a whole, 
Helfferich estimates that in the past twenty-five years 
their producing capacity has increased threefold. In this 
fact we find the raison d'Ctre for the remark- GenIwIy 

able gain in German commerce and shipping. Impom raw 
For permanent international trade, goods in __ 
the main must be exported to pay for imports. As Ger
many now grows little wool, and no cotton, the important 
items in her foreign trade are wool, woollens, cotton, cot
ton goods, as well as iron and steel and machinery. She 
has imported chiefly from Russia, Great Britain, Austria
Hungary, France, India, Argentine, and the .united States 
(taking our cotton, copper, wheat, petroleum, com, lard, 
turpentine, oil-cake, etc.); and exported chiefly to Rus
sia, Great Britain, Austria-Hungary, France, Belgium, 
Netherlands, Switzerland, and the United States (sellin¥ 

I (Iu 'milliom) 

Cotton. from e18.8 to 'IOU 
Woolleoa from 4U to as.S 
SiIka from 4.0 to 47.7 
Woollen y&rIlII from 8.5 to 11.0 
Cotton y...... from t.t to 18.0 
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to us cotton goods, hosiery, silks, porcelains, dyes, toys, 
gloves, etc.}.' From 1887 to 1912 her imports gained by 
243.8 per cent, and her exports by 185.4 per cent. As 
against a total gain in foreign trade for Germany of 214.7 
per cent, that of Great Britain was 113, of the United 
States 173.3, and of France 98.1. 

As a consequence, it became possible to expand the 
German mercantile marine two and a half times since 
1888 to about 4,400,000 tons at the end of 1912. In 1911 
GOI1IWl m4 Germany and Great Britain together did 39 
BngIIaIt per cent of the world's international trade (the 
ohIppiDg. former 12.5 and the latter 26.9); and between 
them they owned 53 per cent of the world's shipping.' 
In 1880,39.1 per cent of German sea-borne trade was car
ried in German bottoms, and in 1911 50.4 per cent. In 
the same years British figui-es dropped from 7!U per 
cent to 59 per cent. It is significant to note, also, that 
in the tonnage passing through the Suez Canal, which 
was under English control, in 1892 that owned by Great 
Britain was 74.5 per cent, and that by Germany was 7.4 
per cent; but in 1912 the percentages were respectively 
6~.9 and 15.1. That is, under the freedom of the seas, 
German had gained at the expense of English tonnage. 

I In 19I5, 01 & toW lor Germany 01 ",675.000.000 in imports, rood proc!ucb, 
&nimaIe, induatrial raw materiaJ., and aemi-manolactwed soods &IlIODDted to 
'2.f!75.ooo.ooo. and linished goods to ttOO.OOO.OOO. While 01 ",H6.ooo.ooo 
esports; linished soods amounted to ,1.450,000,000. Helflerich. 01. oiL, p. ss. 

• Mercantile marine 01 leading countries (in milliotuo 01 toOl): 

G .... t Britain .................. . 

~=..~~:::::::::::~:::::: 
Norway ...................... . 
France ....................... . 

, ... 
7.' 
t.1 
1.1 
1.7 
I.S 

lIn 

11.41 
'.e 
8.0 
I.' 
I.t 
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§ 4. Having before us the unmistakable facts as to 
the very remarkable economic progress of Germany in 
the period immediately preceding the European War, we 
are the better able. by virtue of the direction CauN of 

and characteristics of that progress, to reach GenlwlJ'o 
a conclusion as to the causes underlying it. ""'
Indeed, it does not seeM posslole to go far wrong. As in 
most studies of this sort, the resultant seems to be the 
outcome of a combination of more than one set of forces. 

The ruling inHuence in this case is undoubtedly the gen
eral industrial revolution which has caused an upheaVal 
in every modern nation. The transition from handicraft to 
machinery, the discovery and application of new mechan
ical forces, would alone accoqnt for much of what has hap
pened. It is the conspicuous merit of Hel1ferich's analysis 
of this period that he. has emphasized the inHuence of the 
new technic. In giving the increase of steam-power in 
twenty-five years as fourfold, he makes this statement:1 

The effective capacity of one mechanical horse-power can be 
placed at about the equiValent of the physical labor capacity 
of ten men. Upon this basis the actual work done by German 
steam-engines in the year 1907 was equivalent to the work 
done by S!!,OOO,OOO men; and the increase of actually effective 
steam horse-power from 1895 to 1907 was equivalent to an 
increase of the worlcing population by about !l8,OOO,OOO men. 

Here is the pivotal matter: the growth of mere numbers 
is not the chief thing, it is the union of workers with new 
forces, which enormously increases the pro
duction of goods and so the consumption of 
the people. This is the fundamental reason 

TIle Dew 
tochDk:. 

why labor depends upon the capital which alone can 
provide the new technic. 

I LJc. oil. p. 25. The capacity of ateam-engines in l'ruaaia inoreaaed 110m 
1.Ht,000 J&on&.power in 1881 to 11,868,000 in 1895, and to 5,100,000 in lOOT. 
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In the use of gas released in coking, or by blast-fur
naces, for generating power by gas-engines; in the use 
of water-power to create energy; in reducing peat, lignite, 
GaIns etc., into gas, by which extensive moors were 
~ to converted into a source of new power; in sav-
011 ccnmlri... ing ammonia as a by-product; in transform.
ing the gas into electric energy, so that by power 
transmission it could be conveyed to industrial centres, 
and not used only at the place of origin; in the perfec
tion of other combustion motors, and in the advantages 
of cheap land and water transportation for her goods, 
Germany was sharing in the general industrial revolution 
going on in all countries. Indeed, as was said, she was 
unable to 1ll!e her phosphorous ores until an American, 
Gilchrist Thomas, discovered his process. For gains due 
to forces which are the commdn property of mankind no 
special credit is due to anyone country beyond that for 
intelligence and readiness in their application to its own 
problems. 

But besides making great strides due to the new age of 
progress, how much did Germany accelerate this move
ment by her own efforts? Only in such respects has she 
a basis for national self-compla.cency. Characteristic are 
the precision and thoroughness, the economy and thrift, 
of the people in general. As a consequence there is little 
waste, a low level of expenditure, and efficient labor, 
which together afford a low cost of production. lIer re
sources in coal and iron' are made available chiefly by the 
low costs due to the general technical gains of the age, 
but the existence of these deposits at home furnishes an 
individual advantage over countries without them. 

In the scientific development of the principles of chem
istry and their application to her industries, Germany has 
a special claim to credit. These gains, moreover, have 
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'extended to physics and electrical theory. It is claimed 
for a German, Werner von Siemens, that his invention of 
the dynamo machine and the dependence of Sped.ol 

power transmission upon it was the basis for lriumpha III 

'the applications of electricity in strong-current chemlatr7. 
dynamics; and that in 1891 the first successful transmis
sion of power took place from Lauffen on the Neckar to 
Frankfort on the Main. 

Liebig's work in vegetable physiology and agricultural 
chemistry have been distinctly German; but only more 
recently have the processes for using phosphoric acid, 
potash, and nitrogen to increase the fertility of Porlillz .... 

the soil been of importance. These processes, 
however, are of common knowledge and freely used by 
other countries. Germany has no monopoly of these 
advantages. Her special progress in this direction is due 
to her political and internal organization, and to het 
ability to enforce good methods of cultivation upon all 
growers of foodstuffs. Still, in her large deposits of 
potash, she has a special advantage over other nations. 
In obtaining nitrogen from the air, she is gaining from her 
individual progress in using electrical power; but while 
earlier in this field, these methods, too, are common 
property, as well as the access to Chilean nitrates. Here, 
again, her advantage is due to the energetic application 
of general knowledge rather than to her own inventive
ness. The same is also true of the recovery of phosphor
ous slag from iron (by the GilcIirist Thomas methods) 
and its use in the form of phosphate Hour as an artificial 
fertilizer. 

Again, it has been supposed that Germany's marked 
industrial progress has been founded on a singularly effec
tive system of training and education. In reality it will 
be found that her commercial schools have been a re-
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sult and not a cause of her commercial success. At the 
present time there is no question as to the superiority of 
German technical and commercial schools; and the com-

mercial success which led to the creation of 
!t.::!! the schools has undoubtedly been accelerated 

by their work. The technical high schools 
are intended for the training of managers and experts 
in the fields of architecture, structural engineering, me
chanical engineering, electro-technics, industrial and ad
ministrative engineering, surveying and forestry, prepara
tion for which is supplied by the lower technical schools, 
or the gymnasiums. These institutious are the response 
to the new world-wide industrial revolution. For artisans 
there are the middle. and lower grade and special schools 
in which are taught wood-carving, pottery, glass-mak
ing, drawing, spinning, brewhtg, lace-making, milling, etc. 
Since 1887 the gains of German foreign trade and the 
development of her special technical and commercial 
schools have gone on hand in hand. It seems clear that 
as her commercial ambitions expanded the aid of educa
tion for material and commercial purposes was sought 
for, as a part of the desire to penetrate into the trade 
and industry of other nations. The first German com
mercial high school. that of Leipsic, was not established 
until 1898. 

Without doubt, accuracy, precision, and exact knowl
edge have been stamped upon pupils; but there is a ques
tion whether the system has not produced a mechanical l1li_ and narrow mind lacking in flexIbility. !n-_tar. of deed, the German mind has a tendency to =.... heaviness, and the methods enforced from 

above lead to a reliance on cut-and-dried 
rules for all operations 80 that there is no premium 
on initiative. Outside of his special Fach, the German 
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student does not know how to think in an unexpected 
emergency, as does an American student. To teach what 
ought to be believed, and the methods by which' certain 
~licies dictated from above can be furthered, does not 
result in a true scientific mind. The inability of German 
diplomacy to understand the springs to action of other 
peoples seems to be an inevitable result of the too me
chanical nature of German education, and of the belief 
that mere energy and industry, if persisted in long enough, 
can produce spiritual results. 

Therefore, in studying the causes to which her amazing 
industrial progress is due, we are led to the necessary 
conclusion that the special contribution to her success 
which is essentially German is her genius for 
efficient organization. Most countries, not = 
realizing the full meaning of the industrial :::0-"':-
revolution and the need of enormous capital • 
investments to provide the new technic which would 
magnify the productive power of labor, were slow to ac
cept the new regime, being influenced by the rising tide 
of agitation which claimed for labor the gains in produc
tion due to this new order. The necessity of large pro
duction, of consolidation and centralization of business, in 
the new era was quickly recognized by Germany. From 
1882 to 1907 the number of persons engaged in small 
concerns increased only one-fourth, while in the largest 
concerns four-and-one-half fold. Moreover, the various 
processes of production were centralized under one head, 
not only in industry but in agriculture, where dairies, 
breweries, sugar-factories have become a part of large 
establishments. The trade combinations have taken in 
coal-mines and iron-works. In Germany, instead of ig
norant antagonism, as with us, there has been intelligent 
supervision and co-operation by the government which 
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has facilitated industrial organization adapted to the new 
methods. Under the name of syndicates, Kartela, etc., 
there have been developed organizations of a wide range,l 
including similar or related establishments-which with 
us are regarded as criminal. In Germany, however, the 
constituent companies maintain a nominal independence, 
but enforce agreements as to production, prices, and com
petition. The state approves such organizations to the 
end that there may be more and cheaper products for the 
consumption of the people. 

More than this, the German Government, with an 
assiduity and expert aid not known in any other country, 
has consciously and with great energy and skill become 

the ally of trade, both domestic and foreign. 
~ ... t It initiates and supports new enterprises; 
:'~ owning the railways, it grants special traffic 

rates for exports; it builds canals with public 
fimds, in order that industry may obtain low rates on 
heavy materials; it stimulates and subsidizes interna
tional steamship-lines; it forces the development of 
colonies; it has helped in establishing banks for foreign 
operations, and put her banking resources at the service 
of foreign trade; it bullies other states to gain commercial 
privileges; it has used its political power to good efJect 
in gaining control of the trade in southeastern Europe 
and Turkey; it employs its diplomatic body, the prestige 
of its military power, all the pressure of the government, 
to control ports, obtain concessions for opening mines and 
building railways, and to expand its commercial inJIuence 
in other lands. How well Germany has succeeded in this 

I The Xropp eotabIiahment combines coaJ..mineo, coking-planta. iJon...w.... 
smelting-works, steel-.. orking (machine!, C8DDOII, muuitioDo 01 war. armor
plate). eIectricol works, river tnII1Iport8 lor eool aDd ore. aDd .,.........." ---
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policy has only been revealed by the events of the Euro
pean War. 

Germany's remarkable progress from 1880 to 1910, we 
must then conclude, has been in very large measure due 
io the general industrial revolution, which she did not 
originate, but in which she shared with all 
other modern nations. The rapidity of her 
progress must be explained by the relatively 
backward position from which she started. 

Special 
Germm 
qualitl .. for ........ 

When the opportunity came to her after the estab
lishment of the empire, there were no handicaps ap
plied to prevent her catching up with her competitors. 
But to opportunity she added exceptional qualities of 
energy, persistence, training, docility under bureaucratic 
rule, thrift, industry, and a genius for organization. To 
this extent she deserves no little credit for conscious 
effort, but in the main she was only one of the legatees 
of the general industrial renaissance. The man standing 
on an escalator rises from no effort of his own; but if he 
adds his own force by also walking upward on the moving 
steps, he proceeds faster relatively to stationary objects. 
Such seem to have been the causes of her progress. 

§ 5. The outcome of her industrial development has 
directly afl'ected Germany's foreign policy. The pro
digious growth of her productive forces at home has made 

. her dependent on the importation of raw ma
terials to be worked up into finished goods; 
and, in turn, made'it necessary to maintain 
foreign markets for her finished goods. Therefore, she 
has come to regard it as a national duty to "guarantee" 
a supply of raw products through the possession of colo
nies. 

It has been assumed by, Germany-not necessarily on 
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economic but largely on political grounds-that she must 
own the territories from which she draws her materials, 

'" and to which she may export. Here is an =r::.!tof assumption which cannot be accepted; for 
:::::-' to it cannot be proved by experience, even in 

German trade. Trade does not follow guns 
and war-ships, nor arbitrary governmental decrees. Clas
sical examples of the success of the carrying trade by 
unwarlike nations are to be found in the development 
of shipping in Holland, Norway, and Italy. From all 
time nations have carried on trade without owning the 
ports or territories to which their ships go. Indeed, the 
old time-honored colonial policy of Europe, by which 
colonies were used as a means of aggrandizing the mother 
country, bas long ago been outlived and discredited, be
cause it was crippling the normal movement of goods. 
Goods move in international trade on the economic basis 
of a dilference in comparative costs. We send the goods 
in which we have a relative advantage, and with them 
buy the goods in which we have a relative disadvantage. 
It is an economic commonplace to say that this is the 
reason for the very existence of foreign commerce. 

Moreover, Germany's silent commercial conquests in 
the trade with Russia, England, southeastern Europe, 
South America, and the United States have gone on vic
Germu IIIl4 toriously in territory owned in some cases even 
Britlab trade by her rivals. Her commercial penetration of 
recipIocoL Russia bas been due to industrial efficiency 
and low costs. Before the war both English and Ger
mans had built factories in Russia in rivalry, and some
times in collaboration. In regard to German trade with 
England herself, it is common knowledge that English 
markets were flooded with German goods, so that .. made 
in Germany" became a commercial shibboleth. In short, 
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British companies freely carried on operations in Ger
many, and German companies and banks were established 
in Great Britain. Trade is reciprocal, and these rivals 
were necessary to each other. In 1911 exports from Ger-
many to the British Empire amounted to $860,725,000, 
and the goods sent by the latter to the former were valued 
at $442,475,000. There were evidently no restrictions on 
trade beyond those set by protective tariffs and relative 
advantages. The British took from Germany sugar, 
electrical and mining machinery, and mechanical products_ 
of the new technic. In return, they sent to Germany 
products of the older technic. in which the British re
tained their superiority, such as agricultural and textile 
machinery; and, in addition, raw materials to be used in 
the chemical industries, together with yarn, wool, hides, 
as well as articles of luxury and fashion, like leather goods, 
laces, cloths, plate glass, porcelain, china, best grades of 
paper, etc. Gradually it resulted that Germany, as she 
gained industrially, was buying less from England and 
England was buying more from Germany. Again, French 
and German bankers were freely competing in Russia and 
Turkey, and in the Balkan States; while the British were 
aiding the Turkish navy, Germany was reorganizing the 
Turkish army. How, then, could it be said that Ger
many's trade was hindered in these countries? 

Without doubt, something more than the economic 
gains of peace entered into the national aspirations of 
Germany. If the conditions before the war brought to 
her the greatest progress obtained by any 
other country in the last thirty years, then the ~..': of 

retention of those conditions was the thing 
most to be desired. Her phenomenal commercial gains 
were in themselves proof that she had the freedom of the 
seas. How else could her foreign trade and her shipping 
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economic but largely on political grounds-that she must 
own the territories from which she draws her materials, 

" and to which she may export. Here is an 
=~:otof assumption which cannot be accepted; for 
::'"'" to it cannot be proved by experience, even in 

German trade. Trade does not follow guns 
and war-ships, nor arbitrary governmental decrees. Clas
sical examples of the success of the carrying trade by 
unwarlike nations are to be found in the development 
of shipping in Holland, Norway, and Italy. From all 
time nations have carried on trade without owning the 
ports or territories to which their ships go. Indeed, the 
old time-honored colonial policy of Europe, by which 
colonies were used as a means of aggrandizing the mother 
country, has long ago been outlived and discredited, be
cause it was crippling the normal movement of goods. 
Goods move in international trade on the economic basis 
of a difference in comparative costs. We send the goods 
in which we have a relative advantage, and with them 
buy the goods in which we have a relative disadvantage. 
It is an economic commonplace to say that this is the 
reason for the very existence of foreign commerce. 

Moreover, Germany's silent commercial conquests in 
the trade with Russia, England, southeastern Europe. 
South America, and the United States have gone on vic
Gemws ... 4 toriously in territory owned in some cases even 
Britioh -. by her rivals. Her commercial penetration of 
reclpnICI!. Russia has been due to industrial efficiency 
and low costs. Before the war both English and Ger
mans had built factories in Russia in rivalry, and some
times in collaboration. In regard to German trade with 
England herself, it is common knowledge that English 
markets were flooded with German goods, so that .. made 
in Germany" became a commercial shibboleth. In short, 
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British companies freely carried on operations in Ger
many, and German companies and banks were established 
in Great Britain. Trade is reciprocal, and these rivals 
were necessary to each other. In 1911 exports from Ger-· 
many to the British Empire amounted to $360,725,000, 
and the goods sent by the latter to the former were valued 
at $442,475,000. There were evidently no restrictions on· 
trade beyond those set by protective tariffs and relative 
advantages. The British took from Germany sugar, 
electrical and mining machinery, and mechanical products . 
of the new technic. In return, they sent to Germany 
products of the older technic, in which the British re
tained their superiority, such as agricultural and textile 
machinery; and, in addition, raw materials to be used in 
the chemical industries, together with yarn, wool, hides, 
as well as articles of luxury and fashion, like leather goods, 
laces, cloths, plate glass, porcelain, china, best grades of 
paper, etc. Gradually it resulted that Germany, as she 
gained industrially, was buying less from England and 
England was buying more from Germany. Again, French 
and German bankers were freely competing in Russia and 
Turkey, and in the Balkan States; while the British were 
aiding the Turkish navy, Germany was reorganizing the 
Turkish army. How, then, could it be said that Ger
many's trade was hindered in these countries P 

Without doubt, something more than the economic 
gains of peace entered into the national aspirations of 
Germany. U the conditions before the war brought to 
her the greatest progress obtained by any 
other country in the last thirty years, then the == of 

retention of those conditions was the thing 
most to be desired. Her phenomenal commercial gains 
were in themselves proof that she had the freedom of the 
seas. How else could her foreign trade and her shipping 
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have grown so amazingly P The facts show only too 
clearly that she had the freedom of the seas, and the 
entry of her goods on equal terms in all ports of the world 
where her costs allowed her to undersell. Equally clear 
is it that her cry for the "freedom of the seas" was bom 
of a plan for herself so to control the seas that, when war 
came, she wouid be dominant on the ocean as well as on 
land.! She already had freedom of the seas for peaceful 
commerce; but an exaggerated ambition looked to domi
nance on the seas in time of war. Such appears to be 
the only possible explanation of her foreign and colonial 
policy. 

Obviously, her colonial and foreign system seems to 
have been a result of an industrial success which gave her 
the strength to aim at extensive conquests of territory. 
G This affords an explanation of her unwarranted f= theory that possession of territory is necessary 
::.!~ce to the expansion of trade. But, inasmuch as 
of au ..... In her development came late, other countries, 
lnclualry. especially England, had been before. her in 
colonial expansion. A naive egotism, swollen by un
dreamed-of commercial success for a country relatively 
poor in wealth, seemed to drive her to anger against the 
one country, England, which had led the way in the 
change from handicraft to machinery, and which was now 

'''Germany-which is compelled by its geographical position and its esperi
...... in history to mainlnin a Iaod-anny equal to aU contiDgeaci..-bad abo 
to decide to pnrtect its ever-growing aod ezpanding economic relations over 
the .... by building a navy sUoDg enough to Dip in the bud any temptstion. 
on the part of any enemy. to crush our economic competition by force. Our 
navy, the ..... tion of our Emperor, is, in this _ the keystone in the mighty 
system to which is due the estraordinary development ofwealth in Germany, 
and which to-day constitutea the basio for the elrlstence of the German pcop1 .. " 
Bellferich. p.86. The power to develop a navy baa been • comeqoence. not • 
cause. of the industrial development, and is • means of naiog these gaino lor 
natioDa1 amhitioDa. • 
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found to have been established in the most productive 
colonies throughout the world. The German hatred of 
England is bom of commercial rivalry. It is the childish 
aaifJet6 which believes it has a right to something possessed 
by another simply because it wants it. In furtherance of 
this desire was a concept of the state which had no code 
of morals. and to which everything was permitted pro
vided it achieved success. 

Perhaps the German point of view can in no way be 
more clearly or authoritatively stated than ,in the follow
ing words of Helfferich: 

Our dependence upon foreign countries. the counterpart to 
the great advantages derived by us, from having taken our 
plare in world-economy. calls for stronger counterpoises. Such 
a counterpoise can be created by German enterprise and Ger
man capital establishing a field for their activity beyond the 
borders of our country. and thereby gaining a direct inHuence 
over foreign territories that may be important to us as sources 
of supply and as markets. This can be done in an effectual 
way by acquiring over-sea colonial possessions; for in such case 
economic inHuence is secured and strengthened in the most 
effective manner possible by political domination. In so far. 
however, as this way is limited or barred up altogether-for 
when Germany. after the restoration of its political power, 
first cast its eyes over the seas, it found unfortunately that 
the colonial world was already for the most part occupied---ilur 
end must be reached by means of a far-sighted financial and 
economic activity (p. 81). 

The war has disclosed the true meaning of many inno
cent words in ant6 beUum literature. The plan of a com
mercial organization over MilJ.elw.ropa strengthened by 
strong political ties enforced by Germany lies behind 
such exposition as this: 

Their [German merchants in other countries] commercial, 
manufacturing, and agricultural undertakings. although rooted 
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in a foreign soil, are an important support for Germany's posi
tion in the world's business. This is especially true of the 

works of civilization on the grandest scale which 
G~ German enterprise and German capital have ere:onetra_ ated in the course of the past few decades in non-

European countries: the great electrical undertak
ings, irrigation systems, and especially railways, which-like the 
Bagdad Railway and the Shantung Railway-open up anew 
'Under G/fI'1IUln direction extensive regions and develop them 
into sources of supply for our import trade and into marketa 
for our. exports. Ibid., p. 114.. 

The claim often made that Germany had need of new 
territories, because her increasing population had no room 
at home is belied by the facts. The rise of the new 
technic had cauSed' a aemand for additional industrial 
workers, and has stopped eIlJigration; since, like England, 
a small area can retain a very large manufacturing popu
lation, if their imported food can be bought by the ex
port of finished products. It seems evident that ambi
tious expansion has not been due to lack of room for her 
people at home, but rather that, because of great indus
trial gains, national conquests have been rendered pos
sible. 

§ 6. Having before us the facts of Germany's remark
able and rapid industrial development since 1880, the 
coincidence of the organization of the empire with the 
beginning of the greatest industrial revolution in history, 
and the general and special causes at work to produce 
this advance, we are next led to study their inBuence on 
the direct causes of the war. 

One patent fact stands out above all others: in the 
teeth of competition with the richest, most experienced 
commercial countries, with those longest intrenched in 
successful trade, Germany, in the three decades before 
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merce than any other modern nation. If so, why was she 
not content? If she reaIly believed England to be de
cadent, to be rotting in gross materialism; o.m... 
'that France had lost her fibre and was given 88COIIdaDq 

over to political degeneracy-then why not let --..... 
them go on in their fatuous course, dead to all efficiency, 
while she was rising every day to new commercial vic
tories, even in French and British markets. In spite of 
clear warnings and explicit accounts of the methods by 
which Germans were successfully absorbing the world's 
markets, French manufacturers and exporters refused to 
wake up. Why not let them remain asleep, while reaping 
the triumphs of peaceful industry? 

If Germany wished the entry of her ships into all the 
ports of the world, the very facts of her advance in foreign 
trade and tonnage show beyond the shadow of a doubt 
that she achieved that end in times of peace. The "free
dom of the seas" was hers in fact and in deed, without 
owning the ports into which she sailed on equal terms 
with Norwegians, Italians, or British. She had no sum
mons to war to gain what she already possessed. 

She had succeeded in a most remarkable commercial 
competition by reason of the national qualities of energy, 
foresight, persistence, efficiency, and a genius for organi
zation. Her government, moreover, took on State 

paternalistic powers, assuming direct over- IOdoIiam /a 

sight of the physical, moral, and intellectual ~. 
effectiveness of the individual; and German docility under 
autocratic direction acquiesced. There resulted the great
est example ever known of state socialism, or manage
ment of industry and the acts of individuals by the state, 
but headed by an absolute government of a personal 
Kaiser in which the proletariat had no voice. It was a 
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government by autocratic experts, whose high efficiency 
presents a telling argument in favor of the absolutism un
der which it flourished, and thus formed a strong bulwark 
for the reigning dynasty in an age in which the demands of 
the proletariat for an increasing share in the government 
were steadily advancing. The weakened republican gov
ernment of France stood out in bold contrast to the 
forceful and efficient absolutism of Germany. Then, why 
did Germany not let well enough alone? 

In truth, we are forced to find Bome other cause for the 
war than the chance for industrial development. With
out doubt it was the exceptional growth of industrial 

MIJlIIrism • 
'0111111, DOt. 
....... of 
iDduatriaI _er. 

power and efficiency which fed and gave op
portunity for a colossal national ambition. 
Since the Franco-Prussian War of 1870, one 
would be indeed blind not to see everywhere 
in Germany evidenceS of a "swelled head," of 

.a "feverish megalomania." With the new wealth there 
came extravagance and the vulgar enjoyment of riches 
by the pa'Tflenu, unused to the refinements of life. The 
increased national production gave the means for spend
ing more funds on the army and navy.' Militarism had. 
no direct influence in furthering industrial efficiency be
yond emphasizing the national qualities of docility, obedi
ence, and promptness. Extended militarism was a result, 
not a cause, of the increase of productive power; because, 
if the national ambition were to be carried out by con
quest, it was the new wealth that gave militarism its 
chance. It was the spirit which guided the use of the 
new wealth, and which lay in the mind of absolutism, 
that determined the action of Germany and the direction 
of its dream of power. When Germans speak of a war 
for "national existence," for "a place in the sun," they 
mean the use of war to permit the realization of their 
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colossal ambition to be a world-power whose will cannot 
be limited by the military-or naval-power of any 
other one country or of any group of allied countries. 
When they demand "the freedom of the seas," they mean 
such control of the seas by a German navy that in time 
of war no other country can stop her conimercial marine 
from sailing the" seas. Their growth as a marvellously 
successful commercial country was only a means to 
a militaristic end. 

We are thus inevitably led face to face with Russia 
and southeastern Europe. The geographical position of 
Germany precluded much progress to the north or west; 
her hope of conquest lay to the southeast 
through Austria-Hungary, the Balkan States, 
Constantinople, Turkey in Asia, Mesopotamia, 

Dlnct 
...... 01 
til. world 
Wu· 

and the Persian Gulf. The colossal dream of 
MitteleuTopa gives the key to her Russian policy. If 
Russia were allowed to build up friendly Balkan States, 
strengthen Serbia, handicap Austria-Hungary, and throw 
her huge bulk across the way to the Persian Gulf by 
attaining Constantinople, Germany's ambition was de
stroyed. The Sarajevo assassination was only a lucky 
pretext for action in 1914, intended for the year before. 
German diplomacy emphasized the desire to "localize" 
the conflict between Austria and Serbia; always provided 
the German purpose through Austria-Hungary to prevent 
Russian domination in the Balkans was accomplished. 
When Russian mobilization in support of Serbia began, 
it was directed against Austria-Hungary. In reality it 
was a move against the German dream of Mitteleuropa. 
When Germany made Austria-Hungary's cause her own, 
and demanded the demobilization of Russia, the real issue 
was joined, and the struggle transferred from Serbia to 
Russia, with the consequence of a general European war 
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to decide the power of Germany to rule Europe, and 
thereafter the world. If Germany were to conquer, 
Great Britain would be taken in hand separately; so she 
was forced to join the Allies. If the Allies should be 
beaten, the United States would later be separately forced 
to accept German dictation, of which we were given a 
taste by their submarine warfare. So we were of necessity 
obliged to join the Allies. The problem for the world 
was whether the dream of German absolutism should be 
realized by the conquest over free peoples. It is mere 
deception to speak as if Germany had been deprived of 
the chance for unlimited industrial and commercial 
growth in times of peace, and that she had to go to war 
for the right to legitimate economic development. 
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§ 1. When Lord Kitchener based the success of the 
Allies in the European War on "men, munitions, and 
money," obviously he used the term "money" in the 
sense of credit. Out of every five dollars spent at least 
four dollars is obtained by credit. Since more' than 
$100,000,000,000 has already been spent by European 
Powers on the war, it is clear not only that no such sum 
of money was in existence, but also that war has not de
stroyed actual money. For instance, there is even more 
gold in the world to-day than before the war; and cer
tainIy there is much more paper money. In brief, it is 
wealth, or goods, in some form which has been de
stroyed; and it is only the prices of these goods expressed 
in money which count up into the enormous totals. These 
goods were priced in some monetary standard, like gold; 
and some money may have been used in the exchanging 
of the goods from seller to buyer; but it was the modern 
credit system which made the use of much money in this 
process of exchange quite unnecessary. 

89 
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The important thing to a country's prosperity is not 
the amount of money nor of a medium of exchange 
which it has within its borders, but the volume of goods 

Good .... 
primary; 
mOllO)'0D4 
credit are 
oeconcIarJ· 

it has which satisfy wants. It is not the 
tickets by which the milkman counts, but 
the number of quarts of milk, which are pri
mary. In foreign trade, likewise, the matter 
of chief importance is not the quantity of 

bills of exchange, but the actual production and move
ment of grain, cotton, munitions, and the like, in ex
ports or imports. Only because of the movement of 
such goods, or of securities (which are titles to goods 
and property) do bills of exchange come into existence. 
That is, want-satisfying goods are primary; money and 
forms of credit are secondary. Goods underlie alllegiti
mate and continuing credit' operations. When saying in 
general terms that credit is based upon goods, it is under
stood, of course, that it is concerned not only with goods 
actually in existence now being exchanged, but also with 
goods coming forward day by day, in the steady opera
tions of established industries, as well as with securities 
of various kinds, which are in fact titles to goods or io 
going concerns engaged in providing economic services.1 

Money, gold, checks, the various media of exchange, are 
only convenient devices for expediting essential transac
tions in goods. Although credit is itself an exchange of 
goods involving the return of an equivalent in the future, 
the forms of credit arising out of such transactions are va
rious-book accounts, bills receivable, notes, checks. bills 
of exchange, and the like. Some forms of credit-such 

I MCredit depeads on the ........ ption that goods produced..m oome to DIU

ket &lid be ooId and that oecuritiea that are bued on the eaming pcnrer "'pro
ductioa ..m fetdl • price on the eschauseo '" the world." Hartle7 Withen, 
W.,1JIId Ltnobanl SIred, p .•• 
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88 checks or bills of exchange-also serve 88 media of 
exchange, if made payable on demand by recognized in
stitutions, and thus perform some of the work of money. 

The funds needed on the unexampled scale of modern 
'wars can be obtained either by taxation or by loans. 
Obviously taxation, even 88 heavy 88 that now levied by 
Great Britain, can provide only a part of the Tho .... 

great sums consumed by this war. Therefore, _04 on 

the main reliance of all the belligerents must by _lilt. 

be on loans, that is, on the use of credit. When it is 
asked, "Where does "all the money come from to carry 
on this stupendous war P" it will readily appear in answer 
that the cost of war is largely represeuted by the destruc
tion of goods, referable to money only 88 a means of re
cording their value, and that money plays a rille second
ary to goods. It is the quantity of goods demanded by 
war which forms the real economic expense of this terrible 
struggle. Money remains; goods are destroyed. The 
war is really being carried on by credit. 

To obtain credit is to gain possession of purchasing 
power over goods. n credit is given, there is very little 
difficulty in finding a medium of exchange by which the 
purchasing power can be exercised in any direc-
tion needed. Hence, the really important ~::Ut 
problems in financing a war have to do with the 
extent, soundness, and maintenance of a country's credit. 
How, then, does any individual, company, or government 
obtain this purchasing power inherent in credit P Of 
course it can be given only by persons who have control 
over goods, or by institutions which deal in credit transac
tions, that is, by banks. Banks are created by those 
who invest capital, not in farming or mining, but in the 
business of supplying credit, or purchasing power, to those 
who apply for it. To an individual applicant why should 
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credit be given? Only if evidence can be given that he 
will repay at the future time agreed upon. The possession 
of wealth, continuous producing power in a going in
dustry, a reputation for integrity and keeping a promise, 
the pledge of securities wb,ich are titles to wealth or con
trol of sources from which wealth can be drawn at call, 
are accepted as sufficient guarantees for the certainty of 
repayment. The varying legal forms of credit arise from 
varying agreements between the contracting parties as 
to the certainty and method of securing repayment. 
What is true of the individual is true of the state. An 
individual may get goods on a book credit at a shop, 
or by giving a promissory note to a bank, or by the 
creation of a bill, or acceptance; in the case of the 
state, by giving a short-time obligation or by giving 
a national bond, engaging. to pay interest from year 
to year and the principal at some future date. In all 
borrowing there is a case of simple buying and selling, 
as in any shop; the lender sells the right to draw on him 
at once, and the borrower gives in return the obligation 
to pay a definite sum in the future. A bank sells a de
mand right, and buys the right to payment in the future. 
The borrower gets immediate purchasing power; the bank 
does the waiting, and takes the risks involved in iL The 
phenomenal development of modem credit is due to the 
recognition that giving present purchasing power on a 
guarantee of future repayment can, with experience and 
good judgment, be carried on with practical safety; and 
the extension of the field of credit has gone pari pa8BU 

with the enlargement in the production and exchange of 
goods. In the main the obligations are paid off, if goods 
are steadily and normally produced and sold. There is 
a vast difference, however, between commercial credits 
at a bank, where the term of the loan is short {such as 
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ninety days), and an investment in a national bond run
ning often many years to maturity. Commercial banks, 
therefore, have constantly liquid assets, by which they 
can meet all demand claims; but demand liabilities can
'not be met by assets consisting of long-term bonds. 
When a state borrows, the source of the means 
of repayment exists not only in the total ~emmont 
wealth of its people, but also in the skill and =.1lOt 
judgment with which the state derives its 
national income from that wealth by taxation. The 
ability of a government to borrow and to obtain enor
mous sums of purchasing power over goods needed in 
war thus depends not only on the wealth of the country, 
but also upon its sound finance and the skilled mobiliza
tion of its resources. A country having vast natural re
sources, like Russia, may not borrow as effectively and 
cheaply as a poorer country which is financially better 
organized. 

In obtaining credit a state must act as a borrower. 
Just as in private borrowing, the applicant wishes imme
diate means of payment, while the lender is to be repaid 
only in the future. Therefore, for all sums be- ]IIut borrow 

yond those that can be raised by taxation, the of Ito 

state must go, in the main, to the private citizens. 

credit organizations of the people to get that present 
_ purchasing power which is the urgent need. There is 
thus brought to light the fact that the power to lend is 
not a creation of the state, but is a result of the slow 
accretion of capital and surplus wealth in the hands of 
individuals and institutions of credit. The ability to get 
quick purchasing power by the government on an enor
mous scale, therefore, depends on the credit power of its 
citizens, or those of friendly countries. It cannot buy 
munitions and supplies unless it can transmute its future 
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ninety days), and an investment in a national bond run
ning often many years to maturity. Commercial banks, 
therefore, have constantly liquid assets, by which they 
can meet all demand claims; but demand liabilities can
not be met by assets consisting of long-term bonds. 
When a state borrows, the source of the means 
of repayment exists not only in the total ~O=",OBt 
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judgment with which the state derives its 
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organized. 
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diate means of payment, while the lender is to be repaid 
only in the future. Therefore, for all sums be- Mao! bO!fOW 

yond those that can be raised by taxation, the of Ita 

state must go, in the main, to the private citInDI. 

credit organizations of the people to get that present 
_ purchasing power which is the urgent need. There is 

thus brought to light the fact that the power to lend is 
not a creation of the state, but is a result .of the slow 
accretion of capital and surplus wealth in the hands of 
individuals and institutions of credit. The ability to get 
quick purchasing power by the government on an enor
mous scale, therefore, depends on the credit power of its 
citizens, or those of friendly countries. It cannot buy 
munitions and supplies unless it can transmute its future 
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production, by credit operations, into present means of 
.payment. If present goods are not obtainable, it cannot 
keep men in the field. 

§ 2. Credit does not create capital. Capital functions 
as economic goods given over mainly to productive uses, 
and originates through saving. To give credit or pur

chasing power over goods does not increase 
=:'0114 goods, except by making capital more active 

and by increasing its efficiency in production 
through enabling it to go where it may be most needed. 
Credit gives capital mobility. 

More than that, credit widens the exchangeable power 
of wealth. All salable, liquid wealth becomes a basis for 
granting commercial credit, and itself becomes a source of 

purchasing power to its owner, independent of 
~::J ~ the quantity of money he holds. Credit coins 
::.~ all such wealth into purchasing power; and, 

when expressed in terms of standard money, 
the dealings seem to the superficial observer to be trans
actions in money when in truth they consist of transac
tions in goods. For instance, the demand deposits of 
commercial banks are not, as supposed, the outcome of 
money deposited, but chiefly the credits granted to bor
rowers based on paper arising from the sale of goods. In 
other words, all bankable property enters the circulatory 
movement of goods which are being exchanged against 
each other, with only a minimum use of money for bank 

. reserves, or for small change. Thus credit, individual or 
national, enables the borrower to obtain immediate means 
of payment, and postpones to the future its repayment. 
The state, which borrows usually on long time for its 
permanent debt, pledges its future producing power in 
return for present purchasing power over goods. 
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If anything like war intervenes to disturb, or to cut off, 

the normal production of goods, on which forms of credit 
are based, the whole fabric of credit, exchange, and pay
,ments is directly affected, even though no ~t bue4 

money is destroyed. Credit operations, though . on ROC>do. DOt 

based upon the movement of goods, are, as on monol· 

we have said, always drawn in terms of money and give 
the impression that the dealings are in money. Before 
the war began the enormous exports of Great Britain 
would normally be paid for by imports of various sorts; 
but the outbreak of war suddeuly Stopped the movement 
of goods. That is, obligations due to the British could 
not be liquidated by the proceeds arising from the sale 
of goods. Hence, there was the call for that amount of 
money (i. e., gold) which expressed the value of the 
goods sold. Then, it was discovered, with seeming aston
ishment, but with a certainty which should have been 
expected, that actual money equal to the credit transac
tions in goods could not be had. Thus was enforced the 
truth that credit is really based on goods, and not on 
money; and that the final liquidation of these pre-war 
obligations must wait on a ~ter production and move
ment of goods. Issues of paper money do not repair the 
stoppage of production, because the subtraction of goods 
is the pivotal matter, and printed slips of paper are not 
substitutes for goods demanded by consumers. 

In trying to understand the credit operations of this 
stupendous war, in which we are now involved, it is nec
essary to keep in mind the distinctions between money, 
credit, and capital, and the difference in their 
functions. In the actual operations involved 
in financing the war we shall have to discrimi
nate between those affecting (1) money, (2) 

Mona,. 
cre4lt,and 
IIscaI 
operatlcma. 

credit and banking (which is only the practical applica-
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tion of the principles of credit), and (3) fiscal policy, cov
ering the operations of the state in taxation, borrowing, 
and expenditure-although, as we shall see, one of these 
may react on the others. The play of credit is subtle, 
and affects both the others. 

§ 3. Credit, being directly related to the production 
and exchange of goods, is therefore directly affected by 
the volume of bankable goods destroyed in war. In fact, 
the power of a belligerent to continue fighting depends 
not only on its own productive power, but also on its 
ability to obtain purchasing power by credit from others. 
I,becomes, then, a question of having surplus goods over 
and above the necessaries of life. 

In studying the destruction of war, moreover, we must 
not omit to compare it with a similar destruction which 
has been going on in times of peace through the wastes 
of extravagance and vanity. To most people this 
saying is a block of stumbling and offense. We have 
become so accustomed to the use of luxuries and 
unnecessary articles that when they are withdrawn in 
a sudden emergency we are apt to regard their sub
lIIost of our traction as a great disaster. And yet very 
COD81UDption little of our daily consumption is really essen
aupertluoua. tial to health. Indeed, all that large part of 
it which is not needed for the actual maintenance of the 
body in full hea.Ith is superfluous. Only the primary 
satisfactions-those for healthful food, clothing, and 
shelter-are really essential to physical well-being. Men 
leave the fat and stuffed living of the city to spend some 
summer months camping in the woods, where they have 
the simplest cuisine, the slightest shelter, and the rough
est clothing, and yet they emerge restored in strength and 
animal spirits. If we stop 0 W thlPk, it must be obvious 
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to us that we could give up the largest part of our habit
ual peace consumption and not only maintain but even 
improve our physical condition. 

The whole history of a growing and diversified consump
tion is a story of the development of human wants. Not 
content with the satisfaction of the primary needs of 
simple food, clothing, and shelter, men have 
eDlarged and differentiated their wants with

Wanta. 

out limit as civilization has spread and brought new de
sires. Not being mere animals, and not content with 
mere physical requirements, they have developed 'endless 
wants of an !esthetic, pleasure-giving, intellectual, and 
spiritual character. There being no limit to human 
wants, their satisfaction is limited only by the power of 
society to produce the concrete articles and yield the ser
vices which meet these wants. The productive power 
of society is dependent on division of labor, natural re
sources, intelligent management, racial adaptability to 
industry. efficient labor, invention, the spread of mechani
cal methods, and an abundance of capital to allow "round
about" productive operations. Nevertheless, it remains 
true that for a considerable period of time we could, in a 
great emergency, go without all but the primary needs of 
life; while it remains equally true that to-day the most 
considerable part of our productive forces are normally 
engaged in giving forth satisfactions beyond those for our 
primary needs. 

The accumulated capital of the race, working with its 
laboring force, is occupied in producing objects of de
sire, the largest part of which enter into the surplus of 
society in excess of the· minimum as above 
described. If, therefore, labor and capital =.:... .. 
formerly engaged in producing unnecessaries 
cease to work, society will have no stocks of this kind 
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of goods which t-hey can buy; or, if the owners of wealth 
withdraw their demand for unnecessaries, either because 
of some common wave of sentiment, or of alarm for the 
future, or of a sudden desire to save, or of a loss of income, 
this labor and capital will not be employed in producing 
them. It must be clear, then, that a vast consumption 
goes on in times of peace, in return for which no new 
goods are produced; that is, tangible goods are destroyed, 
without resulting in subsequent production. While laces, 
wines, or food are used up by those who consume them 
for personal pleasure or luxury, wealth to that amount is 
lost just as certainly as if they were war goods destroyed 
on the battle-line. In the latter case there are no per
sonal desires satisfied; only a loss without any compen
sations but the supposed gains of war. If A produced 
100 units of goods at an outlay of 80, and B did the same 
in other goods, then if A's goods were exchanged against 
B's, they went to consumers, and satisfied desires (of all 
kinds, some harmless, some lofty, some vulgar), even if 
these goods were not used to hire workmen to produce 
other and new goods. Looked at from a purely economic 
point of view, we cannot regard the enormous destruction 
of wealth in war as something very different from what has 
been going on in peaceful days, through unproductive 
consumption. The purposes of the consumption (being 
for civilized ends as against the killing of men) may be 
widely different; but the economic, materiai result may 

"not be so very different. Were the destruction of war 
accompanied at the same time by a really effective ces
sation of unproductive civilian consumption, a country 
might emerge from the war almost intact in an economic 
sense-having lost, of course, the satisfactions from the 
gains of art and luxury. These are the reasons why 
statesmen, during the strain of great expenditure in war, 
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urge upon their people the need of economy, or the cessa.
tion of unnecessary consumption. 

§ 4. The destruction in war, however, goes further 
and deeper than the loss by unproductive consumption 
during peace. It involves the whole philosophy of con
aumption, into which we cannot here go; but certain con
siderations of destruction and credit are essential to our 
purpose. 

The disappearance of wealth in the European War, we 
all know, is going on to a. frightful extent. It, of course, 
reduces the margin from which savings can be made and 
from which capital is created. Great as is the DistIDdI ... 

destruction of wealth, however, it is not so b.tw .... lo .. 

vital as the destruction of capital. The de- =~;':an4 
struction of wealth, hurtful as it is, is like the 
loss of a farmer's yearly crop of apples; he may get on 
without apples until the next season. On the other hand, 
the destruction of capital, since it is one of the factors 
devoted to the production of new wealth, is like the en
tire loss of the apple-tree itself; the farmer can never 
again have apples of his own. until a. new tree has been 
grown. It is important, therefore, to know whether it is 
wealth or capital which is being destroyed in this war. 

In order even to be maintained without diminution, 
capital, which in active production is constantly changing 
its form and ·being restQred in new goods, must be re
placed. A, in producing 100 units of goods, expended, 
perhaps, 80 units of capital. A producer, B, in another 
field will have done likewise. A and B, typifying all 
producers, exchange their finished goods with each other. 
When A gets back in exchange the proceeds of 100 units 
of new goods, he must set aside 80 out of his gross returns 
to replace the 80 units of capital used up in the produc-
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tion of his original 100. If so, his capitsl is restored and 
he can go on producing another 100 in the future. So 
with B. The replacement of 80 in each case is essential 
to the mere maintenance of capital and industry on its 
present scale, without any increase. 

The characteristic effect of war upon industry in each 
of the ~elligerent countries has been the violent and sud
den transfer of labor and capital on a phenomenal scale 
Bow.... from peaceful occupations to those producing 
destroys war supplies. Labor and capital were di-
capitaL verted from making peaceful buildings, fac-
tories, machinery, canals, merchant-vessels, docks, to mak
ing guns, she11s, and equipment-which, when consumed, 
vanisl;ted, without return. If A transfers his capitsl from 
normal industry to manufacturing munitions of war, his 
outlay of 80 yields 100 in goods sold to the government, 
which, as we have seen, destroys them without reproduc
ing anything in their place. The government, unlike B 
(in times of peace), does not return goods to A by which 
he can replace his 80 units of capital and thereby go on 
producing in the future. That is, when shells explode 
on the firing-line, A's 100 units of product, and so the 
equivalent of his 80 of capital, are destroyed forever. A 
is able, in fact, to go on producing, because in return 
for his 100 units the government gives him purchasing 
power in a promise to pay-either paper money, or 
treasury notes, or long-term bonds-which are forms of 
credit based upon future production after the war. But, 
quite apart from the external means of payment, the 
sinister fact emerges that capital has been destroyed and 
not replaced. We cannot get away from the unmistak
able reduction in the capital of the country. This is 
basic to our study of war and credit. 

More direct losses occur when, as in the retreat of 
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the Germans on the Somme front, there is a: thorough 
destruction of cattle, crops, fruit-trees, forests, lumber, 

~;, :a!!:=;v::~ son:tt:u(s:nd: !::!.goodo 
high explosives on the battle-field. Not only ~of 
are existing goods reduced, but there is lost 
also the capital by which future goods can be produced. 
Hence, not only circulating but even more or less fixed 
capital has been destroyed iu the territory occupied by 
an enemy, as iu Belgium, northeastern France. East 
Prussia, Serbia, and Rumania. The basis of credit is to 
that extent undermiued. As soon as there is no com
modity . basis behind credit operations, bankruptcy-()r 
an inability to meet demand obligations at any iustant
is not far off. The total of goods produced and exchanged 
by a belligerent forms the basis for its credit; but if, by 
the necessary results of war, the productive power of the 
people. and its surplus above the necessaries of life are 
reduced, that country's credit is pro tanto weakened. 
Only if a nation can go outside its boundaries to neutrals 
or to friendly allies, where it can borrow the goods of 
others to fi.II up its own present losses, can its status be 
maiutaiued iutact. When, as iu the case of the Cen
tral Powers, credit must be limited by the productive 
power at home, the basis of credit is directly undermiued 
iu proportion as the destruction of war goes on.1 To say 
that debts which are a measure of losses are an advan
tage if confined to its own people, is only self-deception. 

I If Doctor Ka!I He\frerich y correctly quoted in hia budget .peech of D';' 
..."her 14. 1915, we have an amasing .... mple of poor logic and economica in 
the followiDg: "We are paying a1moat ""elusively to ourae1veo, wbile tbe enemy 
y paying abroad. Therein Ii .. the guaranty that in tb. future we abalI main· 
tain the adVBDtage. • •• [Germany] COD bear to become poerer and a1wayo 
remain wbat abe y... Sbe certainly CIIDDOt maintain her production and credit 
uoder coutant destruction witbout replacement from outside wbile tbe war 
Iaat& What may bappen in tbe decades after the._ y quite anotheo: matter. 
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The most serious blow at production and credit by war. 
however. is given by the killing and maiming of its labor
ing force. Capital and wealth can be again restored by 

economic proceSses. but not so human life or 
::: ::.... perfect limbs and eyes. How far the directing 

and managerial skill has disappeared cannot 
yet be estimated. The immediate effect has been dimin
ished production of all goods but war supplies; and to 
that extent the loss of labor force has lowered the basic 
support of credit. In the Central Empires scarcity of 
labor has weakened the efficiency of railway transporta
tion, reduced the output of coal, and diminished the pro
duction from the soiJ.~xcept such as can be continued 
by prisoners. women. boys, and old men. Nevertheless. 
in less than a generation, under the ordinary stimulus to 
increase of numbers, we may expect to see the full Iabor 
force again restored. In an eVt'n shorter time the losses 
to capital will have been made good. and probably the 
unusual stimulus to thrift after the war will have even en
larged the world's capital. and so the production of goods 
o~ which credit depends. 

§ 5. In view of the colossal expenditures in this war. 
it had been thought that it could not long continue be
fore economic exhaustion would be reached. In spite of 

unparalleled losses of wealth, capital, and men, 
~.... however, the struggle has gone on into the 

fourth year of the war. Evidently solvency. 
in the ordinary business sense, is no more obligatory to 
the continuance of war by a belligerent than in the case 
of a bankrupt railway which continues to fight its solvent 
rivals; in each case they are relieved from meeting their 
immediate fixed charges out of normal income. By what 
processes. then, does a .country at war meet its enor-
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mous expenditures!' Obviously not by money. but by 
credit. The limit to expenditure is to"be found not merely 
in the surplus of goods over necessaries capable of being 
produced by a country. but also in its power to borrow 
from the surpluses of other countries. The limit to credit 
is ultimately in goods. home or foreign. A government 
does not borrow money. but purchasing power over goods; 

" because the value of these goods is expressed in money. 
and the totals of loans are also thus expressed. it does not 
change the basic fact that it is goods which are really 
borrowed. . 

Economic inconvenience is reached when there is an 
interruption to the normal consumption of civilians. 
There is. of course. a falling off in the production of 
articles formerly in demand. There is evi-
dence of prosperity in war industries. because :-:.. ':! co 
by expending borrowed funds for war supplies =:: goode. 

the government causes a fOrCIole diversion of 
demand into new directions where there is. also. a stimu
lated demand for labor (which quickly reduces unemploy
ment). This inevitable reduction of civilian consumption 
does not. however. affect the ability of a country to con
tinue the war. As yet it is only an inconvenience. The 
habitual coffee-drinker may not be able always to have 
coffee for breakfast; many may have to give up butter or 
jam on their bread; constant meat-eaters may be very 
largely cut off from meat; the woman of society may not 
only fail to get the same color effects in her dress. but 
may even be cut off from buying new clothes; the heavy 
income tax may cut off wine and force a large reduction 
in servants; but the war will not thereby be stopped. So 
far as non-combatants are concerned. the war can go on 
as long as they. and the laboring classes in particular. 
can satisfy only their primary wants. That is. eCo-
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nomic exhaustion is reached only when the surplus of 
production over the necessaries of life has been wiped 
out by turning the efforts of industry into making war 
supplies. 

So far our analysis has been directed to the basic mat
ters of the production and consumption of goods. These 
fundamental considerations, however, are usually hidden 
Pilw1ciDg by from sight, because attention is popularly 
iaoa .. of given to the external phenomena of money 
paper. and finance. To many minds the possibility 
of continuing the war-apart from men and munitions
seems to pivot upon the ability to "finance" their in
creasing expenditures. What does financing in this sense 
mean? Obviously it is a series of credit operations arising 
out of loans and their use in obtaining war supplies. On 
the surface it is a question whether the government can 
pay for its extraordinary war expenditure. In providing 
a superficial means of payment there is a wide scope for 
deception of the people if there can be created notes and 
promises to pay, even though there is behind them a di
minishing· basis of goods to be got by taxation. or by 
means of loans. Any state can get sound means of pay
ment only from the wealth or goods owned by its own 
citizens, and turned over to the state, or by loans in 
foreign countries which gives it control over goods there. 
Water cannot rise higher than its source; nor can a nation 
spend more than the wealth or goods it can obtain by taxa
tion or by borrowing on credit. The amount of bank
notes, or paper money, it may issue, or the billions of 
bonds it may sell, does not increase its wealth one whit. 
On the contrary. they are evidences of the burden of debt 
incurred. 

Successful financial mobilization consists in meeting 
extraordinary war expenditures by a means of payment 
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acceptable at a given point of time to the sellers of goods. 
Taxes and loans on a large scale are turned over to the 
T~ury mainly in claims to deposits in banks; and the 
Treasury is able to pay by transferring these 
claims to its creditors. In view. of the enor
mous transactions carried through by credit 
and banking devices in the exchanging of 
goods, no great addition, if any, to the quan
tity of money in circulation in ordinary times is needed 
simply for a medium of exchange in aiding the trans
fer of goods in war time. Hence, not only mut a bel
ligerent have wealth as a basis for credit, but it must have 
the skill to marshal these resources in the form of accept
able means of payment at the time and place required in 
order to cover its expenditures as the war goes on. Con
sequently, there may be a difference between financial 
exhaustion and economic exhaustion; for a country with 
large resources badly mobilized may be financially crip
pled, and yet not be economically exhausted in its sur
plus of goods. In the American Civil War the Northern 
States were often financially bankrupt, yet their economic 
resources were not exhausted; the South yielded not be
cause of financial mismanagement, but because of its 
economic exhaustion. Likewise a country like Russia, 
under the rule of the Romanoffs, having immense poten
tial resources, may by corruption, dishonesty, or ineffi
ciency have become financially weak, because her vast 
resources were not turned into satisfactory means of pay
ment. For this reason Russia has had difficulty in pay
ing for its foreign purchases, and has been early aided by 
English credit. Her food supplies are indefinitely large, 
and her men and goods might furnish a long-continued 
power for fighting-provided she gets the munitions 
and credit and wishes to fight. To be decisive, finan-. 
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cial exhaustion must be reducible to economic exhaus
tion. 

Under skilful financial mobilization of resources, lUI in 
Germany, the end might come-other things being equal 
-only when the surplus above necessaries has been ex
Or t d bIB hausted; if there should not be enough food for 
wil1 eaDOl ~Ile both soldiers and civilians, there would be evi
end the war. dence that the line of necessaries had been 
passed. Nor will war cease merely because of the piling up 
of enormous debllil. So long as a belligerent can obtain the 

. men and the munitions, it is solely a question of credit. 
The big debts and the heavy burdens of taxation for the 
future entailed by them are problems bearing on the fu
ture resources and productivity of the country. The crea
tion of loans puts a mortgage on the future, with the aim 
of obtaining present means of payment for war supplies to 
be consumed to-day. The only real limit to these long
term credits is the ability to get present goods; when this 
fails, the object of borrowing disappears. For these pro
digious loans subscribers pay in to the government forms 
of money, or mainly bank credits, based on the possession 
of goods or property (often in the shape of other invest
ments). An equivalent destruction of goods in war sup
plies has gone on pari paaBU. At the end of the war the 
credit obligations involve the return by the state of nearly 
all it has destroyed-but this can be taken, apart from 
the interest for carrying the burden of debt, only grad
ually during many decades from the production of the fu
ture. 

§ 6. It had been supposed that the destruction in the 
European War would reduce the purchasing power of Eu
rope and cut off the demand for American goods. As ev
ery one now knows, these fears at the outbreak of the war 
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were unjustified, and there has arisen an unprecedented 
demand from belligerent countries for our foodstuffs, 
machinery, copper, horses, and all kinds of war supplies. 
While the demand for cotton, mainly from the Central 
Powers, has fallen off, yet the excess of our various ex
ports has risen to undreamed-of figures. How can these 
goods be paid for 1 If not by actual gold, then payment 
must be made either by present goods, or-which is tlie 
important matter-by credit operations involving future 
goods. This last is the central matter. 

In estimating the purchasing power of a country it 
must be treated as a going concern; that is, its output of 
products for general use and for export may be strikingly 
reduced in the years of war. But war condi
tions are, fortunately, not normal; and de
struction, while unparalleled, must be rela
tively temporary. Therefore, the outlook in 
exceptional years of war must be corrected, 
for purposes of estimating the basis of credit, by refer
ence to a country's normal productive power under aver
age conditions. Thus the purchasing power of a nation 
by credit depends upon its long-established record in 
the past, its reputation for keeping its promises, the 
attitude of its people toward its governmental honor, 
its known thrift and industrial efficiency, its annual in
come, its taxable wealth, and its existing burden of debt. 
The ability of a state to fill up at once the losses of war 
now going on is-apart from its own internal productive 
resources-largely a question of its borrowing power, and 
the various influences affecting it. By getting loans a 
government may put off to the future, when conditions 
may be again normal, the process of making up its losses 
by industry and thrift. An enormous debt, of course, 
means heavy taxation; but, strange as it may seem, heavy 
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taxes, if certain and skilfully laid, do not seriously retard 
industry and trade. Inequality and corruption in taxa
tion do cause retardation. 

It is sometimes explained that credit depends upon and 
is limited by money (especially that in bank reserves). 
This view, however, looks only at the external and purely 
S I of mechanical processes through which the fun
g'::.~ger damental sources of credit register themselves. 
than reolize.s. The European War is forcing us to revise some 
traditional beliefs. One wonders that belligerents can 
keep up the struggle without either economic exhaustion 
or financial bankruptcy. If the inability to meet demand 
obligations in the usual gold of international payments is 
an evidence of bankruptcy, then several countries are 
already bankrupt. But how can they keep on? It is 
obviously a question, not of money, but solely of getting 
the goods needed in war. What is often overlooked is the 
phenomenal extent, in this modem era of new power and 
highly developed machinery, of the surplus of goods above 
the necessaries of life. It is almost inconceivably large. 
As long as this prodigious surplU8-0r rather, the labor, 
capital, and resources by which this surplus is created
is not used up, a nation can go on fighting. Of course, in 
a case like that of Germany, the effect is that of practical 
confiscation of all surplus production to carry out a 
national purpose. 

Even in such a case, cut off from outside borrowing, 
the usual forms are made use of; goods are taken by pur
chase or taxation; but the limit to consumption in war 
is the limit set by production. The ultimate limit to 
credit operations, even if confined to its own peoples, is 
goods, and not the various forms of money no matter 
how much they may be inflated. The disruption of war 
has shifted production away from civilian needs to the 
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war goods which disappear without replacement. That 
the total amount of goods formerly needed to supply 
men's wants has been lessened to an amazing extent is ob
vious. The people could not consume as much 
as before. even if they had more gold than be
fore to buy with. The war goods are replaced 
ouly by obligations to return goods in the fu
ture; that is, by the engagements of the govern

cam..t_ 
tIlolimits of 
tIlo ourp\ .. 
above -

ment to pay money which it expects to obtain by taxing 
the goods produced by the people for years and generations 
to come. These obligations may be the promises to pay 
of banks from which the government has obtained loans, 
or government notes, or short-term treasury notes, or long
term bonds bearing a rate of interest heightened by the 
risks induced by the chances of defeat in war. The state 
may try to expand the claims on future goods to its far
thest possibility, but it will always be held up by an 
impassable barrier, when credits reach the limits of the 
surplus. Another way of saying the same thing is by 
estimating the annual increase of wealth, or net earnings 
above outlay. In Germany-to continue our illustration 
of a country cut off from outside borrowing-the net in
come is placed at about $2,000,000,000. Already the 
total debt of Germany, including the enormous floating 
debts and those incurred by the separate states and 
municipalities, is over $80,000,000,000, the annual 
charge on which at 6 per cent would itself eat 
up three-fourths of the net income of the 
country. It is a question whether the extreme 
limit of credit has not already been reached 
in this case. Certainly the. lack of various 

a--
1l00riDc tho 
limit of 
ourp\ .. ..-. 

supplies seems to show that the line of necessaries has 
been nearly reached. It is quite another matter, on the 
contrary, for those belligerents who can obtain goods 
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for present consumption by borrowing from other coun
tries to any amount. They are limited only by the belief 
in their productive power after the war; by the ability to 
produce hereafter enough to meet the interest charge on 
the debt, and a surplus sufficient to provide for a steady 
growth of capital and a slow return tonormal consumption. 

§ 7. Although forms of credit rightly originste only 
from transactions in goods (including gold, money, and 
securities), all these operations are expressed in and are 
Credit. carried on through terms of money. By a 
reveniOl1ID curious reaction barter, whose inconveniences 
butor. were removed by the introduction of money 
as a standard of prices and as a medium of exchange, 
has been in a sense restored through the introduction of 
credit, which allows goods to be exchanged against each 
other with the use of only a comparatively small quan
tityof actual money. Thus there has been a reversion 
to barter by the introduction of credit, but only after re
taining in the mechanism of exchange all the advantages 
due to the use of money. While the gains from the price 
mechanism are retained, the effect of forms of credit is 
to reduce the reliance on money even as a medium of 
exchange. In Anglo-Saxon countries this development 
has gone on to a remarkable extent through banks and 
clearing-houses. 

To some the habit of speaking, for convenience, of 
credit operations in terms of money may cloud the under
lying, essential movement of goods and the associated 
problems of value. It may seem as if all credit operations 
were merely matters of money, and that credit is based 
on money and is directly affected by its quantity. Hence 
there have arisen in popular use expressions such as "banks 
lend money" or "the rate at the banks for money." In 
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realit)' these ways of speaking- refer only to externals 
arising from the fundamental operations of credit. Banks 
lend only purchasing power expressed in money. Goods 

. are primary; money is secondary in its function. 
And yet it is supposed that credit, even in its enormous 

extension in modem times, must be constantly realizable 
in actual money; that if all credit transactions can be 
converted into money on demand, all is well; 
if it cannot, that "credit has broken down." !::".=:. 
We know, too, that inability to pay in forms =~Iin 
of money on demand is called "suspension," 
or an evidence of bankruptcy requiring liquidation through 
some considerable lapse of time. In fact, as an evitable 
part of modem credit practice there has arisen the dis
tinction between immediate redemption of credit forms 
in legal money on demand, and ultimate redemption, 
which requires time for sale and liquidation of assets not 
converb"ble into cash on demand. For all commercial 
banks which create demand liabilities for deposits or 
notes, inability to pay any claimant on presentation of 
a check, or its own notes, is regarded as an act of insol
vency. Thus, on the face of things, credit seems to be 
maintained only by money, or bank reserves. 

These, however, are only the outer evidences of under
lying forces of credit, which are easily understood when 
analyzed. Governments and institutions of credit create 
demand obligations,. a~d to meet them carry 1'101 po_ .. 
cash reserves. But It 18 a commonplace to say 
that all these demand obligations could not possibly be 
paid in cash if all, or .even a large part, of them were pres
ented at once. In short, credit transactions in the main 
cannot be redeemed in money; and that truth implies noth
ing as to the unsoundness of these transactions. Not only 
can all legitimate credit dealings on demand not be paid 
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at call, but they are not in any real sense dependent on 
money. Although depositors in banks may count their 
funds there as available in money at any moment, every 
one knows that all or most of the depositors could not at 
one time get money even from the strongest banks. In 
fact, borrowers in these days do not get money as the result 
of a loan, but a right to draw a check which is acceptable 
payment for all their maturing debts. What borrowers 
need is not money, but a means of payment. The rate 
of discount which a borrower pays in getting a loan is 
not a charge for money, but for a means of payment 
available at once. Banks grant sound loans, based not 
upon money, but on the character of the assets offered as 
security. Firms manufacturing and selling staple goods 
on a large scale, borrow and payoff their loans from the 
proceeds of goods sold. The greater the quantity of staple 
goods produced and sold by a firm the greater the forms 
of credit likely to arise out of the movement of these goods; 
the greater the sum of paper or bills of exchange presented 
for discount; consequently, the greater the volume of loans 
granted by the banks, resulting in larger deposit accounts 
on which checks are drawn, and so in a larger volume of 
clearings. Loans are not made because reserves are 
large, but because good assets are offered. If good loans 
are thus offered, banks then see to it that reserves are up 
to the limit fixed by law or experience. 

Obviously, credit institutions, such as banks, are en
gaged in the work of coining goods into means of pay
ment, expressed in terms of money, to enormous amounts, 

expecting the claims to money will not be 
called for, because they are simply devices by 
which goods thus coined can be exchanged 
against each other by offsets. The last thing 

a business firm wants is a large sum of idle money; it loses 
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as long as it holds it in its possession. Its purpose is to 
get goods sold and to obtain other goods in their place. 
This is the whole secret-if there is one-about credit 
operations being dependent on money. Bank reserves 
are kept nominally to secure immediate redemption of 
all demand liabilities. In truth, they are kept to secure 
confidence, in cases of alarm, a temporary rush to ob
tain cash, or doubt as to the soundness of the bank's 
assets. A panic. or a commercial crisis, is a name for 
an attempt to convert a large amount of demand claims 
into cash; and shows that it cannot be done. 

Since commercial banks loan mainly on the paper aris
ing from the production and movement of goods, they 
allow the borrower to draw on them on demand, while 
they await the outcome of the operation in 
goods. In fact, banks practically insure the :,:,:~I 
success of the undertaking. Having already 
granted present means of payment to the borrower, they 
suffer loss if the transaction fails of success, and does not 
yield the proceeds su.fficient to repay the loan. The 
liquidity of credit forms is constantly being tested by 
being paid off in terms of money when due; yet even then 
the repayment of the loan is not accomplished by return
ing actual money in hand, but usually by a check on an 
account probably itself the result of coining goods into 
means of payment in another bank. By making only 
short-term loans, and thus frequently testing the solvency 
of the basic transaction in goods, the whole body of credit 
is renewed and kept healthy. 

The appearance of a dependence of credit on money 
is seemingly supported by the fact that heavy imports of 
gold strengthens bank reserves and allows a very great 
expansion of loans. If it be that good paper, based on 
sound assets, is offered to an extent that demand 'liabil-
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ities are out of legal proportion to cash reserves, then the 
new gold helps to carry more loans; but even here the 
logical order of events is: first, transactions of a sound 
Bank character in goods. then loans, and subsequently 
rOI""'o. &114 the accumulation of a proper reserve. On the 
IIIlIalion. other hand. merely because of large gold im
ports, and large bank reserves, an increase of loans without 
regard to safe transactions in goods would be a mere in1Ia
tion of unsound credit. This principle will explain the fear 
that, due to an excess of American exports and heavy 
imports of gold from England during the war, our credit 
was in danger of in1Iation.1 The prevention of this dan
ger lies in constant and critical scrutiny of the character 
of the transactions behind the paper offered for discount, 
and in paying no heed to the excess reserves. Then, if 
gold is in supply beyond the needs of the country, or for 
bank reserves, it would be exported just as we would ex
port an excess of grain. 

The effect of the outbreak of the European War was 
particularly marked because th«: belligerents had been 
exporting and importing goods to each other on a very 
lI'o large scale, and consequently the settlement 
breokd..... of the debits and credits arising from this 
of crodlt. enormous total was suddenly arrested. Thns 
there were no basic means of payment fort,pcoming to 
take up the forms of credit, drawn in terms of money 
payable at certain dates. This was the critical situation 
caused by the stoppage of trade when the war began. 
For those who are not paid by their debtors is there any 
recourse but insolvency? They have hundreds of mil
lions of demand liabilities falling due day by day, for 
which actual money can be demanded. If not able to 
pay in cash, because they cannot collect, can they offer 

I See Chap. VI. 17. 
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an acceptable means of payment P Here we find the 
crux of the whole crisis in credit brought on by the war. 
It was spoken of as "a breakdown of the machinery of 
credit." This is not an accurate statement. It was a 
. subtraction of the goods on the movement of which 
credit forms had arisen. The machinery of credit con
tinued to exist. For the need of the hour a means of 
payment was devised ihrough the mechanism of credit. 
In the case of England, a loan by an institution of credit 
(whose basis by the authority of the state was the goods 
of the whole nation) was the one thing needed. The 
grant of a loan gave the right to draw on a deposit ac
count at the Bank of England; and thus a means of pay
ment was created by which debts could be met at matu
rity. The assets lying behind the credit operations may 
not all tum out to be sound after the war; if they do not 
yield proceeds sufficient to take up the loans sooner or 
later, the amount will be made up by the state through 
a charge upon the public debt. The solution of the un~ 
exampled crisis produced by the outbreak of war was 
thus found in the workings of" credit. It was not a need 
of money for circulation in the hands of the public. Yet 
in Germany the remedy was supposed to be almost en
tirely that of an issue of forms of money. To the discus
sion of these po~cies are we led by the very nature of credit. 

§ 8. In spite of the evident truth of the statement 
that credit is based on goods, and rises or falls with the 
volume of transactions in goods, why is it believed by 
some that credit is directly dependent upon and limited 
by money P Indeed, as looking in the same direction, it 
is supposed (even by men as high placed as Lloyd
George) that a credit emergency can be relieved only by 
additions to the paper money of a country. 
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It is observed by every one that, in a crisis. the in
ability to meet a maturing obligation by money. or some 
acceptable means of payment such as checks on solvent 

....... .y. -DOt 

........u, -
banks. is a mark of insolvency. There is an 
assumption, however. that payment must be 
made in money, or legal tender, and that bank 
loans are directly limited by the amount of 
cash in the reserves. Such an impression, 
however. arises from considering only the 
superficial phases of credit operations. In the 
main it is due to a juridical reason. Contracts 

and credit obligations are necessarily drawn in terms of 
money, because goods are valued and exchangeable only 
when priced in some monetary standard. The enforce
ment of notes. bills, and credit forms must be in some
thing definite, capable of legal definition. Therefore, all 
the enormous volume: of transactions in goods which 
underlie credit forms and obligations must at some in
stant-not all at once-pass into its equivalent in a 
common denominator of value, so that goods can be 
offset or exchanged against each other definitely and ex
peditiously. Expressed in terms of money and thus off
set, it does not follow that enormous dealings in goods 
are actually settled in money; even balances can be 
carried forward and thus make no call for money. In 
very truth. while goods by the millions are thus being 
exchanged in the markets, there is no demand thereby 
on bank reserves; for reserves are needed mainly for 
exportation. or to adjust daily balances (quickly recti
fied), or to quiet fears as to the conditions of business or 
solvency in a great emergency. When goods are moving 
normally and trade is brisk there is little demand for 
cash. As already explained, banks by loans coin staple 
goods into means of payment, which are thus exchange-
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able against each other in terms of money, through the 
use of checks drawn on deposit accounts arising from the 
loans. Such means of payment have largely superseded 
the actual passage of money in Anglo-Saxon countries. 
For the rest, even in a suit for the collection of a debt in 
legal tender, the final payment is almost certain to be 
paid to the court in a certified check; because that would 
be an acceptable means of payment to anyone in the 
community. 

When the United States obtained a loan of $250,000,-
000 in April, 1917, the banks made payment to the Fed
eral Reserve Bank of New York by checks for their sub
scriptions on a certain day; and on the same 
day the secretary of the Treasury handed over ~ua:' ...... 
a check for $200,000,000 to the British repre-
sentative (as a loan to Great Britain), which was deposited 
by its agent in the Federal Reserve Bank of New York to 
the credit of the British Government. To make payment 
for purchases in this country, the British official gave a 
check for $200,000,000 to its agent (J. P. Morgan & Co.), 
who presented it at the counter of the New York Federal 
Reserve Bank, and in return obtained twenty cashier 
checks for $10,000,000 each. These were deposited by 
1. P. Morgan & Co. at various banks, which passed 
them into the clearing-house as offsets for clahns against 
them, on the same morning that the Federal Reserve 
Bank passed into the clearing-house the checks it had 
received in payment of the loan of S per cent treasury 
certificates the day before. Thus practically no cash 
reserves of the banks were disturbed by so large a trans
action actually calling for the payment of hundreds of 
millions of money. 

There is thus no antagonism, if we fully analyze that 
which is really essential to credit operations, between the 
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truth that credit is based on goods, and the obvious fact 
that all credit operations are payable in money. If actual 
money were demanded for all these credit obligations -rea,,"" 
dollOl 
n_y 
Ilmlllo ..... 

drawn in terms of money at anyone moment, 
it could not possibly be paid. And yet there 
is no danger in such a situation if the credit is 
really based on sound transactions in goods. 
If the goods are salable at normal prices, the 

credit obligations are effectively liquidated at maturity 
by a satisfactory means of payment (although not actual 
cash). It is, however, a hard saying to some that bank 
reserves do not necessarily limit loans; for it is noted that 
reserves must bear a certain proportion to demand liabili
ties, and that if reserves are down to the legal limit, addi
tional loans are interdicted. Here again the superficial 
and mechanical phases of credit are focussed upon with
out regard to what is more essential. If there is a legal 
or customary reserve required, of course it must be sup
plied. If good loans are offered to a bank, in any normal 
situation, it takes them and then sets to work to obtain 
the required reserve. If it has good assets it can get 
gold-and of recent years it has been emphasized that 
gold has become overabundant. Thus there is no limit 
to reserv~ but the supply of gold. What really happens, 
in practice, is that the strength and solvency of a bank 
are determined not by the amount of its cash reserves, 
but by the character and liquidity of the assets it carries 
in its loan items. In the recent reform of the American 
credit organization, which led to the establishment of the 
Federal Reserve Banks, that truth came to be regarded 
as basic. If assets are liquid, an increase of reserves and 
a means of payment are quickly available. 

In international trade, moreover, the same general 
principles are at work. The exports and imports of goods 
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which form the basis of international credit are also sup
plemented in the financial account, by the movement of 
securities, claims for carrying freight. travellers' letters 
and the like. All these credit transactions are 
offset against each other-and a balance paid =:::
in gold only when the account cannot be ==::,t 
carried forward. When a European war of 
the present character interrupts not only the movements 
of goods. but also of securities, the very foundations of 
credit are removed. although the obligations to pay in 
terms of money remain. At once the attempt to call in 
actual gold. the international money. shows that ac
tual money cannot be had in sufficient amounts. This 
produces a situation usually known as a "breakdown o( 
credit." The disaster is due not to any deficiency of 
money. or gold. but to. the breakdown of the normal 
movement of goods (and titles to goods and services) on 
the basis of which a means of payment might be created 
through credit operations. The machinery of credit still . 
exists. through which sooner or later payments may be 
made as soon as goods begin to move again. 
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§ 1. While the principles and fundamental truths of 
credit at work in all countries are essentially the same, 
yet, because the growth of legal and monetary customs 

Com_live 
_yol 
dilIerent 
_01 
credit. 

has been very different among different pe0-

ples. the mechanism through which the same 
forces work may be very different. This will 
appear as we present the credit operations of 
the leading belligerents in the extraordinary 

conditions produced by the outbreak of the European 
War. We shall then have an exceptional opportunity to 
make a comparative study of the workings of different 
sYstems under a great and unequalled strain arising from 
the same cause. 

In Great Britain the credit organization is formed of 
accepting houses. discount houses. and large joint-stock 
banks-topped 011 by the Bank of England. 

While a note promising to pay at a certain time in the 
'10 
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future is the usual form of credit employed in this coun
try, in Europe it is a blll of exchange drawn by a seller 
of goods on the buyer, asking him to pay the Acceptuc 

amount at a definite time in the future. If .o. 
the buyer accepts the demand made upon him in the 
blll by writing across the face of it "accepted," with the 
date and his signature, it becomes a legal claim against 
both parties to the transaction, and thus the best two
name commercial paper. Acceptances may also arise in 
other ways. If persons, or commission houses, of good 
standing need funds, for instance, to buy cotton, they 
may arrange with banks or acceptance houses (established 
for this single purpose) to let the buyer draw a blll on 
them, fa1Iing due at a future date, and have them accept 
it; 110 that the accepted blll is now an obligation of the 
accepting house; and a form of paper called an "accept
ance" is created which is discountable wherever those 
firms are known; that is, in London, Hamburg, Paris, 
and every European centre. 

But in practice this form of credit works out in a differ
ent manner from our promissory note. In the latter case 
the bank at once grants the borrower a right to draw on 
demand, and buys a right to a sum of money 
in the future. In the case of an acceptance, 
the accepting house does not create a liabil-
ity to pay money at once on demand, nor does 
it advance any capital. It might seem as if this basis 
of credit were unsubstantial. But in fact the accepting 
house is protected by an asset in the form of an engage
ment by the maker of the blll to provide funds to take 
up the blll at maturity. The acceptor takes only the 
risk that the drawer of the blll wm, or will not, pay 
off the blll before it falls due. The acceptor sells his 
credit to the maker of the bill, or borrower, thus giving 
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the paper a market value as an obligation of a widely 
known institution of credit. The accepting house, there-

. fore, creates no demand liability against which 
~. it must necessarily hold cash reserves; for the 

house cannot be called on for payment until 
the bill falls due, and in the normal course of events the 
maker of the bill will secure the acceptor against loss by 
depositing funds before the date of maturity. 

Being a great reservoir of active capital, and having 
transactions in goods or securities with all parts of the 
world, London had accepting houses and banks on whom 
bills, based on these transactions, had been drawn to enor
mous amounts. In normal times the proceeds from sales 
of goods day by day took up the maturing bills, and cash 
was little used. If, however, anything should happen to 
stay the movement of goods or securities, then the basis of 
credit would be weakened and a means of payment would 
be unavailable to those having acceptances falling due in 
the near future. 

Originally the bill-broker, as now with us, was only an 
intermediary between the maker of a bill and the buyer 
of it, receiving a commission for making the sale. Out 

of this function, however, the English bill
Bm-brokonl. broker has been evolved into the owner of a 
small capital, who himseH buys the bills; but he still 
counts on disposing of the bills to banks who make ad
vances on them to the bill-broker at call. Hence the 
banks regard these loans as quick assets. 

The discount house is an evolution one step further. 
It has a larger capital than the bill-broker. It does much 

the same kind of business, but is itself a perma
nent holder of bills until maturity, and receives 
deposits on which it allows interest. Like 

any bank. it discounts bills of exchange, and in doing 80 
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creates demand liabilities. Its assets are made up of 
current bills maturing at short terms as the basis of loans; 
and these bills arising from buying of goods are expected 
to be taken up by borrowers on the sale of the goods. 
Inasmuch as it may be called upon by borrowers at any 
moment for the funds loaned, the discount house puts 
itself in funds by short-time loans, or loans on call, from 
the joint-stock banks. Thus the various parts of the 
credit organization are dovetailed together, and rest ulti
mately on the soundness of the transactions in goods. 

The joint-stock: banks all together playa very impor
tant rale in the operations of English credit. The capital 
and resources of some of these b~, like Lloyds (with a 
capital of over $40,000,000 and deposits of Largo 

$585,000,000), are the largest of any private in" lolnt-otock 

stitutions in the world. They lend to the a.c- bankl. 

ceptance houses, to the discount houses, to foreign com
mercial houses, and in making' advances on securities as 
collateral they carry a great volume of stock-exchange pa
per. In theory the joint-stock banks do not directly lend 
abroad, but in fact they lend to acceptance houses which 
are constantly guaranteeing the transactions of foreigners 
by accepting their bills and so help on the carrying of for
eign operations. Hence, a large volume of the paper held 
by these banks-apart from that based on domestic trade 
-has originated outside the kingdom. The dealings from 
which the forms of credit have come into existence were 
spread all over the commercial world, such as cotton 
shipped from Mobile, coffee from San Paulo, wheat from 
Buenos Ayres, nitrate from Chile, wool from the River 
Plate, tea from Ceylon, or silk from Japan. Thus a bill 
drawn in English sterling on London was used as a recog
nized means of payment in every part of the world; it 
flowed back: to London for settlement as a matter of course; 
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and London had long been accepted as the credit centre of 
the world. So true was it that bills on London had be
come the customary means of foreign payment that Ger
mans, in their efforts to absorb the trade in South America, 
or elsewhere, found it advisable to establish branches of 
their international banks in London in order to share in 
dealings with paper u,.evitably drawn on that centre. 
Moreover, many foreign individuals, or firms, leave their 

balances on call in Anglo-foreign banks, or for
~"" credit eign agencies of British banks, throughout the 
~:t world: and in due course these funds are usually 

• wo invested in foreign bills. Thus it has happened 
that English credit has been founded on transactions in 
goods in every part of the globe. It has been e8timated 
that one-half of the world's foreign trade was financed 
by English credit. If an American wished to pay Brazil 
he would buy a bill on London and send it to meet his 
obligation. Consequently, any upheaval which would 
interrupt the movement of goods in international trade. 
or prevent the bills from being paid at maturity, would 
solidify all the credits centring on London. For it is a 
banking truism that the ability of any credit institution 
to meet its demand obligations, whether circulating 
notes or deposits, depends upon the liquidity of the assets 
behind them; and this liquidity depends on the free sale 
and interchange of staple goods. 

At the head of the organization of credit stands the Bank 
of England, a banker's bank, the ultimate protection to the 
British credit system in all great emergencies. Bill-brok

_of 
BqIoad. 

ers bring to it for discount bills which cannot be 
taken care of by "the street," so that the bank 
rate differs by being usually higher than the 

rate in the ordinary market for loans. The issue depart
ment of the Bank takes sole care of note-issues by an auto-
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malic arrangement through which all notes above £18,-
450,000 (as now standing) are covered pound for pound by 
gold. Gold can be had by presenting notes, or ffice fJBr81L 

The credit operations of the country centre in the banking 
department, which is quite distinct from the issue depart
ment. It is the reserve of the banking department, and 
its relation to the private demand-deposit liability (known 
as "other deposits" in the accounts) which is pivotal for 
the rate of discount and the ease of credit. _ 
It is a mistake to suppose the reserves of the ............ 1 

bank are kept in gold; on the contrary, they m&Ol4o 
are mainly composed of the bank's own notes. This 
might seem startling were it not kept in mind that the 
notes are redeemable in gold on demand at the issue de
partment, whose resources and operations are as defi
nitely separated by law from the control of the banking 
department as if it were an independent institution. 
Therefore, the rise and fall of the banking reserves of the 
bank have nothing whatever to do with the integrity and 
maintenance of the gold standard in Great Brit-
ain. Moreover, it is only through the banking ==01 
department that an expansion of credit can __ tho 

take place and practically without any change =.
in the quantity of note-issues." Indeed, the 
one great lesson in the history of the Bank since 18440, 
when the issue was completely separated from the bank
ing function, is that an expansion or contraction of credit, 
in its connection with prosperity or depression of trade, 
can go on independently of the amount of note-issues. 
The banking operations are directly responsive to the 
country's transactions in goods and securities. Incoming 
gold, if needed for reserves as loans rise, usually appears 
in the form of notes issued on the deposit of gold in the 
issue department. 
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§ 2. The far-flung lines of British credit were due to 
extensive investments of capital in all parts of the world, 
even outside her own colonies and dependencies. These 

Poretp 
bUlloo In 
toadOll. 

productive operations, together with shipping 
and railways, set in motion a great volume of 
goods between other countries and Great 

Britain, and-accordingly led to the creation of large credit 
institutions to provide the means for settling these inter
national dealings. The colonial and foreign banks in 
London, with branches in all important ports, have been 
long established, because, as explained, Great Britain was 
the earliest to develop the new era of machinery and 
power and supply other: countries with cheap goods. In 
this respect she was fifty years ahead of Germany. 

About the middle of the nineteenth century England 
had invested her capital in German tramways, gas-works, 
water-works, cotton-mills, and the like. She sold the 
British Germans manufactured goods, and got back 
.... _tIIllB com, wool, and cattle. While these conditions ._d. have now entirely changed as regards Ger
many, the work of supplying capital for the development 
of new countries has gone on briskly in many parts of the 
W9rld. It is estimated that British capital was flowing 
abroad just before the war at the rate of about $800,000,-
000 annually. The effect of this flow for many decades 
had given British foreign trade and credit an unequalled 
pr&-eminence, so that one is not surprised to have the 
sum of British investments abroad estimated at $20,000,-
000,000. Consequently, London was owed by all the 
world. In particular, the United States, Argentine, Bra
zil. Ch.qe, China, Japan, Canada, Australia, India, South 
Africa, the Straits Settlements, and the west coast of 
Africa were directly dependent on England for capital, 
and their economic development had been largely sup-
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ported by it in the past. AB a consequence, sums 'were 
due to England for freights, interest on foreign invest
ments, and the like, to such an extent that British im
ports normally exceeded her exports in order to cover 
the balance due her. British imports in 19U were 
$3,164,510,000 as against exports of $~,436,115,OOO. In 
brief, England in the international accounting was a 
creditor nation on a vast scale, and she could call in gold 
at will for the support of her institutions of credit when
ever it was needed to aid in creating additional means of 
payment for exchanging goods. No country in the world 
was in a situation in which war and an upheaval of in-

, ternational trade, interrupting the daily liquidation of 
credit, would be more destructive to her self-interest. 

Moreover, English trade with Germany and her North 
Sea neighbors was large. One-fourth of the whole trade 
of Great Britain was going on through the North Sea and 
the Baltic. English exports to Germany alone Brillah 

amounted to over $300,000,000, with imports ozporta ADd 

from there of over $UO,OOO,OOO. Between the Importa. 

whole British Empire and Germany the total direct 'trade 
had risen to over $800,000,000. British exports to Ger
many alone were more than the combined exports to 
France and Italy; nearly equal to all the exports to Swe
den, Norway, Denmark, Netherlands, and Belgium com
bined; a little more than those to the United States; and 
more than twice as much as those to Russia. AB offsets. 
she imported from, more than she exported to, France; the 
United States, Sweden, Norway, Denmark, Netherlands, 
and 'Belgium. The corresponding movement of credit 
instruments based on goods-especiaDy if those based on 
loans, securities, freights, etc., be added-make up an 
impressive total, which, through. the foreign exchanges, 
obviate the sending of gold except for occasional balances. 
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Beyond these obligations, domestic and foreign, the 
total national wealth included non-bankable property. 
Giffen put the wealth of the United Kingdom in 

191i at $8i,500,000,OOO, with an income of =u:.0n4 $10,600,000,000; and for the whole British 
Empire respectively at $1!!5,OOO,OOO,OOO and 

$17,000,000,000. The income of the United Kingdom 
alone from foreign investments was placed at $950,000,-
000, and from shipping at $650,000,000. 

§ S. There was something dramatic in the Budden
ness and force with which the blow at the end of July, 
1914, fell upon the credit centre of the world. Nothing 

in the whole history of British experience =: .... has equalled, or even nearly approached, 
the extraordinary complications in money, 

credit, and public finance caused by the outbreak of the 
European War. A few weeks before, not only was the 
possibility of what actually happened regarded as almost 
unthinkable, but no preparation whatever had been made 
to meet it. Looked at impersonally, merely from the 
point of view of credit, the condition of unpreparedness 
constitutes the most convincing evidence of the lack of 
any intention on the part of England to bring on the 
war. The absence of a field force to send to the Conti
nent was no more conspicuous than the want of all prep
aration for such a struggle in the domain of credit and 
finance. 

The Balkan situation, somewhat as a register of the 
chances of a European war, had long created a sensitive 
state of mind on the stock exchanges of the world; but, 
outside of inner circles in Berlin and Vienna, it was 
not believed that "a crisis was imminent. As the Italian 
foreign minister later disclosed, Germany and Austria had 
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intended to force the issue in 1918, but Italy refused to 
join her (then) allies in an offensive war. The looked
for opportunity, however, was created by the murder of 
the Austrian heir-apparent at Sarajevo, June 28, 1914. 

The crisis first showed itself in the markets for securi
ties, as may be seen in the following brief chronologY,: 

1914--.JUDe 28. Assassination of Arehduke Francis Ferdinand 
and llls consort at Sarajevo. 

July S. Council of war in Berlin. 
July IS. Vienna: a fall in stocks of 10 to Ii per cent. 
July 20. Vienna: a further break in stocks. Semi-of-

ficial declaration in V IellIl& that .. Germany 
stands on the side of Austria-Hungary; that 
the Serbian crisis must be cleared up in ac
cordance with the demands of Austria-Hun
gary; and that it hqpes the contest will be 
localized. " 

July H. Austria-Hungary's ultimatum -to Serbia de
manding an answer by Saturday evening, 
July 25. . 

July!!S. Berlin: bourse panicky. Great fall in securi
ties. 

Paris: stock eDiliange in panic. 
July 25. Russia announces she will protect Serbia. 

New York: heavy selling of securities by for
eigners. 

Berlin: securities fall 6 to 20 per cent. 
July 1J!1. VIellIl&: stock exchange closed; also in Buda

Pesth. Brussels, and Antwerp. 
July 28. War declared against Serbia by Austria-Hun

gary. 
Bourses at Montreal, Toronto, and Madrid 

closed. 
July!ll. Russia mobilizes. 

Berlin: quotations discontinued. ..,.-
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July 80. Panic conditions in London. 
Bourses at St. Petersburg and in all South 

American countries closed. 
Paris: coulisse closed. 

July 81. Paris: transactions on Parquet suspended. 
London: stock exchange closed. 
New York: stock exchange closed. (Last quo

tations on July so.) 
German ultimatum to France; 12 hours to 

reply. . 
August 1. Germany declares war on Russia, and invades 

Luxembourg. 
French mobilize. 

August 8. Germany demands passage through Belgium; 
refused. 

August 4. German troops enter Belgium. 
English mobilize. 
11:00 P. M. England declares war on Ger

many. 

To July!!!! the conditions of credit in London had re
IiuUned normal. This city, however, being an interna
tional market for securities of all countries, would be 

directly affected by any inability of foreigners 
to remit in settlement of stock-exchange ac
counts. The selling of stocks and the evident 

liquidation in all financial centres precipitated the crisis. 
In London it was due to the failure of foreign debtors to 
meet their engagements. Derenberg & Co., who carried 
German accounts, not receiving remittances, failed July 
SO: and others must have followed for the same reason. 
The so-called breakdown of the fo~ign exchanges meant 
that firms were unable to remit to London, because they 
could no longer convert their assets into an international 
means of payment. The only exchanges open on July SO 
were those of London. New York, and the Paris ParqueL 
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To p~vent failures, if sudden liquidation were forced, the 
last stock exchanges were closed 1 early on July 81, 1914. 
A London house, carrying a stock account for) .Stodi:· 

a client on the Continent for purchases pre- ludwig •• 

vious to the war, would reaIize that the cIaaocL 

closing of European exchanges, the moratorium, and the 
postponement of the Paris settlement had locked up all 
his client's funds. Sums due from abroad were now 
unavailable. 

The London joint-stock banks, it will be recalled, car
ried very large stock-exchange accounts, supported by 
customers' margins based on the prices of securities. If 
the stock exchange remained open, and the panic forced 
realizing sales at constantly lower prices, the resulting 
official quotations would have obliged the banks to call 
for larger margins, and would have brought on many 
failures. In fact, these banks made the error in this 
emergency not only of calling in loans but also of being 
reluctant to lend-which could only aggravate the situa
tion. It is estimated that loans to the stock exchange 
amounted to $460,000,000, of which $885,000,000 were 
well covered. If such large sums were called in by the 
banks, the repayment would cause many and serious 
failures among their customers. Therefore, the govern
ment arranged with the Bank of England to advance to 
lenders on stock-exchange loans outstanding on July 29, 
1914, at the prices of that day, 60 per cent of the value 
of the securities held.' 

I The London Stock EECbange .... opened again lanuary 4, 1915. The _ 
tlement lor July WB8 carried lorwan! to November 18. DwiDg the clooure 01 
the eECbange .tocke were ooId by negotiation nnd at miDimum prices &zed by 
a t'OIlUDitt.ee. 

• The Ioont at a miDimum 01 5 per cent would not be ~ for repayment 
till twelve months after peoce, or till tbe expiry 01 tbe Courts (E_ Pow. 
en) Act 01 Auguot 51. 191'. TIuJ B<mkor. Magm ... reprints tbe olIicial t.ermo, 
December, 1914, pp. 7OHot. 
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The storm centre in the week of panic beginning July 
80, however, is to be found in the situation of the accept
ance houses. They, as already explained, by accepting 

Theblowflrllt 
leB OIllhe 
accepting 
bouo ... 

foreign bills and discounting these with the 
discount houses and joint-stock banks, became 
guarantors of the payment of the bills at ma
turity. It became suddenly evident, however, 

that the drawers of these foreign bills could not remit 
funds on a very large scale to meet them when due. If 
the drawers could not pay, the acceptance houses could 
not; if the acceptance houses could not pay, then these 
bills which formed assets in the discount houses and banks 
were frozen. It is estimated that the sum total of bills 
involved amounted to about $1,750,000,000; of these the 
banks held from $500,000,000 to $625,000,000, constitut
ing perhaps 15 per cent of their assets. Three discount 
houses (having a capital and surplus of $18,000,000) had 
discounted on June 80 bills to the total of $291,000,000. 
Since the discount houses carried bills through call1oans 
from the banks, they also could not repay the banks. 
Moreover, the main deposits of the business public in 
London were in the joint-stock banks. The inability of 
foreigners to remit a means of payment through the ac
ceptance houses thus virtually held up the power of the 
London banks to pay their own customers on demand; 
and yet their assets were supposed to be about $5,000,-
000,000. 

The crisis was not due to a locking up of money. In· 
deed, there was no run on the banks by the public. To 
meet the obligations of foreigners in the past the pro

ceeds of goods and securities had been coined 
into a means of payment by institutions of 
credit. Now what had happened jI The send-

ing of goods was suddenly stopped, and also the shipment 
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of gold from most countries. The closure of the stock 
exchanges made it impossible to realize on securities, 
while new supporting loans could not be had from accept
ance and discount houses whose lending power had been 
l>ractically reduced to nil. In briel, the transactions in 
goods, securities, and the like, from which forms of credit 
arose, bad stopped. 

In the midst of this critical situation the joint-stock 
banks, unfortunately not rising to the emergency, showed 
the white feather. In any such state of afl'airs it is the 
first duty of a bank to lend-and then to lend. lo1D~ 
in order to save its own customers and thereby _ 
preserve the quality of its own assets. Its demorallze4. 

main function is to allay panic and restore Confidence. 
What did the banks do? On Thursday, July 29, the day 
of payment on the stock exchange. the banks were over
strict in scrutinizing loans. Also, from the 29th to the 
5Ist they began calling funds advanced to bill-brokers 
and the discount houses, so that the latter were forced to 
carry enormous amounts of bills to the Bank of England 
for discount. It was their pressure and that of bill-brok
ers for aid which forced up the rate at the Bank to 8 per 
cent on Friday, and finally to 10 per cent on Saturday 
(August 1). As if in trouble, the banks began to draw 
notes and gold from their accounts at the Bank of Eng
land. In addition, they treated the public in a way to 
excite alarm where there had previously been no panic. 
Customers, coming for cash to use on the coming holiday, 
were surprised at getting only 10 per cent in gold, and 90 
per cent in notes of the Bank of England. There being 
no bank-notes in denomination below £5, the public need
ing smaller coins were driven to present notes for redemp
tion in gold to the issue department of the bank, where 
a 'long queue began to form. As if this were not bad 
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enough, some of the banks tried to force a policy of sus
pension of specie payments on the Bank of England. Evi
dently, most of the joint-stock banks had lost their heads. 

Not so the Bank of England, which preserved the best 
traditions of English banking experience by lending freely 
to the bill-brokers. With courage and good judgment it 

took up the burden thrown upon it by the ::::! .... questionable policy of the private banks, not 
~!~ only in these first days of panic, but in all the 
II .... later period. It steadied the market and pre-
vented loss of confidence. 

It happened that Monday, August 8, was a regular 
bank holiday. The government and the Bank proclaimed 
three extra bank holidays, so that no banks were open 
for business from Saturday, August I, until Friday morn
ing, August 7. This gave time for the authorities to 
prepare remedial measures. When the banks opened on 
Friday there was no excitement on the part of the public 
and no rush to withdraw funds. By August 7 the Bank 
had lost $78,050,000 in gold to the Continem, to the 
banks, and to the internal circulation, while the new loans 
showed in the rise of "other securities" by $68,250,000. 
After August 7 the exports of gold ceased. 

The effect. of war upon credit was unmistakable. Its 
ultimate basis, as we have already seen, is the supply of 
future goods and services which are constantly emerging 

from productive sources and which can be 
:=c;~t... relied on to be sold in the markets in a short 

time. It is assumed that securiti_which are 
titles to parts of some productive enterprises and whose 
value in the market depends on their productive power, 
or earnings-will be freed from any interruption to 
the certainty of normal production and exchange of 
goods. But war has a direct effect upon credit when it 
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strikes at the certainty of the production and exchange 
of goods; it makes it uncertain that goods, if produced, 
will reach the market. When it is said that war shakes 
the foundations of confidence, it is meant that the ex
pectations of coming goods cannot be depended on. 
That is why credit is restricted. For, if goods cannot 
come forward as expected, their proceeds from sale in 
the markets cease to be a means of payment for maturing 
credit obligations. Nor will credit be granted in times 
of uncertainty as freely as formerly, and the want of 
credit reacts upon and slows up the processes of produc
tion. Moreover, uncertainty and disturbance of pro
duction cause violent changes in the prices of commodi
ties, and so in the basis on which credit is given.1 

It was the working of these fundamental principles 
behind the occurrences of the time which produced the 
difficult situation in English credit, sometimes spoken of 
as the immobility of credit. Obligations had been en
tered intO for payments on definite dates, but the means 
of payment had been subtracted.1 

§ 4. The means adopted to meet the greatest shock 
in all history to the credit system of the world's financial 
centre become of paramount interest to every student of 
the war. Nor in so great an emergency was it to be ex
pected that no mistakes would be made. 

AJJ must be now clear, the centre of difficulty lay in 
I C/. A.B. Giboon in Kirka\dy'o CrediJ I.w.umv multheW .. , 1914. pp.lIOi-104. 
• A. B. Gibooa, ibid. p. 104, cites lour ... ..- lor this immobility 01 credit: 
1. Bonowen on ...n bad translened their fundo to others in anticipotion of 

luluJe IOIeo 01 goodo, and they '''''''''' a ...n for a return 01 the loan when their 
funw. ....., locked up. 

I. The actual calling in 01 demand loans by the banks. 
s. If poyment in legal.tender money were insisted on by the l.nder in this 

ezigency. there waa a fear that there was Dot enough to go around. 
t. The inability 01 foreign clients to remit to meet moturing bi110 because 01 

the diaammgement 01 the excbangoo due to war conclitiODJ. 
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the breakdown of the acceptance houses and in their 
unliquid bills. On August 2, for the first time in Eng

lish experience, a moratorium for one month, 
:~torIam. applying to bills of exchange accepted before 

August 4 (if reaccepted), was proclaimed.' 
On August 6 another proclamation extended the mora
torium to all negotiable instruments until September 4. 
While making certain exceptions, such, for instance, as a 
bank-note, the moratorium in fact protected the joint-stock 
banks against the demands of their depositors. It is a 
senous question whether a moratorium was really neces
sary in order to save the acceptance houses. If their 
bills were, in reality, soon made liquid by the action of 
the Bank of England, as we shall see, why was a resort 
made to a moratorium, a very desperate last resource? 
The needed solvent, used in all similar contingencies in 
the past, has been not a postponement of debts, not the 
increase of actual money, but the creation of a means of 
payment by a loan at an institution of credit which would 
in another way afford the borrower time for adjustment; 
and this means was what actually met the emergency in 
the end. Relief depended on the lending power of a bank, 
and in this case it was tbe Bank of England. 

Although this end was not definitely accomplished until 
later, one step was taken in this direction on August 6. 
Nor, as is sometimes mistakenly assumed, was the. quality 
of its service related to the issue of more money. I 
refer to the suspension of that part of the Bank Act 

I Thia proclamation ..... 1egaIizod, August S. by the pootpoaemeot 01 Pay
men'" Act. .. hich iDduded all Degotiable iDltrumeD'" (. aad a. George v). 
A.,..t hom aD ameodalolJ' proclamation, August 111, lbat 01 September, .s
teaded the moratorium to October t. It .... again OD September SO ateoded 
to two IDODtba aad fourteen day .. making Monday, October 19, the lint due 
date (if the billo matured between Auguot 8 aad September a). 

The varioUi Moratorium Acto in detail .... giVeD b,. Hartlq Witben, w.., 
""" Lmbard 8,..", AppeadiJ: L pp. 189-1'-'. 
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which requires all notes put out by the issue department 
above a certain strata (now £18,450,000) covered by gov
ernment bonds to be protected pound for pound by gold. 
In former suspensions of this provision of the ~ of • 

Act, the banking department has taken gov- __ OIl of 

ernment securities from its assets to the issue lb._Act. 

department and obtained notes for them, which were at 
once placed in its reserves, thereby announcing its ability 
to increase its banking reserves at will, and to meet all 
demands for loans. In the past the Bank had first ob
tained the promise of the premier to introduce a bill of 
indemnity for the violation of the Act. The whole point 
of the suspension lies in the enlargement of the reserves 
of the Bank, not in a demand by the public for more 
notes to be placed in general circulation. As soon as 
the suspension is announced, it is recognized by all who 
need loans that the Bank is no longer limited in lending 
by the danger of falling reserveS; hence the immediate 
allaying of all haste in trying to get loans for future emer
gencies, and the subsidence of panic fears. Very few, 
if any, of the new notes secured by consols (instead of 
gold) go into circulation. The panic is allayed, not be
cause money as a medium of exchange has been increased, 
but because a loan can be had bringing with it a deposit 
account at the Bank, thus providing an acceptable means 
of payment through a credit operation. The check trans
fers effectively the means of payment without the need 
of more money, through what may be called the deposit
currency. 

On August 6 the Bank Act was suspended-permitting 
all needed issues of bank-notes-and the bank was thus 
ready. to adjust its reserves to any pressure for loans. 
In actual practice, between July ii and September i the 
increase of Bank of England notes was only $42,500,000; 
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and this gain was not made under the suspension of the 
Act, but by a deposit of gold for each new note issued 
over £18,450,000. In short, practically no use was made 

of this suspension of the Act. That is, the 
!":~OD crisis in credit did not require the issues of 

notes. The supposed demand for more legal
tender currency, caused by fear of hoarding, or for notes 
to go into general circulation (not for reserves of the 
banking department of the Bank of England), could have 
been met under the suspension without resort to the dan
gerous issue of government paper. An amendment allow
ing bank-notes of £1 and 10 shillings would have made 
the Currency Act unnecessary.l But, at the same time, 
a long-established tradition was abandoned by the pas
sage of the Currency and Bank Notes Act of that date, 
when the suspension of the Bank Act was left in the 
future to the discretion of the Bank and the Treasury, 
without the need of a promised indemnity from Parlia
ment." 

We are now face to face with the central problem of 
the whole credit situation. How could the great mass 
of unliquid bills and acceptances be taken off the market, 
so that the machinery of credit could be again set in 
motion? 

When the banks reopened August 7 the bank rate was 
reduced to 6 per ce!lt, and on the next day to 5 per cent 
(the usual pre-panic rate having been 8 per cent); but 

Aid to the 
acceptaDce 
h ..... by 
theballlr. 

there was little demand for loans, and there 
was no business in foreign exchange. The 
moratorium had postponed the failure of the 
acceptance houses until at least October 19; 

but this left the status of the bills coming due in the fu-

'Cf. p. 95. 
I See infra, Section S. C""""'CY and Bank Noteo Act, 1914, Appendis L 
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ture uncertain and so unmarketable; and failures would be 
inevitable unless postponement were made until foreign 
debtors should be able to remit to London. Under-these 
circumstances no new bills could be accepted, and normal 
operations could not be resumed. The future solvency 
of the acceptance houses being uncertain, their credit was 
poor, and acceptances had no market. The Gordian knot 
was cut by the Bank, followed by the bold policy of the 
Treasury. On August l~ the Bank agreed to discount all 
approved bills of exchange.1 accepted before August 4, 
without recourse to the holder, and if unpaid at maturity 
the acceptor could further postpone payment to the 
Bank, interest being charged at !! per cent above the 
varying bank rate. Thus the acceptance houses were 
provided with funds to payoff at maturity all their ac
ceptances, and the assets· of this character in the discount 
houses and joint-stock banks were at once made liquid. 
The obligation between the drawer of the bill and the 
acceptor remained in force. The acceptors were expected 
to collect from clients as soon as possible, and use the 
funds to repay the bank; but acceptors might have until 
one year after the close of the war to repay amounts not 
recovered from their clients.1 In order to encourage new 
business, new acceptances were to rank ahead of the 
claims of the Bank. 

Obviously the emergencies of war, the destruction of 
wealth, the changes in trade and connections, would not 
leave all drawers of pre-moratorium bills in condition to 

llDclwIiDg auoh biDs .. are eustomariJy discounted. and good trade biDs, 
and the _t&nceo of such fmeign and colonial firma and baok agencies os .... 
eatabliohod in <mat BritaiD. AB to .....,moe, tI. H. Withers, W ... _ LoB
I>ont s_. p. 68. 

'It followo that if cba ........... oompletely ruined by the war, the boDk. 
after one y .... from the end of the war, would still have a claim agaioat the _lor for ~ payments. 10 eftecl, the._tan .. h""""" oould llOt 
huld as good • position in the future, with this liability held over them. 
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repay eventually all their obligations which had been dis
counted by the Bank of England for acceptors. Great 

GoYemment 
relieves the b __ 

..... 
losses must be expected by the Bank. The 
bold and unprecedented step was then taken 
by the government of guaranteeing the Bank 
against such future losses by agreeing to charge 

them up to the public debt. The possible losses to the 
state are estimated at not over $150,000,000, and may 
be much less. 

By this credit operation of the Bank the heavy load of 
maturing bills which had stopped all business was lifted, 
and bills not yet matured had been discounted so as to 
Heel Ih put the banks in possession of large sums to 
_- OD • their credit at the Bank of England. The ces-
- sation in the movement of goods or securities, 
the abandonment of new enterprises, the restriction on gen
eral business, and a general caution, resulted in very few 
Dew bills being offered. Of course there were no new lQ/lDS 
on securities while the stock exchanges were closed. Hence 
the call rate was very low. and loans were easy. The 
effect of this extension of credit can be seen in the ac
counts of the Bank (see Chart ll). The discounts ("other 
securities") by September 2, in comparison with normal. 
bad trebled; and private deposits ("other deposits") bad 
gone even higher. The extent of the burden laid on the 
Bank to relieve the crisis by new discounts, comparing 
July 2!! witli September 2, was about $440,000,000. 
By the end of August the immediate needs created by the 
outbreak of war were cared for. There was no tendency to . 
an increase of discounts (" other securities") until the up
heaval of 1915. The perturbation of the bank-accounts un
til November, 1915, as seen in the red and green lines of the • 
chart, shows how long it took to recover again a fair ad
justment to new war conditions. But it is to be noted 
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repay eventually all their obligations which had been dis
counted by the Bank of England for acceptors. Great 

Government 
re1ievutbe 
bllllk from 
1011. 

losses must be expected by the Bank. The 
bold and unprecedented step was then taken 
by the government of guaranteeing the Bank 
against such future losses by agreeing to charge 

them up to the public debt. The possible losses to the 
state are estimated at not over $150,000,000, and may 
be much less. 

By this credit operation of the Bank the heavy load of 
maturing bills which had stopped all business was lifted, 
and bills not yet matured had been discounted so as to 
l!lr ct Ih put the banks in possession of large sums to 
~-... • their credit at the Bank of England. The ces
_18. sation in the movement of goods or securities, 
the abandonment of new enterprises, the restriction on gen
eral business, and a general caution, resulted in very few 
new bills being offered. Of course there were no new lqans 
on securities while the stock exchanges were closed. Hence 
the call rate was very low, and loans were easy. The 
effect of this extension of credit can be seen in the ac
counts of the Bank (see Chart ll). The discounts ("other 
securities") by September!!, in comparison with normal, 
had trebled; and private deposits ("other deposits") had 
gone even higher. The extent of the burden laid on the 
Bank to relieve the crisis by new discounts, comparing 
July!!!! willi September !!, was about $440,000,000. 
By the end of August the immediate needs created by the 
outbreak of war were cared for. There was no tendency to . 
an increase of discounts (" other securities '') until the up
heaval of 1915. The perturbation of the bank-accounts un
til November, 1915, as seen in the red and green lines of the • 
chart, shows how long it took to recover again a fair ad
justment to new war conditions. But it is to be noted 
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that this upheaval was on. scale far less than that of Ger
many and France (see Charts IV and V) and speaks vol
umes for the efficiency of the English credit system, or of 
the genius of the pWplll for banking sense. 

An interesting situation fonowed the aid given by the 
Bank of England in making liquid the pre-moratorium 
bills. The direct purpose of the action by the Bank was 
to render the bills marketable, and therefore 
discountable at the usual agencies of credit. =.
It was not intended that the whole burden .... 4~ at the 

should fall on the Bank. Again the joint-stock = 
banks failed to rise to their full duty. These 
bills being guaranteed but not yet matured need not 
have been discounted at once. In fact, however, the 
banks discounted the bills at the Bimk of England beyond 
their actual need for cash, solely to cover unknown future 
contingencies.1 Thus the panks had large balances at the 
very time when restricted trade caused a lessened demand 
for loans. Although short-term loans were repaid to the 
banks, they made no new loans. Due to this attitude, 
there was an abundance of idle funds, as indicated then 
and later by the very low market rate of !t~ to 8~ per cent 
or evenless. Hence large sums of treasury bills were taken 
by the timid banks at 55A per cent to employ idle funds. 
Without doubt, we here have the evidence to show the 
absence of any reason for the moratorium. In a short 
period the Bank had met the need of a means of payment 
for acceptance houses and for acceptors of all bills drawn 
before August 4. There seemed to be a spirit in the 
government eager to push governmental interference 
without testing out tried expedients: As we shall see, 
the moratorium was the least of these mistakes. 

The loss of their heads by the banks in refusing to pay 
I C/. I. N. JCq...., Eoorumo,"' J""",,,,- December, 1914, p. 81S. 
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out gold led to the fallacious belief that the restoration of 
credit depended on the issue of more money-the insidious 
l'aIlae, of the m~crobe that mul~p~es without li~it in the 
dODWld for mmds of finance m1lllSters when trying to stem 
more moDO'. the difficulties arising out of war or panic. It 
is a part of the disease that assumes credit to be based 
on money; and of the more general theory that prices are 
directly affected by the quantity of money in circulation. 
There is no place here, however, for the discussion of this 
general theory.l Present attention must be given to the 
issue by Lloyd-George during the bank holidays of gov
ernment notes to serve as money. Here, again, we must 
challenge a departure from English monetary traditions 
never before tried in the history of the kingdom. When 
the banks were open on July 81 and August I, the fear 
was expressed that they might not have the cash to meet 
demands of their customers; that there "might not be 
money enough to go around." It has been generally 
supposed that the bank holidays were extended to August 
7 to allow time to prepare an emergency circulation in 
the form of currency notes. These had been authorized 
in the same Currency and Bank Notes Act of August 6, 
1914, which had also suspended the Bank Act. The issue 
of currency notes for denominations of £1 and of 10 shil
lings by the Treasury were permitted and made unlimited 
legal tender.' 

In effect they were issued through the Bank of England 
to bankers, to Scottish and Irish banks of issue, to the post
office savings-banks, and to the trustees' savings-banks, 
as a loan at the rate of 5 per cent up to a maximum of 20 
per cent of their liabilities on deposit and CUJ1'eIlt ac-

1 See the author'. PriMipla of M""'II (lOOS). 
• Postal orders. UDder the aame th""'7 of aam:ity, ""'" o1so IIlIde IepI ..... 

del'. See AppeDdiI; I ~ 
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counts,! and were a :floating charge on the assets of the 
bank up to the amount of notes granted. In case ad
vances were repaid by the banks, the sums went to a sep
arate fund at the Bank of England, called the 

. "Currency Note Redemption Fund," under 
public deposits. The notes themselves may 

_of 
cmreJlC1 -.. 

have gone into general circulation, but the holder could by 
law get gold for them if presented to the Bank of Eng
land; thus, although they were not the obligations of the 
Bank, yet as a government agency the Bank had to pro
vide the gold, and the notes were, in effect, an obligation 
on the gold funds of the Bank. A certain amount of gold 
was "earmarked" for the notes, which since July i8, 
1915, has steadily remained at $142,500,000. When the 
banks returned advances, they transferred deposits to 
their credit at the Bank to the account of public deposits, 
not, of course, producing any gold. Moreover, they used 
any of these notes in their possession in paying off loans 
from the Bank; since, also, they received nothing else 
from their customers. Most of the notes appear to have 
been issued directly in payment of wages, salaries, and 
the like. 

The total issues of these notes have now (November 14, 
1917) risen to $956,500,000, against which the cash re
serve is only 14.9 per cent, the remainder being covered 
mainly by government securities. The banks Th ... IlOtu 
hold only $245,000. The notes are. therefore, • __ 
in effect a forced loan to the state and must be 10 tile alate. 

judged accordingly. The issue of a loan in the form of a de
mand liability of the Treasury has always been regarded as 
a sign of financial sterility. It confuses the fiscal with the 

I HartI.,. Withers estimates that UDder this tegU!atioo the hanks could have 
taken t1.1iS.000.000. but actually took oDIT ~ooo.ooo. Wor an4 Lotnbanf 
s-.p.ss. 
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monetary functions of the state. It is a poor way to bor
row, and as a creation of new money it exposes the world 
of business to the perils of in1Iation, if not to the inevitable 
effects of a depreciation of the standard of prices and con
tracts. The fallacious thinking of the joint-stock banks, 
and their scare, had somehow tainted the monetary atmos
phere. In England, of all places, where a loan would give 
a deposit account, where checks were the normal means of 
payment, and actual money little used except for retail 
transactions, it was passing strange that the need of the 
hour should be diagnosed as a need of more money, when 
in fact it was a need of credit-fully met by the Bank of 
England. In the country which had given to the world 
the deposit-currency (checks drawn on bank deposits), a 
marvellously fiexible medium of exchange doing its work 
with a minimum of actual cash for paying balances, gov
ernment issues could not possibly be justified because of 
any lack of an efficient medium of exchange. 

Keeping in mind that the Bank of England issued no 
notes in denominations below £5, and that the needed 
money for pocket use was composed of gold sovereigns 
Why try to and half-sovereigns (with silver for fractional 
avoicllssae of currency), it may be said that the notes, being 
__ teo r made of denominations of £1 and of 10 shillings, 
would take the place of the gold and free it for the sup
port of credit. It may also be true that some 'of this 
small gold was hoarded and change was scarce. as on the 
Continent. But, strangest of all, it was urged in favor of 
this radical and unprecedented departure in English policy 
that it would save the issue of Bank of England notes, and 
avoid the paying out of gold reserves by the Bank. Such 
points of view are, under the circumstances, inexplicable. 
The issue of bank-notes would have been the safe and 
traditional recourse. The Bank Act had been suspended 
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by the same Act authorizing the currency notes.1 If notes 
of small denominations were needed to replace the smaIl 
gold, it could have been safely accomplished, and kept 
within monetary rules, by permitting the bank to issue £1 
and 10 shilling notes. The notes would thus have been 
confined to their monetary function, and not have been 
used as a fiscal measure for borrowing in a way condemne4 
by all financial history. Nor would there have been 
thereby any serious enlargement of Bank of England 
notes. The examination of Chart IT shows very plainly
supported by the history of the banking department since 
1844-that exceptional needs for credit and a 1'1 e4 , 

means of p~yment are fully supplied by loans m~':· 
and deposits; and that there has been, in addi- excIw>p. 

tion, little demand for more forms of money to serve as 
a medium of exchange. The only justification for the 
currency notes was either that (1) they were absolutely 
needed as a medium of exchange, or that (2) their issue 
aided the lending power of the banks. The first has been 
shown to be baseless. As to the second, they Jt d I 

could have been of use only if the gold they =,lb":c 
displaced had gone into the reserves of the credit. 

banking department whose loans really maintained the 
credit organization of the country. There is no evidence 
to show that this gold went into the Bank of England. 
If it did," it went to the issue department. In truth, the 
great force which removed the congestion of credit, and 
put the frozen assets into liquid form again, was the lend-

I It doeo DOt _ to be ........ 10 to oay that the Act iI or __ baa heeD ..... 
peaded "To pfOvide • freah ot.ock of cash for bankers. • •• Boca ..... they "'" 
W8Dted to take the pia.. of the cash that the frightened public baa takeD out 
and hoarded. and ••• becalUO in times of pauic III8DJ' people ref ... to aecept 
payment in checks. which are DOW the usual C\U'I'eIle7 of intemal. commerce.'· 
HariJe:r Wit.ben. Wor and Lmra/Janl 8"..", pp.!HI. C/. p. SO. In the paoI. 
relatively few notes werec:aJled into general circuJatioo at the time of ouapeosion; 
and in 191. there "as no _tibl. refUBa1 of checks by the public. In fact. 
the public ...... calm. It .... the baob that ...... ......t. 
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ing power of the banking department of the Bank of Eng
land. And it is of more than passing significance that this 
end was accomplished without any perceptible resort dur
ing the height of the crisis to an increased quantity of 
/lank-notes put out by the issue department under the 
suspension of the Act. From whatever angle we ap
proach the subject we are forced to conclude that the effi
cient remedy was not a matter of money, but of credit. 

The case for the currency notes, at the moment, how
ever, seems to have depended upon the real need for such 
notes to be paid out as cash to customers by the banks, 
Heed .f or upon the extent of hoarding which actually 
r.servo. for took place and caused a shortage in the gold 
tho banks. normally used in transactions calling for de
nominations below the £5 bank-note. Two different con
siderations are here involved: (1) There was the need of 
r~es by which the joint-stock banks and their branches 
could meet demand liabilities. At the moment of con
fusion there might have been a feeling that legal-tender 
money was scarce, and those who found their assets 
locked up were in a panic. But at no time would it have 
been impossible for a joint-stock bank to have obtained 
a loan from the Bank of England and thus have secured 
bank-notes for its reserves. Moreover, they held large 
gold reserves in their own vaults.1 Why should it have 

I The mint authoriti .. estimated that on lune BO. 1914, about eH2.000.000 
of gold wen! held by tho hanks (eu1uding the Bank of EogIaad) and fSDl,600.-
000 by the public. (C/. Klrkaldy. Labour. Financ4 a..l W .... p. 236.) 

It was estimated by tho London EconomUI (August 16. 1914) that Engliah 
stocks of gold at the end of lune, 1914, wen! aolollowo (in millions): 
London joint-stock hanks held actually in gold and Bank of Eng-

land notes... •. .• . • . • • • • • . • . . . . • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . . . • • tiSO 
Bank of England........ . .• .. . . .•. . .. . .. .. . . . . .. .•.•. .•. .. . 1.10 

Total in hanks .•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••••• 
In circulation .••.•••...•...........•••••.•••••.....••• 

uoo 
~ 
esoo 

For all tho hanks caah holdings w .... el.065. with deposito of ".700 mi1lioao. 
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been assumed that money was scarce P The banks at this 
critical juncture committed the greatest possible error. 
By their own refusal to pay gold, and by showing distrust 
of the Bank of England notes, they themselves created 
the only' alarm which arose. Had they acted on the 
principle that reserves were to be used when called upon 
in exactly such an exigency, and not to be hoarded at 
the only time when needed, there would have been no 
example set for hoarding by the general public. 

But (2) even under suCh suggestion coming from the 
banks, hoarding by the public seems to have been 
insignificant. It kept its head better than the banks. 
The reports of the savings-banks for 19140 
showed trivial withdrawals.1 There was a ~;:~ 
demand on the Bank of England for gold to -
go to the provinces for the week ending July 29, and for 
still more the next week, all told an internal drain of less 
than $50,000,000 in these two weeks. Such a movement 
was, of course, carried on through the joint-stock banks 
and their branches. In Chart II it may be seen that in 
the week ending August 7, 19140, there was a drop in both 
note-issues and in reserves-in each case amounting to 
about $50,000,000-but that before the month was out 
this subtraction was more than made good. It was ob
vious that the impetus given by the banks to force people 
to take notes to the issue department for gold caused a 
fall in the amount of notes outstanding. The withdrawal 
of cash is sufficiently accounted for by the internal drain, 
There the effect ended. To account for hoarding there 
must be some panic; but there was no panic, since 
nothing could be done during the moratorium and the 
holidays until Friday (August 7); and when the banks 

'CJ. Kirkaldy. ibid.. p. 216. Sir R. H. lng1i5 Palgrave also info ..... us that 
there .... veq IitUe hoardiDs h~ the public, it beins even leoo than in 1868. 
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opened that day there was no run whatever by depos
itors. 

Nevertheless, because of a scare among the banks, and 
a fear of a possible hoarding (which in fact did not ma
terialize) a case of a certain sort might be made out in 
Poulbl. .... support of the issue of currency notes, as a 
for currODel' temporary measure. Suppose the gold in the 
- circulation below the £5 notes had disap
peared. How, then, could the banks supply manufac
turers and others with cash for meeting pay-rolls, wages, 
and the like? Normally, this is easily done, for the cash 
is soon spent for goods and comes back again. Perhaps 
there may have been a wide-spread fear as to the sound
ness of credit; and an attempt may have been made to 
transfer obligations based on goods into actual money. 
On any great scale, of course, this never could have been 
done; and a panic would have ensued to be followed by 
slow and prolonged liquidation. But no such thing hap
pened in this case. At the least there might have been a 
demand for cash in the strata of retail operations. As
suming this situation, it may have been necessary to pro
vide an emergency currency to meet a sudden exigency. 1 

On this theory the currency no~ might have been justi
fied; to be withdrawn when the exigency had passed. 
Yet whatever the justification for this purpose, it ceased 
to exist when the notes were later enormously expanded 
and used-because the repeated resort to the printing
press is easy when once begun-as a fiscal device for get-

I KirkaJdy mentiODl the Deed 01 additicmal ..........". in order 10 meet th. de
III&IIdo 01 mobilization; 10 repIaee the lilii&ii quautitieo of &Old eoinI wbich bad 
been _tted UIlOboerved 10 foreign eountries; 10 replace:the "-ding by 
the general public; 10 provide in.........! lepI.tender reserveo against the in· 
.........! deposito of the joint-stock books; awl 10 furnish aD additiOllal money 
10 meet the higher level 01 priceo awl __ Labour. Finatra. GNlIM W ..... 
p.lISO. 
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ting a loan. Moreover, even then, if any emergency cir
culation were needed, why not have supplied it, as al
ready suggested, under the suspension of the Bank Act 
by getting permission to issue notes in denominations 
under £5? Indeed, the elasticity of credit, for which the 
English system is famous, could very simply have been 
supplemented by a body of small notes issued by the Bank 
to supply elasticity of currency in temporary emergencies. 

The belief that the issue of paper money is necessary 
to cope with crises dies hard, especially where, as in 
France and on the Continent, a borrower expects to be 
.supplied with notes, and does not use checks, in 
making payments. InEnglandandtheUnited ~.,.
States, even in a time of crisis, all that a man did DOt_ 
in distress wants is a means of payment accept- mare_. 
able to his creditors. If he.can get a loan at a bank, a 
check on the resulting deposit account gives that accept
able means of payment. He does not wish bank-notes. 
They are needed ouly for retaIl dealings or for conditions 
when men lose their heads and try to turn credit obliga
tions into cash. The only possible reason, therefore, for 
an emergency currency in England lies in this last con
tingency, arising from sudden alarm. The obvious rem
edy is that whi<;h would allay fear. In the past the sus
pension of the Bank Act has been effective, not because 
of any considerable addition to bank-notes in general cir
culation, but because it has assured the legitimate bor
rower of the certainty of credit if he needs it. It shows 
a lack of understanding of the true inwardness of credit 
methods in England to say, as does I.iesse: 

n the Bank of England had a less archaic and more BeDDle 
machinery of issue, the system would be perfect, and crises 
in the English market would be less acute. • •• The English 
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joint-stock banks • • • have not in the Bank of England the 
same resource [as the French banks .have at the Bank of 

French 
criticism 01 
l!acJish 
ayBtem. 

France), for it is just at the moment when it 
ought to increase its issue-'-that is to say, in panic 
times-that it is bound by the Act of 1844. EOI1l1l 
1fQ8iem of bank uaue must, then, tend to give • • • 
the greatest possible elasticity of issue in order to 

cope with crises. What, in fact, is needed at these difficult mo
ments P More currerwy than in 1IOrIIUll timea. Who can supply 
it P A bank issuing bills against reliable securities, such as com
mercial eliects. It is these eliects that must be coined into 
money, and made to circulate, until calmer days arrive.' 

Such is the point of view of a country where payments 
are made only by actual passage of money. It is the 
error of confusing the elasticity of credit with the elasticity 
of the currency which was recognized here in creating the 
Federal Reserve system. Commercial assets can be coined 
now at the banking department of the Bank of England 
into a means of payment quite as effective as any form 
of money or bank-notes; and it was true at the height of 
the panic in 1914. 
~here remains. nevertheless. the means of supplying 

small notes. or a limited quantity of emergency circula
tion, to cover hoarding or acts of fear by ignorant persons. 

If the issue of less than £1 notes by the Bank 
=g~ would not cover this possibiIity-although I 
lID think it would-then give the Bank the power =- to issue. under strict banking. not govern-

mental, surveillance. a certain quantity of 
emergency circulation based on the deposit of picked 
commercial paper (as suggested by Sir R. H. I. Palgrave)I 

I NtJtioMl MtmdaT!! c"""";";'" (1909). No. aft, pp. 196. tUJ. 
I B..m-. M.,tui .... April. 1915, p. 69!. Also October. 1914, p'-46S. Lord 

Sherbrooke·. scheme 01 1878 baaed the _ DOtes OD """';t.iea rather 
than 011 oollllDOl'Cial poper. Our AldricJ>.VreeIaod IIOIe1 were baaed OD both: 
while our DeW Federal l!.eoerve aoleal will in the eod roquile 001)' COIIlIII<I'ci.r 
paper. 
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to be automatically retired as soon as the emergency has 
passed. The mere possibility would no doubt make 
actual resort to it unlikely, especially so long as the Bank 
by freely discounting provides an elastic deposit-currency 
based upon an elasticity of credit. 

§ 5. The maintenance of the gold standard by Great 
Britain, in contrast to the action of all the other European 
belligerents, and in spite of her issue of currency notes by 
the Treasury, is an outstanding fact of the first impor
tance. Nor is its influence on the credit situation and 
on prices of any less significance. 

The preservation of the gold standard, in all the stress 
of an· unprecedented w:ar-in contrast to the policy of 
Germany and France, which sucked up all the gold that 
could be obtained from the general circulation. 
accumulated it in the central banks, and yet 
from the beginning suspended specie payments 
on their bank-notes-is undoubtedly· due in 
part to the British traditions in favor of gold 

Why BrlUoh 
could 
_talo 
gold 
1Wldord. 

payments, and in part to the control of the seas. which 
kept open the routes to other nations holding stocks of 
gold, and to one important source of production, the Rand 
in South Africa. It is not generally realized that the war 
has not reduced the output of gold from the mines; in 
fact, it has even increased. In the calendar year 19140 
the total for the world was $489,078,260, in 1915, $470.-
466,214, and in 1916, $457,006,045. Of this total. only 
about $80,000,000 comes from Europe. and that mainly 
from Russia. The remainder comes from North America, 
South America. Austra\ia, Asia, and Africa, accessible to 
English ships, while the Central Powers yield a negl~ble 
amount. From Africa alone comes over $200,000,000 a 
year. By her geographical and commercial position Great 
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Britain had a commanding advantage for maintaining 
the integrity of her monetary and credit system. To 
prevent this in time of war is part of Germany's demand 
for the "freedom of the seas." 

.The stocks of gold in the leading reserves of the world. 
July, 1914, were as follows (000,000 omitted): 

CHIEF GOLD RESERVES 
Bank of England .••••••.•.•••••••••••••••••.•••••. " •• •••••• •• • • • el90 
Bank of France. • •• • • • • • • • • . . • • . • • • . • • . • • • • . • • • • . • • • • • • . • • • • . • • • • &sO 
Bank of Russia. •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . 800 
Beichsbank. •• . .••• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • MIl 
German War Reserve ..•.•••••••.•••.•••••••••• " ••• . • • •• • •• • •• ••• 80 
Bank of Austria-HUDgary. .• .• •• •• . • . • • • • . . . • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • l16li 
Treasury of the United States .••••.••••••••.•• , " • ••• •• •••• •• ••••• 1.186 
National Banks of the United States...... ••••• ................. ... 168 
Argmtine Caja..... ••••• • •••• ••• •••• ••• •• ••••••••••••• •••••••••• 800 
Brazi1ian Caja.......... •• ••• • •• •• •• • ••• •• •• • ••••••• •• •••••• .... • 80 

".067 
All these countries, including the Dominion of Canada. 

Buspended gold payment except Great Britain (including 
India and the Cape) and the United States. 

The visible gold holdings of the British Empire are 
estimated in 1916 as about $870,000,000.1 

In the crisis which, as we have seen, threw an enormous 
burden of discounts on the Bank of England. was there 
the usual accompaniment of both an internal and external 

• (In mi!IiDDs) 

53:~':::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~1 
~":.~c!.!':tNo~:::::.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~:; 
r=~~~::.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::; 
Indian Note Beaerves .......................... " •••••• , • • • •• • • • • • 68.t 
Straita Settlementa Note Guarautee Fund .••...•. " .. •. • •• • . . •• • •• • • U 
English, Scotch. and Iriab Banks (and in public cin:ulation). about. • .• 1180.0 

es"10.0 
CJ. E. F. Davie&,. TAo Fi_ oJ 0,.", Brilain IJ1IIl 0-/1. p. '1. 
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drain upon her gold reserves P Of the internal demand, we 
have already had some discussion; it was chiefly from the 
joint-stock banks. Possibly the currency notes supplied 
needs which might have required some gold J!DgIiah 

from the Bank. But as regards the demand for .... Il0l 01 

exportation, the peculiar nature of a war with sold ... coIL 

customer countries on the Continent cut off shipments to 
the Continent, except in a small way to France. Later 
all exports of gold ceased. It was argued1 that, as Eng
land was a creditor nation, to whom large sums were due 
on call from foreign centres, she could turn the tide of 
gold in her direction by so sintple a measure as refusing 
to renew maturing loans to foreigners, or by asking for 
gold in payment of sums to her credit on the running in
ternational account. The call upon the United States. 
for example, as we shall see later.1 was unexpected and 
painful, yet it was duly responded to; but other countries. 
having a moratorium, or having suspended gold payments. 
could not pay in gold. Moreover, German war'-ships were 
at sea and made the carriage of gold very hazardous in 
the early part of the war. 

In order to overcome the risks of moving gold over the 
seas, vaults for receiving gold to be counted in the be
longings of the Bank of England were established in 
Ottawa (Canada), Johannesburg, and later in Gold In_ 
Australia. Since nothing had heen men- 01 BqIaa4 

tioned in the Act of 1844 as to the location of -
the reserve. the precedent had already grown up of reck
oning in Bank reserves gold at the mint; and this practice 
was now extended to counting as reserves gold deposited 
to the credit of the Bank in Canada and South Africa. 
The office at Ottawa served to settle dealings between Eng-

I C/o 1. N. Xeyueo, ~ JOK'IfJIIl of &o..otnict, November, 191" p ••• 
'I",,., Chap. VI, I O. 
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land and the United States, and that in Africa was con
veniently accessible to the new output from the Rand. l 

. The gold reserve of £28,500,000 behind the currency notes 
was obtained from abroad. Moreover, gold in the re
serves of the Indian Government was transferred to the 
gold reserves of the BaDk of England. Thus by Septem
ber 19, 1914, the Bank had received an addition to its 
gold of nearly $120,000,000. Later, after the example of 
Germany' and Franre, the Treasury, on August 8, 1915, 
instructed the post-office and all public departments to 
use notes instead of gold; and it requested the public to 
pay in gold to the post-office and the banks, to ask for 
notes instead of gold in payment of checks, and to use 
notes rather than gold in payment of wages and all cash 
disbursements. 

Under these conditions the gold holdings of the Bank 
nevertheless steadily increased by the end of 1914 to • 
about $850,000,000. Since then, through changes in the 
balan<:e of trade and the necessity for exporting gold to 
support sterling exchange, the stock of gold has been 
reduced to about $250,000,000 or less. (See Chart n.) 
Keeping in mind that we are not now dealing with the 
reserves of the banking department, which are mainly in 
notes, and whose percentage to deposits is stated when 
the reserves of the Bank are reported to the public press, 
the pivotal question is the maintenance of the whole 
fabric of money and credit on the gold basis. This rests 
on the ability to get gold on demand. The basic fund 
is that in the issue department lying behind the covered 
bank-notes (above £18,450,000). That gold fund is now 

I At Ottawa cash on London for gold bars is given at the rate of 77 .. 8d.. aDd 
in United States gold ooin at 76& ~ At the office in South Africa, at the 
rate of 77 •. 9d. up to 97 per oeotof tit. depooit of gold. the balance to be adjusted 
OD its arrival in Londcm.. C/. 1. N. Koyaes, EeorooRie JtnmUJl, September. 
191t, p. 478. 
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(1917) absolutely high~ than in .July, 1914, by $86,-
000,000. . 

How this general result has been accomplished is not 
perfectly clear. At the start there was an evident vacil
lation on the part of some of the joint-stock banks as to 
the maintenance of gold payments, and an 
attempt, as said, was made to bring the Bank !""go-:~ 
to that view. The steady movement of new wh0U7 Ire •• 

gold into the hands of the Bank, the absence 
of all demand for the Continent, have obviously enabled 
the Bank to use great sums to protect exchange and yet 
to keep the home situation fairly secure. Doubtless, 
there is a general understanding that it would not be 
patriotic to demand gold from the Bank.1 So long as this 
situation is maintained, no perceptible depreciation will 
take place; but immediate redemp'tion in gold, in the strict 

- sense, probably does not exist, when English bills of ex
change remain at a discount of about 2 per cent in the 
New York market. 

§ 6. Out of the rough school of war some lessons in 
the adjustment of capital and credit to new and surprising 
conditions seem to be emerging. The sudden A4Juatmont 
crisis on the outbreak of war, which stopped \0 wor 

the normal operations of peaceful business, left coDditl ..... 

the future v~ uncertain. But quite as truly as there 

I It has been aid that gold is in r...o cimllation. and that its ezport is not 
prohibited. But Mr. E. L. FranIdin is quoted by Kirkaldy (CrtJdil, IndUlffy 
and W .... p.1409) aa .. ying: "At th. preeent time, notwitbotonding that there 
is DO prohibition placed on th. export 01 gold to neutral countries, DO bank or 
baoker can be found who will avail himself 01 the benefits accruing from ouch 
trauaaeticma, boca .... it is th. geoeral opinion. whether justified or DOt I will 
DOt I&y. that it is agoinst the int.ereeto 01 thio country for gold to leave Eng
land, 00 IODg .. other goVOl'Dllll!l1ts do DOt aUow gold exporta from their COUll
trieo." It ia certain that free exports 01 EDgliah gold to oom. neutral countri .. 
would have gone to swell German reeervea. It would have been dilferent with 
exports to the Uaited States. • 
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is one normality of credit in times of peace, so-there is 
one in times of war. The period between the break with 
peace and the final adjustment to war is one of stress and 
uncertainty. Nevertheless, in war there is a possible 
normality of trade and credit as soon as a certain adjust.. 
ment is reached. The crisis on the outbreak of war is 
not the end of the world, nor of so-called prosperity. The 
old gives way to something different; but the principles 
at work are not different. 

A striking example of the reconstruction- of credit out 
of a period of confusion is given in the course of events 
arising from the operations of the Bank of England. (See 
Sir oh Chart II.) These operations present the inner 
ill ~ own and vital life of the credit system of Great 
_til. Britain, and are well worth more detailed 
study than we can give them in our general treatise. 
Only large results can be here noticed. At once there is 
presented to the eye unmistakably that the first period, 
that of stress and uncertainty, continued until November, 
1915; and that the second period, that of attained adjust.. 
ment to new conditions, has steadily continued to 1917. 
What the manifestations may be in the final adjustment 
from war to peace, or whether they may form a third 
period, cannot now be affirmed. 

In the early part of the first period the dislocation of 
trade was great (see Chart II), but not as drastic as in 
later months. The industries immediately affected were 
Early the fisheries, coal, steel, linoleum, jewelry, 
d1a1ocatlon diamonds, and ostrich feathers (South Africa), 
of trade. sugar, linen, cotton, woollen goods, and ship-
ping. Since on~uarter of the normal English trade had 
been in the North Sea and the Baltic, and that with Ger
many alone had amounted to $550,000,000 annually, in
terruptions to business were severe and general. Early 
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in September, 1914, the Lancashire textile operations 
were at a standstill. Inasmuch as four-fifths of the out
put of cotton goods were for export, the demoralized con
dition of foreign markets hit hard at home prosperity. 
The shipyards were idle. There was much unemploy
ment. A few German war-ships were still raiding Eng
lish commerce in the South Atlantic. A considerable 
North Sea trade was still going on, although rates for 
freight and insurance were very high. At that time the 
busiest ports in Europe were Christiania and Gothenburg, 
which drew large cargoes and gained rich returns. A 
large trade to Hamburg was carried on by way of Sweden 
and Norway. In August, 1914, under the alien's restric~ 
tion order, German banks in London were granted licenses, 
but with such strict limitations that they were pr~ically 
obliged to liquidate. 1 

The dislocation of English foreign trade by the end of 
1914 has been thus summarized by Bowley:' 

During the five months beginning August, 1914, less than 
two weeks' imports was lost from the Empire, and from non
belligerent foreign countries, and that even of this much was 
simply delayed by congestion at the docks. The enemy's e1forts 
to check our supplies from countries not actually at war have 
thus had less e1fect than a minor trade crisis and about as much 
as a moderately serious strike of transport workers. 

With exports ••• the position is different. • •• Judging 
from the trade of December, 1914, and January, 1915, the scale 
of our exports of home produce has shrunk so as to cause a 
diminution (if there is no change) of about £280,000,000 per 
annum, of which £100,000,000 is due to loss of trade with Ger
many, Austria, Turkey, Belgium, and Russia; re-exports have 

• on.- bnmoheo rI. German banb in London-thooo of the Deutsch .. D ..... 
cIDor. aDd DioooDto Geoe11oehaft __ forbidden to open OD August 7. 1916. 

• A. L. Bowley. ToW EJftd qf 1M War OIl 1M EzUnuJl Trude qf 1M U .. iW 
K~ 11106-1914, (1916). pp. 6-. 
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also -diminished; meanwhile imports approximate to their old 
level of value. • • • 

The excess of the value of imports over that of exports will 
tend to reach £850,000,000 or £400,000,000 a year. So far as 
can be judged this total is-little if at all more than the amounts 
due as interests, profits, etc.. from abroad. together with the 
high earnings of shipping. which at once cause part of the excess 
and help to meet it. . • • 

Finally. it appears that our dependence on foreign and colo
nial supplies and our possible vulnerability at sea have had as 
yet hardly any visible effect on our production or consumption; 
for prices must rise. credit be temporarily disorganized. capital 
cease to accumulate. production be check.ed and industry di
verted. in any country engaged in a serious war. whether it be 
insular or continental, trading or self-sufficient. 

The subsequent course of English foreign trade was as 
follows (in millions): 

~ ... Espooto 

_ .. 
.......... -IIIU,luly-December ...••.••••• £1184.7 £1".8 £109.1 

IIIIS, lanuary-lune •••...•..... 8'77.8 183.7 IIIU 
IIIIS,luly-December ..•••••••.. 8'77.7 1101.0 178.7 
11118, lanuar:y-lune .•..•••••••• 420.8 141.8 1711.0 
11I18,luly-December ........... 430.1 26406 165.7 
11117, Jaouary-lune •••••••••••. 456.7 251.1 1105.6 

Totals, three yean .••••••••• £t,M7.8 £l,S18.8 £1,081.0 

The trade for the first three years of war may be seen 
month by month in Chart m. It is not clear wliether or 
not the lapses in 1917 for both imports and exports are 
in any way assignable to the submarine warfare. In 
May, 1917, however, imports were at the high point of 
the war. 

It was the collapse of trade at home which supplemented 
the crisis due to the inability of foreigners to meet their 
pre-moratorium bills, and hence reduced the domestic 
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bills'offered in the money market. Manufacturers' orders 
had ceased in August (~Jtpt for government contracts), 
hence the need of loans to cover existing obligations. 
The shortage in normal business explains why Early 

the bill market did only 5 per cent of its usual ,eoIlapse of 
peil.ce transactions. Because of the needed hom. trad •• 

loans, deposits .(a.ri.ilitg from loans) were higher at the 
end of September than at the end of July, 1914. (See 
Chart n.) Mr. lloyd-George was impatient that, after 
the load of pre-moratorium bills had been taken off by 
the Bank of England, the banks did not discount more 
freely. In truth, the basic movement of goods from 
which bills arose was not going on.1 Normality could 
not return until goods began to move normally. As soon 
as the ocean was cleared of enemy ships goods began to 
move, but in new directions. The diversion of produc
tive power into the making of munitions of war soon 
stopped all unemployment. The purchase of supplies 
abroad, especially from Canada and the United States, 
began on an unexampled scale; so that exports and im
ports, reckoned at the steadily increasing prices, mounted 
high and absorbed all free mercantile tonnage. While a 
very considerable part of the pre-moratorium bills were 
being slowly liquidated by the drawers, there was a ten
dency of discounts (see the line of "other securities") to 
fall; but new requirements, notably in connection with 
the subscriptions to the national debt, and the mobiliza
tion of foreign securities, had the effect of raising the 
total discounts. The countries like Canada, South, 
Africa; South America, China, and Japan, which had 

I Prol....,. 1. N. Keynes takes the view that new movements of goods could 
not take place boca ... of the "dilIicuity 01 drawing brn., capable of being di&
eounted. .. i. 8 •• because the accepting houses were not in a position to do new 
bumn-, "War and the Financial S;yat.em," August, 1914, EOOIIOIIIio J.........J, 
vol. 1M, p. 461. 
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been supplied with capital for building their railways 
and public works, could no longer expect to borrow 
from London, for English savings went into the war 
loans. 

War inevitably interferes with the normal movement 
of capital to its predestined occupation. It can no longer 
go as formerly to enemy countries for investment and 

Uect of war 
on lb. 
_bilitrof 
capitaL 

profit, and the arrested activity of neutral 
countries offers less opportunity for its use. 
It can do nothing without trained and accept
able labor; but the diversion to war of men 

from every industry lessens the outcome of the joint 
efforts of capital and labor. The swift change in the 
demand from articles of peaceful consumption to those 
of unusual character and on an unbelievable scale of 
production introduces the element of risk in a situ
ation which ev~ry one knows cannot be permanent. In 
the state of mind engendered by such uncertainty, the 
production of munitions goes on feverishly because of 
necessity, but no new enterprises reaching out into the 
future can obtain the use of capital. Then the borrow
ings of the government on a colossal scale soak up the 
capital which might have retained an industrial use; and. 
if desirous of subscribing to a public loan, the owner of a 
security finds that unexpected readjustments of estab
lished investments to a rising rate of interest have made 
violent changes of price in the markets, so that his de
preciating holdings can be sold only at a loss. Even the 
long-kept bundles of foreign securities are forced out of 
the strong boxes to be sold in order to support a nation's 
credit. While, before him, all the time looms the spectre 
of a new upheaval of prices and uncertainty. when it 
shall become necessary to make the adjustment to the 
difficulties following the close of war. No longer is it 
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possible to provide the needed capital at home and yet 
"' 'satisfy the eager demands of newer lands accustomed to 

borrow capital for their own development. Indeed, it 
may be a serious' question whether the usual forms of 
capital at home, such as those invested in railways and 
plants can, under the wear and tear of excessive use, be 
kept intact under the strenuous exactions of war. 

How sound was the substructure under this credit 
situation P Credit obligations on a very large scale en
tered into in terms of money must be met sooner or 
later according to the bond. Could it be _ of 

done P While in theory every maturing obli- lID8IWa 
gation had to be paid in money, yet they were credit. 

met in fact by an acceptable means of payment sup
plied by credit devices. Normally, the test of solvency 
for the vast body of credit transactions has been applied 
through a steady repayment by the proceeds arising out 
of the production and sale of goods. But, as a result of 
the crisis, a heavy burden of pre-:moratorium bills had 
been taken over by the Bank of England; these bills, un
liquidated, wtlre dead assets on which a deposit-currency 
of practically equal amount had been created as a means 
of payment between members of the community. Did 
the guarantee of the government to protect the Bank 
against loss on these assets give them life? The govern
ment turned over no proceeds from goods produced and 
sold. It only gave a promise of proceeds 'due to the 
power of"the state to levy taxes in the future. Thus a 
considerable part of the current means of payment pro
vided by the Bank of England depended upon future 
goods. It was as if a temporary scafl'olding of timber had 
been inserted into a gap caused by the destruction of a 
section in a great steel bridge over which a stream of 
trains must constantly pass. Was it safe? Obviously, 
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it was not intended to be permanent. In this time of 
transition it was the function of the English credit or
ganization to provide borrowers with a sufficient means 
of payment acceptable to creditors, whether a certain 
part of its assets were ever made liquid or not. 

But was there any serious risk in creating such an im
mediate means of payment on the promise of future 
goods P Of course the Bank itself was protected against 
Credit sav. any loss to its assets. It is the function of 
tim. for credit, however, to provide present means of 
HquidatloD.. payment and take the risk of a repayment in 
the future. Futurity is the very essence of credit. To 
a well-established. going concern credit is legitimately 
given on the basis of goods not yet finished but, humanly 
speaking, certain to come forward in due course. The 
institution giving credit forms its own judgment as to 
this certainty and assumes the risk. It is the uncertainty 
that may be injected which gives the risk a greater force. 
The risk of short-term paper is quickly tested; but not 
so with a credit running long into the vicissitudes of a 
war-stricken future. When it is considered that five or 
more of the richest nations, with half the population of 
the world, wer~ devoting all their energies to destruction, 
rather than to production of goods for normal purposes, 
one can understand that the customary currents of de
mand for staple goods would be stopped at home and 
abroad. Losses were accepted and makeshifts resorted 
to in attempts to meet obligations. Hence the need of 
discounts to gain time and to make readjustments. Such 
recourse the organization of credit supplied in this period 
of gusts and uncertainty lasting to November, 1915. 
From March, 1915, to November, 1915, the excess of 
discounts over deposits (see Chart II) shows a time of 
great pressure, greater even than at the very outbreak 
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of the war. It is clear that the remedies adopted to meet 
the crisis had not been such as thoroughly to complete 
the task. The rree and normal activity of credit was not 
yet doing its perfect work. Much of the unliquid assets 
had been released, to be sure, but so long as emergency 
measures remained in force they constituted a proof of 
the greater or less abnormaIity of credit conditions. As 
early as November '1.7, 1914, the chancellor of the ex
chequer reported that the total of the bills discounted by 
the Bank of England, and which had been guaranteed by . 
the government, amounted to about $600,000,000. In
asmuch as the volume of bills impending over the mar
ket at the height or the crisis was treble that sum, it 
was evident that very large amounts of bills had been 
taken up in due course. Herein lies the real test of the 
character of English credit. II the transactions were of 
a nature to liquidate themselves for the most part, the 
foreign bills whose drawers had been hopelessly caught in 
the swirl of war could be carried through to times of peace 
and allowed time for recovery. 

In its wider meaning the piling up of a great war debt 
is a means of putting 011 to a longer future the repayment 
of the sums used in destructive war operations. Credit 
has enabled the nation to discount its future Need 01 

industrial capacity in return for the means _-
of present payment, but the vacuum of lost aoodo. 
goods must be filled again before real liquidation can ever 
be accomplished. But Great Britain has had an advan
tage of importance in its keeping open the Atlantic trade 
(however minimized later by the submarine), thereby 
supplying its demand for present goods which its own 
capital and labor, given over largely to war industries, 
could not produ~ in the quantity needed. That is, by 
the mobiIization of American securi~es .!eld by English-
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men they could pro tanto be returned to us in exchange 
for goods imported into England. A liquidation in goods 
was therefore going on with the severance from English 
owners of a large volume of investments. Thereby the 
English credit situation was somewhat strengthened. 

The general result may be observed in Chart II during 
a period of sustained steadiness in credit transactions, 
even at a higher level, which has continued since Novem
KormaJily of ber, 1915. The adjustment of the foreign ex-
.. odliln changes to the altered relation of American 
w .. -IIm.. exports and imports forms a part of the re-
organization of credit in this period. There had been 
reached, as nearly as it can be, what may be described 
as the normality of credit during a time of war. 

The solidity of the fabric, being thus referred to the 
outcome of future events, is finally made dependent on 
the prospective industrial efficiency of the whole nation. 

1'._ of 
credli 
dopondoOD 
future 
lIfOd-

During the period of war there can be no 
doubt of the vastly greater productivity of 
the labor force, aided by those not formerly 
workers and the stimulated energy of all in
dustrial management, in the work of making 

war supplies. The completed liquidation after the war 
is, then, mainly a question of the quality of industrial 
efficiency which will issue from past traditions mingled 
with the unmistakable stimuli due to the war. Without 
doubt the productive factors will be more active after 
than before the war. The basis of English credit must 
be gauged accordingly. 

§ 7. The creation of a new precedent in the issue of 
government paper money, even though supported by 
a small gold reserve, started an inevitable discussion on 
the principles of money and credit which, in the end, 
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may be as extended as that on the depreciation of bank
notes during the restriction period. The currllncy notes 
gave rise to the fear of in1Iation; and, as credit appeared 
as purchasing power, to the effect of money 
was also joined the effect of an extension of 
bank credit, as measured by the increased 
volume of deposits (arising from loanS). That in1Iation 
had followed was assumed because of an admitted rise 
in the prices of many goods. ln1I.ation and rising prices 
were regarded as twin children of an increasing volume 
of money and credit. Such were the assumptions. 

As to the fact of a rise of prices there can be no doubt. 
There have always been objections to the use of both the 
Sauerbeck and Economist tables of prices as evidence of 
a change in the general price level, because 
they are both limited to a narrow range of :::: of Ibe 

odi • th ~ ainl • price&. comm ties, e iormer m y to extractive 
products (45), and the latter to only 22 commodities, in 
which cotton has too large an in1Iuence.1 Nevertheless, 
these tables, with their limitations, provide the only avail
able English data at the present time. In the Sauerbeck 
table, starting from an index number of 85 (the average 
in each year, 191!!, 1913, and 1914), the rise had reached 
168 in March, 1917,' or an increase of 98 per cent. That 
is, in a group of vegetable and animal food, sugar, coffee, 
and tea, minerals, materials, and textiles, the prices on 
the average had practically doubled. In the Econmnist 
table, from the end of July, 1914, to the same date in 
1917, the rise was 106 per cent; or, to September, 1917, 
even to 120 per cent. Without much question there 
may be assumed a rise of 100 per cent in most prices. 

I C/. l.&ugbIiu. Principlu qf MUMI/. pp. 175-190. 
• See &yal SIIJlim,;oI JaurMl, Marcl!, 1917. p. 191. lor wholeoalo pricoo in 

191e, _tinued bJ the editor of tho SIolioI, Sir G. Paiah. 
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A statement of the mere facts as to the rise in the level 
of prices •. however. conveys no explanation whatever as 
to the causes which have produced that rise. To assume 
Quantity that because there has been a rise of prices it 
ihOOl)' called must be due to an in1lation of money and 
m. credit. assumes all the questions at issue. It 
takes for granted. as a premise, the truth of the obsolete 
quantity theory of money-which cannot be granted. A 
typical expression of this view during the English discus
sion may be given as follows: 

Prictl is a function of two variables: it varies directly in pro
portion to the supply of money of all kinds and inversely in 
proportion to the quantity of goods or transactions to be han· 
dled by money.l 

This view omits some important elements lying in the 
very definition of price. To most economists price has 
been the ratio of exchange between goods and some stand· 

ard money. For instance, the price of a ton of 
steel is the quantity of gold for which it will 
exchange. If so, the price of steel, or of any 

commodity, is (to be accurate) a function of two variables: 
the forces affecting the value of the standard money aild 
those afl'ecting the production and marketing of steel. 
To omit the latter and to assume one-sidedly that prices 
are in1luenced solely by forces on the money side of the 
price ratio is to overlook half the problem. In the view 
above given the two variables there mentioned, if true 
at all, concern only one of the factors in price-making. 
Who does not know that the price of steel has been 
lowered by inventions and cheapening processes, quite in
dependent of the demand for or the supply of gold? 

'ID tile adm- oIl'IoI ...... H. S. FOIWeIJ. OD "1nSatiaa. .. printed ill n. 
1 __ s-.I, Man:h 10. April tI, aDd Aprilla. WIT. 
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But the burden of the case has been transferred to 
credit. Much has been wanting in precision when money 
and credit have been introduced into the exposition of the 
more modern quantity theory. In the main, it 
is assumed that credit has the same effect on =:"" of 

prices as money. If loans at banks are ex-
panded, in1lation can appear, it is said, and of course prices 
would rise. If prices have risen, it is taken for granted 
that there must have been, if not an in1lation of money, 
then an in1lation of credit. Such a view is quite as .one
sided as the other.l It eliminates all forces affecting the 
goods themselves in the price ratio. It crowds under the 
phrase "other things being equal" factors touching price 
which have far more practical importance than the volume 
of money or credit. The elements, like rising wages for 
the same productive effort, entering into the expenses of 
producing goods are ignored. Such theorizing has not 
enough of practical utility in it to live. 

To argue that because there has been a rise of prices 
it must be due to an inflation of money or credit is a com
plete non 8equitur. Nor is it any more possible to prove 
the relation statistically by showing a corre- Rile of price 

spondence between the' volume of money or DOl d"e'" 
credit and the change of prices than it would __ 
be to tabulate the cases of sore throat to explain the 
spread of diphtheria. To ·compare the statistics of price 
with those of money and credit and to argue from a cor
respondence that one is the cause of the other is to assume 
at the start the validity of the theory which it is attempted 
to prove. Moreover, if the causes of a rise of prices are 
to be shown statistically, then let all the facts of labor, 

I C/. "'pm, Chapter n. pp. 88, 68. For a more ezteDaive emmiDatiOll of the 
relation of caedit '" prices, ... Laugbliu. Principia oj 11",.." chapo.lV, VIII. 
""" IX. or pp. no. 1!I6-I!I8, 1S6, 1H7, 814-811. 
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wages, efficiency, costs of materials, freights, skill of man
agement,. machinery, new processes, taxation, insurance, 
and the like, which are afl'ecting the expense of producing 
every known commodity, be also introduced into the in
vestigation. The causes affecting the level of prices are 
too many and too complicated to be explained by a mere 
rule of thumb applying only to a single factor like the 
quantity of money or of loans. 

lnHation obviously connotes an increase either in 
money or credit. Sometimes it is used to explain a de
preciation of the currency. But an attempt to increase 

Ari.o of 
price. due to 
doprodatiOll 
ofmone,. 

the volume of money or credit when there is 
quick and immediate redemption in gold, or 
like payment on maturity of all bills, would 
carry with it its own correction: par would 

always be maintained, and the quantity outstanding 
would be automatically adjusted to the needs of the pub
lic. The quantity of money or credit could not thus be 
depreciated, unless with the unregulated increase of vol
ume there went a cessation of immediate redemption in 
gold. In such a case, charge the depreciation to inconvert
ibility. Not infrequently compilations have been made 
of the increase of note-issues since the war began by Ger
many, France, Russia, Italy, Great Britain, and the neu
trals to show that the increase of the fiduciary circulation 
has been twelvefold, with the intent to explain the rise 
of prices in all these countries. Here is the obvious mis
take of ignoring the effects of giving up convertibility of 
the notes in Germany, France, Russia, and elsewhere. If 
immediate redemption in gold be abandoned, then. of 
course, depreciation can set in to any extent. When the 
standard of prices depreciates, prices must inevitably rise 
to an equivalent or even greater extent, whether the in
crease in the issues be large or small, or none at all. The 
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cause lies not in the volume of the issues, but in the want 
of redemption. Inconverb.oility has been a main factor 
in the depreciation of the German mark and the Russian 
rouble. In England there is what has been termed .. re
striction by consent," since it was, not possible to export 
gold unofficially. But there is no evidence of any depre
ciation of currency notes relatively to gold, or the exist
ence of paper, as distinct from gold, prices. If so, the 
volume of note-issues could not have caused any change 
of prices different from those established on the gold 
standard. 

The actual increase1 of the notes of the Bank of Eng
land shows no inflation, since it is accompanied by a cor
responding increase in the cover of gold. In the case of 
the currency notes, after subtracting the gold 
reserve beltind them ($14i!,500,000) there is a =:.:: 
clear addition to the circulation of $761,000,-
000. But the joint-stock and private banks of Great 
Britain have increased their cash and money at call by 
$570,000,000; so that, apart from displacing small gold 
in circulation, & very large part of the currency notes 
must have found & resting-place in bank reserves. So 
far as concerns the circulation in the hands of the public, 
there seetns little evidence of redundance. 

• (In miIIiona) 

BBDk 01 England notes. , . , •••.•. 
CUl'I'eIlCy notes ...•.••.••...•••• 
BBDk. ,!I England loaua (other .... 

eunties) •••••••••.••••••••••• 

loinwtoclo: banka (deposibl) •••••• 

July II, 191i 

IS6 
(1014) 
4.476 

o.t.> ....... 1017 

eMO 
761 

401 
(lOI6) 
6.774 

The 6gureo for the joint-stock banka "'" the yearly relurnJ. CJ. London 
Eccmotnill, Mal' 19. 1917. p. 863. . 
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But have the increased bank reserves led to an in1la
tion of credit P Combining the loans of the Bank of 
England with those of the English joint-stock banks 

(using deposits as a measure), there has been 
=:",.:;.~ a rise of not over 88 per cent. When it is re-

called that a considerable part of these dis
counts have been made on pre-moratorium bills not yet 
liquidated, the total increase in three years does not seem 
significant of in1lation. Certainly there is nothing which 
could be appealed to as the cause of a rise in prices of 100 
per cent. Nor can it be inferred from these figures that 
the loans of the banks to subscribers for national loans has 
created a huge fictitious purchasing power which has car
ried up the level of prices. If such loans have been made, 
they must have been liquidated largely from time to time. 
So far as in1lation is concerned, an examination of Chart 
IT shows that at the Bank of England after the middle 
of 1916 discounts never but once exceeded deposits. In
deed, the obvious inference from the operations of the 
Bank in this chart after the end of October, 1915, is that 
there has been a decline or steadiness of discounts. The 
previous time of upheaval was distinctly leftfar behind} 

The logical outcome of our inquiry makes it necessary 
to find a cause for the admitted rise of prices outside of 
the supposed expansion of the currency or credit. Causes 

enough lie ready at hand in the events of war. ::.=!'"- The dislocation of exports and imports, the 
scarcity of shipping, the high freights. the 

cutting off from normal sources of supply on the Conti
nent, the reduction of the North Sea trade, the shortage 
of the world's crops, would alone have explained the high 
prices of many products in English markets. But un
questionably the main effect of the war in raising the cost 

• C/. iw.frs, pp. ISII-I4O. 
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of living and the general level of prices was the with
drawal of the laboring force to the fighting-lines, with the 
necessity of paying exceptionally high wages to an army 
of workers in the munition factories, and hence a rise 
;)f the scale in all other industries. All raw materials
coal, copper, iron, and steel, rubber, dyes, chemicals, 
sugar, wool, and cotton-in addition, rose to high prices. 
Taxes increased. In fact, evex-y item entering into the 
production and marketing of all kinds of goods felt the 
upward movement of higher costs. It would have been 
increW.ole if the general level of prices- had not risen for 
these causes alone. It does not seem necessary to sum
mon in the volume of the currency or of credit to explain 
what is so clearly referable to other forces. 

§ 8. Closely related to the maintenance of the gold 
standard, and also intimately bound up with the funda
mental questions of credit and the m.ovement of goods 
and securities, was the problem of the foreign 
exchanges. After the relief of the marI!:et ~~~ 
from the heavy burden of pre-moratorium bills 
and the rescue of the accepting houses, the task of keep
ing the rates of foreign exchange within bounds has been 
at once the most difficult and the most interesting of 
the credit operations induced by the war .. Here, again, 
if we do not kee» in mind some established general prin
ciples, we are lost in a maze of technicalities. It is said 
that the foreign exchanges broke down. In reality, what 
lay at the bottom of the difficulties was a cessation in the 
movement of certain goods and a shift of trade into new 
directions. It is from the sale and international move
ment of goods (and securities) that forms of credit, like 
bills of exchange, arise. The mechanism comes into 
action automatically, as soon as trade begins. 
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From England's point of view there are two clearly de
fined periods in the workings of the foreign exchanges. 
The first runs from the outbreak of the war to about the 
Two or! d middle of November, 1914, and is character-

POL ized by a high premium on bills in favor of 
London. The second period, running to the present time, 
is marked by a decided fall, followed by a recovery and 
the maintenance of a slight but steady depreciation of 
bills on London. 

The first period was one of confusion, in which expec
tations were based on the continuance of normal trade 
balances. The war, however, broke up normal relations 

In_period 
of CODfu&ion 
ahlppIua:
points 
dllappeored. 

as respects (1) enemy countries, (2) allies, and 
(8) neutrals. In normal conditions the rate 
for bills cannot swing above or below par, 
beyond the charge for gold shipments, i. e., it 
is hemmed in by "shipping-points." If the 

price is forced above the shipping-point gold is sent 
abroad; if below, it is imported. But war removed the 
shipping-points, and allowed the rate to wander at will. 
The suspension of specie payments, the proln'bition of 
exports of gold, the enforcement of a moratorium on the 
Continent, and by nearly every country except the United 
States, broke down the normal supports to the prices 
of foreign bills. Judging from past traditions, English 
economists argued in the beginning that England need not 
suspend specie payments, for the reason that, as a creditor 
nation, gold was due her on call from all other financial 
centres. If, however, England in fact maintained specie 
payments, it was not because gold was due her on de
mand; indeed, gold could not be transported for a time 
because of maritime risks. Later gold came from the 
United States and South Africa, and even before the seas 
were safe, to Ottawa and Johannesburg. At the very 
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outset an attempt was made to call in short-term obliga
tions; and even in the few days before war was declared 
there was a stampede on the Continent and elsewhere to 
buy sterling bills, so that their prices were forced up to a 
very high level by the exceptional demand. In European 
countries, since goods had ceased to move, and stock ex
changes were closed, it was impossible to get exchange at 
any price. Exportation of gold from "them to cover bal
ances was forbidden, arbitrage operations on triangular 
trade was no longer possible, and there were no finance 
bills. In New York the rush to pay London for loans on 
warrants (£IS.5 millions) coming due in SeptemberJ..and 
on a running trade balance due England before the Bert 
January of at least $450,000,000, sent the price of £1 in 
London up above par of *4..86%, above the shipping-point 
of about $4.90, to as high even as $7, there being a rise 
of SO per cent in one day. In fact, gold itself was no\ 
moving freely, and foreign bills could not be Elchprlce 

met. In that case, as in a similar domestic lor ezclwl&o 

emergency, the proper credit remedy was to on Lcmdoa. 

renew; indeed, it would have been highly profitsble to 
London bankers to renew at the high value of the English 
pound. It should have been realized, however, that 
sooner or later goods must begin to move and create bills; 
but what no one seemed to foresee was the coming and 
inevitsble purchase of war supplies from America. This 
new movement of goods came, but on such a prodigious 
scale as to entirely reverse the creditor position of England 
in foreign trade-a movement which was as unexpected 
by us as by the English. 

The second period began when there arose an unprece
dented demand from the Allies for imports of breadstuft's, 
horses, mules, harness, wagons, trucks, guns, shells, raw 
materials, and all sorts of military supplies. When Eng-
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land awoke to a realization of the portentous war task 
she had undertaken, 8lId the organization of factories for 
producing munitions struck its full stride, she exported 
111 ....... 4 less than before. Consequently, instead of 
perlocIa having the traditional balance of trade in her 
r'~~ favor, England owed a large balance to other 
....... .. countries, mainly to the United States. This 
situation created an entirely new problem of credit, 
caJJed the restoration of the exchanges. Here, as always, 
the problem of credit arose from a change in the move. 
ment of goods. One of the striking consequences of the 
war.,has been a phenomenal shift in the holdings of gold 
from one centre to another, based upon a marked change 
in the direction in which goods came to move; and these 
basic phenomena recorded themselves in the market for 
international exchange. It is the function of credit to 
reduce the effect of great discrepancies in trade balances, 

, to carry settlements forward to easier times, and by dis
posal of international securities or other devices to post
pone and minimize the actual shipment of gold, which 
goes only as a last resort when all other means of offset-, 
ling accounts are exhausted. 

Since England now owed others for unprecedented im· 
]lOrts (financing these for her allies as well as for herself), 
there was a great demand for international means of 
PrIce 01 billa payment, namely, bills of exchange, acceptable 
OD K_ York in those other countries, particularly in the 
hi&b- United States. The price of bills went up, 
and Europe paid an increasing premium above par for a 
claim to a dollar in New York; or, vice tJer8a, in New 
York a claim on Europe could be bought at less than 
par. The situation got out of control before the big 
forces at work were'1inally harnessed. At the point of 
extreme disturbance, September 1, 1915, £1 could be 
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bought in New York for $4.49, I!.'! against a par of $4.86%. 
It is of great interest to trace the practical means by 
which this very exceptional problem of credit WI!.'! solved. 

The maintenance of the value of the bill of exchange, 
the current credit device in international transactions, is 
no different in principle from the maintenance of the 
value of the check, the current credit deVice 
in domestic transactions. They must' be paid 
on sight if demand bills, or at maturity if 
time bills. Postponement of payment changes 

'acto .. 
doctlq: 
prlcoot --.. 

immediate redemption (which is necessary to keep at par 
any demand obligation) to ultimate redemption (which 
carries with it a discount, varying with the time and cer
tainty of future payment). The place of the movement 
of gold among the various factors in the international 
settlement may be easily indicated. The levels of ex
change, in brief, may be influenced by the following 
causes: 

1. The balance in the movement of goods and securities. 
2. The flow of interest on foreign investments, payment 

.Jor freights, expenses of travellers, etc. 
S. Creation of credits abroad. 
4. Gold shipments. 

-' 5. The depreciation of the currency in the country on 
whom the bill is drawn, and in which the bill will be paid. 

The need of imports into England WI!.'! so urgent, and 
the volume so enormous, that a stable means of interna
tional payment WI!.'! imperative-stabilized, that is, by 
the least possible exportation of gold, which 
at home WI!.'! necessary for the maintenance :.= 
of bank reserves and the gold standard in all 
domestic dealings. Here WI!.'! a situation requiring skill 
and a steady hand. The t8.'!k WI!.'! undertaken by the 
English Government, working with the Bank of England. 
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The general policy adopted aimed at a serious reduction 
of all unnecessary imports of- goods and an encouragement 
of all possible exports of English manufactures. AIl in 
all, in view of tIie transfer of vast productive power to 
making war supplies at home, the shortage in shipping 
tonnage, the risks of maritime transportation, the high 
rates of insurance, the maintenance of British exports at 
a high level comparable in values (of course, at much 
higher prices) with those of peace times is something 
quite remarkable.1 (See Chart m.) The requisitioning 
of merchant shipping by the government cut olf freight 
receipts, and the cessation of travel from other countries 
removed a considerable credit item in the international 
account. There remain only the matters of foreign se
curities and the creation of credits abroad, chieBy in the 
United States, which might come into play before the final 
recourse to shipments of gold. 

Ever since the Civil War England had been purchasing 
many of our municipal, State, railway, and other securi
ties, holding by 1914 amounts variously estimated from 
$8,000,000,000 to $4,000,000,000. As soon as our stock 

'ENGLISH EXPORTS 
(000.000 omitted) 

JOlt 10 .. 1.1. 
E"POrts to allied and English 

possessions.................. £290.7 £299.8 £888.8 
Exports to neutrals..... . . . . . . . . 1!81.8 1114.0 tI6 •• 

Total ....•................ 1--£j-e-e.-o-lf-USS--.s--1--£6(It:---.o-i 

The total 0l<p0rts to the United States (pI ... ~) are: 

~=::: ~~~~~.1.~ ....... ::::::::: :::: ::::::::::: ~:~ 
Average of 1915 ...••......•••....•••......... : . . 66.5 

The ex!...-:r to"!l~~'~'~' :';,;; i,; iiil6: ·iii4 .• : I'::J. £S6'1.11: 
-",d 1916, £Ms. 
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exchanges were opened in November, 1914, and when at 
about the same time our exp,orts began to move in large 
volume to Europe-and even before-Eng- a.tam 01 

land began to meet her international debts ::.= 
by the proceeds from the sale of American 
and other securities. Of the railway securities alone held 
abroad of a market value of $I,751,4S7,91~l, January 51, 
1915, there were returned to us by January 51, 1917, 
$1,~15,457,~66 (market value), which came mainly 
through British hands. In all, probably about $2,200,-
000,000 of American securities were sent home. The im
pulse of individuals to realize on foreign securities, how
ever, was not alone sufficient to overcome the interna
tional balance against England and to stabilize the rate 
of exchange. 

As the main problem was concerned with American ex
change, more drastic measures were undertaken on the 
initiative of the British Government. On December 15, 
1915, the chancellor of the exchequer stated in 
the House of Commons that the government 
were desirous of purchasing outright or of bor
rowing certain American and Canadian dollar 

Mobilization 
of AmeriCUl 
oecurill .. iD 
BD&\md. 

securities held by English investors, in order to use them 
for the purpose of steadying the American exchange. A 
long list of such securities was published by the Treasury, 
to which additions were made from time to tii:ne. "Pref
erably, holders of selected securities were invited to sell 
such securities to the Treasury at the current market 
price, the purchase money to be paid in five-year 5 per 
cent exchequer bonds at par. Alternatively, holders who 
did not wish to sell outright were invited to pledge selected 
securities with the Treasury for a period of two years from 

I Computation of L F. Loree, preoident of the Delaware nnd Hudson Com
_, on market val .... of Auguat r. 1915. 
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the date of transfer, the lender to receive all interests 
and dividends paid in respect of them, and also. by way 
of consideration for the loan. a commission at the rate 
of lOs. per cent. per annum on the face value of the se~ 
curities. The government reserved the right to sell bor
rowed securities under certain conditions.'" Voluntary 
offerings, however, under these terms were not sufficient 
to meet the abnormal situation, although the amounts 
sold or lent to the Treasury were very large.' To insure a 
steady inflow of the desired securities still further pres
sure had to be supplied. Accordingly, "the chancellor 
of the exchequer on 27th June, 1916, moved a new clause 
to the finance bill, authorizing the charge of an addi
tional income tax of 25. in the pound op. income derived 
from securities which the Treasury are willing to pur
chase." This had the desired effect. Without doubt, 
this plan has been the most effective of all the means em
ployed to steady the rate of American exchange on Lon
don. It was followed up August U!, 1916, by a request 
from the Treasury for the loan (not the sale) of various 
Argentine, Canadian, Danish, Dutch, and Swedish se
curities, on favorable terms to holders, in order to regu
late other foreign exchange. 

The requisitioning of American securities in order to 
secure credits to cover purchases of war supplies in our 
markets, although important, was only one of the means 

employed. Investors in the United States, 
noting the unprecedented increase of war 
debts in Europe, were distrustful of European 
securitieil. In the face of this disposition, and 

influenced by the comparative soundness of English credit, 
the Amuican markets were nevertheless gradually in-

I See A. W. Kirkaldy. lAlxnw, F"'-.w 1M W ... (1918), p. 2Dt. 
• In August, 1915, Mr. Clare is r.pwted iD the _ to haft .. timat<d that 

the aaIes of Americao """';ti .. had _ted about t5OO,OOO,OOO. 
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duced to subscribe to English loans. Loans based solely 
on the credit of the government were less popular than 
those supported by collateral made up of the securities 
of neutral countries. Although only one-half of the 
Anglo-French loan of $500,000,000 in the United States 
in October, 1915, netting investors about 5% per cent, was 
the share of Great Britain, the whole was really based 
on her credit. In August, 1916, a collateral loan of 
$250,000,000 was secured through the British fiscal agents 
in New York, yielding 5% per cent. A second British 
loan for $800,000,000 through the same agents was placed 
in October, 1916, at 5~ per cent to the buyers of the 
three-year notes, and 5.85 per cent to the buyers of the 
five-year maturities. A third loan of $250,000,000 was 
in the same way put out on February I, 1917, to yield 
6 per cent. These several British loans in the United 
States thus totalled to that date $1,050,000,000,1 the 
proceeds of which were used to pay for supplies bought 
in our markets, and to that extent saved the need of 
drawing bills on London and lowering their price. In 
addition, British bankers negotiated credits with Ameri
can banks' on their own account, thus increasing British 
means of payment for purchases in this country. 

The final resort in settling an international account 
which has been seriously disturbed sooner or later comes 
to a shipment of gold; but only after all other devices have 
failed. The United States did not need the GoI4 

gold in addition to its existing stock, and the IhIpm .... 

percentage of reserves to demand liabilities of =::z..~ 
the Bank of England were abnormally low. of IIDgUab 

There would, therefore, be no reason but ne- acIwIp. 

cessity for a movement of gold away from London. 
That necessity existed in the imperative demand to pre
vent the depreciation of the medium of payment for 

I For further detaiJa, lee inf .... Chap. VI. I 8, and AppendiJ: IV. D. 
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English imports. Postponement of cash payments wlien 
called for as a test destroys immediate redemption and 
entails depreciation. In normal dealings the changes 
in the prices of exchange due to the swing of ex
ports and imports of goods (together with the other 
items in the account) can go no farther than the ship
ping-point for gold; which is to say, the test of imme
diate redemption in gold of the excess of bills. Should 
the English give up the attempt at redemption of sterling 
bills and accept the policy of depreciation by suspension 
of gold payments as in Germany and France P On the 
contrary, they fought-against a depreciation of the stand
ard at home and also in international trade. It is to be 
noted, however, that there must be a different "shipping
point" for gold in times of war from those of peace, due 
to a rise in the charges for freight and insurance entering 
into the cost of transporting gold. Therefore, gold ship
mentswere not expected to bring about thesame fixed limit 
below par as in days of peace. The actual quotations for 
exchange on New York were at certain dates as follows: 

July.19IL........ u.ss~ SepLI5-Oct.15.1916.U.CI&4.72),i 
July. 1916 ......... 4.~.78 % Nov.I.191S.... .••.• 4.82~ 
Aug. 28. 1916....... 4.M),i Nov. 80. 1915..... ••• 4.70~ 
Aug. 81.1915....... 4.69~ Dee. 18. 1916......... 4.77 
SepL I. 1916........ 4.49 JAIL lhJuly. 1916 ••••• 4.66-4.77 

Thus, raised from the lowest point, September 1, 1915, by 
the placing of loans in the United States, and by the per
sistent shipping of gold to New York. sterling bills have 

been later maintained at about $4.76. It is not 
~:!';;'.. now possible to state exactly how much gold 

has moved from London to New York. We 
know that Great Britain can control $300,000,000 of the 
new production of gold each year. The Bank of Eng
land alone reported that, in one period of nine months 
ending March 81, 1916, the total withdrawals of gold lor 
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export exceeded $850,000,000. Since then gold receipts 
at New York have been very heavy and continuous. 
The stabilization of foreign exchange with the United 
States, by far the largest exporter to England and to the 
Allies, belongs to the period in which the study of the ac
counts of the Bank of England shows that the credit 
system had reached a war adjustment about the end of 
1915. (See Chart n.) . 

AB gold payments were not suspended by the English, 
there is no reason in this connection for discussing the ef
fect of a depreciation of the currency on British exchange.' 
The exchanges. on those countries which had Ell .... of 

suspended specie payments, on the other hand, depreclaliou! 

were necessarily affected not only by the usual .... uchaDco. 

elements in the account, but also by the depreciation 
of the currency in which the bills were to be settled. 
The separation of the effect of the depreciation from 
special causes, however, such as the shifting of trade, loss 
of traveller's expenditure, and the like, cannot be defi
nitely made. The percentage of discount on the bills of 
these countries, as shown in the neutral market of New 
York,' was: 

Reicham&rka ••••••••••••••••••• 
Fran ........................... . 
AUitriaD CIOWIUI •••••••••••••••• 
Lire ....•••.••••••••••••••••.•• 
Boubleo ••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Maor '" ,.,. 

-15~~ 
::~ 0 

-16~% 
-40% 

November .. lDt' 

• It it quito 1IDIlOCe9II8I7 to ouppooe, .. do oome Engliah economista, that 
pri ... in the United Sm"," have been raioecI by the imports of British golel. 
The prioeo of war ouppli ... breodstufl .. cotton. and the like have risen lor ""uses 
pecu\iar to the IUpPIy of or demand lor the articleo, together with the eztraordi· 
1181')' in ........ in __ coal. and moteria\o, which are independent 01 the gold 
oupply. Mo .... ver. bonk credit. have not been inlIated. C/. A. W. IGrkaldy. 
Labour. F .......... GtId 1M W .... p. 1161. and H. S. Foxwell, T/ao l ..... 'GlIOIlIot:oN 
(London). March SO. April fI. April IS. 1917. 

• C/. A. W. IGrkaIdy. Labour. Fi ....... GtId 1M Well". p. 11M. 
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The exchanges with Holland, Denmark, Sweden, Nor
way, and Switzerland occupied an exceptional position, 
not only for special reasons affecting each, but especially 
lI'eulrll because of their close geographical and trade 
•• chaD,.. relations with Germany. Drastic measures 
high. were taken by the Allies to prevent gold pass-
ing through these countries to Germany, even affecting 
shipments from .the United States. Consequently, an 
adverse balance of trade could not be offset when less 
than the required amount of gold was moving. In the 
New York market this situation! was registered by a 
premium on bills, as follows: 

Soandinavian ...,..... ...••••••••. 
Dutch guilders .•••••••••••••••. 
Spauish peeetu .•••••••••••••••• 

MqJl.ltJl 

+~ 
+!~~ 
+n'7D 

At this former date the higher charges for freight and 
insurance on gold' had an in1luence on the price of these 
bills, as well as the excess of exports to Great Britain. In 
January, 1916, DutchexchangeinLondon was at a discount 
of 18.2 per cent, but in Mayof that year Holland purchased 
£7,000,000 English treasury bills, which acted as an offset 
to English exports, and the exchanges rose to a discount 
of only 8 per cent, which covered the cost of sending gold. 
An anomalous situation arose in Sweden which led to 
measures (February, 1916) protecting it from being 
flooded with gold in order to prevent "in1lation." Nor
way and Denmark, in which the State Bank notes were 
at a premium over gold, followed the same policy.- Eng-

'Ibid. 
'In May. 1916, the additiooal charges for freight aud inmnuwe Df gold .. ""': 

Fran.., 1~ per cent, HoIIaDd, S, Italy. I~; Ruuia, • to I; SpaiD, I; Switoer
laud. I. 11M.. p. 167. 

• C/. infra, Chap. VI. 18. 
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lish bills on Sweden fell (April 26, 1916) to a discount of 
19.1 per cent. More recently the stringency of regulation 
over the shipment of gold has removed the usual means 
of controlling the price of Scandinavian exchange, which 
has risen to an extreme quotation. That is, while imports 
from Sweden are received, but few exports sent, there 
are no means of sett1ing exchange, if also gold cannot be 
shipped. 

§ 9. Finally, we must reckon with the credit opera.
tions involved in the borrowings of the British Govern
ment on a scale so unparalleled that the past offers no 
precedents for our guidance. These borrow-
ings, moreover-together with the vast quan- ~"'I 
tum of war expenses raised by taxation- purchuInc 

represent the diversion of goods and produc- ::::. over 

tive energy from normal, peaceful uses to the 
uses of war. That is, the credit operations here again 
arise from gigantic transactions in goods, which aim at pro
viding supplies for immediate requirements in the army 
and navy in return for credit obligations promising re
payment at short or long terms in the future. These 
public operations in credit differ in some forms, but 
not in principle, from private dealings in credit. What 
is transferred from lenders to the government is not money 
--except for balances and PTa forma tests-but a means 
of purchasing :oower over goods. Even the government 
is necessarily provided with this effective means of pay
ment for its war expenditure only through the machinery 
of the private industrial and banking organization of 
credit. No government can create credit, except on the 
basis of goods either present or in prospect, and through 
a confidence in the future certainty and efficiency of the 
nation's industry. Such must always be the basis for the 
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credit of a borrowing government. In principle it differs 
in no way from the confidence accorded to the credit 
of an industrial concern. 

For the first three years of the war (August I, 1914, to 
July 28, 1917) the total British debt is as follows (in mil
lions): 
Total expenditure ...................................... . 

Raised by revenue •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Net borrowings ...................................... . 

Loans to Dominions. . •• •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• • • •• • • • • • fT80 
Loans to AlIi .. '.. ... .. • .. .. .. .. .. • • .. .. • .. .. .. .. .. • .. ... ',115 ',85' 

Net war debt.............................. •••••••••••••.••• ,IS,69' 
Pre-war debt... . . . . .. • ... .. • • ...... • ..... ...... ...... ..... • S,536 

Total bwden of debt to date.... ............ ............... f17,280 
. Annual charge at 6 per cent.. .. • .. • .. • .. • .. • .. .. .. .. .. • • .. • 801 

This burden is to be weighed in relation to an annual 
British income of about $HI,OOO,OOO,OOO and annual 
savings of nearly $2,000,000,000." 

The old question as to the proportion of taxation to 
loans has been very earnestly discussed. Out of dis
cussion, and the experience of the belligerents in this 
Proportion of war, it is clear that no fixed ratio can be 
_lion to arrived at. In the case of Great Britain, it 
I...... was necessary to preserve the vitality of in-
dustries capable of providing exports to help offset the 
heavy imports. Indeed, the reduction of unnecessary 
consumption of imports, together with the encouragement 
of exports, was the only effective means in the long run 
to keep the foreign excl1anges within reasonable limits 
and protect domestic gold reserves. Thus, too, heavy 

I For the financial y_ 1917-1918 loam to Domimons and to AIIieo ..., eoti
mated at 12,000,000,000. See, for above table, London &onmaUl, August to 
1917, p. ISO . 

• The estimates of the wealth of • nation .... of doobtful worth. That of 
Great Britain io variously estimated 110m tsO.ooo,ooo,ooo (Mallet) to f66,ooo,-
000,000 (BeIlIerich) and eso,ooo,ooo,ooo (Gill ... ). 
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taxes on industries (such as cotton goods) working for 
foreign consumption would be hurtful to other and im
portant policies. While war taxes must, as a minimum, 
provide an income sufficient to carry fully the interest 
charge on the war debt, if only to protect the credit 0' the 
state, as much more should be levied by taxes as the peo
ple are willing to pay under the existing state of public 
opinion, and as much as can be taken without impairing 
the productive activity of the various industries. What 
this "revenue-point" may be will vary with circumstances, 
the open markets, the fortunes of war, and with the differ
ent industries. It can be arrived at only by experience, 
discrimination, and good judgment. Since it is inevi
table in a war of untold expenditures that enormous loans 
must be floated, it goes without saying that the whole 
margin of savings and profits cannot be so removed by 
taxation that funds are not left for subscriptions to loans., 
At the very beginning of a war it is not likely that the 
public will have realized the cost of the undertaking, nor 
yet prepared for excessive sacrifices. Hence, in the first 
year greater dependence upon loans than on taxes is 
almost always the experience. Later, taxes can be 
heavily increased with the hearty support of the tax
payers. Excessive reliance on loans, however, must in 
general be regarded as a sign of weakness, either because 
increased taxes are impossible or because the public are 
unwilling to be taxed. 

From the table above it can be seen that out of a total 
English war expenditure of over $25,000,000,000 some 
$6,214,000,000 have been raised by revenue, or about 
one-fourth. But in the first year taxes were 
only slightly increased. In 1916-1917, how-
ever, we have the remarkable showing of 
taxes bringing in over $2,500,000,000, or more 
than the annual savings per annum before the war. Evi-
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dimtIy the appeal to economy as well as the extent of 
the sources of taxation have responded to the need, with
out impairing the power to float loans to unheard-of 
totals. Since Great Britain has not depended on pro
tective taxes for revenue, it is profitable to study the 

actual income from the various forms of tax
!:."'!. .... .....s. ation, in contrast with the fiscal year ending 

March 81, 1914, from the following table' 
prepared by Professor Seligman (in millions): 

181I-t8 •• 1116-11111 1 ...... 1. 11 .... 1117 

Custo""' ...•.••••••..•••.. £SIl.6 £58.6 £59.6 £70.IJ 
Ezciae .....•.•••.•.•.•.... 59.6 42.4 61.1 66.6 
Estateduti ................ 27.1 28.4 51.0 81.1 
Stamp •....••••••••••••••• 9.9 7.6 8.8 7.8 
Income tax ..••••.••••••• 0. 47.11 89.4 128.4 106.0 
Ezcess profits .••.•..••.•.. 1 189.9 
Land house and land value •. U 11.9 11.9 U 

All Iaz .................... £188.0 £189.5 £1190.1 £514.0 
Non-tall: revenue' ••••••••• 86.5 81.4 48.6 6D.' 

Total ..•...••••••••••• £198.8 £128.7 £SS6.7 £578.4 
Total es:penditure •.•••••••• 197.IJ 667.0 I,M9.0 1,198.0 
War es:penditure ••.••••.••• 868.0 1.860.0 1,000.0 
In........! lazes ............ 116.0 127.0 860.0 

In........! lazes and DOD-tal< 
(9.8%) (17%) 

revenue •..•••••••••••..• 27.0 188.0 875.0 
(10%) (I8~%) 

It will thus be seen that increased war revenues have 
come mainly from the tax on incomes and excess profits. 
which together yielded $1,725,000,000 in 1916-1917. 

Leaving the question of taxation, and returning to the 
credit operations of the government in borrowing, we 
find employed a very large variety of forms of indebted
ness both of long and short terms. These credit dealings 

I C/. W ... FinIm«! Pri_, NatioDo1 Bank 01 Commer<e. p. 111. 
lind ... poot.otIice, teIqraph. teIep ........ CIOWD IandI, Sues c....I",,-

etc. 
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on behalf of the state have in common with private 
credit operations the element of futurity and a basis of 
goods; but the former differ from the latter 
mainly in being drawn for longer terms in the 
future, and, in the case of funded debt, in being 
based on the production of goods in the more 
or less remote future. If this fixed belief in the 

-credli 
depeadaOD 
tulare . 
prodactlvll7. 

assured production of future goods did not exist, there 
would be no confidence in the future revenue of the state, 
and the credit of the government would cease to exist. The 
willingness to subscribe to a national bond presupposes 
confidence in the ability of the state to find goods in the 
future from which it can take enough to pay the annual 
charge and gradually to reduce the principal. 

The scarcity of commercial bills early led the English 
banks to invest idle funds in short-time treasury bills. 
In the first stages of the war there was thus a strong temp
tation to rely on this form of short-term debt; 
for in times of peace short-term government 
obligations were regarded as a desirable sec-
ondary reserve for banks easily convertible into cash. On 
the vast scale on which they have been resorted to in this 
war, however, it is obvious that they cannot be paid off at 
maturity from incoming revenue, but must be exchanged 
for other forms of debt. Hence, they ceased DIlrorenl 

to have to the same degree as formerly the Ionu of 

character of a desirable secondary reserve. 1 d.hL 

They had the advantage that they generally carried a 
low rate of interest, but they were constantly falling due, 

I Tbio .... undoubtedly 00. of the reoaolL1 why the Federal Reserve Boord 
of the UDi~ Stateo advised ita member beDko lOOt to load themselves up with 
large amounta of English beuury bills .. collateral for lOOllS to London in 
December. 1916. It did not imply oppoeition to inveswonta in proper form; 
but bonk l'eIOU""," must be kept liquid. A distinction must be made between 
COIIIIIIeIcial and investment banking. 
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and were issued to a very large total. The actual forms 
of debt created may be seen in the following table, show
ing the amounts of war borrowing from August 1, 1914, 
to August 11, 1917 (in miIIions}:1 

Treasury biIls............. .. .. .. . .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .... ts,808.8 
6% Ezcbequer bonds........ ..... ...... ............ esot." 
5% Exchequer bonds: 

Due October, 1919 ...................... tl71.8 
Due December, 1920 ...................... 1,189.1 
Due October, 19l11.. .... .... .... .. ...... 811.4 
Duo April, 1911.. .. .. .... ...... .... .. 3i!8.1 

8% Exchequer bonds, Mareb, 1920 •••••••••••••••••• 

War expenditure I-y ... certilica!8l •••••••••••••••••• 
War aavings /l-y ... certilica!8l ••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Ways and means advanees (net) ................... .. 
Otberdebt.. .................................... .. 

LoaDS in United Sta!8l: 
6% Ang\ ... French, October, 1915 .................. . 
6% I-y ... collateral, September, 1916 •••••••••••••• 
6~% 8-6-year collateral, November, 1918 .......... 
6~% l-1-y ... collateral, February, 1917 .•••••••••• 

Loan in Japan. December, 1916 .................... .. 

Funded LoaDS: 

1,000.8 
109.1 

117.8 
488.1 

1,14S.1 
1,820.8 

1M.1 
169.0 
800.0 
169.0 

8~% Fim War Loan. 1916-19i!8............ ...... 1,863.11 
4~% Soc:ood War Loan. 1916-1946................ 1,1181.7 
6-/1%. Third War Loan (1917), 1_1947} 

I_IOU ......... 4,7M.7 

1,914.7 

&58.0 

1,964.0 

l,OM.I 
60.0 

8.lIM.I 

Grand total of debt, tIuee yean........................... etO,808.o 

From the above table, which gives the situation before 
the entrance of the United States into the war, it will 
be noted that only about one-half of the total borrow
ings are in the form of permanent debt, while about 
one-half is in temporary, or short-term, obligations, 

• 8IoNI. AosuR 18, 1917. 
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which will allow refunding on a very large scale soon 
after the close of the war, and permit a reduction of the 
annual charge. 

All the war progressed, however, the permanent debt 
grew. From short-time treasury bills to exchequer bonds 
running only a few years the step to long-term' funded 
debt was inevitable sooner or later. The 
First War Loan, paying 8~ per cent, was . =wor 
offered in denominations of £100 to £1,000 to 
the amount of $1,750,000,000 in December, 1914. The 
price was 95, and the last instalments were paid in 
April 26, 1915. In placing this loan, maturing in 1925-
1928, the accounts of the Bank of England show no 
pressure indicating a resort to borrowing until March and 
April, 1915. (See Chart II.) 

The Second War Loan, paying 4~ per cent, maturing 
in 1925-1945, was offered at 100, very soon after the First 
Loan. To appeal to small lenders denominations below 
£100 could be had through the post-offices; 
and either stock inscribed on the books of the ~ Wor 

Treasury or coupon bonds could be obtained. 
All agreed in issuing the First Loan, the 8~ per cents 
could be converted into the 4~ per cents, but only on 
the payment of a S per cent bonus; while the 2~ per 
cent consols could be converted at the rate of 75 of the 
old for 50 of the new securities, and the 2~ per cent 
annuities at the rate of 78 to SO. The payments for the 
Second Loan began July 20, lins, and ended October 26, 
1915. It will be noticed (in Chart II) that the resort to 
banks for carrying the loan was unmistakable, as shown 
in the elevation of the line of discounts during this 
period. In the case of the First as well as of the later 
loans, it was announced that the Bank of England would 
advance to subscribers to the loan to the full value of 
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the bond for a period of three years at a rate of interest 
1 per cent less than bank rate at the time. We have 

l!lIectoa 
c:ndIt. 

here the explanation of the exceptional dis
turbances in the line of discounts in 1915. 
(See Chart II.) The additional load of pre

moratorium bills, together with the loans on government 
securities, sufficiently account for the continued higher 
level of bank-discounts-even after the immediate Hurry 
of placing the loans had subsided-at over $500,000,000, as 
against a normal level of half that sum before the war. 

In contrast to the banking effects of the first two war 
loans those of the Third War Loan early in 1917 are very 
striking. This greatest of all the borrowings was offered 

in two forms: (1) A 5 per cent bond, maturing = w... in 19~9-1947, sold at 95, but subject to the 
income tax, was set over against (~) a " per 

cent bond, maturing in 19~9-19"~, sold at 100, but ex
empt from the income tax (although not from the super
tax).1 Both descriptions were free of all English taxes 
if held by foreigners. Denominations were from £50 to 
£5,000. The payments on subscriptions began at the 
end of February and ended May 80,1917. 

The one striking Huctuation in the lines of deposits and 
discounts at the beginning of 1917 was connected with 
this great $5,000,000,000 loan. In anticipation, the gov

l!lIect-oi 
_tloall 
ot 1917 on 
c:ndIt. 

ernment stopped the sale of short-term trea.
sury bills, in which Hoating funds had been 
largely invested; stocks of various kinds, and 
even holdings of treasury bills, had been sold 

to obtain cash with which to pay for the new loan; so 

• The ,* per .... 18 were converb"ble in (1) at £10$ a.. ScI. to £100. and into 
(!) at par. The IllUDe rala applied to the CODvenWD of the I per .... t a
chequer bonds 01 October. 1919 and 19!1; to u.- 01 December. 1910. and 
to the 8 per .... 18 of Februar7. 1010. 
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that we have the unwonted spectacle of .an accumulation 
of private deposits at the banks-especially at the Bank 
of England (see Chart ll)-to "a bloated total," ready 
to be turned over to the government by subscn'bers to 
the new loan. In this connection the most striking in
cident was the remarkable drop in the discounts of the 
bank to an unprecedented low figure. In floating this 
the greatest of all government loans, when one might 
have expected an exceptional demand for discounts to 
aid subscriptions to the bonds, leading to an inflation of 
credit, we find just the reverse-an unusual reduction in 
discounts at the very time of a great advance in private 
deposits. The lists were closed February 16, 1917. and. 
interestingly enoJlgh, it was only afterward that, in the 
process of transferring the large funds involved in pay
ing for the loan, resort was had to the banks for discounts, 
and then only for about a month. The discounts dropped 
by the end of March, although instalments were yet due 
until May 80. Thus, in the case of the largest loan, 
there was no expansion of credit such as might have been 
feared. 

In view of the accumulation of this vast debt in three 
years of war, with the end not yet in sight, the mind at 
once questions the future. Of the ability of the English 
to carry this colossal war debt there can be 
little doubt. The willingness to pay over 
$2,500,000,000 in taxes per year is a factor of 
great significance affecting the credit of the 

AbDllylD 
CUl7tbe 
bard ... or 
dobt. 

country and the standing of its securities. It is a policy 
that stands out in bold contrast to that of Germany, 
which has adopted the principle of taxing little (evidently 
having counted on. victory and large indemnities) and 
funding a great debt in long-term securities. Obviously. 
Great Britain has in mind no indemnities as a means of 
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the bond for a period of three years at a rate of interest 
1 per cent less than bank rate at the time. We have 

Ellect OIl 
cndIt. 

here the explanation of the exceptional dis
turbances in the line of discounts in 1915. 
(See Chart II.) The additional load of pre

moratorium bills, together with the loans on government 
securities, sufficiently account for the continued higher 
level of bank-discount.s---even after the immediate Hurry 
of placing the loans had subsided-at over $500,000,000, as 
against a normal level of half that sum before the war. 

In contrast to the banking effects of the first two war 
loans those of the Third War Loan early in 1917 are very 
striking. This greatest of all the borrowings was offered 

in two forms: (1) A 6 per cent bond, maturing = War in 1929-1947, sold at 95, but subject to the 
income tax, was set over against (2) a 4 per 

cent bond, maturing in 1929-1942, sold at 100, but ex
empt from the income tax (although not from the super
tax).l Both descriptions were free of all English taxes 
if held by foreigners. Denominations were from £50 to 
£5,000. The payments on subscriptions began at the 
end of February and ended May 80, 1917. 

The one striking Huctuation in the lines of deposits and 
discounts at the beginning of 1917 was connected with 
this great $5,000,000,000 loan. In anticipation, the gov

Beet-" ..... t_ 
al 1917 OD 
",odIt. 

ernment stopped the sale of short-term trea
sury bills, in which Hoating funds had been 
largely invested; stocks of various kinds, and 
even holdings of treasury bills, had been sold 

to obtain cash with which to pay for the new loan; so 

I The ,~ per eonb 1VOIe convertible in (1) at £105 h. ScI. to £100. ODd into 
(e) at par. The same rata applied to the conversioD of the 6 per cent .... 
ebeqoer bonds of October, 1919 and 1921; to tboee of December. 1910. ODd 
to the e per .... b of Fel>ruaq. 1010. 
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that we have the unwonted spectacle of an accumulation 
of private deposits at the b~pecially at the Bank 
of England (see Chart 1I)-to "a bloated total," ready 
to be turned over to the government by subscribers to 
the new loan. In this connection the most striking in

. cident was the remarkable drop in the discounts of the 
bank to an unprecedented low figure. In floating this 
the greatest of all government loans, when one might 
have expected an exceptional demand for discounts to 
aid subscriptions to the bonds, leading to an inflation of 
credit, we find just the reverse-an unusual reduction in 
discounts at the very time of a great advance in private 
deposits. The lists were closed February 16, 1917, and, 
interestingly enollgh, it was only afterward that, in the 
process of transferring the large funds involved in pay
ing for the loan, resort was had to the banks for discounts, 
and then only for about a month. The discounts dropped 
by the end of March, although instalments were yet due 
until May 80. Thus, in the case of the largest loan, 
there was no expansion of credit such as might have been 
feared. 

In view of the accumulation of this vast debt in three 
years of war, with the end not yet in sight, the mind at 
once questions the future. Of the ability of the English 
to carry this colossal war debt there can be 
little doubt. The willingness to pay over 
$!!,500,OOO,OOO in taxes per year is a factor of 
great significance affecting the credit of the 

AbDltylD 
CUI1' the 
bard ... of 
dobt. 

country and the standing of its securities. It is a policy 
that stands out in bold contrast to that of Germany, 
which has adopted the principle of taxing little (evidently 
having counted on. victory and large indemnities) and 
funding a great debt in long-term securities. Obviously, 
Great Britain has in mind no indemnities as a means of 
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lightening her burden of debt. If we are disposed to 
measure British credit, or borrowing power, by her ability 
to produce goods in the future, to hold her own in the 
competition of international markets, it must be clear 
that the exigencies of war have unmistakably awakened 
and stimulated her productive efficiency-wholly apart, 
of course, from the sickening loss of life and the patent 
destruction of capital. All in all, instead of material 
considerations as to economic resources, it is the spirit 
in which she is likely to take up the work of the future
as to which there need be entertained little doubt-on 
which most emphasis should be placed. 



CHAPTER IV 

FRENCH MONEY AND CREDIT 

Organization of credit-Bank of Franee tbe centre-Private b..mc
Nexus between notes and loans-Function of hank reserves-Po
litical situation before the war-Balkan wars---Closing of stock 
exchanges-Production crippled-Moratorium-Little use of 
checks-Relief to the paroxysm in credit by the Bank of France 
-Aid to the bo~uspension of specie payments-Advances 
to the stste-Soundness of the credit fabrie-Fiscal and monetary 
functions confused-Infiation and depreciation of notes-Rise of 
prices-Foreign exchange-Fiscal problem very difficult-Forms 
of debt-Extent of war debt-Proportion of tu:es to loans-Abil
ity to carry the bunien. 

§ 1. It is not without purpose that we have first taken 
up a study of the workings of the English credit system, 
which is most like our own in mechanism and develop
ment, and next turn to that of France, which GaIDa from • 

contrasts strongly with the English, and which, CODIpIIIIllive 

moreover, typifies a point of view regarding -,. 
money and credit that is distinctly Continental, as op
posed to that of England and the United States. Much 
is to be gained by a comparative study, especially ill a 
time of great stress. It is the inevitable consequence of 
such a gigantic cataclysm as the European War that it 
should put to a critical test long-established institutions. 
Probably no other great bank has won a higher repute 
for good management and skill over a long period of 
years than the Bank of France; and yet it is quite possi
ble that this comparative study of the credit systems of 
the belligerents during an exceptional war emergency 
may disclose some errors of general policy which shall 

Its 
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oblige us to revise our past appraisals of the relative value 
of important features in credit systems, and of the meth
ods of the banks through which "their operations have 
been conducted. In the case of France this question 
must be raised regarding the time-honored and close re
lationship existing between the granting of credit and the 
issue of the nation's paper money, between the fiscal bor
rowing by the state and the consequent increase of its 
circulation. 

The organization of credit in France has been widely 
heralded as a model. As is well known, it centres 
around the Bank of France, a great central bank, supplied 

by private capital, but under close govern
mental control, and to which the institutions 
of credit and the business public look for lead-

ership. It is the agent of the state in collecting and dis
bursing funds, and from it the government would expect 
to borrow large sums in any emergency of national im
port. It acts not primarily for profit, but to provide a 
low and steady rate of interest and to watch over the 
credit interests of the whole country. It is a bank of 
the primitive type, holding only one common reserve for 
both its deposits and notes without preference. l It can 
issue notes only against cash or statutory loans or dis
counts, so that every note is covered by an equivalent in 
cash or assets. I 

Subordinate to the Bank of France, however, are the 
large private banks which directly serve the largest part 

I The bank is IIIIOIISogec\ by & governor &Del two aubaovemo ... appointed by 
the p"";dent on the nomination at the IIIiniater oIliDance. and aided bylllteen 
regents &Del tbree <eD5O", "bo ..... eIeoted by the two hunclred Iargeot w
holden, &Del wbooe action is subject to a veto by the governor. n-_ts 
&Del censors &Ie cbooen from the c:ollUllelCial &Del iDd...trial ~ &Del dec:ide 
upon the rate of diac:ouuL 

• C/. "'fro, p. 107, Do I. 
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of the business public asking for loans. The form of paper 
discounted for merchants is usually a bill of exchange, 
drawn by the seller til goods on the buyer and 
accepted by the latter. As elsewhere in Eu- ~Ie 
rope, bills drawn on banks and institutions of 
credit and accepted by them provide paper of a high grade 
for discount by the private banks. Paper based on col
lateral securities of a satisfactory kind provide the borrow
ers with advances, but ordinarily at a rate perhaps 1 per 
cent higher than paper based on the sale of goods; because 
securities being less salable in time of emergency make 
collateral paper less liquid than that on short maturities 
constantly provided with a means of payment by the turn
over of the goods. Moreover, on a bill which is acceptable 
for rediscount by the Bank of France the maximum rate 
charged is the official rate of the Bank of France; but a 
loan on securities not being thus acceptable cannot be used 
at the Bank and is charged a higher rate. In all loans 
the private banks-as well as the Bank of France-put 
especial emphasis upon the quality of the bills and paper 
presented. If these are of high quality, cash can be had at 
any time by rediscounting their holdings of paper at the 
central source of money, the Bank of France. Good com
mercial paper is regarded by the private banks as the best 
secondary resource practically equivalent to cash. The 
ability instantly to obtain cash reserves thus depends on 
the kind of paper discounted, and has the important prac
tical result of allowing the large private banks to carry 
very small reserves, in fact only 8 to 10 per cent as till 
money. Consequently, it happens that about 70 per cent 
of the bills discounted at the Bank of France come from 
these private banks. The private banks are not restricted 
in making advances on any kind of securities (even min
ing stocks) which they think good; they carry securities 
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for sale to the public; they may pay interest on deposits, 
and may loan on paper without three signatures-in which 
respects their business differs from that of the Bank of 
France. 

Since the exclusive right of issue gave the Bank of 
France a special advantage in a country where payments 
are chiefly made by passing money, other banks did not 

Kalan of 
buine .. 
dono by 
priftte -

develop fully until after the Franco-Prussian 
War.l In the same period that witnessed the 
industrial upbuilding of Germany, they flour
ished and began to sell securities extensively, 
and in building up a vast discount business 

they also increased their deposits. It was "through these 
banks that the surplus capital of France was invested 
abroad. As elsewhere in Europe, the private banks were 
sometimes directly engaged in such enterprises as con
structing the sea canaI of Corinth or building the Serbian 
railroad (which was carried through by the Comptoir 
d'Escompte). It was between 1859 and 1865 that the 
large credit institutions of to-day, such as the Credit 
Lyonnais, Societe Generale, and the Credit Industriel et 
Commercial were founded. The Comptoir d'Escompte 
was founded earlier. It was the existence of these banks 
that induced the public to open running accounts and to 
make deposits. They covered France with a network of 
competitive branches, and gathered in capital for invest
ment. They issued circulars on business conditions, state 
loans and budgets; reports on industrial enterprises, food
stuffs, and agriculture; and sent out technical experts to 
report on undertakings. 

By 1885 the discounts and deposits of the four banks 
above mentioned began to be important. In twenty
four years their sight deposits and running credits in-

• The geueraI joint-atock law .... puaed in 1867. 
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creased sixfold.1 They preferred to discount short-term 
loans, and were indefatigable in putting .the sight de
posits intrusted to them into suitable investments. They 
established branches in foreign countries and thus assisted 
in the placing of idle French capital in foreign securi
ties to more than $6,000,000,000, or. as much as the 
heavy national debt. It was this situation which made 
France a creditor nation, kept the rate of foreign exchange 
favorable, and aided the Bank of France in maintaining 
its traditionally large gold reserve. 

Apart from the large private credit institutions, which 
resemble the English joint-stock banks, there are some 
2,700 or more local and provincial banks, carrying on the 
work of discounts, loan, investment, as well as 
serving in other agencies for limited constitu-
encies. They suffered from the energetic com-
petition of the large credit companies, until in 1905 about 
825 of them formed a union under the name of the Societe 
Centrale des Banques de Province for self-protection, and 
to centralize provincial operations in Paris in order to ob
tain a share in the large dealings in securities. 

It is well known that-unlike England and the United 
States-France follows the monetary habits of the Con
tinent in making payments by the passage of actual 
money (usually Bank of France notes) and 
not by checks drawn upon deposit accounts 
at some bank. Few checks being used, the 
clearing-house plays a very insignificant rOle. 
Therefore, when a customer of the Bank of 

Volumoof 
cndlt 
iDdIeot04l1l 
tblllOte. 
'--

France gets a loan, its immediate effect does not, as with 
1 The failures 01 the C~t Mobilier (18117), th. Union G6n6ral. (1881), the 

Comptoir d'Eocompte (1888), and the Soci~te des D~ts et Compt.ea Courants 
(1891) indicate thet independent banking in France baa not been .. holly free 
from opecuIatiOD tmd baa met with the inevitable mishaps. From 1876 to 
1881 the DeW iuUOI 01 ....,.;tW which amounted to 9,055,500,000 franco point 
• moral. 
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us. appear in a deposit account. but usually in the item 
of note-issues. Indeed. the demand liability which dis
closes the extent of credit operations by the Bank of 
France is to be found mainly in the amount of the notes 
issued. That is. if we wish to know whether the credit 
of the general public has been expanded or not. we must 
study the note liability which is directly responsive to 
increasing loans. When the customer. above all. is the 
government of France-which is certain to borrow 
heavily from the Bank in a great national emergency
loans to the state inevitably result in large issues of bank
notes. which eventually find their way into bank reserves 
or into the hands of the public. 

As more goods and securities are bought and sold more 
bills and forms of credit arise to be discounted at the 
banks; as transactions increase. more credit is pro tanto 
IDP_... demanded. Since the need of the borrower in 
IooDs led to France for a means of payment is bank-notes 
..- (instead of the deposit-currency. as with us). 
then. when there are more transactions in goods or 
securities and more loans are wanted. more notes of the 
Bank of France are called for. either through the in
termediary of a private bank or directly from the cen
tral bank itself. The point of chief importance unfortu
nately is that the expansion of credit carries with it the 
expansion of the note-issues of the Bank of France. 
So long as these notes expand only in proportion to actual 
transactions there is a legitimate growth in the circula
tion and no inflation. If. however. for any reason a 
demand should arise for 108.IlS-iluch. for instance. as a 
request in time of war for exceptionally large advances 
by the Bank to the state-there would result an issue of 
notes. not based on the need of a means of payment for 
exchanging goods. which could only be descn"bed as in-
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fiation-whatever its consequences might be. Thus the 
problems of money and credit are closely interwoven in 
France. 

The principles of credit, indeed, receive most clear and 
interesting illustration in the normal workings of the 
French system of credit. It is held by some writers that 
credit depends directly upon the amount of CIrculation 

money in circulation or in bank reserves. dependent on 

The whole operation of credit in France seems _to. 
to show that exactly the reverse is true. The amount of 
the circulation appears to be dependent roughly on the 
amount of discounts, that is, upon credit. In proportion 
as goods are produced and exchanged are they coined, as 
needed, into means of payment-which in that country 
are mainly Bank of France notes, apart from a stratum of 
gold and silver in the hands of the public and in the re
serves of the Bank of France. The almost invariable 
order of events in these normal conditions is this: the 
production and exchange of goods; the bills drawn arising 
from their sale; the discounting of these bills; and finally. 
as needed. the issue of notes (or sometimes the payment 
of coin). This idea is impersonally expressed by the 
governor of the Credit Lyonnais:1 

The Bank of France discounts bills in every part of the 
country, and it gives notes, gold, and silver in the proportions 
that they are wanted in every part of the country. It is the 
public itself which indicates the distribution [and, if I may in
terpolate, also the amount) of the money in France by present
ing bills for discount and by asking the Bank of France for the 
kinds of money it needs, and turning in the kind it does not 
need. 

I NatioruJ/ MtmII4rJI Commu.wn. No. '05. p. !MS. This point of view is 
~ by the go..,.....,. 01 the Bank of France, who said: "It ia the bm. 
p ....... ted lor diaoount and the ""Iuest> for loana which regulate automaticall,y 
the movement> of iame." Ibid., p. 118. 
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Under such a system as this the primary function of 
a metallic reserve· is not to determine the quantity of 
credit. As the volume of trade increases more loans are 
_oDOf needed, more credit is granted, and then the 
:!.r... authorities of the bank, thus called upon to 

issue a gradually increasing demand liability 
in the form of notes, see to it that there is accumulated 
out of the existing gold stock of the world an amount of 
reserves, not fixed by law but sufficient to insure the sta
bility and redemption of their credit operations in cash 
whenever demanded. It is essentially true that gold is 
supplied to support the volume of credit arising out of 
the needs of trade-whatever they may be; not, fIice fJeraa, 
that the quantity of reserves limits the amount of credit. 
The sets of forces lying behind the determination of the 
volume of credit to be granted, and those lying behind 
the accumulation of a gold reserve, are entirely different 
in kind. The volume of credit varies with the productive 
forces of the nation and with the volume of goods produced 
and exchanged, while the quantity of reserves is limited 
only by the world's stock of gold (which has been increas
ing at an unprecedented rate) and by the monetary habits 
of the constituency using the bank, together with the char
acter of the assets carried as the basis of loans. It will 
be observed at once that entirely different considerations 
affect each of these items. The causal relation, if any, 
between them is not that usually given. If the volume of 
legitimate credit increases it causes the bank to gather 
the necessary gold reserves (or other forms of legal money 
allowed to be held). It does not seem to be correct to say, 
on the other hand, that as a general principle the volume 
of credit in France is limited by reserves, and that a rise 
or fall of reserves causes a rise or fall of loans. This state
ment is oblivious to the direct dependence of credit upon 
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the volume of transactions in goods and securities. . To 
be sure, if at any moment in the dynamic swing of trade 
and credit the reserves do not accord with the safe or 
customary percentage of reserves to demand liabilities
a purely mechanical relation-attempts will be made to 
bring the two items into the proper relation. When sound 
and legitimate loans, due to an enlargement of trade, are 
offered to the banks in increasing sums, reserves which 
are deficient for the moment do not limit the expanding 
volume of credit, unless it be assumed wrongly that the 
world's stOck of gold is running low. It is, 
therefore, necessary to conclude that the pri- !: to 

mary function of a great gold reserve like that :::::::.. 
of the Bank of France is to maintain immedi- - . 
ate redemption of its demand liabilities in coin. When
ever it fails thus to function, the primary purpose of the 
reserve is lost. Immediate (not postponed or ultimate) 
redemption not only maintains the value of the notes on 
an equality with gold, but it thereby automatically regu
lates the quantity of notes in circulation according to the 
actual needs of the public as expressed by their own judg
ment in presenting notes for coin. As M. Pallain, gov
ernor of the Bank of France, expressed it:! "As long as 
this redemption is made without difficulty, there can 
never be an excess of notes in circulation." It will be 
well to bear in mind this truth in our study of the work
ings of French credit during the war. 

S 2. In the period just before the war, the political 
taint had poisoned both the military and financial status 
in France. In no sense was she prepared for such a 
titanic struggle as that in which she is now engaged, and 
yet she was not without warning. The complex and dis-

'NaIiDnGl JI....., C ... ...:..;",., (1910). No. W. PollS. 
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heartening political situation was variously assignable to 
the increasing control of radicals and socialists, the lack 
of statesmen in Parliament, the rise of professional poli
Gemws ticians, strikes and social unrest, syndicalism, 
threatllueo and parliamentary demagogy. German in
Morocco. trigue was obviously at work stirring up 
political animosities, labor antagonisms, anti-militarism, 
and subverting the efficiency not only of the army 
and navy but of the financial management of the coun
try. Jaures was led even to advocate the abolition of 
the army. In 1905 compulsory military service was 
reduced to two years. Meanwhile the rattling of the 
German scabbard began with the intrusion of Germany 
into Moroccan affairs in 1905, the conference at AIgeciras 
in January, 1906, followed by a resuscitation of the diffi
culty in February, 1909, and culminating in the visit of 
the German gunboat Panther to Agadir, July 1, 1911, 
which brought Germany and France to the brink of war. l 

In 19a France was convinced that war was coming, and 
when, in 1913, Germany increased her army by several 
corps and levied a special non-recurring tax, France 
reacted by returning to three years' military seryice (Au
gust 7, 1913). It should be noted, however, that the 
bullying of France on the west should not be allowed to 

I Ao early .. the Combes'. administration, ccmcessionI in 1901l by the llIim.. 
teno of war &lld marine to the pacifioto weakeued the efficieucy of the army &Bd 
navy. The radicalo being in the lIIdd1e in the Bouvier .. biDet, &Bd oince the 
revelation of weokneoo in the RUJBiaD army in the delOIt by lapaa obowed 
France's ally to be deopiaed, Germany evidenUy believed sbe bad found the 
opportunity to bully Fnmee &Bd ..tend her territory by the u.-t 01 .... . 
The ~t by France ""d Eng\aud 01 allain in M""""", in loot ... .. 
used .. a pretest. by Germany for aaying that, as &be bad DOt been officialJy 
informed of ita provmons, sbe would disregoud them. Then bepo • GermIUI 
intrigue with the SullIID of Morocoo. ""d March 81, 1905. the Kaioer visited 
the Sultan as "an independent sovereign'" at Tangier. Germany called for aD 
internatioual oonrereoco on Moroeeon allain, which the compliant Rouvior, 
sacrilicing DeIcass4 agreed to at Alp:iru.l",,1W'7, 1906. &Bd in which twelve 
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conceal the truth that the events in the Balkans and the 
intention to keep Russia nvm interfering with the plan 
of MiJUleuropa were the real reasons for these war prep
arations of 1918. Yet in spite of these obvious warnings. 
France was so poisoned within by German intrigue work
ing upon corrupt public men. even at the head of the min
istry of finance, that she had become aruemic GermaII 

in making due preparations for meeting per- Intrlpe In 

fectly obvious dangers to her existence. The -
story of Caillaux is well known. It seems to be symp
tomatic not only of German methods in France and Italy. 
but also in Russia, as disclosed by events in Petrograd 
even before the retirement of the Romanolfs. We now 
know that when the war broke out, either because of trea
son or inexplicable blindness. France had obsolete forts. 
no line of defense against a march through Belgium. little 
heavy artiIIery. insufficient ammunition. and virtually 
no ambulance system. She was rich. however. in a 
thrifty peasantry. in a national spirit. and in the gallant 
and chivalrous patriotism of the whole rank and file of 
her army. 

The financial situation was directly in1luenced by the 
political complications of Europe. France. by reason of 
its large investments in other countries. or in their securi-

""""'"' iDduding the United Stateo, participated. Germauy .... eliminated. 
Not ..... tent., Germauy continued her intrigu .. in MOl'OCCO nntil .......Jondo 
again appearod. followed by a refemwe in February. 1909. to The Hague Tri
bunal, which juotified the French. In 1911. in tbe ministry of CaiIlau, Ger
many. aupport.ed by tb. French anti-militarist party. raised tbe MOIOOC8II 
quemon again in a threatening way. She declared that the French mililar)' 
e>pedition sent to Fez in 1911 had nullified tb. settlements of AIgeciru and of 
The Hague. Thereupon she sent tb. gunboat Pantlurl to Agadir. July 1. and 
demanded & part of Morocco. England aupport.ed France, and &naIly Ger
many gave up her claims on Morocco in return lor tb. CamerooDl, ..... taining 
IISO,OOO .quare kilometrez and 1,000,000 inhahitants. CI. C. H. C. Wright., 
A Biotorp oJ 1M Third Fmu:IJ &publi4 (1916). and for the pro-German view. 
E. D. Morel, MartJ«JO ill Diplomal:r, (1911). 
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ties, has always maintained the position of a creditor 
nation, to whom a balance of payments (although not 
France. always the commercial balance) is in her fa-
ere_ vor. Funds had been loaned in large amounts 
country. to Brazil, Argentina, and to other South Amer-
ican countries, as well as to Mexico. In addition, French 
bankers had granted large loans to governments and to 
various enterprises in the Balkans and southeastern 
Europe. On a large scale France had also floated loans 
for Russia. 

In her rapid industrial expansion Germany had gone 
beyond the supply of her own capital and had borrowed 
largely even from France. In 1911, at the time of the 
Agadir incident, French capitalists were entirely war
ranted by the threats of war in calling in the large bal
ances due to them in German banks. The conditions 
of credit were so ill-poised in Germany, due to over
expansion, that the withdrawals of French capital dis
turbed the equilibrium and nearly brought on a financial 
crisis. Without doubt it was the difficult credit situation 
which forced the German militarists to weaken and give 
up their claims on Morocco in exchange for the Cam-
eroons. 

The purpose of Germany to support Austria-Hungary 
in annexing Bosnia and Hertzegovina in 1908 as against 
Russian influence in the Balkans, was disturbed by the 

outbreak of the First Balkan War in the fall 
::.. - of 1912. The League of the Balkan States, 

created by Venezelos against Turkey, and the 
victorious progress of their troops toward Constantinople 
made the German scheme of expansion to the Persian 
Gulf very precarious; hence the general dread of a Eu
ropean War which stopped the headway of the League at 
the London Conference of 1918 and blocked Serbia's way 
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to the Adriatic. When the Second Balkan War, begin
ning in the summer of 1913, brought the submission of 
Bulgaria to Greece and Serbia, supported by Rumania, 
the outcome was not at all to the Iiking of Germany and 
Austria-Hungary. In every financial centre there was a 
long-continued fear that a European war was inevitable. 
France itself was particularly hard hit by the two Balkan 
wars, because she had been financing the Balkan States, 
and at the end they were so exhausted that they were in 
no condition to repay their French creditors. Above all, 
the uncertainty and tension produced by the warlike at
titude of Germany caused an arixiety which affected all 
financial markets, even in the United States. Thus 
France was already crippled in her credit before the Eu
ropean War began. 

Moreover, corrupt politics and an on-creeping radical
ism had been eating out the vitals of her financial safety 
at home. Quite irrespective of her ability to pay, the 
country was being bled· by those who were _'Oli"': 
steadily using the state-obeying an extreme ODd 

socialistic theory-as a means of equalizing the ~ 
distribution of wealth, and who were thereby 
as steadily increasing the burdens of taxation in order to 
extend what may be called "social" expenditures in 
behalf of the proletariat. The cost of such parental gov
ernment had been growing so rapidly that the national 
income had lagged far behind the swelling expenditures, 
and the debt of the state had become the largest of any 
in the world. Her debt of $6,847,540,000 before the war 
began was five times that of the German Empire, and 
nearly twice that of Great Britain, while the burden of 
taxation was ominously heavy. Nor could it be said that 
the huge debt was directly due to the abnormal war 
indemnity of $1,000,000,000 imposed by Germany in 
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1870-1871; for it had risen to six times the amount of that 
indemnity. In the year before the war it seemed as if 
the searching for new sources of taxation could go little 
farther, and she had been obliged to increase her debt 
in order to cover the demands of her budget. No one 
of the belligerents was economically so unprepared as 
France, no one was so handicapped for entering upon a 
long and expensive war. It came upon the country 
after it had been suffering from two years of economic 
depression. 

§ 8. Having in mind the characteristics of the organ
ization of credit, and the situation in France immedi
ately preceding the war, we are obviously interested to 
know how she weathered the storm. 

The most sensitive market, and the one first to dis
count coming danger in its prices, is the stock exchange,l 
especially in a country like France, which dealt largely 

in foreign securities. Inasmuch as securities 
=~ formed the collateral for advances by the 

banks on an enormous scale, the organization 
of French credit would be touched to the quick by the 
weakness of securities. Every one will understand how 
important it is for owners of securities to be able in an 
emergency when goods are unsalable to convert their 
holdings into cash. Even before the beginning of war 
the French markets for securities had become panicky. 
In Berlin' what was coming was known as early as May, 
1914. The critical condition of the markets in Berlin 

I The official market. or boUlle, is !mown u the Parquet, ~ of 
A,_ do Clump, or stock-bn>kers, appointed by the ............... t ODd DDCIer 
the oontn>l of the Ministry of FInance. The aeveDty broken in Paris form au 
.-:iation and by ballot 00"- • .,...dical chamber, !mown .. the Syndicat 
dca Agents de Cbaoge. Securiti .. not admitted OIl the official quotation Iiot 
are dealt in outside the bouroe in the couJiaae (curb). 
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and Vienna brought on a veritable panic in Paris by 
July 28.1 On July 25 there was a rush to sell securities, 
and on July so the coulisse was closed; although the 
parquet remained open, it was under strict supervision by 
the government. On that day not only the parquet 
but also the stock exchanges of London and New York 
were open; but before buSiness on Friday, July 31, those of 
London and New York were closed. Although the parquet 
remained nominally open, it did very little business; and 
only when the government withdrew from Paris to Bor- . 
deaux was the bourse closed by the prefect of police on 
September S, 1914.' It was again opened, only for cash 
transactions, December 7, 1914. The settlements for 
stock transactions due in July had to be postponed to 
the end of August and again to October. Securities were 
now unsalable even at panic prices. AIl credit obliga
tions based on the movement or sale of securities were 
.. frozen." Banks which had made advances on even the 
best securities could not make payment on demand de
posits if their assets were not convertible into cash. 
Consequently, it was obviously impossible for the public 
to obtain by sales of securities the means of payment 
with which to meet maturing obligations. In fact, a 
vast amount of capital was locked up and made unavail
able for normal purposes. 

The severity of the crisis in securities can be appre
ciated by the statement that the total sum involved in 
loans for carrying them was estimated at $120,000,000 
for the parquet; $40,000,000 for the coulisse; 
while contangos (charges for carrying forward =:" ... 
securities whose buyers could not pay for 
them on settlement) outside the bourse showed that 

I CJ. the chronology given on p. 19 .... pr& 

• L·&o.tn.i./o F,~ September It, 191, p. S29. 
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banks and credit houses were involved for about $160,-
000,000. The fall in prices had gone to 30 or 40 per cent. 
The decline in rentes, the favorite national bond, was 
unprecedented, those bearing 8 per cent dropping to 75 
by the middle of August, 1914. 

Credit obligations based on the production and ex
change of goods were equally shaken by the sudden 
crisis. Credit had been given involving an obligation 
Dom.otIc on the part of the borrower to return a money 

• pnJduction equivalent of goods in the future, so that the 
crippled. ability to make that return depended on the 
continuance of the production and sale of goods. But 
on the day of mobilization, August I, virtually every 
able-bodied man in France to the age of forty-seven was 
called to the colors. It took almost every man of that 
age from agriculture, and of course at once reduced the 
normal production of all industries.! For instance, of the 
135 blast-furnaces in operation in 1913, only 116 were 
alight July I, 1914, and of these about 50 were shut down. 
The silk industry, too, was at a standstill. The stoppage 
of operations affected all manufactures except those en
gaged in supplying war materials. Military needs absorbed 
practically all means of transportation by the railways. 

The early invasion of Belgium and northeastern France 
by the Germans touched some of France's vital economic 
interests. Here was the heart of the textile industries. 
In Lille,! Cambrai, and Sedan were the chief woollen-

I or the 18,000.000 _ eugagod in induoby. probably 8,000.000 w .... at 
the front; but the upheaval in productlOD made it impoosible to keep the 
.."..,.;,w,g 15.000.000 employed u belore. Amid the ~ 0C0D0IIIiziDjr. <#. 
eo.,.." the trade in lomriea immediately fen off. By October. 1916. it .... 
estimated that 2,000,000 workmen ODd 1.000,000 refu_ w,,", out 01 wcnk. 
.. that October i6 L'0f6ce Central wu opened in the MiDUtIy 01 Labor to find 
emplo,......t for them. The Dumber. 01 ... omea to be .......J for .... ted the 
Iargost ODd moot dif6cu1t problem, JeqUiring a boa...,. outlay by the state, 

o The local bank of Verley. o-ois .. Co. in LiDe had widened out into 
_17_ heanch om... in the Departmmts 01 Nord ODd Pu de Caw.. 
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mills. Moreover, important metallurgic industries and 
her richest coal-fields, which had yielded ~6,OOO,OOO out 
of the country's total of 88,000,000 (metric) tons, or two
thirds of her total production of coal, were lost to France. 
Of course, the coal supply of Belgium was cut off. These 
facts explain why the labor question in the WeIsh coal
mines was so vital to the coal production now needed to 
help out England's allies, France and Italy! Again, the 
beet-sugar district of Belgium and France, including the 
Department of the Somme and reaching nearly to Paris, 
was occupied by the Germans. Such a blow to the pro
duction of goods, the very basis of credit, came upon 
France already weakened by two years of economic de
pression. 

The torpidity of credit, caused by the inanimate condi
tion of industry and commerce, was still further aggra, 
vated by the injection of the moratorium. It gave debt
ors an excuse for not paying creditors, and by locking up 
funds even made most payments impossible. On All-
gust 6, 19U (revised August 9), a decree of the gov
ernment was issued alJecting bank deposits, by which 
depositors could withdraw ~o francs and, in addition, 
only 5 per cent of any surplus above that Moratorium. 

sum.' If the depositor could prove he needed 
the funds for paying wages or for raw materials, he could 

• A ..... light. moreover. is thrown on the calculated violation of the ..... trality 
of Belgium-apart from 6ndiog the easiest road to Pan.-by the fact that tha 
oeizure of the coaI·6eldo and _work.. of the French and Belgian districts 
euabled Germany, it is estimated, to increase her output of henool from liII.-
000.000 to 200.000,000 gaIIoo.s-one essential explanstion of her ability to 
keep up the unprec:edented aupply of explooiveo fOll her heovy guna • 

• The original d ...... was m0di6ed later ... follows: 
August 29, aDowing withdrawal of 1160 f....,.,., plUi 20% of ....... 
September '1fT. allowing withdrawal of 1160 f....,.,., plus 15% of ....... 
November. allowing withdrawal of 1,000 f....,.,., plUi '0% of ....... 
December. allowing withdrawal of 1,000 franca, plus 60% of ....... 
Depositors in savings-hanka were allowed to draw only SO f"""" a fortnight. 

C/. Appendis II, B. 
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withdraw the whole. The moratorium was extended to 
insurance contracts; payments on the new loan were 
relaxed, and bills drawn before July 81 were extended. 
On August 10 it was applied in general to all "civil, com
mercial, and administrative prescriptions and pre-emp
tions." By the end of October some pressure was put 
upon debtors (except those called to the colors and those 
in the invaded area) to clear up their indebtedness, and 
after December 1 the debtor could be called upon to 
show if he were evading payment. Renters were also 
given extensions, at the risk, of course, of reducing the 
ability of owners to meet the interest on real-estate obli
gations. By January, 1915, a number of important banks 
removed all restrictions upon the withdrawals by deposi
tors, a measure tending to bring funds" out of hoards. 

At this distance the policy of a moratorium seems to 
have been unfortunate. Credit is kept sound, and its 
validity constantly tested, by the imperative necessity of 

payment at maturity. A moratorium is the 
=-~um. negation of credit. If it be said that the 

paralysis of trade and the unsalability of se
curities made payments of obligations at maturity im
possible, and that the moratorium was necessary to save 
men from failure, the obvious reply is that the temporary 
crisis which stopped production and trade was the very 
thing which then, if ever, required free discounting by 
the banks. It is the necessary function of bank-credit 
to rise to just such an emergency. If there had been no 
moratorium there would have been a greater demand for 
loans than was actually shown-and that was certainly 
very serious. But even an exceptionally heavy creation 
of temporary loans for such an emergency would have 
furnished a means of payment for maturing obligations, 
it would have unlocked capital, it would have worked 
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against hoarding, it would have been °the one thing to 
hasten the inevitable J:ecovery of trade and thereby have 
enabled the public soon to reduce its credit commitments. 
That is, the extension and free granting of credits reacts 
upon the critical situation and acts to reduce the very 
need of credit. The time-honored maxim that in a 
crisis the banks should lend freely has been proved by 
many an experience in many countries. A credit sys- 0 

tem is not functioning normally where a moratorium is 
felt to be necessary. It assumes that the borrower is not 
worthy of a legitimate loan and drives him. under a mora
torium, to what is a refusal to pay, which is actual, if not 
legal, bankruptcy. 

What is the end to be gained in an unexpected crisis P 
To enable debtors by credit to meet immediate obliga
tions, and then to be given time to liquidate goods and 
securities without throwing masses of them Punctlon of 

on the market at a great sacrifice. The re- credllm. 

newal of a loan, if the borrower still cannot crI8lI. 

pay at maturity is, to be sure, a disguised moratorium, 
but it is all the moratorium really needed. and it is con
fined to private adjustments. In our own country the 
banks, in the crushing panic of 1914, quite generally re
fused to push a hard-pressed borrower for nearly six 
months after the outbreak of the war, during the time 
when many goods and securities were unsalable. It never 
occurred to us to resort to a public moratorium. 

There seems to be little doubt that in France at this 
time there was a large supply of free capital, but that 
the conditions then existing kept it unemployed. This 
was due somewhat to timidity, but largely to the mora
torium. It resulted that large amounts of capital were 
withdrawn from industry at a critical moment. The re
strictions on the withdrawal of bank deposits, moreover, 
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caused no little lack of confidence in bank deposits and 
their security. The inability to draw deposits freely put 
a premium on hoarding. In addition, the locking up of 
bank-balances· forced the customer to seek funds, if pos
sible, in other ways, and added to the pressure on the 
banks for discounts. 

In general, however, the whole matter brings up again 
the worth of the Continental habit of making payments 
mainly by money and not by more economical methods 

such as the use of checks. At the bottom of :.c:::...... the tendency to withdraw deposits was the 
desire to get notes or coin which could be 

hoarded. If other means of payment, such as checks, had 
been familiar to customers, they could have safely retained 
their funds in the banks and yet had them available at 
any moment without impairing the supporting reserves of 
the banks by calling for cash. Indeed, it is worth noting 
that out of the stress of this great war emergency serious 
attempts were made to introduce the check system into 
France. But the restriction on the withdrawal of bank 
deposits had unfortunately frightened the small deposi
tor from using banks and caused a distrust of the check. 

As early as 1859 the Credit Industriel et Commercial 
was founded to introduce deposit accounts accompanied 
by the use of checks; after the manner of English insti
Attemp\8 '" tutions. Later other companies were founded 
Introd_ in imitation;! but the confusion of investment 
ch-' with commercial banking and the allurements 
of speculation did not provide a good soil for the growth 
of the deposit-currency, which requires a confidence by 

I The check was legalized and de&Ded by the Act of 1_ 1_. 1865 • 
• The Soci6t.e Gen&ale pour Favoriser Ie Developpement du Commerce et de 

l'Industrie en France was followed by the Credit LyoDnais (1868) and two othem 
in Lyons, and ODe in ManieiII .. (1865). 
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the public in the safety and liquidity of bank deposits 
largely based on seasoned experience. It must find its 
successful operation chiefly in well-established monetary 
habits, and not in the published willingness of special 
banks to prosper by introducing a means of attracting 
business, no matter how successful it may have been in 
other countries having different monetary habits.' 

The campaign recently started by the Bank of France 
to induce a more general use of checks rightly aims at 
educating the general public on the risk of loSs in carrying 
bank-notes in the pocket; on the waste of capital in sup
porting a large circulation, which might be economized 
by using checks and by enabling debts and credit to the 
amount of hundreds of billions of francs to be offset 
against each other without the use of any but small bal
ances in money; and on the methods by which checks 
should be paid only to the rightful owner. The fact that 
checks "crossed" by two parallel lines (barrea t'fanBfler
salea) (which makes them negotiable only at a bank) can 
now be used in France to avoid risk in the mails, seems 
to show that the public do not enjoy our facility of get
ting checks cashed on identification, to the protection of 
both the drawer and the bank. The slight use of checks 
in France makes the old clearing-house (Chambre de Com
pensation, established in 187it) of little importance. Part 
of the work of a clearing-house is met by operations such 
as transfers through the Bank of France. On July itit, 
1917, spurred on by the hoarding of both cash and bank
notes, and the fact that the old clearing-house had only 

I Liease 8IS1IIIl" that the success 01 a check system depends on having a 
JI'OUp of haob of depooit (NolWnal Mrmd4'11 Com",;'1ion. No. 6H, p. 196); 
but France has tbeoe in a way. What France does not have is a willingness to 
make p&ym.entl in some other way than by money. That implies a different at-
titude toward haob and .... hoarding than DOW ollisls amons the thrifty French 
people. 
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a restricted membership, a new Chambre de Compensation 
was established, with a membership of nearly all the im
portant banks, and absorbing the recently formed Caisse 
de Compensation, created to meet the needs of British and 
American banks! 

The early effects of the crisis showed themselves not 
only on the bourse and in the moratorium but also in 
the circulation. The metallic money disappeared in a 

trice; hoarding, which goes with the national =-of characteristic thrift, was exaggerated by the 
outbreak of war. Even the small silver coins 

vanished. Of the coin paid out by the banks little re
turned to circulation.' The Bank of France gave out by 
the end of 1914 some 800,000,000 francs of gold, which 
went the way of all the coin. The advances made on 
securities, as well as the payments which began to be 
made by the government to contractors, seemed to have 
no effect on the circulation. The Bank of France early 
(August 6, 1914) suspended specie payments on its notes 
(as it did August 12, 1870) which were made legal tender 
(cuurB J(Yf'c8), and issued in denominations of twenty and 
five francs. These notes seem to have been readily 
accepted. 

The exceptional and unparalleled crisis in credit, taken 
in connection with existing monetary habits and the or
ganization of credit in France, placed the whole reBllC?n-

I At tIWo time, ...... the otatua of the eheck baa been otreDstheaed .". • Ia .. 
p1Dlishing any one who issuM • check without fuudo to meet it,. or .. ho with-
dra ... funda after issuing. check. with imprisoDmeDtfor from two moatho to two 
7 ...... 8Dd • line of DOt .... tIum ODIHIuarter of the amounL 

In ....... t case. however. the buyer of goods. who, after paying for them 
by a check. found the goods Dot as agreed upon 8Dd .topped paJlDODt OD the 
check. .... upheld by the l'Ieoch court. 

'In Avigooo. • city of .0.000 inhabibmta, • bl'llDCb of • oecondary bank 
paid out,. from luIy t5 to Ausust I. about 5,000.000 f ...... of gold 8Dd 1.000.000 
r...... oil_ with lillie or DO ....wI OD the cin:uIatioD. 
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sibility for guidance and recovery on the management of 
the Bank of France .. Both for the business public and 
the state it was the final source of relief. 

§ 4. In this examination of the credit operations of 
the major nations during the most stupendous war of all 
history, we have, as already said, a rare chance for com-
parative study, and the opportunity to profit for 

by the revelation of defects and advantsges =- 01 

which experience may develop. The study = 
will have failed of its purpose, however, if it 
does not early disclose that, while the forms and 'legal 
mechanism of credit by virtue of historical and racial 
characteristics differ in the different countries, the funda
mental principles of credit are nevertheless the same, 
irrespective of the external forms in which they work. 
Indeed, the inevitable methods of relief for paroxysms of 
credit are almost monotonously the slime everywhere. 
In France they have to do with efforts to restore the sal
ability of securities, the amelioration of the moratorium, 
the restoration of liquidity to banking assets, and-as the 
chief means of this end-finally, a reliance on the Bank 
of France for discounts in order that engagements may 
be met by a means of payment acceptable to the mone
tary habits of the people. These habits are such that 
this means of payment must come, not as in England from 
loans at the banking department of the Bank of England 
which led to the use of checks drawn on deposit accounts, 
but loans from banks, or from the Bank of France it
self, which resulted in the issue of Bank of France 
notes. Although the practical means are different, the 
end is the same. To discount freely comes to be the 
final efficient remedy. For the banks themselves it is 
self-preservation.' bringing with it, as it always does 
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in a crisis, more or less loosening of the rigidity in 
making payments. 

We are now led to consider the operations of the great 
central institution of credit, the Bank of France, in what 
was without doubt the greatest emergency in its whole 

history. Would it be able to liquefy the 
!!~blIlty frozen assets, start the circulatory exchange 
:: ~ of goods, allow producers to obtain capi~l, . 

enable a dislocated industry under new ad
justments again to turn out goods which would form a 
basis for normal credit operations, help to bring about 
the salability of securities, and, in addition, to meet the 
prodigious demands certain to be made upon it for ad
vances to the state at a time when loans and taxes could 
not be imm~ately relied upon? Could this be done 
without undue strain on its note-issuing power, which 
would be inevitably expanded as the demands for credit 
increased? The responsibility laid upon it was a heavy 
one. 

That exceptional demands for discounts would be made 
on the Bank even before the actual outbreak of hostilities 
.goes without saying. In the six days from July '1.7 to 

August 1, 1914, the commercial paper dis
~far counted increased from $816,000,000 to $608,-

000,000. In the first days of August the 
tenseness of the situation, in a country where the rate 
of interest at its central bank had been kept at about 
S per-cent for long periods, may be shown by the fact 
that the Bank, in order to protect itself, had to raise its 
discount rate to 6 per cent (and that for advances on 
public securities to 7 per cent). By August '1.0, 1914, 
the rates fell to 5 and 6 per cent respectively. A special 
bureau for new discounts was opened in Paris. Yet. in 
spite of this aid, resort !,as had by otlier institutions to 
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in a crisis, more or less loosening of the rigid 
making payments. 

We are now led to consider the operations of the 
central institution of credit, the Bank of France, in 
was without doubt the greatest emergency in its 1\ 

history. Would it be able to liquefy 
:=.n,WIJ frozen assets, start the circulatory excha 
:' ~ of goods, allow producers to obtain cap> 

enable a dislocated industry under new 
justments again to turn out goods which would forn 
basis for normal credit operations, help to bring ab( 
the salability of securities, and, in addition, to meet t 
prodigious demands certain to be made upon it for a 
vances to the state at a time when loans and taxes cou 
not be imm~ately relied upon? Could this be dOl: 
without undue strain on its note-issuing power, whic. 
would be inevitably expanded as the demands for credi 
increased? The responsibility laid upon it was a hea\') 
one. 

That exceptional demands for discounts would be made 
on the Bank even before the actual outbreak of hostilities 
goes without saying. In the six days from July 27 to 

August 1, 1914, the commercial paper dis
~,.. counted increased from $816,000,000 to $608,-

000,000. In the first days of August the 
tenseness of the situation, in a country where the rate 
of interest at its central bank had been kept at about 
8 per'cent for long periods, may be shown by the fact 
that the Bank. in order to protect itself, had to raise its 
discount rate to 6 per cent (and that for advances on 
public securities to 7 per cent). By August 20, 1914, 
the rates fell to 5 and 6 per cent respectively. A special 
bureau for new discounts was opened in Paris. Yet, in 
spite of this aid, resort was had by other institutions to 
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the moratorium and the restriction on the withdrawal of 
' . .,deposits. We are somewhat in the dark as to what hap-

pened immediately aIter the outbred of the war, since 
. the Bank of France did not publish its accounts until 
'February 4, 1915.1 Nothing was, in fact, gained by this 
reticency, because the credit events in the omitted months 
were inevitably disclosed by the later developments. 
The whole story of the credit operations of the bank, and 
thus those which are pivotal for the org~ation of credit 
in'France, are presented in Chart IV, drawn on the same 
scale, and hence comparable with those of the Bank of 
England at a glance. 

The direct service of the Bank of France in relieving 
the needs of the public appears, of course~ in the expan
sion of the dis~unts and advanceS." In the period be-

I From statementa by M. Ribot, minister of 6nance, we obtain the following 
IIgwes for the period of unpublished ac:counta in 191' (milli..,. of francs): 

October 1 December 10 Deaember It 

Specie reserves., ........ , , .. , .. ','11 
Disc:ounts.. . . . . ... . . . . . .••. . . . 4,476 
Advanceo to the state •..••. , .. , 1.190 
Notes in circulation, .••••.....• , 9,199 
General deposits ............ ;.. 1,177 

4,4111 
8,M9 
8,600 
9,986 
1,671 

Ul1 
8,780 
8,900 

10,94. 
1.6S0 

C Economi6t. F,a~, October 10, December 26, 19U; February 8. 1916. 
I To those a.pproved persoDB or firms to whom current accounts have heeD. 

opened, the Bank 01 France makes discounts, in the main. on II&tislactory oom
mercial paper brought by merclumta aod manufacturers, such .. bills of ex
chauge, checks, bills to order, and commercial and agricultural warranta of 
fixed maturity, which have not more than three moniha to run, and which bear 
the signatures of three peraons, tradeam .... agricultural oyndicatea, or o!hero. 
known to be aolveut; and .. a bankera' hank, 00 approved paper of the private 
banks preaented lor rediscount (amounting normally to about 70 per eent of 
the discounta at the bank). 

Advauceo are loaua made on stock excbauge securities, easily eonvertible in 
normal timea into cash, usually only on French Government securiti.., oertaha 
ouea iuued by the departments, commun.., municipalities, on those of Franch 
coIoniea, and Franch milwaya, varying lrom 60 to 60 per cent of their market 
value. 

The term deposita is applied generally to lunda left by private peraOD8 wh ... 
IICCOUDta are not active, and which are in the nature of reaerve lunda. 
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the moratorium and the restriction on the withdrawal of 
,.deposits. We are somewhat in the dark as to what hap
pened immediately after the outbred of the war, since 

.. the Bank of France did .not publish its accounts until 
'February 4, 1915.' Nothing was, in fact, gained by this 
retiCency, because the credit events in the omitted months 
were inevitably disclosed by the later developments. 
The whole story of the credit operations of the bank, and 
thus those which are pivotal for the organization of credit 
inFrance, are presented in Chart IV, drawn on the same 

. scale, and hence comparable with those of the Bank of 
England at a glance .. 

The direct service of the Bank of France in relieving 
the needs of the public appears, of course; in the expan
sion of the disc~unts and advances.2 In the period be-

I l'lom statements by M: Ribot, minister or finance, we obtain the followiug 
Iigwos for the period of unpublished accounts in 1914 (milliODB of francs): 

Specie ........................... . 
Discounts ............... .•..... 
Ad ...... !"'" ~ the ~tate ..... , ..... 
Notes m circulatiOD ....••.. •.••. 
General depoeits .............. . 

October 1 D«ember 10 I>eeember 16 

un 
4.476. 
11,100 
9,299 
11,177 

4,41lt 
8,649 
8,600 
9,986 
11,671 

U1S 
8,786 
8,_ 

10,0401 
11,660 

L'~ F,,,,,,,",,.October 10, December 26,1914; Februar;v 6.1915. 
• To those approved persoDII or tIrms to whom current accounts hove "

opened, the Bank of Fran .. makes discounts. in the maiD, OIl satisfoctor;v c0m

mercial paper brought by merchants and manulacturen, such as bills of ""
change, checka. bills to order, and oommercial and agricultural warrants uI 
fited maturity, which hove not more than three months to run, and which bear 
the sigDatureo of three perso .... tradesmen, agricultural t;vndicates, or ~thers. 
known to be IIOlvent; and as • bankers' bank, on approved paper of the private 
banks p .... nted for rediscount (amounting normally to about 70 per cent of 
the discounts at the bank). 

Advancos are I ..... made on stock exchange seeurities, easil,y oonvertibJe in· 
normal times into cash, usually only on French Governmeat seeurities, oertain 
..... issued by the departments. communes, muoicipalities, on those of French 
ooloDies, and French railways, varyiDg from 60 to 80 per cent of their market 
value. 

The term depoeits is applied generall,y to funds left by private perIIODII whose 
acooUDts are not active, and which are in the nature of reserve funds. 
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fore the war these items together ran below $500,000,. 
000, but obviously rising with the vicissitudes of trade 
RiI. of and credit in times of emergency. The move-
bODk'. ment of the line representing these joint =! and items presents very clearly the credit situa-

tion as aft'ecting the general business publil;. 
Its immediate and greatest rise came in the period when 
no accounts were published, extending over the end of 
1914. By February 4, 1915, they had climbed to about 
$850,000,000, which formed the peak of the movement 
during the whole war. Thereafter there was a steady 
decline in the requirements of the business public. 

The moratorium, however, left the Bank of France 
with a heavy burden of assets whose liquidation was 
postponed, and whose repayment in full depended on 
RocIactIoD of the uncertainty of the future. There was no 
~ guaranty against loss to the Bank by the gov
obliplloDo. ernment in carrying these delayed obligations, 
as in the case of the Bank of England. In August, 1914, 
at the height of the crisis, the total pre-moratorium paper 
carried at the Bank of France rose to $896,000,000, of 
which about $160,000,000 belonged to the districts occu
pied by the Germans.' By the end of the year 1915 the 
total had been reduced to $367,000,000, and by June. 
1917, to $228,000,000. AIl through the war this item 
was steadily reduced; while the discounts re1lecting the 
general volume of business kept about the same level, 
or even decreased, The loans on securities toward the 
end of 1915 showed a tendency to rise, being highest at 
the end of 1916, and thereafter slowly declining. '1'he 
general tendency of the line in Chart IV representing the 
total burden of loans (discounts, advances on securities, 

'L'~ F~ Jul7 I. 1918. p. 5lJ. Iu 1870-1871 the baD!< had 
10 earry ooJ, 1178,700.000 of moratorium bill&. 
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and pre-moratorium bills) to decline is due to the repay
ment of postponed obligations. with the comforting result 
that by the middle of 1917 the total volume of loans was 
only a little more than $100,000,000 above the normal 
just before the war. Clearly, there was no expansion of 
credit to any perceptible amount in the dealings with 
the general business public. The burden of pre-mora
torium bills was accompanied, as was natural, by a les
sened volume of business paper. The highest published 
figure for all loans to the public in the European War is 
about $385,000,000 above the highest annual average of 
loans in the Franco-Prussian War! 

In August, 1914, the armament firms became very 
busy, and some slight revival took place in securities. In 
September transportation became more available. From 
September to December the withholding of ft._ 
deposits was slowly relaxed. In October the _ tho 

moratorium was revised. By this time also --
the thrift of the country enabled some debtors to pay 
off their notes at maturity and the outlook showed im
provement; while the relaxation of the moratorium and 
some small dealings in securities brought more or less 
money out of hoarding. The bourse, however, was tied 
up. By friendly agreement about!! per cent of the deal
ings had been disposed of. In October the settlement on 
stock dealings went through with unexpected ease. In 

I Laouo at JIuJk 0I.l'rauce (miIIioaI 01. ........ ): 
1871 ....••...••••..••••••.• 1,1116 189t....................... /ISO 
1~................... •.••• 1,080 1807. •........•••••••••••.• 1.125 
1m.......... •.•.•••• ..• •• 1,2911 1908.. .. . .. .• .•••• •.••• •.•. 897 
187.......... .••• •••••••• .. 1,760 April is, 191.... .. .•• •... 1,1S8 
1875.............. •• •••• ... 1,805 July Sl, 191.... . ..••. ... 1,187 
188t........ ..•. ... . ..•.... 1,151 February .. 1915..... .•.. ... .._ 
1885........ . •• •. ....•..... _ February I, 1911....... .. . .. s,5M 
1887........ ..•• ••.• .. . . ••• 578 July WI, 1915... .. .• •• •.• S,079 
1890.... •••••••.••••.••• ..• 899 February S. 1917....... ••••. 1,199 
1891... .................... 760 JUlIO 7. 1917............ t,MQ 
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November the Bank of France finally agreed to aid in 
liquefying the mass of engagements based on securities 
by advancing to the Parquet 40 per cent on loans made 
for carrying forward stock settlements if guaranteed by 
the Syndicat des Agents de Change. This measure 
brought only partial relief. As time went on the settle
ment hung heavily over the market. Appeals were made 
for help, but the Bank was unwilling fully to liquidate the 
share market, because securities were not yet salable, 
and very properly it did not wish to swell the issue of 
bank-notes made on frozen assets. As we shall soon see, 
the notes were to be swollen only too much by the de
mands of the government. 

In normal conditions the sale and exchange of goods 
and securities were the basis of all credit operations; but 
it was expected that the soundness of these transactions 
should be tested at any settlement by payments in 
money. Hence the necessity of having such supply of 
a means of payment as would meet the needs for a me
dium of exchange in the business community of France 
(since the deposit-currency was not in use). But beyond 
the matter of the desired quantity, which was automati
cally regulated by redemption on demand in normal 
times; was the equally important matter of the quality of 
the currency. As long as immediate redemption in gold 
went on, the notes would remain at par in gold. 

But. following the example of August 12, 1870, and 
an unwritten European opinion seemingly based on the 
fear of gold being hoarded, or slipping out of the territory, 
or into the hands of enemies, the Bank of France, by 
Act of August 5, 1914, suspended specie payments.' 

• C/ .... _ pp. 149. 151 • 
• C/. J"""ItlJ Of/iciel. August 8, 191.. The Act applied aIoo to the IIaDk of 

Algeria. C/. Appendis II. A.. 
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That is, the Bank was, until otherwise determined by law, 
freed from' the obligation to redeem its notes in specie, 
and the notes were made legal tender for all debts, pub
lic and private (couraJorcl). In times of peace Suspension 

the Bank has had a tradition in favor of of apecio 

keeping a large gold reserve, not infrequently _ ...... 
running above 80 per cent of the note-issues, in the belief 
that thereby discount rates could be kept low, and a 
sense of absolute security and complete financial indepen
dence could be maintained. In June, 1914, the reserves 
of gold were over $900,000,000, or 76 per cent of the note
issues. 10 addition much gold was held in hoards by the 
thrifty French, estimated in 1915 at not less than $700,-
000,000.' Also exports of gold, except by the Bank of 
France, were forbidden. In July, 1915 (following the 
example of Germany), an appeal was made to the public 
to send in gold to the Bank of France to be exchanged 
for notes. By October $160,000,000 had been brought 
in by individuals; and, in spite of shipments 
of gold to England (in May, 1915, $40,000,-
000) and payments of $60,000,000 over its 
counter by the end of 1914, the receipts of gold have 
continued to increase until the reserves of specie at the 
Bank by the end of the third year of the war had risen 
above $1,100,000,000." This encouraging growth in the 
absolute sum of specie was, however, offset by the dis
couraging inflation of the note-issues, of which the specie 
at that time was only 28 per cent (or only 24 per cent of 
all demand liabilities). It is this unprecedented increase 
in the volume of Bank of 'France notes which furnishes 

I The _ of the Bank estimated that in 1908 the gold in France ..... 
11,000.000,000 to '1.Il00,000,000, of whioh the Bank then held easo,ooo,OOO. 
Na1WnaI M",..".,." C .... miui<m, No. to5, p, 118, In 1870 the batik .-rYes 
were about 1250,000.000. 

• 0.. October 1, lelt, the ail .... amounted to mOOO,OOO. 
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the one outstanding problem of French credit operations. 
dominating all others. 

It is at once apparent that the phenomenal enlargement 
of the note circulation (see Chart IV). surpassing that 
of any other country. has not been made in response to 

Phonom..w 
__ of 

JIOIe.iBsu .. 
dueto 
ad_to 
tho •• te. 

the needs of business for its monetary uses. 
An increase of credit in the form of money, 
which is the one main currency of France. 
has taken place without any regard to the 
demands of trade for an increase in the me

dium of exchange. The note-issues of the Bank of 
France at the end of the third year of the war were more 
than three times as great as the issues required for normal 
trade in the period preceding the war. Inasmuch as the 
inconverb"ble notes drove all specie out of circulation, a 
considerable issue of notes was absorbed by the vacuum 
thus produced; and even notes were hoarded in large 
amounts, because of the distrust of banks. The reason 
for this unequalled inflation, however, has not been to sup
ply a monetary want, but to meet a fiscal need of the gov
ernment. A system which cannot separate the monetary 
from the fiscal requirements of the country is dangerous 
alike to the mechanism of exchange and the standard of 
prices (which is certain to depreciate) and to the credit 
of the government in its borrowing. The excessive issues 
of the Bank are due to its advances to the state, which 
can be carried out only by an issue of notes. Thus is 
revealed the weak point in the French organization of 
credit. If the Treasury could make its payments by 
checks acceptable to its creditors drawn on sums placed 
to its credit at the Bank, there would be no reason for 
issuing notes in proportion to the advances to the state 
and hence no necessary derangement of the usual medium 
of exchange in a time of great emergency. 
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The already heavy indebtedness of the nation and the 
shock of war forced the government to borrow from the 
Bank of France in the beginning of the struggle. but the 
advances have continued to increase in a menacing man
ner. as may be seen by the following table (in millions of 
francs): 
19li, October 1. • • • • • • •• 11,100 

December U ...•..••. 8,900 
1915, February L. • • . • •• UOO 

October 7. •• •• • • •• 7,100 
December IS......... i,too 

1916, April I..... •.•. 7,100 
October 5. • . • • • . •• 8,800 

1918, November SO. • • •• ••••• 1,_ 
December !!II... •. ••••• 7,_ 

1911, February 15.......... 8,800 
March 1 ••••••••••• 0,000 
April 6 .••••••••• 0,800 
MaT 10 •••••••• c. 10,100 
lUDe 7 •••••••••• 10,800 
Auguat O •••••••••• 10,000 

The advances.to the state, secured only by government 
obligations. thus form the largest item in the cover behind 
the notes of the Bank. being over 64 per cent at the end of 
the third year of the war.' The government, 
receiving a credit from the Bank of France. :!: to 
draws out bank-notes and pays them out for 
purchases of war supplies, From the hands of the 'pub
lic. if notes are not needed in the circulation. they would 
to some extent return to the Bank in payments made 
into current accounts. In spite of the slight reductions2 
in loans to the goverment at the end of 1916 and of 1916 
(which lowered the note-issues. as shown in Chart IV). the 
demands on the Bank have steadily increased. These vast 
advances to the state (as contrasted with the highest 

I The limit to the ad ........ by the Bank to the state is fhed by • speoiaI 
""" .... tioo. 00 September II, 101', it ..... fhed at 8,000,000,000 lranco. on 
May .. 1915, it was raioecI to 9,000,000,000 franco; Oil February 18, 1917, to 
11,000,000.000 r ..... co. 

'IB October, 1918, by virtue 01 the placing 01 • Icmg-term "- 01 ell.1'Tf.-
900.000, toward wbich el,100,OOO,OOO ...... paid in in caab,. the govemmOllt 
repaid the Bank ,"",009,009, rec\ueiDg the ad......,.. to the .tate to tl,II6O,-
000,000. 
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figure in the War of 1870 of $285,000,000) to over $2,000,-
000,000, so far beyond anything in the previous history 
of the Bank, seem almost incredible. The only means 
by which the state can reduce this debt to the Bank are 
taxation of her people or borrowing by short or long term 
obligations. When advances by the Bank are not possi
ble, funding operations by the Treasury become necessary. " 

As is well known, a legal limit was set on the maximum 
note-issues. Before the "war began it was fixed, Decem
ber, 1911, at 6,800,000,000 francs'! On August 5, 1914,' 
LimIt 10 the limit was at once raised to 12,000,000,000 
..- francs; on May 11, 1915, to 15,000,000,000; 
nisecL March 15, 1916, to 18,000,000,000; February 
15, 1917, to 21,000,000,000, and September 10, 1917, to 
24,000,000,000. By August 9, 1917, the notes in circu
lation had risen to 20,484,000,000 francs-or $4,087,000,
OOO--a sum of inconvertible notes alone (irrespective of 
nati.onal bonds, treasury bills, etc.) about $1,000,000,000 
greater than the whole debt of the United States at the 
end of the Civil War.' This unexampled expansion of 
the bank-notes is directly due to the prodigious advances 
to the state.4 

We are faced directly with the question as to the fun-
I From 5,200,000,000 francs at the eod of ill. Fran .... Pnuaiaa War it had 

been raised, JanWIll' !8, 18950 to 4,000,000,000; November 17. 1897. to 6,000.-
000.000, and February 9, 1906, to 6.800,000,000 fraDCII. 

• By Act of August 6, 191" the limit ..... be in........! by the Coa..a d'etat 
011 the advi .. of the Ministzy of Finan... CJ, ApJN!ll<lil< n. A-

I George H. PeodIetoD. oooe candidate for the preaideucy in the United 
Stateo, propooed wbat was "'I!U'<Ied as the moot _ tpeeDback policy of 
printing eoough incoDvertible paper to pay oil our whole natioual debt. and 
.... ....;Jy defeated. But such & policy has &ctuaIIy ..,.,,)ted in France. • 
country noted for ita IIOtIDd mouetuy policy. in iooueo Ja.ger th&D the debt 
eaused hy our Civil War • 

• The Dotea of the Bank of Ruaia by April. 1917. had been in........! to 
11.165.000,000 of rouhl ... which .t par (61 oental would amount to 15.888.-
000,000, Thus the Rwsiao Bank alone has the _viable ..".,.,ro of baviug 
!Mued m"", Daleo th&D the Bank of Franee. 
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damental soundness of the fabric of credit thus built up, 
which rests upon the Bank of France, and, therefore, 
upon the quality of the assets on which the Souudn ... of 

notes have been issued to such exceptional tho credit 

amounts. These notes, as explained, are is- fabric. 

sued only upon specie, statutory loans to merchants and 
. advances on securities, and advances to the state.' The 
specie has been steadily increasing to a sum never before 
equalled. The discounts have remained at a safe figure, 
showing no inflation. The advances on securities have 
beenrisingsomewhat (but only about$78,000,000 above the 
normal of July, 1914). The most obvious sign of return~ 
ing internal health has been the reduction in the volume 
of pre-moratorium bills--which, as frozen assets, might 
have been regarded as weakening the support behind the 
notes-from $896,000,000 to $223,000,000. Indeed, the 
postponed obligations form less than 7 per cent of the 
assets behind the notes. As to these elements iii. the 
cover for th~ notes, there is no cause for lack of confi
dence as to how the future is to be met. The same 
cannot be said, on the other hand, about the amazing 
increase of notes based on the advances to the state. 
Their constant increase advertises the inability of the 
Treasury to borrow in the market by normal fiscal· 
methods suflicient funds to meet the enormous expenses 
of the war. Thus the weakness of the fiscal situation is, 
by the French organization of money and credit, inevi
tably affecting the soundness of the note-issues of the 
Bank of France, the very nerve-centre of the whole sys
tem of credit. In short, the stability and future of 
French credit depend on the liquidity of the obligations 

I Th .... is no legal _!age &xed lor the amount 01 eoounen:ial paper. 
opecie, etc •• relatively to the whole issue of notes, as in <lermany 8lld other 
eountries. 
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issued by the state. This is the crux of the whole 
matter. 

§ 5. It has long been a stock subject of remark that, 
in times of war, governments seem unable to resist the 
temptation to confuse the monetary with the fiscal func
MOIlotory tions of the state, and thereby issue forms of 
needs dUf.. money as 'a means of borrowing. The obvious 
=~ truth that reasons for changing the quantity 

of money in circulation, complicated as they 
must be with difficult questions as to the needs of trade, 
are of an entirely different sort from the reasons which 
have to do with the ability of the Treasury to place bonds 
and borrow large sums. The shallow thinking which 
assumes that the getting of capital is the more easy the 
greater the number of counters nsed in exchanging goods, 
or the theory that issues of demand forms of indebtedness 
which serve as money are loans without interest, seem to 
lie behind this common delusion. What' has escaped 
attention in a crisis are the inevitable after-effects on the 
value of the paper, the tendency to over-issue, the depre
ciation of the money, the consequent rise of prices, the 
increased cost of living and of all government purchases, 
the derangement of the foreign exchanges, the growth of 
speculation and wide disturbances in trade. A deranged 
currency introduces uncertainty into production, and an 
upheaval of trade makes borrowing by the state more 
expensive and less easy. Moreover, the resort to incon
vertible paper creates a belief in the incompetency of the 
management of the Treasury and lowers its credit in ob
taining loans. 

The path by which France wandered into the suspen
sion of specie payments and into excessive issues of bank
notes may have been different from the general one just 
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indicated (which was the one followed by the United 
States in the Civil War), but the consequences were the 
same. In France this errancy is due to the peculiarity 
of her moU:etary habitB and of her organization of credit. 
To us it seems almost inconceivable that a large loan can
not be made to the state without, by the very act of 
granting the credit, increasing yro tanto the volume of 
the circulation. H the experiences of the European War 
are to teach wisdom, it seems hardly possible that the ob
solete habit in France and Germany of making paymentB 
chiefly by passing note-issues from hand to hand, thus 
carrying with it the unnecessary expansion of money 
whenever loans are increased, should be hereafter main
tained. It is a habit also which cutB them off from the 
efficiency of a more modern organization of credit, such 
as is possessed by Great Britain and the United States. 

But there is far more to the matter than this. As a 
general principle the rule should belaid down that the fiscal 
should be kept wholly separated from the monetary opera
tions of the state. H the standard of prices and 
contractB were kept undisturbed, the costB of 
supplies and the whole magnitude of national 
debtB would be freed from the resultB of de-
preciation. To mingle the monetary, the 
credit, and the fiscal functions, as is done in France, seems 
triply fatuous. There the central institution of credit is 
at the same time the issuer of money; by French mone
tary habitB a credit operation is necessarily carried 
through by the issue of notes; and then, as an additional 
complication, forms of money are forced out, not because 
of the needs of business, but in direct connection with a 
critical condition of the public finances by large advances 
from the Bank to the state. The contrast with similar 
operations in England is full of significance. There the 
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governmental borrowings rise and fall, the fiscal dealings 
go on between the Treasury and its creditors, without in 

Bank of 
Eog1uuIln 
better 
position. 

any way affecting the separate function of 
supplying the money of the nation. More
over, the fiscal operations of the Treasury are 
kept distinct from the credit operations of 

the banking department of the Bank of England which 
discounts for the business community. In the corre
sponding crisis in England the placing of government 
loans went on without deranging the currency or private 
credits, except so far as Lloyd George mistakenly copied 
wrong European practice by issuing government currency 
notes. The difference in the working of the French and 
the English systems is strikingly shown by a comparative 
study of Charts II and IV, especially in regard to note
issues and discounts. As will be seen later (in Chart V) 
the theory of the German Reichsbank is not in this re
spect an improvement on that of the Bank of England. 
In France the Bank is in the difficult position, not of plac
ing state loans with the public as the agent of the Trea
sury, but of having to lend to it directly, just when a 
crisis in credit is developing in the world of private busi
ness. The worth of the system which requires the bank 
of issue also to lend to the state in the form of notes and 
thereby gives rise to very serious complications in the 
general level of prices of all goods, the rates of foreign ex
change, and a long period of inconvertibility after the war, 
is open to question. Would it not be infinitely better for 
the government to borrow by normal fiscaI methods from 
the public, and not at the same time wreck the monetary 

system by borrowing from the Bank? It would 
t!:" III seem to the impartial observer that the expe

rience of this war has demonstrated the weak
ness of a tradition. which confuses the monetary and the 
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1iscal functions of a great nation in its organization of 
money and credit. By way of contrast, the system of 
Great Britain stands out strikingly sound, entailing no 
such dangerous consequences after the war, and offering 
an example to this country, as it is entering upon enor
mous war expenditures, to avoid the issue of forms of 
money as a means of increasing its credit to the public. 

§ 6. The suspension of specie payments alone must 
have brought the notes to a discount. But when to sus
pension was added the increase of the inconvertible notes 
to an unparalleled volume, it was inevitable that the 
paper should seriously depreciate. 

The extent of the inflation of the currency by the end 
of the third year beyond the normal requirements before 
the war is at least 40 per cent. The governor of the Bank1 

estimated the gold of France in 1908 at no 
more than $I,!!OO,OOO,OOO, which, with the =-IIOD of 

bank-issues early in 1914 of another $I,!!OO,- IncoDvarIIble 

000,000, made a total circulation of $!!,400,- . -. 
000,000. Since the notes have reached neai-Iy $4,000,-
000,000, there is an excess over a pre-war basis of about 
$1,600,000,000. If, then, we assume, with Professor 
Gide,! that not only all the gold but also some $600,-
000,000 of notes have been hoarded or withheld from 
circulation, there yet remains an expansion of the money 
amounting to $1,000,000,000, or perhaps 40 per cent 
beyond that in use before the war. As the war goes on 
there will continue to be loans to the state and probably 
an increasing volume of notes. There can be little doubt 

I Supra. p. 171, n. 1. 
'In Kirkald,y·. Labour, Fi_ aM 1M Wor (p. IIlI), Professor Gide argues 

that (April 10, 1916) tha circoIation had not been incnuecL because all the 
aoId had disappearod. ... d that a miIIiarda out 01 • total 0111 miIIiarda francs 
01 nolol had aIoo been hoarded. 
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already of a very serious inflation of note-issues, an infia.. 
tion, too, quite unrelated to the demands of trade for a 
medium of exchange. The need of a large quantity of 
notes for payments to the army cannot be greater than 
the civilian needs for the same persons when engaged in 
the production rather than in the destruction of goods. 
Therefore the large payments needed for the soldiers can
not be regarded as an increased need for notes; they are 
rather only a reason for larger loans by the state, which 
ought not to be synonymous with a larger quantity of 
the ~ation. 

In the over-issue of notes by the Bank of France there 
is an illustration of the principle that immediate, not ulti
mate redemption of paper money is always necessary to 
Immocliale its circulation at par. H specie can be ob
ndomptioa tained on presentation of the notes, their value =:: the cannot vary from that into which they are 
_tllJ'of convertible; moreover, no more notes can re-
the - main in circulation than are actually needed 
by the public. as decided by their own acts in retaining 
or redeeming them, irrespective of any wishes of the 
issuer; so that immediate redemption automatically de
termines the quantity of notes needed by trade. But, 
when redemption ceases, both the value and the quantity 
of the notes become a matter of speculation. The dis
count on the notes reBects the opinion as to the certainty 
and future redemption of them. H, as in the case of the 
Bank of France, large holdings of gold are retained and 
not paid out, that fact may affect the possibility of re
demption in the future. But even large holdings of gold 
behind the notes will not keep them at par if there is no 
convertibility at sight.1 

: In the w .. 011870-11171. UDder the IkilfuI ~ 01 '"""' ........... 
.. Thien IIDd Ucm S&:r. the circ:ulatioa ..... ...t Imm _ iD8atioa; IIDd 
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Yet this fund of gold does have some effect; how much. 
is an interesting question. In France and Germany it 
is evidently assumed that an accumulated stock of gold 
will maintain confidence in the notes. The 

I possibility of redemption by . the Bank of =::: 
France, however, is in1I.uenced by other mat- ~....::.~ 
ters than the stock of gold, which is only 
bout 28 per cent of the notes. Since 64 per cent of the 
cover for the notes is made up of government debt, and 
since the debt of the state has risen beyond all measure 
of experience, it is quite clear that the Treasury--even 
after the end of the war-will be loaded to its full capacity 
by the issue of enormous funding loans, so that it will be 
obliged to postpone the repayment of its debt to the 
Bank as long as possible. Inasmuch as suspension con
tinued seven years (to lanuary I, 1878) after the end of 
the War of 187()-1871, when advances to the state 
totalled only $294.000,000. the period of postponement 
when the debt to the Bank is already over $2,000,000,000, 
is likely to be much longer. Hence the possibility of 
redemption, even for a considerable period of years. is 
seriously compromised and must be reflected in the 
depreciation of the notes. mtimate redemption, there
fore, even with a large fund of gold in sight, but locked 
up, cannot have a potent in1I.uence in preventing depre-
ciation. . 

It is not possible, of course, to measure the depreciation 
of the notes solely by the higher level of prices. because 
prices are affected by other forces than the quantity of 

tho r...;,.. ~ (...,..,;aJ17 in ~ with tho payaeat '" tho Ja.. 
~ '" War) ....... haDdJed in .. mast.erIT • _ that th<n .... wry 
little cIepneoiatioa '" tho boIIk....- cImiDs tho -'""" of opeeie ___ 
b _1IIId a boIf,..... Ill ..... extnonIiaar7 .... "' ......... _ Loudoa 
tho Pft!IIIium em gold _ to , .- .... to but in tho period oftm tho mel of tho 
.... tho pa.- -.,.d ..... to par. 
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the circulation or the premium on gold: Yet (a) the effect 
of depreciation in the notes would, in itself, have a di
rect influence on raising prices to the extent of that de-

preciation. For instance, the prices of wheat or 
=::'011 coal importe4 into France from a gold-stand-

ard country like the United States would rise 
in proportion to the depreciation of the notes relatively 
to gold because more notes would pro tanto have to be of
fered to equal the gold price. That could not be avoided. 
But (b) prices in France might rise higher than the level in
dicated by depreciation of the notes, for reasons entirely 
independent of the quality of the circulation. Prices of all 
goods directly or indirectly needed for the war would rise, 
due to the necessity for immediate delivery, to the sudden 
increase of demand from the government, to the increased 
cost of production arising from the withdrawal of labor 
Priceo may into the army, and to the greater expense be
riM for cause of war conditions in obtaining raw mate
.....".. 

other thaD. 
the volume 
GI ... teI. 

rials and manufacturer's supplies of every kind • 
(c) Both special and general conditions would, 
in addition, produce scarcity prices for many 

articles, such as foodstuffs and coal. The occupation of 
her coal-fields by German armies made coal scarce and 
high to France. The seasons and the lack of labor have 
reduced the grain-crops and the supply ~f food the world 
over. The shortage in merchant shipping and the abnor
mally high freight charges would almost alone explain a 
serious rise of prices. For all these obvious reasons, there
fore, we can account for the high range of French prices 
without being obliged to explain the rise by the increased 
quantity of notes added to the circulation. This increased 
volume of inconvertible paper is influential in affecting the 
depreciation of the paper; and prices of goods expressed 
in a depreciated paper will, of course, rise. There is no 
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reason, however, to suppose that pril:eS would have risen 
simply because more notes were in circulation, if those 
notes had been redeemable in gold. The depreciation of 
the paper franc in gold-using neutral countries, such as 
the United States, was about I!! per cent, and at the end 
of the third year of the war stood around 10 per cent. 
The increase in bank-notes was more tlian three-fold. 

Nor did prices rise in any direct ratio to the increase in 
the quantity of the circulation. The prices of thirteen 
food articles of general consumption computed from fig
ures in cities of over 10,000 inhabitants, for the 
whole of France had risen from the third quar-~ ... 
ter of 19H. to the end of the second quarter of 
1916 by 87 per cent.1 How uneven were the changes of 
prices in different groups of commodities may be seen in 
the fonowing table,· which indicates that special causes 
were at work. Such unevenness cannot be explained by 
a single cause like the increase in the quantity of money 
in circulation. 

§ 7. In its foreign operations the credit organization 
of France has been put to a severe test. As with other 
belligerents, there has been an upheaval in French foreign 
trade, an inability of foreigners to pay their debts at 

• Bvll<Iia do '" ~ "...". do '" 'raw:.. tome V,loillet, 1918, P. S56. 
Gide (op. ci4 p. 151) sives the _ in April. 1918, .. SS per OODI; far Frau<e .. 
apinat 450 per _ in Eug\aDd aDd 100 per OODI; in Germau7. If the quaati~ 
tboor7 ...... true, pricoa OIJIlht to be much higb<r in -.. thaa in EugIaDd or 
~. 

'Ibid.. pp. lI0II-&1-

RmI: '" PmCIB ...... MmDLII '" 191. "" MmDLII '" 1918 
Fn!ights .••••••••••••••• ~ GraiDs (Paris). ....•••.•.. ~P9 
~....... •• •• •••• 1"""/0 Sugar. rice. etc. (BonIeam:) t!~fgo 
Foddor (Paris). .•• ....... '14% Silk ~)..... ••••••••• ""'10 

~==)~)::::: l~ ec;:...~.~~:.~ 8'1% 
eou...,ram (lIaum)..... 4'1% 
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maturity, a falling off in exports, increased purchases 
abroad of coal, food, steel, and- the whole list of war 

supplies, and a reversal of the usual trade 
=~.. balance in her favor. The foreign exchanges 

have, of course, been thrown into confusion. 
But the conditions affecting exchange on France are 
different from those on England, and a comparative study 
discloses many interesting phases of the foreign exchange 
problem. 

Harking back to the causes in1luencing the levels of 
foreign exchange, when discussing English credit,l we 
find the same general forces at work in both countries, 
ElIect of with the one marked exception for France of 
depnc:lallon a depreciated currency. The characteristic 
on --e. feature of the exchange problem which is 
brought out in the experience of France.is the effect of 
the depreciation of the bank-notes. Some discussion has 
been devoted to the attempt to measure the discount on 
the notes by the price of exchange. The determination 
of the exact percentage of depreciation, however, is not 
so important as the cause of it, to which attention has 
been given in the last section. In passing on to the re
lation of the depreciated notes to the foreign exchanges, 
granting a depreciation of the legal circulation, we are 
given thereby a fundamental cause of at least a part of 
the rise in the level of quotations for foreign exchange. 
A buyer in New York of a bill on Paris will not give par 
for it in gold when he knows that the bill when presented 
for payment to a French bank will be paid in francs, 
which are at a discount of 10 per cent on gold. He will 
give no more than the value of the currency in which the 
bill is redeemed. That is, exchange (charges, etc., apart) 
necessarily fonows the value of the money. 

Is..,..,. p.ll11. 
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It is inevitable that exchange should rise if the notes de
preciate-and for the same reaBon that the price of any 
commodity would rise. Of course, if there were redemp
tion of the notes in gold on demand, exchange 
would stay within the shipping-points. The :::~~ 
special fact to be noted for France is that :4 their 

the customary means of payment in interna- ....... 
tional trade, the bill of exchange, is not now redeemable in 
gold. The case, therefore, is the same, and governed by 
the same principles as that of an inconvertible domestic 
currency. The effect of inconvertibility on the interna
tional means of payment is produced by the disappearance 
of the shipping-point for gold. If gold ceases to move 
when the play of demand and supply of bills brings the 
quotations to the point where it is profitable to ship gold 
rather than pay the high price for bills, the general effect 
on the value of bills is practically the same as the effect of 
suspension of gold payments on the value of the Bank of 
France notes. It removes the support which holds up 
their value. Once that support is withdrawn, the value of 
bills, just as that of bank-notes, is thereby subject to all 
the other influences, such as rumor, speculation, and the 
fortunes of war, which may affect the return to redemp
tion in the more or less remote future. One exception is 
to be noted. Since gold has become the accepted basis 
for international settlements, it is conceivable that, after 
the war, shipments of gold might be restored even before 
redemption of the notes in gold had been reached; conse
quently, bills might return to par in gold before that of 
the notes-provided the converb'bility of bills were sep
arated from that of notes. 

It must be obvious, then, that the price of exchange 
first follows the level of the value of the money in which 
it is paid, just as a Hoat follows the level of water in a 
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reservoir. As the notes go back to par the level of ex
change will follow. In normal times of peace bills can

Ezclw!ge will 
follow the 
value of 
Ibe_ 

not rise or fall beyond the quotations which 
cover the cost of shipping gold; when those 
points are reached, gold is sent; that is, imme
diate redemption in gold takes place. Since 

August 5, 1914, these limits have been removed. In other 
words, there is no fixed level of the water in the reser
voir; it may go down indefinitely; consequently, the 
float on its surface will follow the changing level. 

Those who are intimately affected by the course of the 
war and are unwilling to admit the depreciation of the 
notes,! are disposed to believe that the fall in the ex
change is due solely to the adverse balance of trade and 
not at all to the depreciation of the currency. The enor
mous inflation of the currency, the suspension of specie 
payments, could not help causing a decline in the value of 
the notes; some rise of prices and the fall of exchange 
in neutral gold-using countries would be inevitable con
sequences of that decline in the value of the notes. If 
the balance of trade had been reversed, the exchanges 
would have been kept around par by the shipment of gold. 
That being proill'bited, there is no support to the level 
of the exchanges. 

Then must come into play, if the level is to be sus
tained, the operation of the fundamental forces under
lying international credit. The situation of France made 
War <hocll:ec! it impossible to greatly increase her exports 
- of goods in order to help pay for the much-
--- needed imports of food and war supplies. 
The dislocation in trade was very serious. In five months 
of 1915, as compared with the same months in 1914, the 
imports had declined !l5 per cent and exports 58 per 

I C/. Gide, Gp • .m., p. till. The """'" view is held ill ~. 
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cent.' In 1915 the industries of Lyons had not shown 
recovery; but the china, glass, woodworking, and metal 
industries showed improvement, while there was a gain 
of perhaps 20 per cent over the whole field. Workers for 
the government, as well as those in the chemical, leather, 
cotton, woollen, canned food, chain, motor, and engineer
ing industries, were occupied night and day., Those for
merly producing for export were now largely occupied in 
supplying war goods. The balance of payments, having 
been in favor of France before the war, so continued for a 
time after war began. The franc did not fall below par 
until May, 1915. It was then that the merchandise ac
count was reversed. In 1915 imports exceeded exports 
by $1,000,000,000, and in 1916 by over $2,500,000,000. 
The purchases, especially from the United States, were 
very heavy. The payment for the imports, however, 
could be offset only to a reduced extent by the exports 
of goods (although there was a noticeable gain in 
1916). 

The resort to sending securities was tried, but France 
had not accumulated American securities in such amounts 
as she had those of other countries. It is estimated' that 
the French held in 1912 over $8,000,000,000 of foreign 
securities (out of total security holdings of about $22,000,-

I FOBIUON Ta.u>" '" Flw<CJI (MnCIIANDIBII 1'0& HOM" Uu) IN MlLLlo,", 
o. FaANcs 

'OIl 

I 
1018 10'0 1811 1818 

ImporU·············1 4.16. U40 8.575 5.500 4.459 
EsPorbl ••.•..•••••.. 5.2U 8.87. 1.415 1.449 1,71'1 

The elect. 01 the war are aeen in the higher imporbl m 1916. due to largeo IJIlporU of food and manufocturea. Th. falling oJf in e>r:porta ;. mainJy in 
manufactures and materiala for manufacture. BuUmn.u '" 81tJ1idiquo gAnI
,.,. .u '" Fnm ... tome V. p. 199. 

I Y_ Guyot. "The Amouut. DiNction, and Nature 01 FJmch In_to," 
A......,. A...n.a.. Acru/emr. LXVIII, pp. II, It, 1'1. 
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000,000); but the estimate of $1,000,000,000 in American 
investments is thought to be far too high. No doubt our 
Loua from securities, whatever their sum total, were sent :e:t!:..- home to be realized upon to cover French pur-

chases. But the main dependence was on the 
securities of other neutral countries held by Frenchmen. 
In July, 1916, the Minister of Finance asked the owners 
of such securities to lend them to the government, which 
gave in return a receipt negotiable on the bourse and at 
once advanced to the owners one-fourth of the net annual 
income. Thus provided with what was reported at the 
time to be about $~OO,OOO,OOO of BUch investments, France 
was able to use them as collateral for loans to pay for pur
chases here.! Also a number of intportant French indus
trial concerns united in borrowing from private American 
bankers, in order to pay for exports to France, giving 
French Government obligations and bonds from neutral 
countries as collateral. The French merchants drew on 
the New York banks, which accepted the three months' 
paper, with an agreement to make five renewals if desired. 
Thus French acceptances appeared in our money centres, 
and to that extent obviated a resort to the exchange mar
ket. After the United States entered the war our gov
ernment loaned directly to that of France. Such measures 
to a large extent, of course, offset the purchases of France 
in this country. That is, the creation of credits abroad 
by France saved the export of gold when exports of goods 

• Immediately a Ioaaa of'loo.000.000. repayable in thnoe )'e&nI. at' per -e. 
_tad by the syaulicate of the boone, .... placed in N_ York with the 
AmericaD Pomp Securitieo Corporatioa, ~ of banb Ada .. I. P. 
14_ • Co~ Pint Natioual BauIt. NatioDal City BauIt. Guuaaaty Tnut eo
paDJ'. aud otben, which issued aud IOId their OWD obIiptioot. protected b7 the 
-aritieo of aeutraJ stales that ___ tad by the I'mIda GovenuaeaL 
The dollar woo lind at S.lS haua. 

April 1. 1917. the I'mIda Gov ........... t placed • Ioaaa of '100.000.000 is t.bia 
""""try. by ito cnna cIiftet obIiptiolll, I1IpPOried by collateral, at ", per..at. 
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fell off, and postponed the settlement-which is the char
acteristic of credit-to the future. 

Only after all other devices fail in balancing the inter
national account does gold move. Even in this extraor
dinary emergency France did not support her exchanges, 
as we have seen, by the shipment of gold. Indirect 

And yet an indirect use was made of her large llhipm ..... of 

gold supply. in' three months (April, May, coId-
and June) of 1916, the Bank of France sent to London 
about $100,000,000 of gold, receiving in return a credit 
on which she could draw for three times as much, thus 
aiding England with gold, as she had several times before 
(in May and September, 1915), in supporting the exchange 
market on New York. 

The working of the foreign exchanges, involving, as it 
does, matters of international credit, is affected, as has 
been said, not only by all the forces which appear in the 
case of England, but also by the complications arising 
from the depreciation of the bank-notes. Taking away 
payments in gold and the shipping-points,all normal limits 
to fluctuations in exchange are removed. Thus the ex
change may be modified in price by any of the considera
tions which touch the credit of France and the uncertain
ties of her trade. 

§ 8. Having thus studied the organization of French 
money and credit, and followed its workings in the very 
difficult conditions during the first three years of the 
war, we have come to see how the mechanism APJIIIIIDI 
of private credit has been closely related to _ problem 

that of public credit through the Bank of for Prance. 

France. We have also seen what complications have 
arisen from this relationship. If, in this critical time, 
private credit has known great tribulation, a Jortimi pub-
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lic credit must have fared worse. Starting the war with 
the largest debt of any country in the world, obliged to 
borrow to meet extra expenses in 1914, with instalments 
on the bond-issue yet unpaid after the war began,1 the 
unprecedented requirements of the most expensive war 
in all history looming in gigantic figures before him, the 
task of the finance minister must have been appalling. 
How France could carry this burden, on' what resources 
of strength she could draw, what fiscal measures she could 
adopt, are part and parcel of that psychology and those 
characteristics of the French by which they also met the 
enemy in the field. The fiscal needs were not those of an 
ordinary emergency. 

In meeting the cost of mobilization and the early enor
mous expenses of war, France signalized by her first fiscal 
measures the general policy which seemed to have been 

forced upon her by circumstances. Under her 
~ ~= existing organization of credit the line of least 

resistance, as well as precedent, led her to 
borrow from the Bank of France. As we have seen, this 
sort of borrowing was continued to a dangerous extreme. 
It was, however, in accordance with the general policy of 
borrowing by temporary and short-time obligations in 
the expectation that, later. long-term funding operations 

'In 1914, besides a budget of '1,076,000,000. a au per cent lOAD of '170.000,-
000 was placed in July to cover e>peIUIOB in M_ the u.-YearI' milit&r7 
.....ice, and the in ........ of the Beet. When the war broke out the ... bocri ..... 
to this I ..... found it difficult to meet the unpaid instaImenta coming due, ODe at 
the end of October and another at the end of D ....... ber. Although the two 
instalments were cIumged to four, the loan bung heavy over the market. They 
were quoted at about 82, being held largely by the coulw.. This loan proved 
a _t 8IUIOY&Dce in later operat.i0D5. 00 January 1!6, 19U. the government 
agreed to accept pa)'lllenta already made OD this loan at 91 (the price of iIoue) 
in pa)'lllent of future Ioaus, and arranged with the Bank of F ....... to lend to 
aubscriben the ouma needed to meet coming instaImenta. A _ter part was 
converted into new Natioaal Defeme Stock, nmning between 6ve and teQ 
1""'"' By the opring of 1916 all but about ",400,000 ..... paid oil. 
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might be carried through, which would take up the float
ing and maturing debt as it fell due. The long-established 
preference of European money markets for 
short-term government bills was relied upon 
by the French Treasury to float very large 
sums of BO'IUI du TruOT, in small denominations of $20, 
$50, and $200, for perhaps one year at 5 per cent. Early 
in 1915 some $50,000,000 of these were absorbed by 
London. 

Likewise, the BO'IUI de la Dijl!'Tl8e Nationale, running 
usually from three to six (but not over twelve) months: 
at 5 per cent, of small denominations (later purchas
able at post-offices as low as $4 and $1), 
appealed to small investors. Large amounts ::::;,
were taken by the credit houses, while the 
coulisse subscribed early f<!r $100,000,000; and the Bank 
of France accepted them as collateral for 80 per cent of 
loans. By February, 1917, the issue of short-term na
tional bonds was reported to be $2,900,000,000. The 
resort to temporary and short-term borrowing is indicated 
by the statement of M. Ribot, August 5, 1915, that by 
then about two-filths of the needs of the Treasury had . 
been met by advances from the Bank of France and the 
issue of notes, and three-firths by short-term trellSury 
bonds. 

By November 15, 1915, a long-term national loan, or 
perpetual rentes, popularly knoWn as the ":victory loan," 
at 5 per cent, was issued at 88, to the amount of $8,100,-
000,000, caJlable in sixteen years. A second 
long-term national loan of 5 per eent rentes :-
was successfully placed by October, 1916, to 
the amount of $2,275,000,000. 

By;rune, 1917, the war debt must have been approxi
mately as follows (in millions): 
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National Defense Bonds.. . •• • • . • • • . • • • . . .•. • . • . . • . • • • . • • •• • • • . • tt.900 
Other national obligationa....................................... ,,>0 
Long-term 6% Loan. November, 1916............................ 8,100 
Long-term 6% Loan. October. 1916..... . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ••• • • t.!!76 
Advances by Bank of France... . . .• .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,120 
Advances by Bank of A1giera. . • . . • • • . • . • • • • • • • . . . • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • 10 
Loana in England.... • •• • . •• • • . •••• • •• • •• • . . • •. • . • • . • . . • .•• • . • • 1.18.'1 
Luana in United Statea .•••..••••••••..••.••• , • . • • . • • . • •• • •• • • • • 795 
Advances to Alliea .•••••••••••••••••••••••••• '" •••• •• • • •• • • • • • 775 
Other debt. • .. • • • • .. • • • • .. .. • • • .. .. • • .. • • .. • • . • .. • • • • • .. • • • • ... IISO 

'IUOQ 

According to the report of the budget committee of 
the Chamber of Deputies, France had spent on the war, 
by the middle of 1917, $16,600,000,000. If the war debt 

be taken as about $14,500,000,000,1 on which 
the annual charge was $50~,OOO,OOO, to find 
the total burden at the end of the third year" 

of the war, there must be added the pre-war debt of 
$6,848,000,000, with its annual charge of over $~OO,-
000,000, thus creating with other charges an annual 

• C/ London E_UI. December 9. 1916, p. 10M • 
• For & period longer than thet given above, thet io, including nine manu.. 

of 1917 in the period since the war began. the Finance Ministry givea the t .... 
IowiDg analysis of ezpenditurea (in millions of dollan): 

StridI7 a...- s..w Ot ..... T .... toiliWy .. -_ .... -apmditure 

Total. 1ast 6 months. 
10lt .............. tl,17S til f98 ." tl,s18 

Total. 1015 .......... 8,155 sao 6tt taG 6,681 
Total. 1918 .••••••••. 6,7st 85S 8.'19 4SII 8,6t6 
Total. u..-quarten, 

1917 .............. 6,107 8tt 598 US 6,8Qt 

Total since outb-.k 
ofwar ............ tl3,l89 '1,889 '1,897 tl,t51 fl8,1107 

In this period the ftCeipbl bom toea and budget...., gi_ .. ft.89i.900,900. 
C/. London &on.muc, August to 1017, p. W. and Sopl<mher 8, 1917. P. 867. 
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burden of over $800,000,000 to be raised by taxation 
to pay the interest alone on the public debt of about 
$21,000,000,000. The last peace budget in 1914 called for 
$1,075,000,000. 

To the mind accustomed to pre-war finance these fig
ures seem incredible. What is to be said as to the 
capacity of France to carry this load-or a load even in
creased by added years of war still to come? 
The annual charges on the debt would now 
absorb nearly the total revenue of 1914, 

Abtlltylo 
carry tho 
bard .... 

and even before that year it seemed as if taxes had 
reached the limit. In this war, however, what has 
seemed incredJ."ble has in many instances turned out to be 
possible. The thrift of the French has long been noted. 
In France, if in any country, seared as it has been by 
losses of life and property, the psychology of sacrifice for 
a future gain will allow the largest part of the excess of 
production over a low margin of subsistence to be turned 
over to the state, either in taxes or in subscriptions to 
funded debt. Already these subscriptions have passed 
all expectations. No one seems to have realized how 
large the margin over subsistence has grown in these 
latter years of mechanical development and of the era of 
new power. It is out of this enormous surplus that the 
amazing extravagance of recent years has been made 
posSl"ble; and, if. extravagance ceases, to the same extent 
can it bear the waste of war, without much impairing 
the forces of production (except by loss in changing to 
war industries, loss of labor, etc.). 

The psychological shock caused by the frightful losses 
of France, which brings home the obligation of refrain
ing from unnecessary consumption-everything above the 
minimum needed for health-will yield an incredible fund 
of savings. The increase of savings even during the war 
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has been amazing; although much is hoarded. So strong 
is French thrift! that it forms a basis for the estimates of 
a minister of finance when he needs loans. From such 
_ thrift. sources, as well as from the earnings of indus-

try and trade, capital has grown until it is 
estimated that the invested capital of France, as before 
noted, amounts to $22,000,000,000, of which foreign 
securities owned by its citizens are placed at $8,000,-
000,000. The income alone from securities owned by 
the French is stated to be over $1,000,000,000.2 In 1911 
the annual savings of France were put at $600,000,000, 
of which some $400,000,000 were available for investment 
in securities. In trying to find the total fund from which 
savings can be made, we get nothing very definite. The 
estimates of total wealth are of doubtful value; but that 
for France has been given by Helfferich as $70,000,000,000, 
and her total income as $6,000,000,000. As the strength 
of the desire to save increases, an even larger total of sav
ings may be made out of a lessened fund of wealth. To 
the savings and investments of France the Treasury must 
look for the resources to Boat its loans. If all securities 
owned by the French were offered in exchange for the 
debt of France, the whole of that now existing ($21,000,-
000,000) could be absorbed at home. Or, if the foreign 
securities owned in France were sold, they would take up 
more than one-third of the present enormous debt. Or, 
again, if one-tenth of the total annual income of France 
were saved, the whole debt now existing could be taken 
up in thirty-seven years. . 

I In the thirty yean. 1875-11105. in the very period "heII the burdm 01 tau
tioa had ...... m.:...-t by 8200.000.000, the fUlldl in __ vinp-........ 
..... &om '186.000.000 to eD6t.000.000 • 

• Yves Guyot. 100. cit~ p. 7. 
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As with other countries, France can llleet the expenses 
of the war either by taxation or by loans. Until well 
into 1915 she did not try to increase the already burden
some taxes. Obviously, she must follow the PIoportiOllof 

rule not to tax beyond the point where the tu .. to 

productivity of industry would be lowered. IoaDa. 

The case of France has shown that war levies may form 
a lower ratio of taxes to loans than in other countries. 
There can be no fixed percentage for all countries; for 
internal conditions in each must determine how much 
taxation the people can bear, and only experience can 
furnish a guide. For France, her past follies in public 
expenditure largely decided for her the alternative of 
large loans relatively to new taxation. Of the total ex
penditure to the middle of 1917, $16,600,000,000, the 
amount met· by taxation, according to M. Ribot, is 
$2,429,000,000, or 14.6 per cent (as against 25.4 per cent 
for Great Britain). 

By 1916 it became clear that new taxes must be levied 
sufficient to provide for the interest on the new loans, and 
serious changes were made in the fiscal system. Obvi
ously, the new sources to be relied upon were 1'Iow_ 

the taxes on incomes and war profits. A 
graduated tax on incomes above $600 was levied, rising 
from 1 per cent to 10 per cent (on incomes over $80,000). 
but granting reductions in proportion to dependents. 
War profits above $100,000 to pay 60 per cent; on oth
ers 50 per cent. The average profits of the three years 
before August, 1914, were taken as a basis for arriving at 
war profits. Customs duties were also doubled, although 
early in the war import duties on grains and meat were 
suspended. In effect, France reduced her percentage of 
direct taxes from 47 in 1918 to 89 in 1916, and increased 
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that of indirect taxes from Sit in 1918 to 60 in 1916.1 In 
spite of the occupation of a part of her territory by the 
Germans, the revenue of France has about held its own" 

In estimating the ability of France to carry the burden 
of this gigantic war debt, the middle class and the peas
ants must be kept in mind. The matter is a psycho

PsychoJou 
of French 
people ... he 
relied OD. 

logical one. It is a question of the traits and 
qualities of her people. If nearly all the mar
gin of goods produced by an energetic people 
over and above the necessaries of life is saved. 

even the prodigious war debt and the heavy taxation 
may be successfully carried. One writer' instances three 
times in the past two centuries when France "has been 
completely defeated and left in a state of seeming ec0-

nomic exhaustion-at the end of the long campaign of 
Louis XIV, at the final overthrow of Napoleon, and at 
the crushing climax of the Franco-Prussian conflict. ••• 
Yet, after each of these experiences, the world witnessed 
the extraordinary spect&cle of France promptly resuming 
her place in the economic system. and in the end display
ing a tangible economic power even greater than before." 

I Gnoat Britain did the opposite: increased her pementage of .:irect \a~ .. 
from fIT in 1918 to 7S in 1916. and reduced that of indirect _ from 52 in 1918 
to t6 in 1916. C/. W ... FinmIa Primer (National Bank of Com"""",,). by 
E. R. A. SeIigmau, R. R. McElvare, and L. Gottlieb. pp. 11&-121. For the 
pre-war policy of Franee. Germany. and England. see Piene Leroy-Beaulieu. 
fL. r .. pOu III ler ReMlur ell F"".... III A,.,1derro III ... AlJemtJgrw. Paria, 191t. 
pp.55-68 • 

• Revenue of France Cm millions): 
1918 ..•••••.•••••••••••••••••••••.•.••••••••••••• eot8 
191......... .•••••• ••••.•••• •••• .••••• ••••••••••• 111'7 
1915 ..••••.••••••...•..••.•...••••••••••••••••.•• 111 
1916........ ••••• ••.. .•.......•.•.••• ••.••• •••••• 9S8 

• A. D. N.".., Fi,.",.";,,z Cloap/4n 0/ 1M W ..... p. lOS. 



CHAPTER V 

GERMAN CREDIT OPERATIONS 

Credit situation before the war-Financial preparednesa--AccumuIa
tion of gold-Banking control-Centra\ position of Reichabank: 
Itaoperatio.....-<:Iearing-house-loint-stock banb-Darlehnskaa.. 
oen-Municipalloan burea __ Kriegskredit harne-Mobilization 
of credit-8hock on the bourse-Suspension of gold paymen_ 
Disturbance to industry-Moratorium-()perationa of the Beicha
bauk-Eq.arurion of the note-iasuea-Campaign for gold-Incon
vertibility-Reduction of German production-Breakdown of for
eign trade reduces basis of credit-Inflation insufficient cause of 
rise of pricea--Fall in German exchange and ita causee--Public 
deht-War loana-Solvency of credit-Where loaoa come from
Advantage of home debt-Taxation-Duration of war-Recovery 
after war. 

§ 1. A study of the workings of the German organiza
tion of money and credit during the first three years of 
the war has a special significance not only from the point 
of view of the student of money and credit. but also from 
the point of view of the revelations it brings as to the 
preparations for a war obviously foreordained by the 
rulers of Germany. . 

The characteristic concept of the state which has given 
political thinking in Germany a distinctive quality. has 
also left its mark on the theories of money and the sys
tem of credit. It was certainly an amazing 
political power which could so thoroughly =: of 

impregnate all forms of doctrine. assumptions oIIect 

of thought. premises of reasoning. even un- =~ of 

conscious prejudices and preconceptions. with 
the belief in the state as supreme over all the interests of 
the individual. and even in the expediency of granting 

19'1 
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to the autocratic representatives of the state practically 
unlimited powers for the regulation of private industry 
and social life. Even academic thinking finds its reward 
in preparing the measures for carrying out an a primi 
conclusion which conforms to the governmental policy. 
That the government knows best what the student of 
money and credit should believe is only part and parcel 
of the general intent to subordinate all activities, physical 
or mental--even at the sacrifice of what is regarded by 
us as the moral element-to the success of a measure 
stamped with the authority of the imperial will. It is, 
therefore, not strange that there developed a theory that 
the value of money depended entirely upon the legal 
action of the state,' and that not only the currency but 
the whole credit organization was made subservient to 
the policy of the government. In one way or another 
banking operations were placed under the imperiaI con
trol. It will therefore be interesting to watch how such 
theories of money and such governmental interference 
with credit worked under the storm and stress of an 
emergency whose gravity could not have been foreseen 
even by the Germans themselves. 

In one respect. however, the credit situation in Ger
many immediately before the war discloses a marked dif
ference from that in England, France, or in any of the 
WarDO Allied nations. In other than the Teutonic 
01IIpriae to countries the war, when it actually broke out, 
~. came as a surprise followed by a stunning shock 
to credit. Not 80 in Germany. So far as was possible, 
everything was foreseen. Meticulous in every detail 
as was the preparedness for naval and military possi
bilities, it was equally apparent in monetary and financial 
anticipations. Indeed, so obvious were the prearrange-

I C/. G. F. Kuapp, BI<uJIlicIu n-;. flu OIldR, Leipzig. 1905. pp. K + lI98. 
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ments for the expansion of money and credit that they 
give convincing testimony as to the intention to be ready 
for war at the very minute agreed upon by the General 
Staff. There can be no doubt that leaders in German 
banking knew that war was foreordained and were advised 
to put their houses in readiness months before hostilities 
actually began. The world of credit has something to 
say as to the ones responsible for bringing on the most 
unnecessary as well as the most murderous war of all 
time. 

It seems clear that the German policy of aggression 
had aimed at bringing on the war earlier, but had been 
held up not only by Italy in 1918, but by the difficult 
economic and banking conditions of recent BusiDe .. 
years. In effect the military party, not thelntereat 
financial interests, controlled the decision. agaiDsl war. 

The so-called "moneyed class" had everything to lose 
and nothing to gain by going to war-as subsequent de
struction of wealth, confiscation in the name of necessity, 
progressive taxes on income and war profits, and forced 
loans have made patent. It was the lust for power and 
expansion, the vision of Mi1teleuropa, which triumphed 
over the natural interests of industry and commerce, 
whose instinctive promptings were for peace. It was 
absolutism, not capitalism, which brought unnumbered 
woes on the proletariat and made of them KanonenJutter. 
Under a form of government where they can make them
selves felt, business interests have frequently kept ambi
tious politicians from going to war. 

Since the Balkan wars the condition of credit in Europe 
(and in America as well) had been disturbed. Germany 
had never accumulated so much capital as France or Great 
Britain, and in her recent industrial expansion she had so 
far overdrawn on her domestic funds that she had been 
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forced· to borrow from other countries, even from the 
United States. Her credit resources were strained. It 
WII.!I this weak condition of her credit that forced Ger
w_ ... of many, when French bankers began to with-
Ge.rman draw their deposits from German banks in the 
credit. Moroccan complications of 1911; to lower 
her demands, if war WII.!I to be avoided.1 The unell.!liness 
of investors since 1905 and during the two Balkan wars, 
and the consequent uncertainty in money markets, WII.!I 

due to a realization by dealers in international credit that 
the possibility of a general European war depended on 
the course of events in the Balkans and how they affected 
Germany's plan for extending her control over the route 
to the Persian Gulf. While England and France had 
warning enough of Germany's obvious preparedness, but 
had never been willing to admit the lengths to which 
Germany WII.!I ready to go, German financiers were fully 
alive to what WII.!I impending, and acted accordingly. In 
well-informed centres of credit there could be little doubt 
that Germany WII.!I ready to risk even a general European 
war by supporting Austria-Hungary against Russia and 
the Slavic elements which obstructed the way to Con
stantinople. The only hope of preventing war was the 
yielding of Russia to Austria-a submission to the plans 
of Germany working through Austria and Turkey. We all 
know now what happened when Russia refused to yield. 

Using the conflict with France over Morocco as a 
means of obtaining additional credits, large increases 
were made in the artillery, cavalry, and aviation branches 
lI' ... _- of the army in 19li. But the formation of 
riDs tu the Balkan League and the knockout blow it 
011,1,. gave to Turkey were directly responsible for 
the defense bill introduced in April, 1913, which added 

I C/. ",_ P. 1M. 
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some 136,000 men to the army and the collection of an 
immense amount of materia!.' This heavy expenditure 
was made possible by the WekTbeitTag, a special, non
recurring tax, intended to raise $250,000,000 on incomes 
and real property. The tax on the latter began with 
0.15 per cent on property above $2,500, and rose by de
grees to 1.5 per cent on that above $1,!l50,000. The 
income tax started with 1 per cent on incomes over 
$1,!l50, increasing to 8 per cent on incomes over $125,000. 
The assessments, under the non-recurring feature of the 
law, were to be met in three instalments, payable in 1914, 
1915, and 1916. From the first instalment the imperial 
Treasury received about $75,000,000 in the spring of 1914. 
The remaining payments disappear-like an underground 
river--under the cover of the enormous war finances. 
With this and other taxes, in all, over and above ordinary 
levies in the budget, a total of new taxation amounting 
to about $437,000,000 was imposed in the three years 
before the war. 

H the imposition of the WekTbeitTag were not a sufficient 
rattling of the sabre, financial Europe should have known 
of German preparedness through the attempts of Berlin 
to collect gold. It was well known in Vienna BadJ 
that for eighteen months before the war Ger- _ulloa 
many was persistently gathering in gold. The of 8O.d. 

purchase of foreign exchange in order to control the move
ment of balances in gold is carried on to a nicety in Eu
rope.- It was the beginning of a well-thought-out scheme 
to apply the psychology of large gold resources to the sup
port of her credit organization. There was recognition of 

• C/o R. H. Fife. Jr., TAo a-Em,.... B""""" T.., W .... (1916), pp. 11-11, 
86-37. SeoalaoM.ChaaeGoiDg, "German War FiDan ..... JaumtJl of PoliMol 
Economy, June. 1916, p. 615. . 

'10 1907 the &ichsbo.nk bought gold billa amounting to 168,100,000 marks; 
but in 1918, 881,500,000 marks. 
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the general belief that a great store of gold would create 
confidence in the stability of her currency system. Even 
though it was already predetermined to give up redemp
tion in gold, nevertheless there must have been reliance 
on the efficacy of the mere possession of gold, even if it 
were kept as a national hoard, to maintain confidence. 
After all, the mere possibility of redemption arising out 
of the existence of gold reserves has always had some 
supporting influence on the value of even inconvertible 
paper. Nevertheless, this acknowledgment of the e1iect 
of a popular conviction--caII it prejudice, if you will-of 
the e1iect of gold redemption (although not immediate) 
on the value of paper money goes counter to the theory 
that the state can regulate its value by law. If the power 
of the state is paramount, why depend on possible re
demption P But in the field of money and credit, as in 
no other sphere of thinking, one cannot expect to find 
consistency, least of all among public men. 

The high regard for the efficacy of gold to be kept as a 
"war chest," although rather medireval and contrary to 
modern ideas of keeping money at work in productive 
WI< chest. uses, has held sway in many countries, and 

persisted in Germany, in spite of many doubts 
as to its existence, in the imperial war treasure supposed 
to have been kept in the Julius Tower at Spandau. 
Wherever it was kept, there is now no doubt as to its 
existence, nor that it was a part of the old Prussian tra
ditions. When the German Empire was founded, Prussia 
turned in her war chest of accumulated coin to the im
perial Treasury. Moreover, $30,000,000 in gold coin had 
been taken from the French indemnity of war and added 
to the war chest at Spandau. This fund was under the 
management of the chancellor and the imperial debt 
commission, to be used, with the consent of the Reichs-
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tag, only for mobilization.l In addition, by the Act of 
July 8,1918, the war chest was to be doubled by the sale 
of imperial treasury notes for gold. Before the war 
broke out some $21,000,000 in gold had been obtained 
under this Act, partly by direct importation and partly 
out of the circulation, 50 that the war chest amounted 
to about $51,000,000 in July, 1914. 

The retention of gold was to be furthered by measures 
tending to increase the control of the Reichsbank over 
gold, such as the Act of 1906, permitting the issue of 
Reichsbank notes in denominations of 50 and 
20 marks (the lowest note previously having =,1101.,.. 
been 100 marks), issued by any branch, but 
redeemable only at the head office in Berlin. The object 
was to encourage the use of notes instead of coin. More
over, in 1909 the bank-notes were made a full legal ten
der. Also, imperial treasury notes (Reichakas861U/cheine) 
were issued in denominations of 10 an:d 5 marks. In 1918 
these treasury notes were increased from 120,000,000 to 
240,000,000 marks. Inasmuch as they were a legal ten
der and counted as lawful cash in the one-third cover 
held by the Reichsbank against its notes, the effect of 
this enlargement of treasury notes meant a possible in
crease of 860,000,000 marks of bank-notes, without a 
technical violation of the law as to reserves. In July, 
1918, also, the chancellor was authorized to coin $80,-
000,000 in silver. These laws were a part of the prep
aration for war and for the foreordained time when the 
paper might be irredeemable. As a consequence, the 
gold stock of the Reichsbank rose from $258,000,000 in 
July, 1911, to $889,000,000 in July, 1914. 

Yet it seems to have been accepted by financial authori-

I C/. M. Chaoe GoiDg. 100. oil., p. 615. I have freely cira .... OD tbia writer 
for III&IlY !acta in tbia chapter. 
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ties that the coming war should be carried through with 
an inconvertible paper. This surprising and dangerous 
conclusion was not, of course, based on any precedent 
of the Franco-Prussian War, because at that time no 
Reichsbank, no German Empire, existed. It may, how
ever, have been suggested by the experience of France 
in and after that war, when specie payments were sus
pended and the notes of the Bank of France saved from 
any serious depreciation during inconvertibility. But the 
difficulty of France at that time was a very difl'erent one 
from this into which Germany was about to plunge. 
Perhaps the only explanation, after all, was a conviction 
of German invinCIbility and that the war would be very 
brief. The test of this questionable theory of money, 
however, was soon -likely to prove very disquieting. 

The government, also, was, through the Reichsbank, 
strengthening its hold upon the joint-stock banks. With 
the development of industry and the growth of wealth in 
Control by Germany they had been waxing 'nch and be
RoichabaDk coming more and more independent of the 
bu:reuecl. Reichsbank. Such a tendency the autocracy 
set out to counteract. The banks were obliged, in 1906, 
to publish their accounts every two months. Also, efl'ec
tive pressure was brought to bear upon the banks to keep 
larger deposits with the Reichsbank. In the dubious 
days of 1907, the Moroccan crisis of 1905-1911, and the 
Balkan wars, it was found that the joint-stock banks had 
locked up their capital in the stocks of industrial con
cerns or in three months' paper which had to be renewed.' 
If war came, and the bourses were closed, their stocks 
could not be sold; they could not call in their loans with
out ruining their customers; nor could they expect re-

I CJ. A.. Loveday. "Gemuua War F!Dao<e in 191 .... EconDooio JDMrAJIJ, 
March. 1916, pp. _68. 
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discounts from the Reichsbank on paper which could not 
be liquidated at its maturity. The danger, in truth, 
came from assets ba.sed on ventures not of a sort to be 
undertaken by commercial banks creating demand liabili
ties: the confusion of investment and speculation with 
legitimate banking. 

Preparations of this sort were parts of a carefully 
worked-out plan intended to anticipate every possibility 
of the crisis in credit which might be expected when the 
coming war broke out.1 It was intended to supply credit 
to all classes of the people for all the necessities which 
might arise in the emergencies due to the sudden shock of 
war. Through what agencies these purposes were actu
ally carried out we shall soon learn. 

§ !to The cluster of institutions which make up the 
credit organization of Germany are, of course, very simi
lar to those in other European countries, and yet they 
have a flavor quite characteristic of the German soil in 
which they have grown. Being of Prussian origin and 
shaped by the imperialistic in1luences which established 
the empire at the close of the Franco-Prussian War, it 
was to be expected that governmental control would be 
strongly in evidence. 

The central Reichsbank, which has dominated the credit 
system since its creation in 1875, the whole of whose capi
tal is provided by private persons, was in-
tended to be the means by which all other 
agencies of credit were to be made subject to 
the will and policy of the Kaiser through his 
chancellor. Remembering that in the political life of the 

I So cleliuitoly ...... eoming evonta h .... lded that writers early &aft their._ 
tion to prevision of the problem. C/. Karl HeUferich, D .. tkltl i .. nuNch
j_i>chm Kn.g. (1906); lacob Ri ...... FinanNIlo Kn.,.~ """ 
Kn.,~ (1918). 
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empire the Bundesrat, or federal council, controlled by 
the princes and the nobility, is the centre of power, while 
the parliament (Reichstag) is not only limited in power 
but in its franchise, which aims to keep the majority in 
the hands of the ruling class, we note that the Curato
rium, or body of supreme control over the Bank. has for 
its chairman the chancellor of the empire, the personal 
appointee of the Kaiser. The second member, usually 
the Prussian minister of finance, is also appointed by the 
Kaiser, and the three others by the Bundesrat out of its 
own membership. The chancellor has practically un
limited power. On one occasion he forbade the bank to 
accept Russian securities as collateral. Thus the bank
ing, may be made subject to the political, policy. 

The actual management of the bank is in the Direk
torium of nine members (a president, vice-president, and 
directors), who are appointed for life by the Kaiser on 
the recommendation of the Bundesrat. The stockholders 
are permitted to select a body of fifteen members (the 
Central-A1.UI8Ch1.Ul8), who may give advice to the manage
ment through a committee. Thus the Reichsbank, al
though supposed to have been modelled after the Bank of 
England, is not, as is the latter, an independent bank in 
the selection of whose officers the government has no vote. 

Inasmuch as credit operations in Germany are carried 
through, at least until partly modified by recent agitation, 
mainly by the issue of bank-notes, the expansion of busi

JIzponsiOll 
of credit 
IIuuaih --

ness and credit is necessarily accompanied by 
an increase of the note-issues. The control of 
the situation, therefore, implied a concentra
tion, sooner or later, of the exclusive right of is

suing bank-n~tes in the Reichsbank.1 These notes are to 
I or the original thirty-two indepeodent banb at iaue in 1871. only lour DOW 

"""tinoe 10 put out DOteo: Bayerische NoleDb&nk at MUDidI. SiIchiodIe BalIk 
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be covered to one-third of their amount by lawful German 
money, imperial treasury notes, gold in bars or foreign coin 
(1,892 marks to the pound fine); an,d the remaining two
thirds by discounted paper having not more than three 
months to run (Lombards, or loans on securities, not be
ing allowed as cover for the notes). As an improvement 
on the rigid system of the Bank of England, no limit was 
set for the maximum issues; but if the notes should exceed 
the one-third cash cover, a certain contingent of notes 
(550,000,000 marks, and at the end of the quar- lItontlDcODt. 

ters in March, June, September, and Decem-
ber, when currency was in special demand 750,000,000) 
were allowed without tax; but an excess over this contin
gent would be taxed at the rate of 5 per cent per annum.1 

In this way a certain check was impilsed on the issue of 
uncovered notes; but this limit could be passed if the need 
wer~ great enough to warrant the tax. That is, the taxa
tion of notes beyond the contingent was a method of in
troducing flexibilitr into the circulation, yet working 
under a brake to prevent excessive issues. On the other 
hand, the requirement of a one-third cash cover was in
flexible, and set a definite limit on the notes outstanding, 
forbidding an increase of notes unless accompanied by 
the due proportion of cash. These two provisions, differ
ent in their operation, have the same general purpose. 
As the uncovered issues expand under the demands of 

at Dread"", Badioche Bank at Maunheim, and the Wartembergische Nolenbank 
at Stuttgart, whOle total circulation is onl,y about ess.OOO,OOO. C/. N",. 
Iion<Jl MortetarrI Commiuion, No. ~ p. SSS • 

• To arrive at the baaia for the tax, add tosether the speci .. gold, .aver, co.,. 
per, ODd nickel com.: the imperiaJ tNasury notes; the KonIingml, and the 
notes of other hanka held by the bank. Then subtract the .um from the total 
uote-issuea. Inasmuch 88 a withdrawal of the issues of other banks allows the 
Beichsbank to euIarge its issues in principle, it 1118)' increue the amount of its 
untaxed notes by the amount of the notes of other hanka in its pouesoion. The 
notes 01 other hanka were not included in the o_third cash cover. 
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business, the cash reserve must change. Since the need 
for credit and notes 1Iuctuates with economic conditions 
in the empire, it is the uncovered issues which give the 
desired 1Iexibility. It may happen in a period of prosper-

ity that the uncovered issues are expanding at :=:.r the same time that there is a demand on the 
Reichsbank for gold needed for small payments 

to satisfy increasing transactions. Thus the highest 
and lowest volume of the notes may vary by a contin
gent of $187,000,000 to $187,000,000, but it must yet con
form to the requirement of one-third cash cover. Neither 
the cash nor the commercial paper, however, is set aside 
as a special part of the assets pledged to the redemption 
of the notes, so that the note-holders have no prior lien 

. upon the assets in preference to other creditors. Hence 
.the credit of the notes depends entirely upon their con
veru'bilityl into coin. The proportion of cash to the notes 
has usually been about 70 per cent, falling to about 40 
per cent in August, 1914. Obviously, the character and 
convertibility of the German currency rests entirely upon 
the coin holdings of the Reichsbank. If the notes of this 
Bank depreciate, the standard of all German prices and 
contracts depreciates. Thus, it is one function of the 
Reichsbank to control the supply of money in the empire, 
and by its power over the gold supply to maintain its 
credit at home and abroad. 

Its chief function, however, is to discount, mainly for 
other banks, accepted bills of .solvent persons, or com
panies, having not over three months to run and bearing 
at least two, and usually three, good names. Since loans 
are sought from the Reichsbank chie1ly to replenish the 
reserves of other banks, or to convert short-time paper 
into cash, it is obvious that an increase of loans is di-

I C/. Duabar. 7'Mory aM B~ of B,.,u,;", • ....,.,.j editloa (190'1). Po 136. 
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rectly followed by an increase· of that demand liability 
which German usage requires-namely, bank-notes. 
With us loans are followed by deposits (on which checks 
are drawn); but the German public make very 
little use of checks. The system of lending on 
collateral (Lombards), such as securities, pre
cious metals, merchandise, and the like,l on 

Credit 
operations 
of the 
Ilelcbablllllr. 

which a higher rate of discount is exacted than for short
time commercial paper, is a part of the demand for credit 
and notes. The deposit item at the Reichsbank is built 
up largely of funds to support the system of transfers. 
The volume of notes, therefore, is closely related to the 
demand for loans, and fluctuates with it. The Bank is 
the central source of both money and credit.1 The method 
of taxing notes is not alone sufficient to regulate their 
volume, whi~ is so directly related to the demand for 
credit and to the condition of the money market. Con
sequently, the rate of discount is used, as by other great 
banks, to check the increase of credit and the issue of 
notes, as well as to attract the flow of gold. It is to be 
said, in this connection, that the German insistence on 
settling transactions by money, rather than by credit 
devices (such as our deposit-currency), is not economical, 
and hence an increase of industrial activity demands that 
more than is necessary must be invested in the mechan
ism of exchange. 

1 Lombard loano are mad. on gold and Bilver; goverDllU!llt and. municipal 
iaau ... atocks and hondo of German railways; securities of foreign governments, 
and foreign railway obligatioDII if _teed by the elate; satisfactor;r bills 
IeCeivable: bondo of mortgage companies (not real ... tate mortgages); and 
merclumdise within the empire. 

I In view of the lIUSpeJlSiOD of' specie payments in this war, and the depre
ciation of the notes, the following statement on the twent;r-6fth anniversar;r 
of the bank in 1900 is significant: "The notes issued by the bank form 80 Iarga 
& p8l't of the total German CUrreDe;r that & refusa\ to redeem them for sterling 
money and the consequent depreciation of the notes would bring about a col
lapse of the German monetaryoystem." Nal. Mon. Com.. No. 408, p. lOi. 
Are we to conclude, in 1917, that the German monetar)' system bas collapsed? 
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It might be urged, on the other hand, that the use ot 
actual money is economized by the system ot trausfers 
(Girl1lJerkehr), so as to accomplish all that is obtained by 

a deposit-currency and a system of clearings. 
To those having deposit accounts at the 

Reichsbank transfers without charge are made (by red 
check) from one person or locality to another through the 
500 branches. Indeed, balances are kept by other banks 
at the Reichsbank almost entirely to allow of transfers} 
By 1900 the total transfer transactions amounted to 
about $40,000,000,000. To such an extent was the use 
of money economized. Apart from such a service, the 
system. of transfers is highly regarded, not only because 
the balances kept to support transfers increase the dis
posable funds of the bank, but also because it helps to 
place the bank in a position to dominate and control the 
money market. 

So long as payments are made by persons, or banks, 
through one central bank, the system of transfers would 
serve the purpose of· a clearing-house. But if there are 

Llmite4_ 
of cleorIDc
II.".. and 
cbeclao. 

several great institutions, each with a large 
clientele, then many claims against other 
banks come into the hands of some one bank; 
so that a clearing-house is an imperative need 

for offsetting claims between a number of banks and 
avoiding the wasteful transfer of actual money. In Ger
many the payment of claims between banks is carried on 
through the transfer system of the Reichsbank, and thus 
there is little chance to induce the public to substitute 

I The Deubche lIauk reports • practlcaI m_tioa .. IoU.,...: M Our branch 
in Bremeo, for instauce, ..... to mooey ....... cotton shipmeoto .tart, and the 
_ is _ened to them. The imporl.erll in Bremen oeD the cotton to the 
large ...... ulact......... Whm they an the _ it ..,..... t.dt to.... The 
Beichsbank. in the _ ... 01 lund>, ......... y acts .. in~ I .. the other 
banb who do the buoiDeoo... NtJlioMl Mtm#I4rtI C ........... No. ~5. p. 386. 
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checks for cash payments.' In Hamhurg the check sys
tem has obtained a good foothold. In 1906 an Act was 
passed legalizing the status of the check; but even then 
the debtor still makes payment for large sums by an 
order on his bank in a letter of instructions to transfer 
the amount to the bank of the creditor; while cash is used 
in the settlement for small personal accounts. Instead 
of using checks, as With us, to pay the tailor, it is the 
practice to use the transfer system. Nevertheless, in 
1888 the Reichsbank had established a system of clear
ing offices which are now ten in number.! The repre
sentatives of the member banks meet once a day under 
the leadership of the Reichsbank at a cle8.ring-house (in 
Berlin, at the Reichsbank) at a fixed hour to exchange 
claims; items are then taken back and examined at each 
bank, and at a second meeting debits and credits are 
ascertained. Each creditor first clears directly with his 
debtor; then final balances are settled, not by cash, but 
by the transfer system through the Reichsbank (which is 
also a creditor and debtor at all clearing-houses). Checks 
are not likely to supersede the transfer system be
tween different places.- Thus, the transfer system 
and clearing-houses together aim to serve the purpose 
of the deposit-currency in England and the United 
States. 

Under the regis of the Reichsbank flourish U1 joint-
• One main """"'" why the general public are indiB ..... t to the introduction 

01 ohecka is the efficiency and convenience 01 the German mone;r-<mier s;rstem. 
The letter-carri.er receives the IIlOJle1 and gives a receipt for it; at the post. 
office he makes out and mails the order to the place desiled; there the pa;r .. 
receives from his letter-carrier the money at his own door. 

'In 1900 at Berlin. Frankfort, Stuttgart, Cologne, Leipzig, Dreoden, Bam
burg, Bres\au. Bremen. and Elberfeld. Others have been establiahed since. 

'In 1900 clearings amounted to about fI.600.000,OOO, while tho combined 
tranal .... and clearings were about e48,OOO,OOO,OOO. A buaineu 01 tM,OOO,-
000,000 waa _ted without the u .. of specie b;r book entriee and traneI .... 
C/. NoWnwl Monda'll C ... mWion, No, 408, p. ISS, 
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stock banks, with a capital (in 1907) of $880,000,000, 
with deposits and current accounts of $2,444,000,000, 
Fanction of which furnish credit to the general public. 
wg.jolnt- Of these, six have a capital of $311,000,000.1 
stock blUlks. Even more than in France these large private 
institutions do not confine themselves strictly to com
mercial banking, but venture widely into the underwrit
ing of purely business enterprises, at home and abroad, 
such as electric and water-power systems, the building of 
electric and steam railways in Russia, Asia Minor, and 
South America, or join in the expansion of German foreign 
trade under the intimate direction and aid of the govern
ment in all parts of the world. Such banks gave credits 
to the United States on shipments of cotton, copper, or 
wheat, and accepted long bills drawn on them by the 
shippers; similar operations went on with Austria, India, 
or Russia; and they have had large dealings with London 
on shipments of merchandise. In the foreign field the 
Deutsche Bank covers Turkey, while the Dresdner Bank 
is occupied with the transactions of the Krupps. In gen
eral these banks feel a responsibility for fostering Ger
man industries and for aiding private and public schemes 
for the development of the empire. Consequently, they 
must have many assets which could not be easily liqui
dated in times of serious international complications. 
Usually they carry very small reserves, perhaps from 
!! to 10 per cent, relying on rediscounts at the Reichsbank 
whenever in need of cash. A supply of short-time com
mercial paper is kept in lieu of ordinary reserves. These 
banks, also, lend heavily on bourse transactions and keep 

I In the mder of their me. theoe are the DeuUche BanI<, n.-IDer BanI<, 
Disronto-Geoellschaft. JlaDk f. Handel Do Induatrie in Dormotadt. Schaaff
ha....,,·ach ... Bankverein, Berliner Handefa.GeaeIIohafL The KilaigIicbe See
handbm, is owued by Pnusia, haviug been foUllded by FmIerick the Great 
to aid the ebippiDg and liD<D induatri ... 
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balances at the Kassenverein, or clearing-house for stock
exchange dealings.1 

§ s. Immediately on the outbreak of war the normal 
organization of credit was supplemented by the passage, 
August 4, 1914, of the measures already prearranged for 
this emergency. Although passed on that date by the 
Reichstag, the copies posted that evening in Berlin were 
dated August 2, showing that the mobilization of credit 
was only two days late on its schedule. 

Of these measures, the Act establishing Darlehnskassenl 

had the most significance for credit and the monetary 
circulation. These loan bureaus, based on the theolY of 
the pawn-shop, were first tried in Prussia in 
1848, and because of that experiment were 
used again in the wars of 1866 and 1870. In 
the Prussian experience of 1848 the amount of notes is
sued was largely governed by the financial necessities of 
the government. The policy of these 'institutions in 1866 
was severely criticised because of a fear that the notes 
would become a means of increasing the permanent debt 
by a secret use for government purposes. They are now 
under the control of the Reichsbank. There is a general 
administrative board in Berlin, and a board of directors 
for each bureau, of which one is appointed by the chancel
lor. This imperial representative has the power to fix the 
amount of loans on various securities and to decide what 
loans may be granted. The profits are to be set aside to 
aid in the redemption of the notes which are to be retired 

I Beoid .. commercial baob there &leo of """- _ well-developed mort,. 

gage. land. co-operative, and savings baob. -
I &ic/uguelzblaa. AuguR 4. 191~ p. 1140. For & good account of the.. 

b .......... of. W. Lotz, Nalional MtmIfIaty C ............. No. 808, pp. 467-478, 
and M. -Chase Going. /00. oil .• pp. 81H!!!!. The German ten 01 the Act is 
given by J. I. Jaatrow. 1 .. KriegIllUl4nd (1914). For the Euglisb traDslaticm, 
qf. Appeu.dis m. E. 
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after the close of the war. As an evidence or prepared- , 
ness. it may be noted that, even before the passage of the 
Act, the personnel of the ninety main branches had al
ready been appointed'! 

The bureaus granted credit on other than a strictly 
commercial basis. and to the borrower gave a demand i 
liability in the form of paper money (DarlehTUika88fmo ' 
4cheine). In effect, these institutions form an extension 
of the collateral loan department (Lombards) of the 
ReichSbank. 

They were of great aid in placing government loans. 
by opening the sluices of credit to those who had less 
liquid assets than were required by the large banks and 
the Reichsbank. They enabled owners of securities and 
stocks of goods to coin them into a form of money.1 
After the stock exchange was closed. this was an effective 
means of raising money on securities. 

There were five classes of collateral allowed: 
1. On obligations of the empire or of a German state. 

if registered with the department of public accounts. loans 
could be made from 70 to 75 per cent of the quotations 

Elncla of 
collatenll 
occepted 
for Ioana. 

on July is. 1914. If the borrower should be 
unable to repay the loan. or interest, when 
due. the loan bureau could sell the collateral 
without recourse to the courts. 

2. On local loans and stock in land and mortgage banks •. 
and other trustee stocks quoted in the official list, to 70 
per cent. 

S. On other trustee stocks. non-trustee stocks quoted in 
the official list, and so-called home UUi11Wpapiere. having 
a fixed return. at 60 per cent. 

J Loveday. IDe. oil. p."'. At th. end of 1915 there ...... 911. with 149 bl'OllCbeo • 
• In France. in 1880 IIIId 1848, opeciaI credit ogencieo of a 1imi1ar cbaracter 

were established. In 1848 ....... on men:bandioe ...... granted. But in DO .... 

.. ere these institutions c-fllW' d'_,u) alIowed.to iooue 80_ 
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4. On foreign Ultinwpapiere, 50 per cent. 
5. On other securities with a varying r.IJ.te of return, and 

non-perishable merchandise, 40 per cent or more. The 
goods pledged may be agricultural, mineral, or industrial 
products located within the empire, and, although stamped 
with a government seal, they are left in the hands of the 
owners. 

The clientele of the loan bureaus were private indi
viduals, co-operative societies, banks, and savings-banks, 
in need of cash. The rate of interest charged was higher 
than the bank rate, actually 6% per cent 
(but for advances to buyers of the first loan 

C1ionWe. 

6 per cent). The loans ran from three to six months, but 
were renewable, and were for sums not less than $25. 

The loan bureau notes (Darlehnalcaastm8Cheine) were in 
the nature of an emergency circulation based on the pledge 
of securities and goods. Although not a full legal tender, 
they must be accepted at p~ by t?-e imp~ ChamcIer of 
and state offices. At first ISSUed m denonu- tho.....
nations of 5, 10, 20, and 50 marks, after __ 
August 31, 1914, because of the scarcity of small silver, 
they were put out for 1 and 2 marks. Their value was 
supported by the Reichsbank, which accepted them on 
equal terms with imperial treasury notes and counted 
them as cash in the reserves of the Bank; but they are 
included in the reports of the Bank under treasury notes. 
In practice, a part of the 'notes have been sent in to the 
Reichsbank and exchanged for Reichsbank notes.1 Origi
nally authorized to the amount of $375,000,000, they have 
shown a tendency to increase with the placing of new 
war loans, and at the end of the third year of the war were 
outstanding to the sum of $1,265,000,000. 

I In the autumn 01 191. the Reichsbauk held the largest part of them. or 
..... tiSS.OOO.OOO. In July. 1917. the 8IIIOUllt had foil ... to ,ISCI,500,OOO. 
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In a time of emergency, under the German system of 
credit, it is to be remembered that assets composed of 
loans on collateral, or securities, caunot be included in the 
two-thirds cover allowed behind the Reichsbank notes. 
Therefore, the Reichsbank would be overwhelmed by the 
enormous demand for loans on securities certain to be pre
cipitated by a serious crisis. Hence the Darlehnskassen 
were again established, supposedly as a temporary device 
for creating an emergency circulation based on collateral 
(Lombards). Having as their purpose to mobilize a large 
part of the invested wealth of the country by coining it 

into a means of payment, they gave the public 
the power to meet their obligations in money, 

at a time when the normal kinds of money were scarce 
and goods were not easily salable, thus in theory to 
avoid a moratorium, and to enable subscn"bers to war 
loans to pay for them in .. cash." Of course the very 
serious question as to their real value still remains. Al
though they are guaranteed by the government, no gold 
reserve is held for their redemption. Hence their true 
worth must depend on the future value of the goods and 
securities pledged as collateral. 

When A obtains loan notes for a credit based OD goods 
or securities in order to pay for an imperial bond, the 
government becomes the possessor of the loan notes, 
_ of which are in due course paid out for war sup
-. for tile plies. The war contractor passes them on as 
_1ID1ea. wages of labor or in payment for materials and 
goods. They have thus entered into general circulation. 
But in from three to six months A must pay back his 
loan. If he is a war contractor he can use his war profits 
(when Dot taxed) in the form of loan notes to payoff his 
debt; but in that case he has received a government bond 
for the profits of his business. But if, due to the disloca-
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tion of trade and the absence of foreign markets, A's as
sets are not liquid, he will have obtained from his busi
ness no cash as a means of paying off his loan. He has, 
however, his imperial bond, which he can use as the basis 
for a new loan to get loan notes with which to payoff his 
original maturing obligation at the loan bureau. That 
done, he regains possession of his former collateral; but he 
is in debt for the imperial bond, which he has now pledged 
for his new loan. He is worse off than before. He has 
his former unliquid assets with which to pay his debt to 
the loan buresu for the bond he bought. Consequently 
the bond is in fact only as good as the securities and 
goods with which A can redeem it. That is, the bond is 
supported by unliquid assets. A has by the process en
abled the government to buy and destroy war supplies, 
and has mortgaged his assets for the amount of destruc
tion represented by the purchased bond. The govern
ment in the future must take in tsxes from the assets of 
A and others the means to payoff the bond. The loan 
notes, of course, have added nothing, and have been 
only a means of shifting the ownership of wealth. The· 
system has provided the mechanism for a very dangerous 
pyramiding of credit based on a. minimum of assets not 
of the highest quality. 

Supplementary to the loan bureaus there were stiidtiachs 
Darlehnakas8Bn, established by municipalities, which made 
loans to small retailers and hand-workers through their 
co-operative associations, from three to twelve 
months, at a higher rate of interest than :...~ 
charged by the state institutions. The associa-
tions and interested persons contributed a guaranty fund 
to which the municipality usually added twice as much. 
Loans were granted on assets satisfactory to' a credit 
board made up of city officials. In the main these were 
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securities which were unavailable for credits at the loan 
bureaus. As little discrimination was exercised between 
those who wished a credit for productive purposes and 
those unable to meet their obligations, many bad debts 
were made. These municipal institutions obtained re
discounts from the Reichsbank and the Kriegskredit 
banks. 

The expansion ot credit to cover other than liquid 
assets, so that the possessors of almost all kinds of wealth 
could coin it into means of payment through the loan 

&won ... 
credit 
InlIatealho 
drculaliou. 

bureaus, necessarily resulted in an increase in 
the volume of the circulation, irrespective of 
any need of a larger medium of exchange in 
trade. Thus the swollen credit meant a swol

len circulation, not only inconvertible but based on assets 
that were not liquid. Loans by the Reichsbank and the 
loan bureaus both resulted in an increase of forms of 
money; but this was not true of another war device, 
known as the Kriegskredit banks which could not issue 
notes. These banks were orga.riized, unofficially, all over 
Germany. Their capital, varying from several million 
dollars to small sums, was provided by the large private 
banks, boards of trade, and even by states and municipali
ties. In Berlin the Deutsche and Dresdner banks joined 

with the board of trade to establish a Kriegs
~t kredit bank. on August 15, 1914, with a capi-

tal of 18,000,000 marks. Elsewhere capital 
was partly provided by a state, as in Saxony, or by a 
municipality, as in Frankfort. These banks are man
aged by a board chosen by those who furnish the capital. 
Inasmuch as they cannot issue notes, they obtain cash 
by rediscounts with the Reichsbank, which agrees to loan 
to an amount four or five times the sum of the guaranteed 
capital. While the Reichsbank aided the larger business 
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ltowes and banks, and the loan bureaw those holding 
securities or goods, the Kriegskredit banks had an essen
tially indwtrial character and served the small trades
men or those without collateral who could furnish only 
their personal obligations. Loans were made on a deal
er's stock of gbods, or on a personal note guaranteed by 
two respectable persons. Also, ordinary discounts were 
made; a seller of goods drew on the buyer, the buyer 
accepted the bill, the seller discounted it at the Kriegs
kredit bank, and the latter rediscounted it at the Reichs
bank, since it had the required three names. In addition 
book credits were granted to CUBtomers who mortgaged 
to the Kriegskredit bank their good bills receivable; the 
bill drawn on the bank by the cwtomer was accepted, 
and the bank discounted its own acceptance at the 
Reichsbank. 

In such wise it was planned beforehand to send streams, 
and even little rills, of credit to all classes of needy per
sons in every part of a thirsty land. By arranging that 
every one in the emergency of war could get a means 
of payment, every one could meet his obligations in 
"cash "; and thw it was intended to avoid the resort to 
a moratorium. It remains to be seen how this carefully 
devised provision bore the test of unexpected difficulties. 

§ 4. The mobilization of credit jumped with the mo
bilization of the army. It is now quite clear that it was 
expected to capture Paris in a few weeks; then deal sep
arately with Russia; have a short, victorious war; levy 
no war taxation; and repay all expenses of the conJlict, 
as in 1870--1878, by imposing heavy indemnities upon the 
conquered nations. We now all know how that plan 
miscarried at the Marne. But there have also been some 
financial Marnes. 
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In spite of all precautions, the outbreak: of war never
theless brought on the inevitable shock to the monetary 
and credit organization. Not even well-organized Ger
Shock to many, with all her forethought, could free her
credit "hon self from the economic interdependence of 
..... com.. trade and credit between all commercial coun
tries; and as German exports and imports, except with 
small neutral states, practically ceased, while domestic 
production of goods was also faced with violent readjust
ments, credit, which is based on transactions in goods, 
could not possibly be saved from shock. If goods could 
not be produced and sold as before, business men could 
not meet their engagements, no matter how much the 
circulation was expanded. Without doubt the shock was 
more or less expected; for it was minimized by the sys
tematic reduction of commitments, by collecting in an
ticipation all possible sums due from London, Paris, and 
Petrograd, and by the persistent accumulation of gold re
serves to facilitate the granting of loans in an emergency. 
Early in July the Reichsbank urged the Berlin banks to 
increase their reserves to 10 per cent, and the provincial 
banks to 8 per cent, nearly double the sums usually kept. 

As elsewhere the bourse first registered the seismic 
shocks to credit. After the assassination of the Grand 
Duke Ferdinand at Sarajevo, June is, 1914, and during 

July the Berlin market for securities showed 
:~ great uneasiness, while stocks had been fall-

ing seriously in Vienna. Large selling orders 
hung over the market. On July !t3, the dayl after Aus
tria sent the ultimatum to Serbia, it was realized in Ber
lin that the war could not be localized, and a panic broke 
loose. On the day of Serbia's reply, July 25, securities 
fell from 6 to 20 per cent under heavy liquidation. On 

ICJ.~.p.79. 
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July 29, the day after Austria declared war on Serbia, 
no stock transactions were carried on except for cash, 
and on July 81, war with Russia being inevitable, all 
operations on the bourse ceased.1 July settlements for 
stock accounts were extended by bankers. Inasmuch as 
securities were now unsalable, the Reichsbank announced 
its willingness to make loans, as before, on securities 
(Lombards); but later such loans were assumed by the 
loan bureaus. 

Then ensued a currency panic. Most persons lost 
their heads, and a rush began for money to be hoarded. 
Depositors started runs on the banks, especially for gold. 
On one day, August 8, the Berlin savings-banks 
lost over $280,000,000. As a result of hoard- =. 
ing, the small coins disappeared from circula.-
tion. The chancellor had been authorized in July, 1918, 
to coin $80,000,000 in silver, of which $1,500,000 had 
been coined and was now issued through the Reichsbank. 
The government then supplied the Bank with nearly an 
equal amount of token coins. Nevertheless, the Bank 
lost, between July 28 and October 7, 1914, some $81,000,-
000 of its small money. The disappearance of fractional 
coins forced the issue of small denominations of imperial 
treasury notes (teli marks) and (after August 81) of loan
bureau notes for 1 and 2 marks.' 

As in London, the private banks stopped payment in 
gold, but in Germany they kept on in their way and went 
entirely over the precipice. Crowds besieged Suapeuioa 

the Reichsbank to get its notes converted of gold 

into gold. Thereupon the bank, after losing _01118. 

a considerable sum of gold in one day (and in the week 
• Tranoactiom, but only lor <&ah. ...... resumed in November, IDlIi. TheJe 

..... as yet no ofIicia\ quotaticma publiehed. 
• By the end 011916 there were olloen-bureeu notee outstanding: 1 marlr. 

811,600,000; I markl, 1811,800,000; 6 marks, US,600,OOO. 
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ending July 81 over $~,OOO,OOO), gave, notice, July 81, 
that it would no longer pay gold. At this parting of the 
ways we find a striking contrast between the policy of 
England and Germany, which was afterward to lead to 
momentous results. On August 1 the Reichsbank posted 
notices in Berlin calling attention to the fact that, since 
the Reichsbank notes had been made a full legal ten
der in 1909, they were as good as gold in making pay
ments, and that it was useless to present them for redemp
tion. On the afternoon of that day the Reichsbank 
ceased to redeem its notes in gold. As soon as specie 
payments were suspended, bank-notes, as compared with 
gold, at once went to a discount in the shops. Then 
economic laws were met by the force of absolutism. The 
military governor of Berlin in summary fashion declared 
the notes were a full legal tender and announced that any 
shop refusing to take them at par would be punished by 
confiscation of goods. But what was to prevent the shop 

from raising its prices as the notes depre
ciated P The autocratic government then re
sorted io the medireval device of fixing prices; 

but prices have since risen, in spite of such control, over 
75 to 100 per cent above the normal level. Other things 
than the quantity of money and its regulation (such as 
limited supply, wages, and materials) have been at work 
on German prices. 

The fundamental difficulty, however, in such a crisis was 
that of. making a satisfactory disposal of. securities; and 
above all there was the breakdown in the normal produc

tion and exchange of goods, on which depended 
~ the ability to meet obligations at their matu

rity. The harvest of 1914, which was good, was 
largely finished before war was declared. But industries 
were at once crippled. Concerns not engaged in produc-
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ing war supplies were not operating to more than !t5 per 
cent of capacity: and many were closed! Probably 00 
to 75 per cent of the workers were called to the colors. 
It is said that one-third of the men in the iron industry 
were sent to the front. The skilled artisans were in the 
army or in munition factories. In the woollen trade the 
government had requisitioned all the combing and spin
ning mills for military uses. Skilled men to handle the 
new crop of sugar were scarce. The transportation of 
goods was seriously interrupted; but after mobilization, 
when the railways were again ready for traffic, the 
producers found their orders for goods cut down, and, of 
course. had no foreign orders. Moreover, the crisis led 
to a greatly reduced demand for articles of luxury, the 
producers of which thereby lost their market. In the 
early months of the war there were many laborers out of 
employment,! so that their buying power was lowered. 
Foreign trade was reduced to that carried on with such 
neutrals as Norway, Sweden, Denmark, Holland, and 
Switzerland,S although imports in considerable amounts 
from the United States came in through these neutral 
countries. The merchant marine was shut up in home or 
foreign ports, there being according to report more than 

I The Siemens-Schuckert Worb, even before the Iandaturm .... called out. 
lost to per cent 01 their men on mobilization. The Humboldt Steel Worb, 
near Cologne" employing 4,000 men. were dosed early in August, 88 were nearly 
aU the great iron-works in the dislrict; belween DllBseldotf and Duiahurg. 
Works in Poland were aIso closed early. Lalor many 01 such oonoems were 
diverted to the production 01 war ouppIies. 

'In Berlin. in September, 1914, it io reporled thstl00,OOO men were nnem
ployed beca ... 01 shul-dowm. 01 wood-workers over 00 per cent. and 01 
textile operatives over SO per cent. were out of work. . 

• Early in the war German,y laid in through Switserland \urge Blocks 01 
cheeoe. lruit>, leather, -and chooolate. by which the Swiss oould pay for such 
German products as cosI. At present German cosI is scarce and not easily 
got by Switaerland. 01 00_ before llaly enlered the war, goods were sent 
to Germany from llaly through SwitserIand. 
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one thousand idle ships in Hamburg alone. Consequently, 
the normal production of goods for civilian consumption 
was very seriously interrupted; and the importation and 
exportation of goods and securities, on which foreign 
credits mainly depended, were confined to narrow limits. 
A heavy liquidation of foreign securities held by Ger
mans had been going on long before the war, and German 
securities did not have a favorable market even in neu
tral countries. 

In spite of just such inevitable handicaps to the basic 
forces of credit, it was the German plan to enable nearly 
all forms of wealth to be coined into a current means of 

J!zpauaIon 
of credit. 

payment through banking credits. Every 
man suffering from the dislocation of trade, 
whose goods were unsalable, or whose collec

tions had ceased, was by credit institutions given forms 
of money which enabled him to pay "cash." By an ex
pansion of credit, based on questionable assets, and fol
lowed necessarily by an expanded circulation, it was ex
pected to escape .. whatever opprobrium attached to a 
moratorium.1 It may be that greater disadvantages may 
come from the liquidation in the future of the assets 
behind this swollen credit than has been gained by the 
possible avoidance of a moratorium. But, if the situa
tion in fact proved too big to be controlled, and if a 
moratorium was necessary after all, the management of 
the system of credit was certainly open to criticism. 

Although no general moratorium for all debts was pro-
• Tho writer of the fonowing _ (quoted by M. Cbaso Going. IDe. cit. 

p. 614), dated August 15, 1914. had a great but misplaced con/ldenco in tho _ 
sibility of avoiding a moratorium: c'If we aucceed in coming through the oed. 
twelve or fourteen days withouta moratorium. in a time when all our neighbor. 
diIectIy or indilectly affecW by tho war bave proclaimed a moratorium-tb. 
once so fiuauciaUy strong England among them-the result wiD be the grea_ 
economic title to famo for Germany. which wiD naturally find ""P1'eIIIIioa in tho 
streuatboning of our credit in the whole outoide ",orId." 
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claimed, it is true, nevertheless, that in Germany the 
same effect was produced in other ways. As a result of 
the large powers conferred on the Bundesrat to .111:-. 

enact measures for the regulation of economic 
affairs,l on August 6, 1914, the term for bills and checks 
was extended for thirty days, and later postponed from 
time to time until May 17, 1915. This was a definite, 
public moratorium for an important class of obligations. 
"The civil courts were also empowered to extend the 
time for payment of any debt contracted before July, 81 
19140, for not more than three months, on the application 
of the debtor, if they thought his circumstances justified 
the order and if the delay would not inflict undue hard
ship on the. creditor. Further, on the motion of the 
debtor, the courts could order that the law should not 
take its coll!Se in case of failure to pay rent, mortgagC\l, 
or interest. Such debts could be extended for three 
months, and by later legislation the payments on mort
gages and debts for land could be extended for six months. 
The processes by which the courts could grant these ex
tensions were made· Cheaper and more simple than the 
usual court proceedings." t In effect, mortgages were 
practically postponed until the end of the war. Gener
ally speaking, appeals were made to creditors to be as 
lenient as possible and the collection of debts was not 
pressed. To say there was no moratorium appears to 
be clearly inaccurate. 

I Ad of Auguatt.l0U.lI<ic1I8gumb/all. p. 8117. The Aotao in furth ........ of 
this pwpooe are voluminoua (Kriegsnotgesetze) • 

• M. Chase GoillJ!, 100. oil. pp. 61!t-1l25. This writer also quotes .. fol\owa 
from Pro! ... r J .. trow (An:hio fib' SOIio/.n.......J&qfI. December. 101t. p. 116): 
II In speaking with buameu men. one hears that the new ordinances [to aecure 
delay] are of no opecial effect, because their clients have for aome time loot the 
habit of paying. and beca .... the manufacturers and deal ... lmow pedec117 
we\l that it ia not t.o their interest t.o ruin their _" 
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one thousand idle ships in Hamburg alone. Consequently, 
the normal production of goods for civilian consumption 
was very seriously interrupted; and the importation and 
exportation of goods and securities, on which foreign 
credits mainly depended, were confined to narrow limits. 
A heavy liquidation of foreign securities held by Ger
mans had been going on long before the war, and German 
securities did not have a favorable market even in neu
tral countries. 

In spite of just such inevitable handicaps to the basic 
forces of credit, it was the German plan to enable nearly 
alI forms of wealth to be coined into a current means of 

payment through banking credits. Every 
~OD man suffering from the dislocation of trade, 

whose goods were unsalable, or whose collec
tions had ceased, was by cred.it institutions given forms 
of money which enabled him to pay "cash." By an ex
pansion of credit, based on questionable assets, and fol
lowed necessarily by an expanded circulation, it was ex
pected to escape whatever opprobrium attached to a 
moratorium.1 It may be that greater disadvantages may 
come from the liquidation in the future of the assets 
behind this swollen credit than has been gained by the 
possible avoidance of a moratorium. But, if the situa
tion in fact proved too big to be controlled, and if a 
moratorium was necessary after all, the management of 
the system of credit was certainly open to criticism. 

Although no general moratorium for all debts was pro
I The writer of the following ertract (quoted by M. Chase Going. We. oil .• 

p. 6!14). dated Auguat 15. 1914. bad. great but mispIa<ed ccmlideD<e in the_ 
.ibility of avoiding a moratorium: "U we.....-l in coming through the....t 
twelve or fourteen dap without a moratorium. in a time when all our neighbor. 
dUectly or indUectIy affected by the war bave proclaimed. moratorium-the 
ouce .. financ:ially strong England amoog them-the ...wt will be the grealat 
ecoaomie title to fame f"," Germany, which will oatwally find espressioa in the 
~g of our credit in the whole outside world. n 
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claimed, it is tme, nevertheless, that in Germany the 
same effect was produced in other ways. As a result of 
the large powers conferred on the Bundesra.t to _ 
enact measures for the regulation of economic 
affairs,l on August 6, 1914, the term for bills and checks 
was extended for thirty days, and later postponed from 
tinte to tinte until May 17, 1915. This was a definite, 
public moratorium for an important class of obligations. 
"The civil courts were also empowered to extend the 
tinte for payment of any debt contracted before July, 81 
19U, for not more than three months, on the application 
of the debtor, if they thought his circumstances justified 
the order and if the delay would not inHict undue hard
ship on the creditor. Further, on the motion of the 
debtor, the courts could order that the law should not 
take its course in case of failure to pay rent, mortgag~ 
or interest.. Such debts could be extended for three 
months, and by later legislation the payments on mort
gages and debts for land could be extended for six months. 
The processes by which the courts could grant these ex
tensi01lll were made cheaper and more simple than the 
usual court p~iDgs."· In effect, mortgages were 
practically postponed until the end of the war. Gener
ally speaking, appeals were made to creditors to be as 
lenient as possible and the conection of debts waa not 
pressed.. To aay there waa no moratorium appears to 
be clearly inaccurate. 

'WofAuguot"lOl"Boi"; :!!:: p."'. TbeAdoiD~of 
Ihiopmpaoe ..... NumiDoaa ~} • 

• M. Cbue ~ Ioc. oil.,. pp. ~ Thio writer also qooIa .. ,.,..,.. 
_~l_ (A ...... /er I!ceip ... _ .... oJI,Dooombor.lll"p.UG): 
-In opeakiug with __ ................ that tho _...w..- [to __ 
delay) ..... of 110 -=iaI elfed. becaaoe their e6mb haft for _ time _ tho 
habit of payinc. ODd becaaoe tho ........r..tmen ODd ....... t- pededI;r 
...u that it io _ to tbeir iDt.aat to raiD tbeir __ -
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one thousand idle ships in Hamburg alone. Consequently, 
the normal production of goods for civilian consumption 
was very seriously interrupted; and the importation and 
exportation of goods and securities, on which foreign 
credits mainly depended, were confined to narrow limits. 
A heavy liquidation of foreign securities held by Ger
mans had been going on long before the war, and German 
securities did not have a favorable market even in neu
tral countries. 

In spite of just such inevitable handicaps to the basic 
forces of credit, it was the German plan to enable nearly 
all forms of wealth to be coined into a current means of 

payment through banking credits. Every 
~OD man suffering from the dislocation of trade, 

whose goods were unsalable, or whose collec
tions had ceased, was by credit institutions given forms 
of money which enabled him to pay "cash." By an ex
pansion of credit, based on questionable assets, and fol
lowed necessarily by an expanded circulation, it was ex
pected to escape whatever opprobrium attached to a 
moratorium.' It may be that greater disadvantages may 
come from the liquidation in the future of the assets 
behind this swollen credit than has been gained by the 
possible avoidance of a moratorium. But, if the situa.
tion in fact proved too big to be controlled, and if a 
moratorium was necessary alter all, the management of 
the system of credit was certainly open to criticism. 

Although no general moratorium for all debts was pro
I The writer 01 the 'oDowing estract (quoted by M. Chase Going. 1«. oil~ 

p. 6114). dated August IS. 1914. bad & _t but misplaced <oDfideDce ill the_ 
aibility 01 avoidiDg a moratorium: .. U we ....,.,...j ill coming tIuougb the oed. 
twelve or fourteen claya without a moratorium" in a time "beD aD our Deigbbon 
directly or iDdirectIy afl'ected by the war bave proclaimed a moratorium-the 
once .. linaDcia1Iy strong England amODg tbem-the.....,]t will be the __ 
ecooomic title to fame 'or Germany. which will oatwa1ly fiDd ~ ill the 
~ 01 our cndit ill the .. hole oublide wor!d." 
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claimed, it is true, nevertheless, that in Germany the 
same effect was produced in other ways. As a result of 
the large powers conferred on the Bundesrat to _ 
enact measures for the regulation of economic 
affairs,' on August 6, 1914, the term for bills and checks 
was extended for thirty days, and later postponed from 
time to time until May 17, 1915. This was a definite, 
public moratorium for an important class of obligations. 
"The civil courts were also empowered to extend the 
time for payment of any debt contracted before July, 81 
1914, for not more than three months, on the application 
of the debtor, if they thought his circumstances justified 
the order and if the delay would not inflict undue hard
ship on the creditor. Further, on the motion of the 
debtor. the courts could order that the law should not 
take its course in case of failure to pay rent, mortgage.l!. 
or interest. Such debts could be extended for three 
months. and by later legislation the payments on mort
gages and debts for land could be extended for six months. 
The processes by which the courts could grant these ex
tensio~ were made' Cheaper and more simple than the 
usual court proceedings.'" In effect, mortgages were 
practically postponed until the end of the war. Gener
ally speaking, appeals were made to creditors to be as 
lenient as possible and the collection of debts was not 
pressed. To say there was no moratorium appears to 
be clearly inaccurate. 

I Ad 01 Auguot.,191., ~ p. StT. The Acta in fmtheroaoo 01 
thU p_ are volaminous (Kriegmotgesetse) • 

• M. a.- Goiug. 100. oiL, pp. 6_25. Thia writer also quotes u follon 
from Prof ....... Zastro .. (" ..... ito ftJr &mal.n......c/r.aft, December, 191., p. 118): 
ulD opeaking with I>usine. -. ODe ....... that the IU!W onIiDaooea [10 """"" 
doIay] ore 01 DO opecial effect, because their clienb ha ... for IOIIIe time loot the 
habit 01 paying. uuI because the manufacluren uuI deoJeno bow perf~ 
...u that it ia _ 10 their in_ 10 nUn their....-.." 
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§ 5. The pivotal matter in the German credit situation 
lies in the interruption to the production and exchange 
of goods and to the unhindered disposal of securities. 
CJecIlt Out of these fundamental disarrangements 
uuIlhe there come to the surface, as indications, the 
moratorium. exceptional demands for credit and the ac
companying calls for currency. Inasmuch as the loan 
bureaus had been organized to take care of loans on 
securities, and thereby to relieve the Reichsbank to that 
extent, the brunt of supplying the important credits to 
the manufacturing and trading establishments neces
sarily fell on the Reichsbank. The reason why additional 
credit is called for in such a case is that production and ex
change of goods are not functioning normally. In a time 
of stress credit enables a crippled business man to post
pone to the future the realization from his assets. That 
is, credit, in cases where there is a fairly certain chance of 
early liquidation, offers all that is legitimate in a morato
rium; but, when credit is granted on assets whose liquida
tion even after the war is problematical, there is no dif
ference in results between such credit and a moratorium 
granted in war time precisely because assets do not allow 
of a legitimate loan. The difficulty in granting credit, in 
case of an upheaval of production and trade, is to discrim
inate in favor of assets that may be soon realized upon in 
cash. But it is no solution of the fundamental difficulty 
to make "cash" abundant out of questionable assets. 
Sooner or later the losses from such assets will come home 
to the issuer of the notes. Certainly the quality of the 
assets accepted by the loan bureaus must be seriously 
questioned. But even those of the Reichsbank may be 
made unsound by the course of events in the war. 

The Reichsbank was the central resource for credit. 
On August 4, 1914, measures were passed to widen its 
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power to lend. It was by law relieved from the obliga
tion to redeem its notes in gold. This suspension of specie 
payments, of course, carried with it a sus- __ 
pension by the government and by other II> Iea4 

banks. The imperial treasury notes (&icka- -..sed. 

kasaenacAeine), the only form of money issued by the gov
ernment,1 were on the same date made legal tender, al
though they were inconvertible. Likewise, the imperial 
treasury was no longer obliged to redeem the silver, cop
per, and nickel coins in gold, but, instead, small denomi
nations of imperial treasury notes or Reichsbank notes 
were paid out in return. Also, the four private banks of 
issue were permitted to redeem their own notes in those 
of the Reichsbank. In short, Germany at once slid from 
a gold to an inconvertible paper basis-with all that such 
a policy implies. 

At this time also the 5 per cent tax on the uncovered 
notes of the Reichsbank in excess of the Kontingent was 
B11SpeIlded. In this way one of the checks on 
the extension of the notes was removed. It 
was not true, however, of the other check 
requiring a cover for the notes of one-third in 
cash.' Nevertheless, the constituents of both the cash 

1 Thooe DOtes oerviDg .. _ were the obligatiooa 01 the imporial_
...... 1. payable to '-"" on demand, zedeemable at the Reieboballk in cash. 
..... ftbIo ot the pubtic oIIic:eo for ~ d,,", aod formerly issued in 
deuominatiODa 01 so. 10. 10. aod 5 I1UIIb (bot tbooe 01 50 and 10 have boon 
mired). The Reiebobaok bas 1IS11aIJy held 011 aD a_ about. lIS,ooo,ooo 
I1UIIb 01 them in ita.......... In the &rat Act. April SO. 187', 110,000,000 
_ ...... aut.horiMd; July S, 1915, another 110,000,000. aod Matth H, 1915 • 
• thUd l!IO,ooo,ooo. This Jut ;.."e. ho_ ..... hacked eent per .... t by 
&Old or~. Its pmpooe .... to provide .....u notes. The 
beosurJ' DOtes in dmominatiODa 01 10 _ were withchawn aod th_ of 
IS I1UIIb _tilted. In effect, there .... DO iocreue of the paper _ by iL 

• E""" ot the end 01 the third year of the war, 00 August 7, 1917, the Beich&
baIIk'heId of gold, 1IiI_. aod t..aoury .DOte. CmcludiDg Dor/M ... ~) 
..,57,000,000 agaioat "--'115,000 aoteo, th ... holdiDg. surplus of ",,000,000 
~ the requiIod _third. 
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cover and the two-thirds of commercial cover were 
modified. The loan-bureau notes were accepted for 
'cover on the same basis as imperial treasury notes; and 
when the former were received in exchange for Reichsbank 
notes they served as a basis for the issue of three times 
as many more Reichsbank notes. In addition, the two
thirds commercial paper was widened to include not only 
imperial bonds with a maturity of three months but also 
imperial treasury bills.1 

In Germany, as in France, the central bank was called 
. upon to lend directly to the government. In the first 
two months of war it is estimated that the government 

needed $500,000,000 for the army and navy 
~~ alone.' For mobilization the Reichsbank was 

required to supply some $187,500,000 in the 
very first days of war. This and other early demands 
of the Treasury were met by discounting treasury bills. 
That is, these bills, or unfunded debt, were allowed to 
become part of the paper covering the two-thirds of the 
bank-notes. The bank also discounted for the govern
ment ZoT1krieg81.Dech8el, or bills drawn in favor of the gov
ernment to m,eet customs duties and taxes by persons in 
districts threatened with invasion who could not pay in 
cash. Such bills, indorsed by the Treasury, were dis
counted by the bank. By the end of 1914 the loans of 
the bank to the government stood at over $123,000,000. 

J Tbeoe are DOteo 01 the empire (~~",) which ruD OD .. 
a_ thirty da)'8, and ""' used .. a quick ........ 01 obtaioing _ by the 
T........,.. They are depooited with the Beichabank for _...keeping. aud .. beD 
the gooerJIJDeDt acoount nIDII ..... the bank buyo them. cnditiDg the _t 
with the p~ They bear DO fU:od in_ bot are dioootmted like other 
b;n" at the prevailing rate. In the bank...,..,.",ta the7 appear muIer W m
popiema. _te from cmIinar;r b;n" (W~). and amoQDtiDg to 
periIapo eso.OOO.OOO in norma1 times. . 

• H. IIHttger. Dtu Gold ... En.,.. No. III in ..,;.., D. lJerIUcM KrWg. Po Jl). 
Quoted by M. Cbaoe Goiug. loc. oil.. p. 5111. 
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These transactions between the bank and the empire ac
count partly for the very sudden increase in the issues of 
bank-notes at the outbreak of the war. (See Chart Y.) 

On the other hand, the government aided the bank to 
increase its reserves. On August 2 the "war chest" of 
$51,000,0001 was turned over to the ReichSbank; and on 
August 7, $2,950,000 of fractional silver and o:....-...t 
token money were deposited to the credit of 014 ID 

the Treasury. To these were added $8,750,000 ......... 
of imperial treasury notes; so that the government in
creased the reserves of the bank by over $62,000,000. 
In the run upon the bank, before suspension was an
nounced, the bank had lost by withdrawals of cash 
$40,000,000 (of which $!!5,OOO,OOO was gold). Thus the 
government had more than made up to the bank °the 
losses by withdrawals. (See Chart Y.) 

Apart from the immediate demands of the government, 
the Reichsbank, as the ultimate source of credit, was 
called upon for loans to meet the needs of industry and 
commerce in general which could not be car-
ried by other credit institutions. The distur- ::=...... 
bance to production and markets made it nee-· ~ 
essary for well-established houses to borrow on 
a large scale. The private banks could not meet the 
emergency. Then, as in every panic, there were those 
who needed loans to prevent threatening ruin, as well as 
those who wished to borrow in order to anticipate future 
contingencies. Furthermore, large advances had to be 
granted to establishments engaged in filling war orders. 
So large were these inevitable demands upon the Reichs
banlt that, with the loans to the empire, the discounts 
rose from $200,000,000 on July 28, 1914, to $1,152,000,000 
on August 15, or more than five times. This 3udden in-

1 C/. p. !WI. 
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These b'ansa.ctions between the bank and the empire ac
count partly for the very sudden incresse in the issues of 
bank-notes at the outbreak of the war. (See Chart Y.) 

On the other hand, the government aided the bank to 
incresse its reserves. On August 2 the "war chest" of 
$51,000,0001 was turned over to the ReichSbank; and on 
August 7, $2,950,000 of fractional silver and· ~ 
token money were deposited to the credit of aid \10 

the Treasury. To these were added $8,750,000 -
of imperial treasury notes; so that the government in
cressed the reserves of the bank by over $62,000,000. 
In the run upon the bank, before suspension was an
nounced, the bank had lost by withdrawals of cash 
$40,000,000 (of which $25,000,000 was gold). Thus the 
government had more than made up to the bank ·the 
losses by withdrawals. (See Chart Y.) 

Apart from the immediate demands of the government, 
the Reichsbank, as the ultintate source of credit, was 
called upon for loans to meet the needs of industry and 
commerce in general which could not be car-
ried by other credit institutions. The distur- ::::=-. 
bance to production and markets made it nec-· =
essary for well-established houses to borrow on 
a large scale. The private banks could not meet the 
emergency. Then, as in every panic, there were those 
who needed loans to prevent threatening ruin, as well as 
those who wished to borrow in order to anticipate future 
contingencies. Furthermore, large advances had to be 
granted to establishments engaged in 1iJIing war orders. 
So large were these inevitable demands upon the Reichs
banI[ that, with the loans to the empire, the discounts 
rose from $200,000,000 on July!!S, 1914, to $1,152,000,000 
on August IS, or more than five times. This :sudden in-

'CJ. p.!IOt. 
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crease of discounts actually outstripped the issue of notes 
before it subsided. It thus appears that the volume of 
credit needed by the public was fully as large as that re
quired by the government. There is, then, in these de
mands a full and obvious explanation of the sudden and 
precipitate rise (as shown in Chart V) in the two related 
items o~ discounts and notes in the bank-account. As 
the pressure for credit converged on the Reichsbank, the 

- movement of items in its accounts were typical of what 
was going on in the whole fabric of German credit. What 
happened in August and September, 1914, was only 
the beginning of an extension of credit (as evidenced 
by the discounts and notes) which has gone on rising 
portentously to the end of the third year of the war. 
There is here presented to the eye (in Chart V) the whole 
story of swollen credit in Germany. Since borrowers, 
according to the monetary habits of the country, call for 
Followed b7 forms of money, the rise of loans is necessarily 
~ accompanied by the rise in the volume of 
of - notes. In other words, the increase in the 
circulation goes on without any relation- to the need for 
a medium of exchange in transactions between buyers 
and sellers of goods} The circulation, on the contrary. 
is increased in direct ratio to the needs for credit. 

The relative in1Iation of the German circulation in 
three years of war, as contrasted with that before the 
war, may be thus briefly expressed (in millions of dollars): 

'The ezplaDatioa that """'"7 has been houded. """ that tile u.....ue 01 
war goocU has been 10 great u to ""IuUe • Jars<r volume '" """"'Y. has been 
put forward u a ........ for tile """"""'" m..ea.e 01 _-aoteo. No ODe .... 

pretmd. howev .... that tile -baoseo 01 goocU within Germaoy ... bee ezpoota 
""" importa have been PractiaallT cut olf, """ ........ eiviliaa ptOductioa baa 
been greatlT redD<ed, .... DOW oeed four _ tile oormaI volume 01 mODe)' 
aoed in _ ;yeano '" peace. Without doubt. tile el<J)OII5ioa 01 _ 
~bo • _oIleD volume '" ...wt. which ;. made up 01 promioeo to paT do
pmdeDt f .. their fulfilment 011 tile pn>duc:tioD '" Germaoy far in tile IUIC<rlaiD 
future. 
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101. 111'1 

Gold outside lI8dIsbaDk. ..•. ..•. • . . . . . • . . . • . t610 esl0 
Gold ill lI8dIsbaDk.... • . . • . . •• • • • . . • . • •• . . . S40 MO 

1------1f---j 
. Total gold •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1==*,=50==\,==*,=50===\ 

Notesafll8dlsbaDk.............. ••••..•..•. t500 $2.115· 
Darlebnplrasepnachpine ... ................. ~ • . .. • . 1,265 

1------1f---j 
Total.........,......... ..... .... ........ t500 es.47B 

Less cin:ulatioo for ocmpied territor:Y... ttso 

~.~.~.~.~.~ 810 

Total olfaet agaiDst notes... . • . . •. . . . . . .. ..•....•.... 6CIO 
Total cin:uIatioo.. • . • • • . . • • • . • .•. . • .. . •. .....•.•••.• $2.918 

-lab' '" 1.17. 

There is thus an expansion in the circulation of about 
sixfold. 

It is to be noted. moreover, that even after the cash re
serves reached about $600,000,000 (see Chart V), the in
crease of discounts and notes has continued to show a 
phenomenal rise on a stationary reserve of JIzpoDaIoD 

specie. The increase of loans is the more ex- - pIadq 

traordinary when it is rememIlered that the ....... 
Reichsbank has been relieved by the loan bureaus from 
carrying the burden of advances on securities. In other 
words, the loans of the Bank do not record all of the ex
pansion of credit to the public. Certain spasmodic en
largements of discountsl on the generally rising level are 
observable (see Chart V) about the tinte of placing new 
war credits, when every possible aid was given to bor
rowers who expected to subscribe. Such tintes of ex
pansion of credit were shared in very noticeably by the 
Reichsbank; but although there was a reaction after the 

'Tbeoe wee ill Auguat aod De<ember. 191'; April" October. aod De<ember. 
1916; April" October, aod De<ember, 1916; aod MaIclI, 1917. 
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peak of the expansion, the next occasion for expansion 
always started from a new higher level. By way of com
parison with the highest issue of notes in the panic year 
of 1907 (during which year discounts never exceeded the 
notes) of about $460,000,000, the highest point during 
the first three years of the European War was $2,ZI3,
OOO,OOO,July 31, 1917. The rate of discount which had 
been raised to 6 per cent was reduced to 6 per cent on 
December 23, 1914. 

After September, 1916, iUs significant that the dis
counts rose far above the level of the note-issues. With
out an increase of specie reserves and imperial treasury 
notes (including loan-bureau notes) the requirement of 
a one-third cash cover evidently prevented the further 
rise of the bank-notes. But the augmenting discounts 
must have been satisfied by other forms of payment than 
notes. The rise of deposits which took place-must be 
due to expanding loans and not necessarily to the carrying 
of actual money to the bank for deposit. Doubtless, also, 
the agitation carried on in the financial journals, and by 
organizations such as the Berlin Chamber of Commerce, 
to encourage the habit of settling by checks and restrict
ing the use of paper money had some effect. Certain it 
is that, although deposits lluctuated more or less, they 
rose from $Z36,OOO,OOO, July 23, 1914, to $1,420,000,000, 
June 80,1917. 

German credits, furthermore. were ingeniously manip
ulated to increase note-issues in a subsidiary institution 
in Belgium., known as the Societe Generale de Belgique. 

To the Belgian seller of goods to Germans was 
given, not money, but a credit on the books 
of the Reichsbank. With this credit he could 

obtain payment from the Societe Generale in its notes. 
But the Belgian bank was permitted to use this debt in 
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Berlin as a basis for issuing three times. as many notes. 
Thus the onus of increasing a part of the issues was laid 
on even other shoulders than those of the loan bureaus. 

§ 6. The emphasis placed on the accumulation of a 
large stock of gold in the Reichsbank has assumed almost 
the character of a fetich. The IOBB of gold during the 
runs at the outbreak of the war seemed to 
have shown that it would be impossible to :.=:.. 
continue convertibility of the notes. That 
concluSion implied the disappearance of the gold. if it 
left the possession of the bank. In normal times gold. 
when paid out, would return. In the present aituation. 
however, there was not only the expectation of hoarding. 
but of exportation. Cut 011 from the receipt of gold in 
payment of export balances, and rather forced to ship 
some gold in return for needed imports from neutral 
countries, a firm control over the stock of gold seemed 
to be the order of the day. In any event, no chances 
were taken. The estimate placed on the pOBBession of a 
substantial fund of gold evidently had grester force than 
the' alternative of the disturbances inevitably accompany
ing an inconvertible and depreciated currency. Doubt
less, in this as in other decisions, the German belief in a 
short war and an early victory became an obsession, which 
regarded depreciation of the notes as unthink- Dopr.c:IatIaD. 

able, especialIy with a theory of money whose 
value was supposed to depend so largely on the will of the 
state. This was a serious error, a financial Marne, the 
ensuing results of which will be difficult to measure. Al
most immediately the notes depreciated. and by the end 
of the thlrd year of the war were at a discount in neigh
boring neutral countries of from 4S to 49 per cent. That 
statement carries its own lesson. 
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In Germany, since the private banks carry very small 
reserves, the stock of gold is to be found either in the 
Reichsbank or in the hands of the public. Before the 

Gold 
.... diDgs 
whenwat 
bepu. 

war the amount of gold in the country was 
estimated at from $950,000,000 to over $1,100,-
000,000 of which the Reichsbank then held 
only about $340,000,000; so that the gold bore 

a ratio of over 70 per cent to the note-issues of $4o7i,OOO,-
000. There was thus left in the circulation, or outside 
the bank, some $610,000,000, as a possible resource, irre
spective of sums held by the allies of Germany. In 1918, 
the Austro-Hungarian State Bank was reported as hold
ing $i55,OOO,OOO of gold.' The gold holdings of Bul
garia and Turkey were, of course, inconsiderable. 

Systematic efforts were then made to increase the gold 
funds in the Reichsbank. In addition to the war chest 
of $51,000,000 turned over to the bank, as already men

tioned, the Bundesrat on November is, 1914, 
~~~lD passed an act penalizing the buying or selling 
~'::'boDk. of gold at a rate higher than the face value 

of the coins; prohibiting the exportation of 
gold under penalty of a year's imprisonment and a fine 
of $I,i50; and forbidding publication of the rates of 
foreign exchange. Without doubt some gold was ob
tained from Austria and Belgium. The main success, 
however, in building up the gold stock in the bank was a 
remarkable campaign conducted among the people to 
induce the exchange of gold coin, or articles of gold, for 
Reichsbank notes as a patriotic duty. A canvass from 
house to house, in shops, in small villages, through the 
press, schools, soldiers, mutual benefit societies, movies, 

, The Imperial Bank of Russia then oarried in gold about esoo.OOO.OOO; !be 
Natioual Bank of Belgium t66.OOO.OOO; !be Bank of Frao<e 0_ esoo.ooo.ooo. 
and !be Bank of England ,190.000,000. CI .... _ pp. los, 171 D.1, 179. 
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and sellers of beer brought out of hoards or from circula
tion some $!t00,000,000 of gold in the first seven months 
of the war! Much emphasis is put upon the fact that 
the exchange was wholly voluntary; but effective official 
pressure was applied to prevent hoarding and to encourage 
the deposit of gold. Gold was even smuggled across the 
borders of Holland on the persons of spies. As a conse
quence, the gold reserves of the bank steadily increased 
until the end of 1915, when a final level of attainment 
seems to have been reached at something over $600,000,-
000. In the three years the highesi point was gained 
May 81, 1917, at $641,500,000. (c/. Chart V). From all 
sources, accordingly, the bank enlarged its stock of gold 
by about $800,000,000 through energy and effective or
ganization. If the estimates of the amount in the coun
try at the beginning of the war be accepted, there must 
still be about $300,000,000 in hiding. In any event, 
that the maximum of accumulation of gold has been 
reached seems to be generally admitted. On the other 
hand. it is to be noted that, in addition to the stock in 
the bank, some of the gold withdrawn early in August, 
1914, went to Scandinavia, Holland, and Switzerland 
(estimated at perhaps $90,000,000), and that other sums 
had to be sent out in attempts to steady German ex-

'In an addreao to the New York Chamber of c..mme.".,. alter his _ from 
Berlin in April, 1917, AmbaooodoI- Gerard ia n!pOI1ed to have deocribed the 
hunt for gold in ~ .. follows (New York Ti_, July 15. 1917): 

"Signs ...... h1lD8 I1p in the _ cars oaying, 'He who keeps hack a gold 
pi ... iDj ...... the Fatherland: Soldiers were si- a two cIqs' leave of aboence 
if they would produce a twenty-mark gold pi.... For that th07 w .... si- & 

twenty-mark DOte. iust .. good .. the gold in~. School chilcIreD. if 
th07 produced a teD-mark gold Piece. were Bi- teD marks in paper and & 

hall holiday. In DIIUIY of the thea""" if a person paid for his ticket in gold 
h. would recei ... a ticket good for another day. I know of one American 
WOIlUUl. who .... viaited by two detecti .... in her apartmeot in BerIiD. .. ho aid: 
'We hear you have IOIDe gold" and if you dollOt give it to us DOW, we will aea.rch 
the ~ and break everythins in iL'" 
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change in neutral countries, or to pay for supplies not oth
erwise purchasable. At all events, at the end of the third 
year of the war it seems that, while the volume of credit 
goes on expanding unceasingly, the stock of gold has 
l'Iotea reached its maximum. Although it had doub-1_ out led, the percentage of gold to the notes which 
:::r-" before the war was over 70 per cent, had fallen 

to 48.6, November 28,1914; to 88.9, December 
28, 1915; to 80, December 80, 1916; and to 28, June 80, 
1917. There could be no more convincing evidence of 
the increasing strain on the central institution of the Ger
man credit system. 

Again, we have an illUstration of the wide difference 
produced in the value of the notes by immediate, as 
contrasted with ultimate, redemption in specie. When 
ElIect of the notes are converb"ble on demand they re-
immediate main at par with gold. Moreover, redemp-
redemptioD. tion on presentation of the notes at once de
termines the quantity that will remain in circulation. No 
more will then be retained in the hands of the public than 
is required for purely. monetary purposes as a medium of 
exchange or for reserves. That is, an in1Iated condition 
of the circulation is impossible when there is immediate 
redemption in gold. But there is far more in the matter 
than this monetary result. In a country in which, be
cause of monetary habits, the notes are a necessary com
plement to loans, so that the volume of notes follows the 
volume of expanding credit, immediate redemption of the 
DOtes prevents the expansion of credit beyond the point 
of soundness. That is, it serves as a test of the solvency 
of a credit transaction. If a bank expands its loans. so 
that it issues to borrowers more notes than it can redeem 
on demand. it must either stop lending or-what in effect 
is the same thing-accumulate more gold in its reserves; 
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to secure more gold, the bank must raise the rate of dis
count, which acts as a brake on additional loans. On the 
other hand, suspension of specie payments removes these 
checks on the inflation of credit. The only limit to credit 
then is the limit to the issue of notes. In Germany the 
only other check was that the notes should not exceed 
three times the cash reserves. Consequently, the future 
solvency of the Reichsbank depends upon the liquidity 
of the other two-thirds of cover made up of commercial 
paper. It is inevitable that, in this unprecedented con
dition of business, many of these assets could not possibly. 
be liquidated, even in depreciated paper, to say nothing 
of gold. 

The science of money and credit has not yet fully 
worked out the psychological effect of a large fund of gold 
held in reserve behind notes that are inconvertible. Such 
gold is in a way a hoard; but, of course, when _erIIbII
held by the issuer, it would have a greater Ity l1li4 

in1luence on public opinion as to the future depreclatloD. 

value of the notes than if this gold had disappeared into 
private hoards. Even if there is gold in the possession of 
the public, or obtainable by foreign trade, it is no inexpen
sive task to mobilize it to be used for redemption sooner or 
later. Its retention in a conspicuous repository, however, 
where its amount is known to all the world, gives a posi
tive basis for estimating the future chances of redemption. 
The extent of the depreciation of the paper, in spite of 
a hoard of gold behind the inconvertible notes, seems to 
measure the guess of the community as to the time and 
certainty of redemption at par. When the note-issues are 
largely increased it gives good evidence, as viewed by the 
public, of a postponement of convertibility, and the notes 
are sure to depreciate relatively to gold. The increasing 
volume of inconvertl"ble notes does not require us to be-
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lieve that prices have risen because there has been more 
money placed in circulation, but only that the paper 
money in which prices are expressed has depreciated be
cause the conditions affecting its value have become less 
favorable. We see the same processes at work every 
day in the market for securities, when a non-dividend
paying stock changes in price as the earnings of the prop
erty change. In any event, as the volume of Reichsbank 
notes has risen to unheard-of sums, after the accumulation 
of gold has come to a standstill, the prospect of redemp
tion has become more remote, and consequently the quo
tation of the gold price of a paper mark has steadily fallen. 
The error in Germany, as in France, lies in tying up the 
borrowing operations of the government with the issue 
of the notes which form the circulation of the country. 
and thus invalidating the very standard in which prices 
and contracts are expressed. The mistake is the fateful 
confusion between the fiscal and the monetary functions 
of the state. 

§ 7. Since credit involves the obligation to return an 
equivalent in the future, this unparalleled inflation of 
credit high and low raises the question as to its probable 
Woolth ancI solvency. Germany has not had from the 
capital being beginning as much surplus capital as Great 
redaced. Britain or France, but she is thrifty, and her 
industrial organization is remarkably efficient in making 
the most of very moderate resources. Just the same, she 
and the other belligerents are drawing down the reservoir 
of their accumulated wealth and capital.' The dislocation 
of industry caused by the war has diverted vast quanti
ties of labor, capital, and materials from the normal pro
duction of peace goods to the making of naval and mili-

a C/. Chapter II. It. 
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tary supplies, which, having been destroyed on a scale 
never equalled in the history of the world, has vanished 
in thin air. Yet now as always the thing fundamental to 
a COlWtry'S staying power, as well as to its credit, is the 
quantum of tangible present goods on which the popula
tion can draw at once. How is it possible for Germany 
to go on enormously increasing her promises to pay 
wealth in the future at the same time that her accumu
lated wealth and capital is being reduced by the frightful 
expenditures of war? 

Credit is a means of throwing burdens forward on the 
future; it enables the needy to tide over a present shortage 
in the hope of larger resources hereafter. But for how 
long a period will credit take care of a short-
age? H goods are not forthcoming to replace 
those destroyed, the surplus is pro tanto being 
wiped out. H so, how can credit obligations 
be actually liquidated? H met by an increase 
of paper promises to pay, such a device only postpones, 
it does not remove, the inevitable day of reckoning based 
on goods. The Germans did not expect so long a war. 
What we are witnessing to-day in that country is an ex
periment in the length of time that credit can carry an 
isolated community in a condition of want and constant 
destruction of goods. Her private credit liabilities are al
ready enormously expanded-irrespective of the imperial 
debt. The whole matter pivots on the quality-that is, 
on the liquidity by sale and conversion into cash-of the 
assets which now support the vast structure of demand 
credits. In normal times the solvency of credit is being 
constantly tested by recurring liquidation at short peri
ods. so that the entire volume of assets is always in a 
process of renewal and thus kept healthy and sound. 
Stop this process of renewal and decay sets in. If these 
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assets held by German credit institutions are "canned," 
without the possibility of payment at maturity in short 
periods of time, they cannot long remain sweet. 

In respect of the destruction of wealth and capital, that 
is going on in all the belligerent nations. It is not con
fined to the Teutonic Powers. In the working of credit, 

however, a very different and far-reaching re
sult is produced in Germany from that in the 
Allied countries, and for a very obvious reason. 
Germany is practically cut off from foreign 

trade (except that with Switzerland, Holland, Denmark, 
Norway, and Sweden); hence she must rely mainly on 
the goods which can be produced within her own boun
daries. The war can be carried on only by goods strictly 
in hand, and not in the bush. There must be enough 
present goods to supply immediate consumption and de
struction. If England or France wish, by credit opera
tions with the United States, to replace with American 
goods those consumed or destroyed on their own firing
line, they can do so. In effect they can fill up by credit 
the reservoir of goods, as fast as they are drawn down by 
war, through replenishment of present goods from an 
outside source. Not so with Germany. When she is 
compelled to borrow only at home-within the family, so 
Homo to speak-she cannot restore her losses except 
bomnriDc out of her own internal production. Ger-== many, by credit offered to her own people for 
proseat goods now destroyed, can give promises to 
IOOdo. pay from the proceeds of goods produced in 
the distant future, but that does not provide her with 
more goods for consumption tlHlay. All she can do to 
meet the wearing-down process is to try to increase her 
normal, peace-time capacity of production. 

The war, however, has very seriously reduced her nor-
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mal power of production. as may be illustrated by the 
fonowing diagrams: 

In X + Y (I) are contained the total output in goods 
from German labor, capital, and materials in times of peace 
to supply both the civil and military population of about 
68,000,000, together with the gains from ex-
changing some of her products in foreign trade. :=-of 

In the second diagram are seen the first effects ~ 
of war by the change in direction of productive - ....... 
industry, so that Y, the goods produced for 
war purposes, shows a disproportionate increase as con
trasted with X, the non-military consumption of the civil 
population. In addition, the block representing the 
gains of foreign trade disappears. Then, later, come the 
effects of destruction on the factors of production. which 
in1Iuence the whole output of both X and Y. The shaded 
parts of the blocks below the area of products show what 
has happened to these factors-labor, capital, and ma
terials. The withdrawal of men from industry to the 
front alone reduced the labor force; but as the war has 
gone on millions have been killed, maimed, or taken . 
prisoners. The intense pressure on industry and the 
need of labor in producing both X and Y explains the 
policy of frightfulness in deporting laborers from Belgium, 
Poland, and Serbia. The waste of capital, as previously 
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explained; has gone on apace. The cessation of foreign 
trade, except through neighboring neutral countries, has 
produced a shortage in such necessary materials as cot
ton, copper, rubber, etc.; the lack of fodder has forced a 
diminution of cattle, and the scarcity of labor has lessened 
the output of coal and the efficiency of transportation. 
Such depletion of the factors of production could have 
but one result on the total output of products, and as the 
needs of the army come first, the heaviest burden of re
duced consumption must fall upon the civilian popula
tion. There seems to be considerable evidence to prove 
that if the military consumption remains at its present 
level the productive power of the country will not suffice 
to provide more than the minimum of existence to the 
civilian population. The diversion of production to war 
goods has practically taken away the former surplus above 
necessaries. Indeed, it is a question whether production 
has not already fallen below the line of necessity for 
many of certain classes who cannot meet the enhanced 
costs. 

So obvious is the reduction in the production of goods 
that he who runs can read the inevitable effect upon the 
basis of credit.1 It is impossible that the great mass of 

SoIveao1 of 
credit -, 
doubtfaL 

assets behind the demand liabilities should be 
liquid. Yet with steadily lessening produc
tion, the volume of demand credit obligations 
is increasing. If the assets are not now liquid, 

then the solvency of credit has already gone. Neverthe-

I C/. Chapter n. 1'-
• The textile industries, for instance, have been hard hit by the..... or 

their own initiative many establisbmeou have already cl.-L But DOW, .. 

in the ...... of other industries, the textile co .............. th ... teued with com
pulsoly syudkatiou by government authoriti.., acoompauied by the ""utting 
down of un..........., factories. In the RhiueIaDd BUd MUnster the textile 
work<n abow a falling ofl of near\J 10 per <eDt at compared with leu. 
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less. it may be argued by the authorities that all claims 
can be, and are, constantly liquidated in bank-notes, and 
that solvency has been maintained. The coinage of a 
diminishing stock of goods, however. into an increasing 
volume of demand liabilities. or bank-notes, undermines 
the worth of the notes, so that the liquidation is, after all, 
deceptive. Certainly the depreciation of the paper money 
reflecb this loss of support. So long as appearances are 
kept up by trading with a depreciated currency. the sol
vency of credit exists only on paper; economical1y. so far 
as a basis of exchangeable goods is concerned, the credit 
is not solvent even now. An increase of the forms of 
money and credit by an autocratic government, without 
a corresponding increase in basic goods, may succeed. in 
tiding hard-pressed borrowers over a temporar,y emer
gency during the short period until goods can be again 
normally produced and sold, or until time is given to 
permit gradual liquidation without too much sacrifice. 
But will this hold good for the great cataclysm in which 
Germany finds herself. now unexpectedly prolonged into 
the fourth year P Who is able to say what will be the 
worth of the expanded volume of assets after 
the war P But anyone must know that they 
are not now liquid. To increase demand 
forms of credit and money. without a corresponding in
crease of quick assets convertible into cash, produces what 
we call an iuBation of crediL luBation of money is the 
symptom. iuBation of credit is the disease. 

§ 8. How far the basis for credit operations has been 
undermined may be learned by the extent of the break
down, not only in domestic production and trade but in 
the unprecedented dislocation of Germany's international 
dealiugs. The two, of course, are c1011ely interwoven. 
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As she got more and more away from the old industrial 
regime to that of new power and machinery, she had 
SublrocliOll been exporting manuf&etures to pay for one
of Gemwa filth to one-fourth of her imported materials 
foreip -.. and food. When cut oft' from imports by the 
closing of her seaports, the total volume of her production 
was lessened. As exports of gold were inhibited, it was 
difficult to produce enough coal and other goods with 
which to pay for the reduced stream of imports from 
Sweden,' Holland, and Switzerland. It is to be noted 
that Germany's largest trade had been with Russia, Great 
Britain, France, and the United States. To lose all this 
trade at once was a staggering blow. Credit must shrink 
accordingly with the emaciation of trade. If there are 
no markets, there can be no sales, no demand; and assets 
fade away. 

For instance, our exports to Germany, which were 
$844,000,000 in 1914, dropped the next year to $28,800,-
000; and our iI!lports felI from $189,900,000 to $91,800,000. 

Now they are nil. Before the war England 
took $860,000,000 of imports from Germany, 
and sent her $442,000,000 of goods.1 This in-

terchange, of course, has ceased. German exports in 1912 
to British possessions amounted to $477,000,000; to 
Africa, Asia, North and South America, anjl Australasia, 
$765,000,000. Take away this vast trade, and we may 
understand the volcanic eft'ect thereby caused iii bnsiness 
engagements and credit. It is estimated that of all Ger
man trade 70 per cent was sea-home, of which 40 to 60 
per cent was with countries now hostile to her. Most of 

I Since the -'7 clooiug of the porto 01 Hamburg aDd B ......... LabecIt aad 
StettiD have t!EpOlt.ed aDd imported ~ .". the Balti" from SeoadiDavia. 
Tbooe porto "-me the busiest citieo Us "",,-. TbJuush them a-.iooIo 
Ioas ..... t to the Uaited Stata. 

>C/ .... "., p. '17. 
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her ships are idle. The imports of Russian flax, hemp, 
and raw materials. and exports to Russia of her manufac
tured goods, stopped. The foreign markets for her sub
sidized beet-sugar were 1argeIy closed, except through 
Sweden, Denmark. Holland, and Switzerland; and the 
BaDle was true of her dyestuJJs.l drugs, chemicals. potash, 
and coal. The production of copper at home was about 
50,000 tons against a normal consumption of 250,000 tons, 
the difference coming chiefly from the United States. To 
a great extent she was cut oft from copper, nickel. petrol. 
woo], cotton, rubber, and jute. The silk, steel, woonen, 
and jute industries inevitably fell oft in production. In 
that way the basis of much credit was removed. The 
general stock of other than war goods being lessened, 
there was less to be consumed. As the labor, capital, and 
materials were shortened, 80 must the volume of goods 
have declined. On the other hand, there were large 
profits in war industries, such as those turning out ma
chinery, foundry work. leather, fats and oils. clothing, 
textiles, and foodstufts. But not only was there in gen
eral a material subtraction of basic goods on which credit 
rested, but the inability to meet their engagements has 
inevitably injured the estimate of German credit in the 
markets of the world. 

19. A phenomenon common to both belligerent and 
neutral countries during this war has been a rise of prices. 
At once the causal connection between money and credit, 
on the one hand, and the level of prices, OK the other. is 
suggested. Certainly the documents of each country will 
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furnish much material taken from the years of war to test 
the theories of price. However that milY be, it is entirely 
clear that for Germany at least we have no very useful 
0lIIc!aI clata data as yet for a final discussion on this piv
.. to price. otal problem of credit and prices. There is 
abHn!. not much more than hearsay evidence. We 
know, of course, that German prices have risen; unoffi
cially, prices in general are said to have risen 75 or 100 
per cent in the early part of 1916. In the autumn of 
1914, according to the German press,' copper had risen 
76 per cent; aluminum, 212; antimony, 866; nickel, 85. 
Potatoes, wheat, meat, fats, and all foodstuffs have ad
mittedly risen to high levels. The same is true of horses 
bought in Scandinavia and Denmark at double former 
prices. Unimpeachable evidence comes in of a merciless 
increase in the cost of living, which has laid a heavy bur
den on the poorer classes, causing suffering, a demand 
for higher wages, and serious discontent and occasional 
rioting.1 Cotton, rubber, wool, and jute, together with 
petrol, nitrates, and materials for war goods, have, of 
course, risen markedly. 

Nevertheless, Germany offers no field for a normal 
study of prices, and for an obvious reason. The very first 
upward movements of prices were the signals for a drastic 
regulation of maximum prices by a paternalistic and au
tocratic government. There was, and still is, an e1abo-

• Frtmlcfurl4r ZeiIamg. November 12, 191 •• 
• "Investigations conducted b" y."",.",. iD Septem'-. 1915. showed that 

the price of rood had iDcJessed 8Il per cent iD Berlin siDce the bojpDning at the 
war. The prices of 61 common articles of rood were tskeu hom the prio&
IisU at the large _tive _ and the _to ClOIIt at ODe pound at 
esch article .... round 10 bave been 56 marks iD August, 191., but 10 ba ... 
incressed 10 tIS marks iD August, 1915. The olIicial indn num'- ror food 
prices iD Berlin also ohowa an iD ....... of 81 per cent between lui". 191., and 
Decem'-. 1915." M. Chaae Going. IDe. N. p. MS. Abo, the .. tioa p .... 
vided raw • Gesman mariDe per week.. which had been 16 m., 11 pfg. iD luly. 
191., .,... 58 .... IS prg. iD August, 1915. ahowiug all ~ at 6CI per """" 
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rate system for rontroIling the prices of all necessary ar
ticles of food. The extent to which this interference 
with price-fixing has gone on has probably never before 
been equalled. Moreover. as time has passed, 
ordinary property rights have disappeared :::=
before the necessities of war. until military ex- ~ ~ -' 
igencies have rome to create a ronception of =
a national rommunism in which the state may 
requisition whatever it needs, even if all the eronomic 
surplus should be taken. Additional taxation being little 
used, goods are obtsined, if not by loans, bordering on 
forced subscriptions from municipalities and others, then 
by rommandeering. Prices, under such ronwuoDB, have 
little meaning to the eronomist. 

And yet the man-who-knows-everything-absolutely is 
willing to say that the admitted rise of prices is due to 
inflation. It is not the place to discuss here the theory 
that prices must rise with an inflation of the ~ aot 

currency; or. if prices have risen-assuming • ..
the rightness of the theory-that there must -
have been an inflation of the currency. There is only 
space to say here that no substantial body of facts has 
ever been ronect.ed which prove this theory; while so 
IIl8DY other factors, which aft'ect prices even more than 
the quantity of money possibly rould, are entirely over
looked.1 The facts as to the increase of money and 
credit in Germany have already been given and dis
cussed.' The additional paper circulation put out-as a 
symbol of expanded credit-nnce the war began has been 
about $2,800.000.000 (bank-notes. loan-bureau notes. 
and imperial treasury notes). Not more than about 
$300,000,000 of the stock of gold known to be in the 

• C/. the udhar·. Priat:ip/M t/IL_ (l8OS). C/. _ pp. ..... 11t1-111\. 
182. "C/._tll. 
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country before the war is supposed to be still hoarded. 
CertainJy, some $2,500,000,000 may be regarded as a fair 
approximation to the addition made to the money of 
Germany since July, 1914. 

The inflation of German money and credit is unmis
takable; but it is not necessary to assume it as the cause 
of the admitted rise of prices. That the paper mark has 
Depredalloa depreciated wherever a direct comparison is 
of Dotes made between it and gold in neutral markets, 
ODO....... such as Amsterdam and Copenhagen, there is 
no doubt whatever. The suspension of gold redemption 
and the unrestricted increase in the circulation are suffi
cient reasons for the depreciation, as already presentecJ.1 

If there is a depreciation of the money, of course, prices 
registered in it will rise accordingly. Were everything 
eIse. for example, to remain the same, and I} country were 
suddenly by law to drop from a gold to a silver standard 
at one-half the market value of gold, prices would inevi
tably be doubled. In short. whatever the cause of the 
depreciation of the common money of account, the paper 
mark, the general level of prices must be aJrected by it, 
were no other causes at work. 

But there were other causes at work on prices. It is 
one-sided to discuss changes of price by considering only 
the money or credit by which goods are exchanged. 

Obviously, the expenses of producing goods 
aJrect their prices. Higher wages have been 
always regarded as a reason for raising prices; 
and the same is true of a serious increase in 

the costs of materials, and a rise in freight transporta
tion for materials as well as for finished goods. All 
these causes were actively at work in Germany. More
over, many necessary materials, like wool, cotton, and 
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copper. had a scarcity value. The high prices of Ger
man textiles are fully accounted for by the scarcity 
prices of raw cotton and wool and the increased price of 
labor. In addition. a sudden and imperative war de
mand for petrol. cloth, nitrate. steel. and similar prod
ucts needed for munitions must have had an inevitable 
effect on their prices. Therefore. while it is unnecessary 
to claim that the ease with which credit was obtained in 
Germany had no in1Iuence on the prices of goods which 
the borrower wished to purchase. it is evident that it was 
only one. and not the most important one. of the factors 
working together to raise prices. If price is a ratio of 
exchange between goods and some standard money. then 
it is as important to consider the forces working on the 
goods side of the ratio (such as wages and materials) as it 
is those on the money side (such as the quantity in cir
culation. its redemption. etc.). 

§ 10. Between countries bills of exchange perform the 
same essential service as that of checks between persons 
in domestic trade. On the shipment of goods the bill is 
drawn as a claim on the buyer in the land to which the 
goods are moving. and when accepted it becomes the best 
of short-term commercial paper discounted by interna.
tional banks. Like other forms of legitimate credit, it 
springs from and is based on the movement of goods or 
securities. When international trade ceases, as is largely 
the case with Germany, the basis of this credit disap
pears. The foreign exchange problem of Germany. there
fore. was not only made very important, but it is inter
esting by its contrast to that of England.1 

The rise in the number of marks which had to be paid 
in Germany for claims on money in other countries. or, 

• C/. Chapta m. 18. 
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vice versa, the decline. in the amount of Lloney of other 
countries which would buy a claim on marks in Germany 

Follin 
Gemwl 
.. change In 
July, " .... 

-is what is meant by the fall in German ex
change. From the middle of July, 1914, in 
Berlin, the price of exchange was against Ger
many, that is, more marks were required to 

buy bills on foreign centres. This is another way of say
ing that there was a strong demand in Berlin for claims 
to money elsewhere, indicating a tendency to send funds 
abroad. As an exception, however, claims on St. Peters
burg and Vienna were abundant. Russian exchange fell 
in Berlin to 204 (par being 216) and Austrian to 82 (par 
being 85), showing that funds were moving from St. 
Petersburg and Vienna to Berlin. The opposite was true 
respecting Paris and London; English and French capital
ists were withdrawing their balances from Germany, Aus

FundI 
moviDgfrom 
Vieana and. 
St.Peton
bUll to 
Bellin, 
thence to 
ParlsOJU! 
LoDdoD. 

tria, and Russia through Berlin. Hence, since 
there was a strong demand in Berlin for claims 
on London and Paris, the price of bills of ex
change on those cities rose; that is, German 
exchange fell. The rate on London rose early 
to 20.57 (par 20.48 marks for £1), and by 
November, 1914, to 22.20, disclosing a fall of 

over 8 per cent below par} On and after November 1!!, 
1914, quotations of exchange were not allowed to be pub-

I November B;aud 11. 1916. the Fnm1eJurl6r ZeiJ"", pw the followiDg quo
tatiODB of exchaDge: 

Checks OD Holland............. 188.11S 
English oovereigoo....... .•. . . . . 11. 70 
RU80ian DOt.eo.................. 107.50 
United Stateo groenbacb........ 4.40 

Swiso franco ••••••••.•••••••••. 
(u..'I.fM8) 

H~ll 

187.114 
11.10 

1M.50 

88.70 

170 
10 .• 

lUI 
4.1 

80 
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lished. It will be remembered that, at the very beginning 
of the war, when money was hoarded, the banks presented 
bills at the Reichsbank for discount to get notes with 
which to meet cash demands at their own counters; so 
that note-holders presented notes at the Reichsbank for 
'gold. After some losses of gold, the Bank, as has been ex
plained, suspended specie payments. Obviously, foreign 
correspondents wanted gold exchange. The price to which 
exchange on London rose showed a large profit 
on the shipment of gold; but the export of gold 
was forbidden. In other words, the "shipping-
point" disappeared, and the means of restrict-
ing the price of exchange between limits based on the ex
pense of shipping gold out of and into Germany ceased to 
exist. In September, when the Reichsbank notes had 
been sent by neutrals in payments to London at a dis
count of iO per cent, they were refused.1 

In exchange operations with other countries German 
bills were at a discount. In respect of Switzerland, Ger
many had been the best customer for her special prod
ucts, such as fresh and condensed milk, cheese, 
chocolate. and fruit, and sent her the sugar, =.!. 
coa.l, and minerals she lacked. The war =.! 
greatly reduced this trade, and caused a drop 
in exchange. In November, 19U. 100 German marks 
could be bought in Berne for 111 Swiss francs (par being 
US.S). Later on, as German coal came with difficulty to 
market because of poor transportation and scarcity of 
labor, Germany was unable to pay in goods for a.ll the 
foodstuffs surreptitiously entering Germany through 

I In Auguat, 1914, for foodstuff. bought in SoancliDavia and Holland, GermaDa 
paid by drafts on auppooedly German funds in London. Wh ... th ... drafts 
.......... t to London bomb for coIJection ~t .... refuaed. C/. London 
~ A\Ij!UBt 119.1914, p. S8'1", 
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Switzerland. Consequently, as gold shipments were neg
ligible, claims to money in Germany continued to fall in 
price in Switzerland. In November, 1916, Germany is 
reported to have sent $2,500,000 in gold to the Swiss 
National Bank to support the price of exchange. Evi
dently the causes of the decline in German exchange were 
too deep to be reached by such inadequate shipments of 
gold; for bills on Germany were then quoted at 84.60, 
showing a depreciation of 81 per cent. The sending of a 
supply of coal to Switzerland was later made contingent 
on a loan to Germany; but there is no evidence that the 
establishment of such credits has successfully restored 
German exchange to normal conditions; for quotations 
went to 67.50 (July 5. 1917). showing a discount of 45.S 
per cent. 

The exchange markets in Scandlllavia and Holland were 
similarly affected. The large trade with Holland and 
Sweden. and the unwillingness of Germany to send gold 
Eulwlge OD had the usual result. All the facts are not 
Swocloalllld yet known. We do know, however. that the 
HoI1aDd. exports of dyestull's was kept up as long as 

" possible. maiuIy through Sweden; but, at the end of the 
third year of the war. July 5. 1917. exchange on Stock
holm showed a depreciation of 47.1 per cent (par being 
112.5); and on Copenhagen of 44.6 per cent. In the be
ginning of 1915 extensive sales of Russian and American 
securities were made through Holland. Also. coal and 
minerals were sent to her from Germany. Moreover. as 
early as November. 1914. and since, more or less gold has 
been sent to Holland. To that extent the sale of German 
bills has been economized; but the gold shipments, while 
producing some temporary effects on exchange, have been 
inadequate. On July 5.1917. these"bills bore a discount 
in Amsterdam of 48.2 per cent. 
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In South America, where Gemians had owned street 
railway lines, water-works, and lighting 01' power compa
nies before the war, more or less liquidation has since 
been going on. To pay Germans for these credits, the 
South American banks have transferred funds to Berlin. 
n they drew on balances in New York they thus aided 
the American market for bills on Germany, by olJsetting 
sums due from Germans. In all possible ways of this 
sort, Germany was trying to pay for such imports 88 

could find their way directly or indirectly into her ter
ritory. 

During the time when the United States was neutralo 
American goods went to Germany through neutral Euro
pean ports in considerable quantities. Cotton was sent 
even through Switzerland. That is, Germans 
owed us; but 88 very few exports came to us =. ... 
from them, 88 time went on, a balance was B",! Y

due us on the merchandise aooount. The ob- == 
vious resort of borrowing here and establishing 
German credits was had, but no large German loans' were 
placed in the United States.: Dyestuft'sand securities of 
American railways and industrials sent here helped the 
quotations of the mark; but in spite of all devices they 
declined. In Berlin the dollar rose 88 high 88 6.30 (par 
being about 4..1 marks). In New York, exchange is quoted 
on the price in dollars of 4. marks, par being 95.25 cents; 
but it has declined even to 66.!5 cents, showing a depre
ciation of over 30 per cent. Bills being a claim to marks 
in Germany, and 88 paper marks were inconvertible into 

'Iqaial c..m... war boads wore a/feood ODd aoId here at pricos 811Ob1atiD& 
wilhtho~for"""""" m""",,_tho_<l.~ 
woo """' ... _ <I. tho depreciaIioa <I. tho mado ODd tho price <I. boads 
~~. Imporiol/i __ ..... _ a/f....t in N.,.. YadI: in 
~. 18l6, at tho price <I. PlI.4O _ 1.000 uwb, obowiag • cIqnc:iatiaa <I. 15 __ 
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gold, the exchange not supported by something akin to 
redemption could fluctuate, like the paper, for various 
reasons; as a consequence, there arose speculation in Ger
man exchange, just as in anything else whose price fluc
tuates. All dealings in German exchange, of course, 
ceased when the United States declared war against Ger
many in April, 1917.1 For some time previously the 
bankers in New York and Berlin had been reducing their 
balances in the respective centres. 

The German explanation of the fall in exchange seems 
to be that it is solely a matter of exports and imports of 
goods and securities; that, being unable to export, they 

Gomws 
uplaDatiOD 
of tho fall ill 
uchaDge. 

are not in a position to keep up the rate of ex
change; that payments for carrying commerce 
and the expenditure of travellers in Germany 
have ceased; that, because of the moratoriums 

in other countries, German bankers are prevented from 
drawing on foreign balances; that German funds loaned 
to foreigners are not collecbole; that the Reichsbank can
not part with its gold; and that the unfavorable rate of 
exchange is no index of economic or financial conditions 
at home." The rate, however, is a matter not subject 
to governmental control. In Germany, as in England, it 
has been proposed to go to the root of the matter by Iim-

I Business ill Gaman ami AnstriaD eschange at New Yor!< .... ill fad ..... 
peuded after March !IS, 1917. "hen the final quotatioa OIl BorIiIl .... SUO • 

• Doctor HeUferich ill the Reichotag. March 10. 1916. ;. reported to ha ... 
oaid: "Foreigners think that it" [the IaIl ill exchaDll"J .......... a depreciatiOD 
of the Reichsmark. We ClUlDot deoy that we have to pay """" for the SwiIo 
frane, the Dutch guilder. the Scandinavian _ ami the Ameri<ao dollar 
than in oormal times. The rile of the foreign rate of ~ in my opinioD. 
is ill DO way C<JIIJle<:Ied with the internal streDgth of OUI' finaDcial pooitioD. 
It depeods simply upon certain t.eclmieal point. of OUI' foreign trade. In...,.. 
mal tim .. Gamany ..... pay for her import. by her eoporU ami the interest on 
her capital inveoted .brood. It;' DOW impooaible to ooIIect the greater part 
of this interest. eopeciaIIy on the large iIlvootment. in LoodmL W ..... im
porting raw materiab ami food which ill oormal times .... p&id for ill c:ash or 
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iting imports to indispensable articles and by s\imulating 
the exports of goods not needed (as potash, for example). 
In Germany's position there is not much in such a sugges
tion,. because it is not hers to decide in the main what she 
shall export or imporL . 

The experience of Germany with foreign exchange dif
fers, as has been said, from that of England. In the case 
of the former gold payments were abandoned from the 
beginning, and attempts to stabilize the unit 
of international payments were useless with
out considerable shipments of gold. The no
table problem of the German rate of exchange 

Effect of 
<IepredaIkm 
011110_ 
011 ........... 

is its relation to the depreciation of the bank-notes, that 
is, to the standard of prices. Without immediate re
demption it was inevitable that the notes should depre
ciate. But what is the measure of the depreciation? Is 
it correct to assume that the rate of exchange is a fair in
dication of the depreciation of the notes?l In any event, 
one point is obvious. A buyer of German exchange in 
Amsterdam, for instance, pays Dutch gold for a claim to 
paper marks in Berlin. The purchased bill is a means of 
paying a debt in Berlin; but how much should he give 
for the bill? H he were to bring the marks to Holland 
what would they be worth? In the open market they 

obort-time bills, while the _ter part 01 the fllqlC>Ita ..... IIIIID1Ifacture goods 
oaId em loDg-time book CftdiL The machine iDdusby baa large sums owiDg 
it in BuEia. Exports ha ................ ouffered """" thaD importo, ond the 
fllqlC>Ita ............ !rated in • f ........ tral COUIltries. It would be easier if 
sold could be aported. But..., .... 01 the opinion that the keeping of & gold 
........ is at pteII!Ilt _ imporiant thaD the maiDteuaD<e 01 the Gamao 
mark abroad. • C/. M. Chase Going. ""'. cil. p. M6. 

'It io inlen!stiDg to ~ the Gamao situatioa with that during the 
ftIltrictiooa period in EaagIond. 1797-1821. .. much .-by the BtdliDIo 11#
,..", ADd by Ricardo. In the theory 01 that day it .... ..........t ... matter 
01 <OID8e that the depreciatioD 01 the DOtes .... DI08S1IJed by the rate 01 fcneiga. 
~ or by the quantity 01 DOtes needed to bu,y the sold ooios 01 &BOther 
-mq. C/. UugbIiD. PriN:i".. tI Ji_. chap. vn. H So .. ond p. ~ 
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were at a heavy discount. That is, the bill would be 
worth no more than the value of the money in which they 
were payable. H the notes have depreciated, bills pay
able in notes will depreciate accordingly. In short, bills 
are affected by convertibility in the same way as paper 
money. H converbole on demand into gold (i. e., if 
shipping-points exist and gold moves freely), bills will re
main about par; if not payable in gold, they will sell at 
a price which expresses the number of depreciated notes 
needed to obtain par in gold. 

The pivotal matter in this case is the disappearance of 
the shipping-points, or the suspension of gold payments 
in respect of foreign exchange. The fluctuations of the 

bills can no longer be held within the pre
~ scribed limits determined by the expense of 
Gemwla4 moving gold to and fro. It is exactly like =':" the failure of the brakes on a car when going 

down a steep decline. Here, then, is the one 
important dilference between the policy of Germany and 
that of England; and the contrast is full of significance, 
not only to an understanding of the exchanges, but also to 
the proper means of conducting the operations of credit 
in a great war. 

It is not to be supposed, however, that no other forces 
than the condition of the currency act upon the price of 
bills. The analysis of these forces was given in the study 

of EngIish exchange.1 Of the five forces there 
enumerated, the shipment of gold (4) drops 
out for Germany, and the depreciation of the 
currency (5) enters; but the other forces-the 

movement of goods and securities (I). the payments for 
interest, freights, etc. (2). and the creation of foreign 
credits (S)-remain .in operation, but only in a much re-

J~p.l!15. 
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duced state. Yet these lorces, common to both the Ger
man and English experiences. produce widely different 
practical results. amordingl1' as the;y are restricted 01' 

not b1' the movement of gold. or ClOUl'Se Germau;y can
noi export lreeI;y; but whether she does 01' not, the one 
thing which would limit the laD of exchange to a lormal 
shipping-jlOint is absent, the shipment of gold. To this 
absence must be attributed the sensational laD in Ger
man exchauge, and not to the disproportion between 
exports and imports of goods. Even the sending of 
securities, or the creation of credits abroad. is able to 
produce little eJrect on the downWlll'd course of exchange. 
when the brakes are not working. It is not mereI;y a 
technical que>tion. 

It is 'to be noted. of ClODlSe, that Germany trades onI1' 
with the lew adjoining neutrals. and not with her ene
mies. II it be supposed that the rates of exchange are 
determined primaril1' b1' the balance between the exports 
and imports of goods and securities, then the price of 
exchange in an1' one neutral country would be essentiall1' 
a question of the balance of trade between Germau;y and 
that country alOne. Yet we know that this is not th~ 
lact.. There is mnch the same depreciation in all the 
neutral centzes. The rate on German bills in Holland. 
lor instance, depends on more things than the balance 
of trade between the two countries. The cont:rolling 
lorce is evidentl1' the value 01. the. mone1' in which the 
bill is pa;yable. The balance of trade ma1' cause fluctua
tions between the shipping.point& When the;y disap
pear the balance of trade alone is not the cont:rolling 
fon:e. 

Ill. In financing the WIII', German1' furnishes a char
acteristic experiment of taxing little but of bonowing 
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much. Her credit operations in placing loans on a very 
large scale, therefore, have especial interest. This choice, 
to be sure, in favor of loans as against taxation, may not 
have been entirely voluntary. Additional taxes on top 
of already high levies may not have been politic; but 
undoubtedly it was long expected that a victorious army 
would enable her to impose indemnities on her defeated 
enemies heavy enough to more than cover the expendi
tures of war. Whatever the reason, the necessary outlay 
of an unexpectedly long and expensive war was too large 
to be met by any possible taxation. Borrowing of un
precedented sums was inevitable. How they were raised 
by a country more or less isolated and how the burden 
can be carried are pertinent questions. 

The public debt of the German Empire in 1918 was 
$1,194,000,000, with an interest charge of $58,000,000; 
in addition to which must be considered that of the 
Germaa German states, amounting to $3,854,000,000, 
pabllc debt with interest charges of $170,000,000. There 
~:r-Ihe were municipal debbo also. The outgo in the 

annual budget of the empire was in round 
numbers $880,000,000. It is to be seeD that, while the 
imperial debt was small compared with that of other 
countries, France in particular, the debt of the German 
states alone was larger than that of the United Kingdom. 

During the first year of the war there was no additional 
taxation. In the beginning the first needs of the govern
ment were met by the presentation of imperial treasury 
'inU".... notes to the Reichsbank for discount; but as 

early as August 4, 1914, as if carefully pre
pared beforehand, a large war credit was voted. In the 
First Loan, which followed the credit and was placed in 
September, 1914, treasury notes to the amount of $250,-
000,000 were authorized due October 1, 1920, bearing oS 
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per cent interest. and also an unlimited amount of im
perial 5 per cent bonds not converb"ble within ten years. 
At ~ subscriptions were made to the total of $1,1l5,-
000,000. It is claimed that this sum was raised entirely 
at home, no foreign subscriptions having been received. 
Of the receipts, President Havenstein stated that less than 
one-fifth were in the notes of the loan bureaus. Although 
the savings-banks were not obliged to subscribe, some 
$225,000,000 were taken by them. Bonds were issued in 
denominations as low as $25, and depositors· were urged 
to invest in the loan as a patriotic duty. The Krupps 
are reported to have taken $7,500,000. 

Expenses seem then to have been running about $350,-
000,000 per month; so that the prolongation of the war, 
rendered inevitable by the battIe of the Marne, soon de
manded another loan. This was put out in _ Looa. 

March. 1915, in the form of unlimited trea-
sury notes due October 1, Ifni, and 5 per cent imperial 
bonds, as before, both at a price of 98~. Instalments 
could be paid within four months until August iO. This 
offering yielded $i,i65,ooo,Ooo, the savings-banks taking 
about $495,000,000. It is said that foreign subscriptions 
amounted to perhaps $30,000,000. 

The Third Loan, solely of 5 per cent imperial bonds, in 
September, 1915, yielded $8,025,000,000, at !bini Looa. 

a price of 99, when the military situation 
looked favorable. 

In the Fourth Loan, after the second winter of war, 
offered in March. 1916, a change was introduced in the 
way of 43i per cent treasury notes, at 95, due July 1. 
193i; but also the same imperial bonds as in W_Looa. 

former loans were sold at 983i. Although the 
number of subscribers was larger than in any previous 
loan, the amount subscn."bed, $i,678,Ooo,ooo. fell below 
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the llUit loan. There were 2,406,118 subscribers for sums 
less than $50. 

The Fifth Loan, coming lUi usual in the autumn, con
sisted of 4~ per cent treuury notes, maturing from 1923 
to 1932, at 95, and the familiar imperial 6 per cent bonds 
YlfthLoon. at 98; but, while the amount subscribed WIUi 

$2,676,000,000, the number of subscn"bers fell 
off more than a million, showing that the loan had been 
raised by the richer persons and institutions. 

The Sixth Loan offered lUi before (1) the 6 per cent 
imperial bonds, not redeemable before 1924, at 98. But 
there WIUi also (2) an offer of new treuury bonds, bearing 
Sixth Loon. interest at 4~ per cent, at 98 (instead of 96 

as in the Fifth Loan). To justify the price 
two striking features were introduced. Beginning in Jan
uary, 1918, by drawings, groups of bonds drawn would be 
paid off at 110; after July I, 1927, holders of bonds not 
yet selected could convert them into a 4 per cent bond, 
but, if chosen at a second drawing, would be paid off at 
115. By 1937 those not yet taken could be converted 
into 3J1 per cents, with a chance, if drawn, of repayment 
at 120. In 1967 any bonds yet out would be redeemed 
by the government either at 110, 115, or 120, according 
to their fate in earlier drawings. By & second feature, 
subscribers were allowed to convert at & premium' old 
treuury bonds and old war loans into the new treuury 
bonds to double the amount of their subscriptions, if cash 
were paid in. It will be interesting to note that only 

'The goftl'lUDeot."" a cub-premium 0I1~ per_t f"" 5 per .... t boado 
01 the FUllt Loous. and for u.- 01 the Second ~ per .... t. Or, the 6 per 
.,.nls 01 other Joens could be converted at par without payment by either aide. 
But the holder 01. 4~ per omt treaomy honda of the Fourth and Yslth Lo&u 
must himself pay S per .... t if converted. If drawu in J9H and paid 011 .t 
110, the rate 01 inten.ot would be Gj.i per....to The Iow .. t cIenominationa 
were~. 
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about one-tenth of the whole subscriptions were for the 
new 4~ per cents. For both forms of the Sixth LOan 
the lists were opened March 15, and closed April 16, 
1917; while the payments by instalments ran to the ~d
dIe of July. 

One significant admission of bankruptcy in this loan 
should be given full notice. Out of the nominal value 
of the origipal 4~ per cent bonds subscribed for, the 
government specified that s per cent should be devoted 
to the expense of the drawings and the payment of inter
est. Paying interest out of the principal is not usually 
regarded as an evidence of solvency. 

Early in 191s about $10,000,000 of imperial treasury 
notes were disposed of in the United States. When they 
matured in January, 1916, they were paid oft'. In April 
of that year a similar issue was oft'ered, but only $1,000,-
000 were paid oft' when they fell due in April, 1917, the 
remainder being continued at 6 per cent (the interest 
being paid in advance). Many of these notes remained 
in the hands of our banks undisposed of, until the banks, 
on fear of war with the United States, insisted on pay
ment. This seems to have been the only external loan 
made by Germany. Of the second imperial loan floated 
in Germany it is reported that perhaps $30,000,000, as al
ready said, were taken abroad. All told, it is believed 
that some $!lS,000,000 of German bonds were bought in 
the United States, and perhaps an equal amount in neu
tral countries. 

The funded debt, of course, lags far behind actual ex
penditure. After the Sixth Loan the imperial funded debt 
was about $10,000,000,000, but additional expenditure 
had been incurred to the end of July, 1917.l 'The total 
credits voted by February, 1917, had been about $20,000,-

I Fft>m Februaq. 1817. the IIIODlhI7 upauliturelwl h •• d7~ooo.ooo. 



THE VARIOUS LOANS MAY BE SUMMARIZED AS FOLLOWS: 

Nlimberol Prleeat \Ia .. Amoubt nblctlbtd Da .. lubtC'ri.ben Chuactlt of lOaD whlcb eliD. (iDmilliou) 10 lou off.red ...... 
Pint Loan. •••••. September, 191t 1,1'7'7,183 tl!.lO.OOO,OOO or-eury Noteo, duo 

October I, 19110 ................ 97j.i & tll&O 
1Tr."<lc!:'1! ~"io~ .. mable .. 97j.i & 86& 

tl,lU I 
Seeond Loan ..... March, lOla 1,696,008 Unlimited T ...... ury Noteo, October 

1,IOil!. 98~ & 19. 
Imperial Loan, October I, IOU. 98 & 1,071 I 

~ U03 
Tblrd Loan ...... Boptember, IOU 8,900,418 Unlimited Imperial Loan, October I, 

IOU. 00 & 8,011& 8,011& 

FourthI,o,,,, ..... March,1010 &,1'70,668 Unlimited tj.i% or-eul}' Noteo, 
July I, 108t. 0& 4j.i 898 

Imperial Loan, October I, IOU. OBj.i & I,W 
~ 1,8'78 

Filth Loan ...... Boptember, 1910 1,800,970 Unlimited 'J.i% Treuury Noteo, 
1018-19SI. 03 tj.i 1108 

Imperial Loan, October I, IOU. OB & 1,607 --- 1,67& 
8Isth Lou' ...... March, 1017 7,OO3,MT tJ.i% or-eury Nota, 10111-108'7. 98 tj.i M6 

Imperial Loan, October I, IOU. 08 3 1,960 
I- 1,180 

1'13,088 

I The Bo_tb War Loan, Boptember, 191T, II olr.....t ID two 10 ...... on the .. me terma .. ID the Sizth Loan. The II1II 
d.-I October 18, _ben the toW .u'-iptlono AN NpQr\ed to bave to- ta,IOB,ooo,OOO. 

m 
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000,000, but at that date Count von Rodem estimated 
the war expenditure at $25,000,000,000.1 To the funded 
debt there should be added for various expenditures in 
order to arrive at the total imperial war debt by the 
end of the third year of the war, at least $5,000,000,000. 
Therefore, in trying to ascertain the total burden of im
perial indebtedness for three years, the following may be 
set down as the approximate result (in millions): 

Funded debt. includiDg Sinh Loan...... . . . ..... .... .. . .... . . . ... tJ,6,OOO 
Additioual espeuditwe to August. 1917........................... 6,000 
Floating debt, tIouur7 biJb,' etc................................ 1,000 .......... cIebt.................................................. 1.-

fiS,1OO 

To find the full weight of debt to be carried by the 
German people, there should be added the debts of 
the various states and municipalities. Before the war 
the states had a debt of $8,854,000,000, which 
must have been seriously incressed during the 
war. They have since borrowed largely from 
the loan bureaus. The municipalities also are 
deeply involved. For instance, eight Saxon 

Totd_ea 
ofGermaa 
debt at ooul 
01_ -

cities had incurred a war debt of over $64,000,000 by the 

I The imperia\ .... endita wted ha ........... foIIowo I'ID miIIioaa): 
August I, 191t.......... tl,l5O 1_ 7, 1918........ _.000 
~ I, 191t.......... 1,150 October 'I!T. 1916........ 8,000 
Man:h 20,1916.......... 1,500 Fohruaq 1M, 1917........ 8,7/iO 
August 20, 1916.......... 1,500 lu1y. 1917........ 1,760 
~el, 1916.......... 1,600 ---

Total........ ........ fiS,5OO 

Since Count VIllI RIIdera, miniat.es- of6uame, is IepOried to ha .... laid in Fel>-
"""Y.1917. that the .... espeuditwe of Germany to that date had ..... tiS.-
000.000.000. the estimate in the tenof fiS,1OO.000.ooo .. the total debt at the 
end of tJu.e ;yean muat be C>VeICOIllII!rftive. 

• Tbis figure for tIouur7 billa is perhaps too COIIIIOnIlti.... The Lcmdmt 
Eeoomaiol (September !Ii, 1917. p. 4IS> estimates the total amount of tIouur7 
billa OIlUtaudiDg to be over t6.500.ooo.ooo. U so, the)' 111&7 be partq induded 
in the estimate of additioual espeuditwe to August. 1917. 
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end of 1916; while one town of 80,000 people near the 
Rhine had alone borrowed $625,000. The obligations for 
pensions, relief to families, etc., must be heavy. It would 
be a very conservative estimate to add to the imperial 
debt as stated above $7,000,000,000 of other debt. There
fore, had the war ended in August, 1917, the German peo
ple as a body would have faced a burden of at least $80,-
000,000,000 of debt, the interest charge on which at 6 
per cent would be $1,500,000,000 a year, independent of 
normal budgetary demands, which before the war were 
$880,000,000. 

It is to be remembered that the loan bureaus (Dar
lehnakatlsen) had as one of their chief objects to aid in 
placing loans to the government. They were intended 

Ifolea of 
Ioanba.reau 
based OIl Ibla 
~ed 
debt. 

to relieve the Reichsbank from requests for 
loans on securities (a part of the Lombard 
business). The source of danger to credit 
from the new bureaus was the possibility of 
creating demand liabilities in their note-issues 

(Darlehnakatl8enacheine) against unliquid assets. Since the 
stock exchange was closed, securities were unsalable, and 
yet it was precisely this class of obligations which the 
loan bureaus were expected to accept-as a basis for loans. 
Had the war been a short one, with a quick rebound of 
peace and prosperity, income and earning power might 
have given these securities a fresh life and value; and the 
assets behind the notes of the loan bureaus might have 
become quick, and furnished the means of liquidation 
through ready sale at home or abroad. As the war, how
ever, has lengthened out, and as the debts of the empire, 
the states, and the municipalities (whose securities are 
some of those on which loans were made) have increased 
beyond all expectations, the liquidity of these assets, as 
well as the securities of many industrial concerns (except 
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war companies), has become less and less certain. It 
is not so much the quantity of these note-issues as the 
soundness of the assets behind them which determines 
their vulnerability. 1 There is dangerous inflation, if de
mand liabilities are built up in undue proportions to the 
body of salable and quick assets behind them. The ques
tion is therefore raised whether the loan bureaus have 
aided in inflation when coining unsalable securities, or 
even salable ones, into a form of money which made it 
accessible to anyone wishing to subscribe to & war loan. 
In reply it is stated that only 17.4 per cent of the sub
scriptions to the First Loan were paid for with notes of 
the loan bureaus; 5.7 per cent of the Second Loan; 6.4 
per cent of the Third Loan; and about 6 per cent of the 
others. However this may be, we know that these 
bureaus have issued over $1,200,000,000 notes, and that 
the assets behind them are securities unsupported by 
any cash reserves. Axe these assets capable of protect
ing demand notes! circulating in the hands of the public? 

When we face the fact that the German people have 
incurred a war debt in three years which is more than 
one-third of the whole wealth of the country (as estimated 
by Heifferich before the war), there is reason 
to examine the legitimate basis behind the :.~ 
credit of the state, and the methods used to 
place the loans. Of course, the amount of money in cir
culation, the ease in getting it by loans, is only & super-

'On. apologist (M. 1. BoDDo a ......... w .... Fi""""" pp. 11, 12) speak. of 
th ... banks .. conaervative in lending "on perfectly good ... urities tDhi.t:h u.." 
eouIcI "'" ..u. .. the .t.ock exchaoge was closed. ODd which, in an:r ...... they 
could bave IO!d tmlll aI • ",..... It would be diflicult ~ Irame a better defini
tion tbnn in th ... ..oro. lor UDSOUIld asoeta. especially for banks issuing notes 
payable on demand to the amount of $1.200,000,000, without an:r cash reserves • 

• The note.. it should be "';d, aTe aecured by the unIimi~ personal liability 
of the be""w .. , b, the value of the pledged ooIIateral, and by the guarnntee of 
the government. 
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ficial part of the whole matter. The bookkeeping of the 
case may not be more than a means of putting a good 
face on the situation. The fundamental elements must 
always be the production and sale of goods, by which 
all credit and all final liquidation of obligations, pub
lic or private, must be sooner or later met. It is per
fectly clear that the present production and exchange of 
goods (apart from war supplies). has undergone drastic 
reduction, while the credit obligations supposed to rest 
on this production have increased enormously. These 
credit operations are increasing on a declining value of 
assets. It is impossible that there could be present liqui
dation if it were demanded; hence there can be no present 
solvency. It is no proof of solvency to increase the num
ber of monetary claims against a declining volume of 
assets, and so enable transactions to be settled in "cash. .. 
The only thing accomplished is to keep up appearances 10-
day by going through the forms of solvency, and thereby 

PJnmIdiDg 

'" credit 
.t .... --

postpone to the future by credit the final 
tests of liquidation. At present the devices 
for keeping up appearances in placing loans 
are not impenetrable. The loan bureaus un

doubtedly admit the pyramiding of credits upon obliga
tions which may be unsubstantial.l The process can go 
on indefinitely, so long as the unlimited power of the gov
ernment can prevent the usual tests of solvency known 

'Interaal eoidmce u to tile metLocIa 01 a .. tiog the hop German ...... ;. 
pIOvided in aD mroct from tile KIJInia:M Zeilung 01 Seplmlber r. 1915 (quoted 
ill New York Ntditm. Man:h 8, 1917. p. IISS): 

~ It is DOt --r:r that OlIO abouId haft actual gold ow oil ..... aDd uq ... 
~g ...."m.., .... portidpate whether he .... reod7 auh ow DOt. ••• 
U you hold _tieo ... it is DOt --r:r to..u them; you limply bonoor 
_agaimt them at aDy ~~ ow at lIDy .... bouIk. aDd 
as you wiD receive almost u mucla interest OD the 'WIU'-Ioao stock. or evea more 
in_ than you pay to the .... ding bouIk. you will he oothiog _ 01 pocket. 
• •• U you haft aIreood¥ ... bocribed to the Fint ... SemDd W .. Lou. aDd.,.;d 
in IuD for the __ you ..... at """" portidpate in the p.....m isaue. AD TOIl 
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to the outside world. Thus the isolation of Germany, 
and the floating of loans entirely among a people subject 
to absolutism-to whom it is within the power of the 
government to indicate what shall be the tests of liquida
tion. even to taking away existing control over property. 
if military necessity requires it-perinit operations which 
would not stand for a moment if submitted to the rules of 
business demanded by those in other countries outside of 
German control. 

It has been said, in explanstion of the easy placing of 
enormous war loans. that the capital formerly engaged 
in foreign trade. and now released. is free to be loaned 
to the government. It is not shown. however, Whon .... 

that such capital is transferable. That em- - -
ployed in shipping is obviously locked up and -. 
earns nothing; and that used in producing articles for 
export, if not in fixed form, has been probably shifted 
to making war supplies. 

When it is added that there have been no new flota
tions to absorb accumulating capital, it is intimated that 
savings are going on at a rapid rate and that they can 
take up war loans accordingly on a great Dobt. 

scale. So far as the statistics of savings-banks m ....... 01 

can be relied on, it would seem that, even in tIooInIcIIoD. 

war times, the spirit of thrift has been amazingly stimu
lated.' Nevertheless. the savings-banks could have taken 
.... d to do ia to tab 70ur otocIr:-or, if 70U ha .... not 7et received the atock, the 
noeipt for the IoIDOWlt ~ a banlr. which will advance 70U 76 per .... t of 
the IIOIIIinal vol", .. that if you ha .... _ marks of the old .... loan you can 
ouhao:ribo 800 marks in the new iaoue without payins a lingle pfeanig. You 
.......... ouhao:ribo four times this 1oIDOWlt, i. ... 1.800 ..... Ia, if you aloo Ieo.ve 
with tho bank the otock that JOU tab in the DOW loon, in which ..... you will 
haft ai- the bank .. -tJ _ marks of the old war loan aod 1,800 marks 
of tho DOW ..... loon, tosethor l,800 marla, opinst & loan of 1,800 marka." 

• In 1918 the cIepooib in _vinp-banko....., ooid to ha"" ......&.d ts,ooo,ooo,-
000. aod by tho middle of 1917 to ha"" added 1BU,000,ooo more. M.I.1IoDD, 
ibid.. p. 18. In March, 1916, BeUrerich oI&ted that 'l,lts,ooo.ooo had beeD 
withdrawn from the oavinp.baDb to be inveoted in _100II8. 
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but a fraction of the war loans. The largest subscriptions 
have come through the banks for their customers. In gen
eral, the war debt represents the amount of past wealth 
(to which labor and capital were contributory) which is 
now consumed and, when the surplus of goods above the 
necessaries of life (arismg out of the country's total pro
ductive efficiency) is used up in war, additional debt is no 
longer based on goods, but becomes merely an unsub
stantial promise, based on future production, whose 
worth is problematical. H the debt is already over one
third of the total wealth of the country, it implies that 
at least one-third of that wealth has been consumed in 
war. 

When the German savings-banks, whose funds are 
largely placed in fixed investments, or real estate, sub
scribe in large amounts to war loans, what goes on? 

Their investments are pledged to the loan 
bureaus, in return for note-issues with which 
payment is made to the Treasury for war 

bonds. The government pays out these notes for its 
expenses to Germans. The public possess a circulation, 
to that extent, based on savings-bank (not commercial 
bank) assets, probably in the main real estate. AuJond, 
how different is this money from the French assignats of 
unfragrant memory P 

The German loan operations are obviously connected 
with the expansion of discounts, and with the steadily ris
ing inHation of credits as shown in the accounts of the 

Laaa -----
Reichsbank (see Chart V). On the placing 
of each loan the discounts show a sharp rise; 
but the borrowing at times of subscription is 
more strongly accentuated with each succes

sive loan, that of the Sixth Loan showing an unprece
dented use of discounts. In short, the resorts to credit 
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rise higher than should follow upon a steadily rising ex
pansion of credit. These events at the Reichsbank are 
undoubtedly typical of conditions at other German banks. 
The whole movement of credit operations, however, stands 
out in bold contrast to that of the. Bank of England (in 
Chart ll). The steadiness of English discounts smce 
October, 1915, and their low range as compared with 
those of the Reichsbank (being only about one-fifth as 
high) is striking and significant of the English as con· 
trasted with the German system of credit. England does 
not borrow of its bank, and hence war loans do not upset 
the system of credit nor the currency. 

The relation of treasury notes to the placing of loans 
is to be noted. The notes are taken in larg~ amounts 
by all the banks. Before a new loan, when government 
funds are running low, the banks are working to increase 
deposits likely to be used in subscriptions for the new 
loan. Such temporary funds are invested for a time in 
treasury notes and later exchanged for bonds. When 
the government receives instalments on the new loan, 
it can then retire the treasury notes. Thus, like ex
chequer bonds, they are used to anticipate coming re
ceipts. 

As few persons understand the intricacies of public 
finance, it is explicable why. German authorities, in order 
to remove doubts, should have offered an explanation to 
show that the enforced isolation of Germany 
caused by the war is an advantage in her := of 

financing of the war costs. It is regarded to ::='debt 
be an advantage that her loans are placed with 
her own people; that the proceeds are spent at home; that 
all savings go into the national enterprise of war; that the 
economic strain of providing goOds for export is absent; 
hence that the naval blockade of German ports has been a 
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blessing.1 The argument seems to assunie that foreign 
trade has in it no gains; that the destruction of wealth 
and capital in war is desirable the more it is confined 
to the German people. On this theory, a man who has 
lost an arm should congratulate himself on escaping the 
fatigue he might feel in using it. The loans are evidence 
of destruction in war which faIl upon her own people; the 
reservoir of her goods has been drawn down, and no other 
country has helped her to supply the deficit; in the future 
her own people must deprive themselves of former satis
factions in order to pay the interest and possibly some 
of the principal of the debt; the lack of foreign credits 
has cut her off from present goods which she must sup
ply by her own industrial efficiency; and if the whole popu
lation work harder and show greater efficiency than ever 
before, it brings no progress, because it is used up in com
pensating for war losses. No casuistry can save ~y 
people at war from the grim necessity of paying sooner 
or later for what has been destroyed. To carry the bur
den herself does not lighten it, nor does it avoid the sweat 
and toil of the exertion. 

To a country whose absolute government gives it pos- . 
Slollities of taking great liberties after the war with the 
property and income of its subjects-which could not 

be exercised over foreign owners of its securi
ties-the holding of its debt at home presents 
what may, in the German political code of 

..... morals, be called advantages. The socialistic 
absolutism of Germany goes so far as to make 

all wealth almost common property to be taken at will 
for national purposes. Without using the term confisca.. 

I C/. M. I. Boom. ibid.. pp. 1 ... 17. S5-S8. Be adds: uGamaa &u...c:e ia 
moroi7 • Gamaa problem. Wheo the .... ia..- the Gamaa ~ will DOt 
be iDdebted to 'oreip aa..... Tbq will DOt han to ..ad IIbruod • Iarp 
sbaae '" tJ>eir OIIDUIII procI .... in pa7DJ<lll '" tJ>eir ... debt.. 
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tion. it might be possible. without the consent of security
holders and without the alternative of being paid off. to 
lower the rate of interest on imperial bonds. Such 
methods Could not be applied to foreign holders. But a 
more' extreme supposition may not be visionary. If the 
debt increases much more, when peace comes it might 
plausibly be said that the people have already paid for 
the cost of the war in the diminished consumption and 
sacrifices during its continuance. and that the taxation 
to pay the interest and principal of the debt in the future 
would necessitate such heavy taxation that the sacrifices 
would really have to be undergone a second time; that 
this heavy taxation could not fall on the poor. for they 
have little to be taxed; that the burden of taxation must 
fall on the rich, who. after all. are the very ones who 
hold the war bonds; .that this slow way of removing the 
debt by taxation only takes from the rich to pay the 
rich. Therefore. why not accomplish the same thing at 
one stroke by asking the owners of imperial bonds. as a 
patriotic duty. to present their securities to the nation; 
avoid the inevitable taxation. which in the end would 
take away probably as great a sum; and with a clean 
slate start life anew P Millions of lives have been given 
to their country; why not induce others to give millions. 
or billions. of the war loan. to the same purpose P Since 
such a suggestion would be out of the question to foreign 
investors in German bonds, it may possibly explain why 
the financing of the war at home may prove to be an 
"advantage" after the war. The redistribution of 
wealth. however, caused thereby may be too great a 
moral disadvantage in the eyes of foreigners. with whom 
trade must be carried on in the future, to warrant such 
a blow to the credit of Germany. 

Evidently no German financier even dreamed of a 
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war debt of such staggering figures. It was believed to 
be a matter of course that indemnities would be levied 

TualioD. 
upon the defeated Allies; and the insistence 
upon annexations and commercial concessions 

is even yet a part of stubbom demands named in the 
terms of peace by the ruling element. Such confidence 
in victory was the basis of the financial policy of the 
empire by which no taxation was to be levied, while the 
actual expenditure for war was to be met by loans, soon 
to be paid off from indemnities. The fortunes of war 
entirely disarranged this scheme. Having once started 
by borrowing, the path ran down-hill. The only brake 
of taxation was hesitatingly and mildly applied. During 
the first year of war no new taxes were laid.' By the 
time the Third War Loan was offered, in 1915, Hel1Jerich 
announced that it was not the policy of the govemment 
to increase the burden of taxation on the generation that 
had nobly given their lives, but by loans to throw the 
burden on future generations who would have profited 
by the sacrifices of to-day. Later, howeve,-, it became 
evident that income was not sufficient to meet the normal 
budget and also pay interest on a rapidly mounting debt. 

I The ........J ........ ".. 01. the c........ Empire in 1915 __ .. loIIowo em 
milliooa 01. doIIan): 
1. Post and telegnph ••••••••• __ ., 
I!.PriD~ ••••••••••••• 1.11 
S. RaiIroedII................. SII.II 
to Variouo admia. .....,.;pta.... 1t.1I 
6.TuatioD: 

Customa .••••••••••••••• 189.8 
Toboeoo................ 1.8 
CJgan!ttea...... ••.••••• 10.8 
Sugar •••••••••••••••••• ~. SoIt.................... 15.6 
Spirito .••••••••.•••• , • • ~. S v_ ................. 1 
w_ ................... I.S 

lam,," and bun. ...... . 
MateIIs ..••..•.•••.•. 
Be.r .•..•••.•.••••.•.• 
Carda ....•••....•.•••• 
Stamp las _ bi1lL ••••• 
Stampo c-J} ...... . 
ID<nmeat tao ••••••••• 
Inheritaace ..•..••.•••. 
Mioco:IIaaeoao •••••••••• 

8. CoatributioDa for cIef_. 
7. Coatributiou from the -............... . 
8. Mioco:IIaaeoao •••••••••••• 

".7 
5.0 

H.5 
./1 

'.11 
58.7 
S.8 

11 .• 
.6 
.1 

It .• 
1IS.7 

Total .•••••••••••.••••• esos.O 
C/. SeIigmaD. War F ....... P.-. p. Its. 
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Moreover, it is to be remembered that Germany has 
relied more than other countries upon protective duties, 
which the blockade largely cut ofJ.l The imperial gov
ernment had retained the field of indirect taxation, while 
the several states relied mainly on direct taxation. Con
sequently imperial receipts fell off as expenditures in
creased. In March, 1916, Helfferich reported a deficit 
in the ordinary budget (excluding war matters) of $120,-
000,000. Then he was forced to announce that they 
could not go on indefinitely "without being 
compelled to have recourse to new sources of 

DelldtB. 

revenue." Details of the fiscal operations after 191" 
are not available. We know, however, that new taxes 
were imposed, yielding about $125,000,000,1 and in addi
tion there were taxes on war profits. So far as can be as
certained, the new taxes could not have been sufficient to 
meet the charges on the increasing war debt, for in plac
ing the Sixth Loan a part of the principal, as already 
noted, was set apart for the payment of interest. To 
pay interest from the proceeds of new loans is obviously to 
be regarded as an evidence of fiscal weakness. 

How long can Germany go on building up an enormous 
debt, now increasing at the rate of $750,000,000 per 

'In 1911 EugIaauI ...,.;..... from C!UIoms dutieo eUls.ooo.ooo. Germau7 
elM.OOO.ooo. and ~ 11811.000.000. FIom protective dutieo, 1M per 
.... t ol total '"'"'lie .... obtaiDed by Genoau:r. as against U by ~ and 
O.t b:r EugIaud. Ibid.. po UI7. 

'It is reporied that the DeW _ ...... u.-... em pootaJ. tdegraph. and 
teIephoae ........ em billo ol Iodiog. a DeW Wi: on busiueal profits; ........ 
~ tao per mill 011 all property above 15.000. and a apecial Wi: on ;".. 
....... in reaM!state '08Iue......m.g f7SO & yew. 

In February. 1917. Couot VOD RIIdem propooed other tases of 1I}i moab 
00 oooJ. and • ieV)' olIO to 18 per "",t on raihoad ticlcebr, and 7 per .... t OR 
aIllreighlL . . 

He oIso UIIlOIUICI!CI that the &IIJlual (1IOI1IIaI) badgeta bad been publisbed as 
aauaI duriog the war. but that the e<peDdilureo of the &I1IIJ' and oaV)' did not 
appear in them. The masimum of lh_ e<peDditures. be aaIveIy acIcIecL eould 
be -w..ed bl the total ol .... ....tits ..,teCL C/. p. lI8S, Do. 1. 
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month, or $9,000,000,000 a year? Much attention has 
been given to an earlier statement by President Haven
stein of the Reichsbank that the end would come when 
the debt had reached $25,000,000,000, since the interest 
charge would then be all that the people could carry 
besides the normal expenses of the state. That has 
already been reached, and the end is not in sighL What 
must be the outcome? 

It is sometimes supposed that the war must come to 
an end because of economic exhaustion. But what is 
economic exhaustion in this sense? If a railway becomes 
WiD bankrupt, why can it continue in operation 
...........u: under a receiver? Evidently because it can 
=:'1 go on, hoping for better times, as long as it 

can pay running expenses and no more. 
Similarly, Germany, even if insolvent, can go on fighting 
so long as she can provide munitions and men, with the 
necessaries of life at least for the fighters. She can 
turn all her surplus wealth by forms of credit into means 
of payment, subscribe for loans, and thus transfer the 
whole wealth of the nation to the government to be 
used up in war. Only in this way can we account for 
the floating of such enormous loans. They now exceed 
one-third the national wealth. But that fact will not 
stop the war for economic reasons, unless that outlay 
is increased to a point which is admitted to equal the 
whole surplus of the country's wealth over the minimum 
of. existence for all. It is not fully realized how vast is 
the excess of modem production, due to invention, new 
power, and machinery, over the bare necessities of life. 
All of this could be given up before economic exhaustion 
would stop the war. Only the primary needs-those for 
healthful food, clothing, and shelter-must be satisfied 
to maintain physical energy. We cannot tell whether 
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Germany has been reduced to these minima, or not. 
Building has largely ceased, but existing housing is un
doubtedly ample. Clothing can be economized, if fashion 
be not observed. As to food, it is not easy to get reliable 
data. Although many foodstuffs are scarce, possibly a 
minimum for all may be provided, if it is successfully 
distributed. Probably the poorer classes are suffering 
great hardships, because no organization can be every
where equitable and efficient. But grant that starvation 
can be prevented. So far as economic reasons are con
cerned, then, the war can go on as long as munitions can 
be supplied, and until the German army is worn down by 
attrition to numbers that cannot protect the military lines. 

It is doubtful if much light would be thrown upon the 
question by the usual consideration of the figures of debt, 
and national wealth or national income. The contrast 
is often made between the heavy annual Amiaal 

charge for the debt, added to normal budget IDcome ... 

expenditure, with the national income to show ...... • 
that the burden is getting too heavy to be carried. Helf
ferich, in 1918, made out the total national income of 
Germany to be $10,000,000,000, of which about $2,000,-
000,000 may be regarded as net annual income. Against 
this is a charge already for debt alone, at 6 per cent, of 
$1,600,000,000, and a budget of over $800,000,000 be
sides, thus taking up more than the net income in time 
of peace. Also, he estimates the national wealth at $75,-
000,000,000, with which a total debt on the German 
people of over $80,000,000,000 is to be compared. Such 
comparisons for the purpose of estimating the duration of 
the war are mechanica.l. They 'convey little as to the 
psychologica.l situation. The Germans can go on fighting 
longer if they are willing to sacrifice all their wealth, and 
retain only the bare necessities of . life. All depends on 
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the spirit to sacrifice. The burden of debt is significant 
only as it affects the will to continue. The ruling class 
are expert in tempering the purpose of the people to any 
plan they have in mind. 

The decision, therefore, is largely dependent on a po
litical or psychological quality. Will the German people 
support the war policy of their rulers, in spite of the 

DaratiOllof 
the war. 
psJ'chologic:al 
question. 

increasing slaughter of fathers and sons, to the 
point of denying themselves all habitual con
sumption down to the minimum of existence? 
Or may not the ever-present pressure of de

ficient consumption and-above all-the constant, sick
ening loss of life be actively forcing a consideration of the 
reasons for continued fighting? In that way peace may 
come before even the minimum of subsistence is reached. 
It is a psychological question. The Germans have unity, 
industry and a ,disciplined readiness to yield to leader
ship. Their thrift can work wonders, if pushed to the 
extreme. It is only because their abstention from un
necessary consumption is so great, and so fully under con
trol, that the enormous, potential surplus of modem pro
duction can be given over to the war in return for bonds. 
So long as the patriotic disposition exists to assume more 
debt, even on a declining total of production. then new 
loans can be placed. That is a means of postponing the 
economic reckoning to the future. 

By credit operations losses are thrown forward on the 
future. Germany's borrowing power (in this case at 
home), her credit, depends upon the belief of lenders in _Ie her producing power, not in the exceptional 
_ emergencies of war, but in normal conditions 
- wv. of peace. Her ability to carry her staggering 
burden, therefore-if she does not repudiate--ilepends 
upon her power to produce in the future. Then will come 
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into play, under conditions which will stimulate them to 
the utmost, her characteristic persistence, thrift, organ
izing power, energy, and industrial efficiency. H excep
tional reasons exist for restoring capital, and the effective 
desire of accumulation becomes intensely active, it would 
be possible to add to capital almost all the annual surplus 
of wealth above necessaries, and in a surprisingly short 
time there would be as much capital in existence as 
before; and then could begin again extravagance and 
waste, and the loss of capital in overconfident specula
tion. Also, in spite of the frightfull~ of man power, 
we all know, when restraints upon population are I:e

moved, with what amazing rapidity numbers increase to 
the point where they are limited only by the standards 
of living. Whatever the outcome of the war, there is 
not much doubt of the continuance of racial character
istics in the typical German residuum. 



CHAPTER VI 

WAR AND CREDIT IN NEUTRAL UNITED STATES 

The interdependence of commercio.I countries-The United States a 
'. debtor nation-{)ur credit not expanded-Selling of our securities 

and exports of gold-Cause of tbe crisis of IUI_Tbe credit sy .. 
tem-lkturn of our securities by foreigners for gold-Pros and 
CODS as to closing tbe stock excbange-Stoppage of internationo.I 
trade-Gold shipments-confusion in tbe excbanges-The do
mestic drain-Shock to interno.I trade-Necessity for lending 
freely-Assets unIiquid-Clearing-house losn certificates-Al
drich-Vreeland notes-Expansion of los_Falling off of imports 
-Exports decline, tben rise-Cotton-COtton pool--Countries 
to which increased exports went-&utb American trade-Bo.Iance 
of trade-Movement of securities-Exports of gold-Gold pools 
-Items offsetting exports of g<KMI-Loans to Europe-Exchange 
on neutral countries-DoDar exchange-Inflation-Federal Re
serve system-causes of high prices-Effect of War on saving
Loans to foreign countries. 

§ 1. In studying the effects of so unparalleled a war, 
nothing is more striking than the bright light it throws 
upon the familiar truism regarding the close interdepen

dence of one industry upon another, and of 
one industrial and commercial country upon 
another. This interweaving of economic re
lationships had been going on ever since divi

sion of labor and exchange of goods between different 
countries and climates began; it grew with every devel
opment of new machinery and the opening up of new 
sources of materials for manufactures in all parts of the 
world; and with the cheapening of efficient transpor
tation, by rail and by ship, the close ties of trade have 
multiplied a thousandfold, uniting remote towns and 
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hamlets with the centres of trade and exchange. But 
these ties may be more accurately described as the results 
of the interdependence of credit. As a consequence of 
the exchange of products, credit obligations have been 
entered into which bind men together in every branch of 
trade and in every commercial centre throughout the 
known world. So strong have been these bonds that 
they have often kept nations, even on strong provoca
tion, from entering into war. 

In the years preceding 1914 the credit obligations 
which bound us to Europe were mainly those of a coun
try owing large sums both on permanent investment 
and on current trade account to transatlantic 
creditors. We had borrowed to build our 
railways, to open our mines; in general, to 
develop our resources; so that the market for 

lIIature of 
our c:redlt 
tle.to 
Burope. 

capital in London or on the Continent affected us closely.l 
Even our largest municipalities had floated temporary 
loans in London or Paris. 

Moreover, we had been relying upon foreign capital to 
move our exportable crops, such as cotton and wheat, to 
European markets. Even at the risk of repetition the 

I At a practical illustration 01 our credit dependence on foreign marketo, the 
president of a large American railway informed the author that biB request for 
a loan 01 three or four million dolla .. in New York WIllI held up by the Argen
tine crisi. arioing from an """"mion of codula. in 1891 and the conoequent inabil
ity to liquidate obligatioDl in London. eopeciaUy tb ... 01 the Baring Broth""" 
who bad inveoted largely in Argentine. He found that a rival road in weat.ern 
eompetitive territory wao cutting rates and tailing awey hi. traIIi .. quite against 
reaoon and repeated oBen to adjust the situation. The rival road. it ....... 
bad orden to owe1l _pto in every poosible manner. beeauae ito oecuriti.., 
large1y beld in England. and being of high standing, ...... iust then being oold 
in American money marketo &8 the beat meano of ....u.ing eaob reoo ........ for 
the Baringo. Hence, the ~ty of making a good obowing in _pto while 
foreign holdingo were being dispooecI of in New York, and the oonoequent poor 
obowing of the president'. own railroad which made a loan to him difficult. 
Tb .. the relation between Argentine codula. and railway rates and credit in 
the Pacific .... t territory of our own country W&8 direct and inevitable. 
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use of international forms of credit may be briefly de
scribed to fit the American situation. The exporters of 
our products, at the time of shipment, drew bills on the 
foreign buyer payable, say, at sixty or ninety days, 
for the value of the cargo, accompanied by bills of lad
ing as documentary proof of the transaction. Even be
fore the shipment reached the other side, the bill would 
have reached the foreign purchaser, who, by writing his 
name and the date across the bill under the word "ac
cepted," made of the bill an acceptance. By this act the 

PM 
muketiJIg 
our products 
abroad. 

bill became the obligation of the acceptor. 
Frequently the buyer arranged with a bank 
to accept such bills for him. Such paper 
became discountable at any foreign centre 

where the standing of the acceptor was known. By this 
process we got the use of foreign capital to move our cot
ton or wheat crop. The American exporter, as soon as 
the acceptance was discounted in London, or Hamburg, 
as the case may be, had a credit to his account abroad. 
He could draw sight bills on this sum, sell the bill to an 
American bank, and obtain a credit here. By so doing, he 
released his own capital immediately, while the burden 
of waiting until the foreign buyer paid off the bill was 
thrown on the foreign lenders of capital. Usually, he 
could employ his capital here at a higher rate than that 
paid for the foreign discount. In such credit operations 
our annual exports of cotton alone called for $800,000,000 
to $400,000,000. To this must be added the sums for 
moving wheat, copper, materials, manufactures, and 
all kinds of exports, amounting, in 1918, to nearly 
$2,500,000,000. 

It may thus be realized how dependent our own coun
try is upon the uninterrupted payment at maturity of 
the enormous volume of credit obligations owed to us, 
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• or of those owed by us for imports which are used as an 
offset against our exports. As a debtor nation our ex
ports ought normally to exceed our imports; Our 

but if there is a balance against us. it may be IIamJwiDp 

covered by tl;Ie sale of securities, or carried for- .... -
ward by other forms of indebtedness to Europe. Only if 
all the items in the international account fail to balance 
then as a last resource gold is shipped; but in the long 
run we are able fundamentally to pay for our imports 
of goods and for our financial obligations by our exports 

. of merchandise of various kinds. So heavily had 'We bor
rowed from abroad that the volume of American securi
ties owned in Europe before the war was variously esti
mated at from $4,000,000,000 to $6,000,000,000. If Eu
rope distrusts us (as she did when we nearly drifted on 
to the silver standard in 1891-1898). or if she needs the 
~pital at home. she withdraws her capital by sending 
our securities home and calling on us to pay for them; and 
pay we must, either in additional exports of our products, 
or in exports of gold (the only money which is to-day a 
solvent of debt in international trade). The countries 
which have held the most of our securities, that is, the 
countries which have loaned us the most, have been Eng
land, Holland. and Germany. 

The depression in the money markets of Europe ever 
since the Balkan Wars had its counterpart in the United 
States. The bank reserves, especially of southeastern 
Europe, had been depleted by frightened de- ».
positors to the amount of several hundreds of -.. 
millions of dollars; securities had been declin- 1Iae-. 

ing in price, and lending was much restricted by the feel· 
ing of uncertainty. The corresponding depression in the 
United States. while not so severe, reflected the European 
situation. It was not easy to place new securities or to 
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obtain new capital. There was a general tendency to 
avoid new enterprises. The crops of 1918 had been scant, 
and the prices of food were high, followed by a demand 
for higher wages; public interference with business and dis
satisfaction with the manner in which the railways had 
been regulated had caused a feeling of depression; and the 
long session of Congress, which had been busy on ways 
of controlling competition in industry, had created a 
state of uneasiness. In addition, the policy of "baiting" 
the railroads and other corporations had injured the 
credit of borrowing organizations. Large as were our 
own accumulations of capital (which had been growing 
rapidly), they were not large enough to develop alI our re
sources; so that our present scale of operations, with their 
increasing needs, could not be carried on as effectively 
as in the past without obtaining very considerable sup
plies of capital from Europe. Any events which would 
restrict the lending power of countries closely related to 
us would directly affect our supply of capital. Thus, it 
happened that there had been a liquidation of securities 
going on and a hesitant industrial policy adopted by us for 
some years; and when the European War came, fortu
nately it did not find us with extended credit. In all 
essential matters business conditions were normal and 
sound at home. 

It is now obvious that in the summer of 1914 Conti
nental capitalists, especially those of the Central Powers, 
were earlier informed than we of what was imminent. 
~ of There had been off and on a movement of our 
goJd OIII\J' securities from Europe for realization in our 
11119140 markets. In the early part of 1914 our ex-
ports also fell off, which, with the sale of foreign holdings 
here, led to a balance against us, making it profitable to 
export a considerable amount of gold in May and June. 
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(See Cha.rt VI.) Thus a.iready coming events were cast
ing their shadows before. The exports of gold would not 
have taken place at this time before the war without the 
P!"ll~editated selling of securities in our markets by Euro
peans who foresaw trouble. But, irrespective of the sell
ing to us of our own securities, there was a large balance 
already due by us to Europe, based upon the large imports 
into the United States from March to September, 1914, 
when imports of merchandise even exceeded exports (see 
Chart VIT): expenditures of Americans abroad: payments 
for ocean freights: former borrowings from Europe: and 
the recent placing of our securities there. The exceptional 
international trade situation, which for so many months 
~ the spring and summer of 1914 reduced our exports of 
goods, had not been equalled for many years and has not 
since been repeated during the war. 

These events came upon us as a neutral country. At 
that time we had not the remotest intention of joining in 
the struggle. The study of our credit operations, during 
the war, therefore, obviously divides itself into (1) those 
occurring during the period of our neutraIity, and (!!) 
those arising later from our participation in the war. In 
this volume attention will be confined to the former. 

§ 2. The crisis of 1914 in the United States on the 
outbreak of the European War was in every way differ
ent from any other in our history. Because of unsettled 
conditions of credit for several years our busi
ness had been restricted, speculation was ab
sent, and banks were in a sound and conserva

WaruuS 
credit. 

tive position. An overexpansion of credit which has 
usually preceded our panics (as in 1907) did not exist. 
In other words, it was not a credit panic; although the 
effects of the war, of course, reacted on credit. A series 
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of events which interfered with the normal movement of 
goods, securities, and gold inevitably struck heavy blows 
at the very bases of all credit. The war thus affected 
credit, but only through its effect on the production and 
exchange of goods. It is, therefore, not possible to distin
guish between the effects of the war on credit and the 
money market, on the one .hand, and those on foreign 
commerce, or domestic production and trade in goods, 
on the other; because all were closely united. Neverthe
less, for the sake of clear exposition, it seems advisable to 
recount and explain first, since their appearance is first 
noticeable, the disturbances in the world of credit and 
money. 

The sensitiveness of credit operations to coming danger. 
since one of the chief functions of credit has been to dis
count the future. records itself. even before industry has 

Credilla 
proportiOIl II> 
deoIlDpla 
goocIL 

been directly affected. in the markets for capi
tal and securities. When we speak of our 
credit system we mean the machinery by 
which capital is passed from those who have 

it to those who, through borrowing, show an effective de
mand for it. Institutions that supply capital are usually 
banks:. (1) Investment banks (trust companies, savings
banks. and even those commercial banks which mix invest
ment with legitimate banking) provide capital for long
term uSes, with which we are not now directly concerned 
in this Study; and (2) commercial banks, which in their 
legitimate function provide capital. for short-term lilies 

mainly connected with dealings in staple goods. and with 
which we are now directly concerned. The whole business 
public is dependent on commercial banks, for the simple 
reason that industry and trade are largely carried on. 
and legitimately 80, by borrowed capital; in proportion 88 

a firm produces more goods. or buys and sella more goods. 
.! 
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it is pro tanto entitled to, and usually gets, more loans 
from the banks~ That is, legitimate credit normally ex
pands or contracts with the increase or decrease of trans. 
actions in goods. Credit does not increase capital; it fa
cilitates its movement. Capital, made up of the funds 
to be devoted to getting an income mainly in connection 
with the production and exchange of goods, is the funda
mental thing; credit has to do with the marketing of 
capital. . 

The Continental markets in which securities are bought 
and sold were already recording seismic shocks, as we 
have seen; as early as April and May. In this country 
there seems to have been a general belief that 
the danger of a general European war would 
be averted, as it had been so often before. 
Discount rates, foreign exchange, and prepara

_of 
nIllDc 011 
!low York 
_-market. 

tions for dealing with a coming record-breaking wheat 
crop, as well as a very large cotton crop, showed normal 
conditions even as late as Monday, July 20, 19140, when 
Germany's position regarding Serbia was announced in 
Vienna.1 On Wednesday, July 22, when the ultimatum 
to Serbia was despatched, the situation became serious. 
N:ow began an increasing volume of sales of our securities 
in the New York market for the credit of foreign holders. 
The very fact that we were not involved in the war made 
our markets the best in which to sell. Europeans in 
stress were recalling the capital they had loaned to us; 
and they drew on their new credits here, necessitating en
larged exports, either of goods or gold. As early as July 
18 the prices of securities had been falling. This meant 
the weakening of accounts carrying securities. By Mon
day, July 27, it was evident that Germany and Austria
Hungary intended to use the Serbian matter as a means 

'C[. Chnmo!ogy, p. 79. 
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of forcing Russia's hand, or go to war. Then, as we have 
seen already, the foreign exchanges collapsed. On July 
!l8, when war was declared against Serbia, enormous sales 
of securities were made on the New York Exchange by 

. foreigners. Selling by frightened American owners and 
short sales by bears also added to the depression in prices. 
The situation went from bad to worse. On the !l9th 
practically all the markets on the Continent had been 
closed. In this country there was as yet a naive failure 
to appreciate the gravity of the danger. On Thursday, 
July 80, the frantic efforts of Europeans to realize on 
their securities in cash concentrated the selling upon New 
York, the one best remaining market in which to sell. 
Even then there was a stubborn belief here that our 
power to absorb securities could stand up against this 
strain. 

It is to be recalled that already forces were at work 
connected with our merchandise account, which of them
selves would have led to the export of gold for good and 

sufficient reasons. The war added new forces 
~ working in the same direction. Such an ava-

lanche of selling orders from foreigners had a 
significant effect on our banking reserves and so on the 
lending power of the banks. The selling and buying 
by domestic holders of securities, whose accounts were 
carried with our own banks, from whom they have bor
rowed to carry stocks, did not reduce the aggregate 
stock of gold held among the lending institutions'! But 
the selling, as in this case, being by foreigners, and the 
international situation being such that we could not at 
once command gold on finance bills, or otherwise, in South 
America, Asia, or any non-European markets, the imme-

'C/. o. M. w. Sprague. "The erisia 011914 in the United SIAtar, " .dam-
Eanumie lIerifto, Septemb<r. 1915, p. 610. -
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diate effect was to create here a demand for the exporta
tion of gold, just at the outbreak of a crisis, when there 
must be an inevitable and very urgent pressure for loans 
from our own bank customers. Hence the selling must 
be stopped in the interest of our own borrowing public. 
On the face of the situation this pointed to some such 
drastic action as the closing of the stock exchange. 

Against this action it is to be urged that it would im
pound, or render unliquid, all bank assets consisting of 
stock-exchange conateral; that there would be no way 
of calling in, or contracting, the volume of 
such loans to meet new conditions; that the :::::,,,, 
weaker banks caught in a sudden emergency c:IooIIIc the 

could not shift loans to stronger banks by =-
selling securities, or calling their loans; and 
1inally, that if banks chose to make loans on stock-ex
change collateral (which in Europe bear a higher discount 
rate, as being less liquid even in normal times), they 
should take their medicine bravely with all its conse
quences, even if it led to an earlier and larger issue of clear
ing-house loan certificates as a last recourse. On tile 
other hand, the closing of the stock exchange would stop 
at once the further creation of any additional indebted
ness for foreign account, which already had reached alarm
ing proportions; and it would prevent any further de
cline in the prices of securities, likely to be offered in wild 
excitement and panic, and thus prevent the crumbling 
away of the market values of collateral held by the 
banks and save a legion of borrowers from failure if loans 
were called. 

Such were the alternatives which presented themselves 
on Thursday, July 80. As in every crisis, the banks of 
a country having international relations had to face two 
drains upon their reserves: (1) the foreign and (!!) the do-
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mestic. The deluge of selling from abroad had the direct 
effect of a run on our stock of gold for exportation, the 

insistence of which could not be controlled by 
the ordinary means of raising the rate of dis
count for loans. If selling continued, there was 

nothing to do but to export larger amounts of gold, which 
would weaken the fabric of our credit. The purchasers of 
the securities thus thrown on the market would have to 
be granted loans, as well as those customers of the banks 
whose position had been made insecure by the sudden 
crisis in business. An effective way to meet the foreign 
drain was to close the stock exchange. The problem was 
onSl affecting banks and the whole borrowing community, 
and not merely the dealers in stocks. But the standing 
of our securities would be seriously shaken if it were 

CloBIDg of 
lb.. stock 
exc:IuuIce. 

shown that they were refused a market on 
our own exchanges, and could not be taken 
up by us when sales were desired. The only 

reply to this was that the juncture was unparalleled and 
beyond all normal treatment. Under these difficult con
ditions, American optimism, on July 80, had still hoped 
for a prevention of war. On the afternoon of that day 
it was decided to take no action. No collapse had taken 
place and no money panic had appeared. On Friday 
morning, in consultation with London, after it was known 
that an immense volume of selling orders from all over 
the world hung over the market, it was decided only four 
minutes before the usual hour of opening to close the 
stock exchange until further notice! The exchanges in 
other cities followed sUit. Thus was accomplished the 
task of cutting off, in spite of certain disadvantages, the 
exceptional foreign drain on our gold stock. It did not, 

I Cf.H.G.S. Noble. TIoeN ... y ... r. 8I«l:Ez<Nmg.in tIUICriNo! 1016 (IOU). 
p. 12. ODIy....,. bel""" for IeIt clap in 1B7S, had the eschatJ&e __ ~ 
""-L 
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however, prevent the exportation of some gold, but it did 
keep it from going to an extreme which might have seri
ously endangered our ability to maintain gold payments. 

This war between so many nations closely connected 
with the United States by international trade struck at 
Jhe very basis of credit, not only by unsettling the own': 
ership of securities, but by the interruption StartIlDt!: 
and even in some cases by the actual stoppage upheaval of 

of the international movement of goods. The trade. 

effect of the European War on our foreign trade has been 
surprising, never equalled, and startling in the magnitude 
of its changes. Never before have we had such an up
heaval. Problems have accordingly arisen which could 
never have been anticipated. Not only because the seas 
became unsafe, but because the usual markets for goods 
were either cut off or thrown into confusion, at once ex
ports and imports of merchandise lost their normal rela
tions, means of payment became uncertain, and the for
eign exchanges were paralyzed. 

Imports into our country had been declining since 
March, 19140, and by December they had reached the 
lowest point in five years, or about $70,000,000 JIorIy dJo III 

below the previous December. Europe was both im~rIII 
unable to send us goods, and, of course, in a aDd eqorIII. 

time of such disturbance we were unwilling to buy.l The 

I Tho imports of goods from """OlIO ..,GUtri .. in the Iiscal :reara ending 
lune 80 al191' and 1916. w .... u follows (iD millions): 

~~~:.:::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
Fraa.e .••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Gennau:r ••••••.•.•.•••.••••••••.•••••.•••• 
R .......................................... . 
G .... t Britain .•••.•..••.•.••....•.•.•.••...• 
Cuba ..............••••••••••.•.•....•.•••• 
AlgeutiDa ...•••.•••••••••••••••••••••.••••• 

18141 lin. 

etO.l 
n.o 

1'1 .• 
189.9 
to.8 

298.8 
ISI.S 
46.1 

".7 
10.' 
71.1 
91.8 
'.6 

168.8 
185.7 
78.7 
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brief upturn of imports in September and 'October was 
due to the belated arrivals of goods ordered before thl£ 
war. The general decline in imports was recuperative, as 
far as it went, inasmuch as it reduced the sums whiclr 
otherwise would have to be paid to Europe. So, also, 
was the stoppage of American expenditure for travel iii, 
Europe then brought to an end by the war. But our ex
ports also fell off sharply in August (see Chart Vll), and;" 
although they gradually picked up again, it was December 
before our monthly exports reached the level of the pre--
ceding year. Thus the war first hit directly at our ex£. . 
ports, on which we might have depended for support to' 
our stock of gold and to the foreign exchanges. Not being. 

, able to draw on credits for goods sold to Europe as foro" 
merly, and having heavy drains on us for sums due on 
securities returned to us, the only means of meeting 
our immediate obligations were by shipments of gold. 

Acute 
dOllWUl 
for ,old. 

So acute was the demand for gold to meet 
international payments that the price of ex
change rose to a height before unknown. In 

effect, of the items entering into the international account 
(movement of goods, securities, ocean freights, travellers' 
expenditure, and the shipment of gold), those of goods 
and securities were so overwhelmingly against us that 
the foreign drain on our gold persisted in full force. 

Since this crisis of 1914 was characterized chieBy by 
its international features, and indeed might be named 
an international crisis, the effects upon our foreign trade 

-which, although large and important, is ==- after all only about one-seventh of our do-
mestic trade-had an importance out of all 

proportion to its quantitative relations. Indeed, th~ 
workings of our foreign commerce not only indicate the 
interdependence of our trade with that of other natiollB, 
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brief upturn of imports in September and' October was 
due to the belated arrivals of goods ordered before thl: 
war. The general decline in imports was recuperative, as 
far as it went, inasmuch as it reduced the sums whicl: 
otherwise would have to be paid to Europe. So, also, 
was the stoppage of American expenditure for travel hi, 
Europe then brought to an end by the war. But our ex
ports also fell off sharply in August (see Chart VII), and;·, 
although they gradually picked up again, it was Decembe!, 
before our monthly exports reached the level of the pre-:" 
ceding year. Thus the war first hit directly at our ex!. . 
ports, on which we might have depended for support to' 
our stock of gold and to the foreign exchanges. Not being. 

, able to draw on credits for goods sold to Europe as for-' 
merly, and having heavy drains on us for sums due on 
securities returned to us, the only means of meeting 
our immediate obligations were by shipments of gold. 
Acute So acute was the demand for gold to meet 
dOllWlAl international payments that the price of ex-
lor &oIcL change rose to a height before unknown. In 
effect, of the items entering into the international account 
(movement of goods, securities, ocean freights, travellers' 
expenditure, and the shipment of gold), those of goods 
and securities were so overwhelmingly against us that 
the foreign drain on our gold persisted in full force. 

Since this crisis of 1914. was characterized chiefly by 
its international features, and indeed might be named 
an international crisis, the effects upon our foreign trade 

-which, although large and important, is 
~~ after all only about one-seventh of our do-

mestic trade-had an importance out of all 
proportion to its quantitative relations. Indeed, the 
workings of our foreign commerce not only indicate the 
interdependence of our trade with that of other nations, 
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brief upturn of imports in September and -October was 
due to the belated arrivals of goods ordered before tht;' 
war. The general decline in imports was recuperative. a$ 
far as it went. inasmuch as it reduced the sums whicIr 
otherwise would have to be paid to Europe. So. also. 
was the stoppage of American expenditure for travel m, 
Europe then brought to an end by the war. But our ex
ports also fell off sharply in August (see Chart VII). ancf.·' 
although they gradually picked up again. it was December 
before our monthly exports reached the level of the pre:" 
ceding year. Thus the war first hit directly at our ex:' ' 

. ports. on which we might have depended for support to' 
our stock of gold and to the foreign exchanges. Not being. 

- able to draw on credits for goods sold to Europe as for-' 
merIy. and having heavy drains on us for sums due on 
securities returned to us, the only means of meeting 
our immediate obligations were by shipments of gold. 

Acute 
deuwul 
for ,oJd. 

So acute was the demand for gold to meet 
international payments that the price of ex
change rose to a height before unknown. In 

effect, of the items entering into the international account 
(movement of goods, securities, ocean freights, travellers' 
expenditure. and the shipment of gold), those of goods 
and securities were so overwhelmingly against us that 
the foreign drain on our gold persisted in full force. 

Since this crisis of 1914 was characterized chie1ly by 
its international features, and indeed might be named 
an international crisis, the effects upon our foreign trade 

-which, although large and importsnt, is 
~=- after all only about one-seventh of our do-

mestic trade-had an importance out of all 
proportion to its quantitative relations. Indeed, th" 
workings of our foreign commerce not only indicate the 
interdependence of our trade with that of other nations, 
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but also bring out the vital interrelations of credit. In" 
ternationaI trade and credit have b~me the nerv~n
tres of our system, since they provide the machinery by 
which we have been supplied with billions of dollars of 
foreign capital. Our domestic production, transporta
tion, and distnoution of goods could not have become 
what they are without the aid of foreign capital invested 
here in former years. 

Although we had the largest wheat and cotton crops 
in our history, the outbreak of the war prevented expor
tation. European crops in 1914 were short, and our 
breadstuffs were in urgent demand; but, al-
though a neutral nation, we had very few 
ships. We had been using British and German lines as 
our chief commercial carriers; consequently, when Ger
man and British war-ships were raiding each other's com
merce our trade practically stopped. Moreover, no in
surance for cargoes could be had, because the war risks 
were too great to be carried by private capital; and this 
situation obtained until the governments of Great Britain 
and of the United States established marine insurance 
departments and wrote insurance on ships and cargoes. 
As soon as the superior English navy drove the Germans 
from the Atlantic our exports could move. 

Meantime, the period when all trade and credit were 
interrupted was a critical one for us in many ways. 
Since exports could not move and thus create bills of ex
change (or claims on funds in -Europe), the 
final resort was the shipment of gold. But, 
for a time, even the sending of gold was made 
physically impossible. The German steam-
ship KronprinzeaBin Cecilie, bearing about $12,000,000 of 
gold from New York, chiefly for London, narrowly escaped 
capture and put back to a safe port in the United States. 
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As a result, American banks, although having the gold to 
pay with, had to default in payment of gold obligations 
due in London. It was an unprecedented situation for 
our credit institutions. 

Since gold could not be sent safely, our country, al
though maintaining the gold standard, found itself for 
a time in the extraordinary position of not being able to 
Sterling meet its bills of exchange when due. When 
~ u the shipping-point disappeared this part of 
high point. our international currency became irredeem
able, and it depreciated. The frantic demand for ex
change on Europe to pay our maturing debts, or to cover 
the expenses of travellers then abroad, sent up the price 
to unheard-of figures ($7 having been paid for £1, whose 
par was $4.8665). In the absence of gold payments, our 
bills could depreciate to any point fixed by the demand 
for European funds. They could return to par, or to 
normal quotations, only when gold was sent (see, later, 
the account of the Gold Pool), or when exports could 
move. A considerable exportation of goods was the only 
effective and permanent restorative. The international 
balance against us, falling due before January 1, 1915, 
was estimated to be about $450,000,000. 

At the same time, the war had so disturbed all industry 
and trade at home that the domestic drain upon our 
credit institutions was also disturbing in the extreme. 

The domestic pressure upon the banks was 
two-sided: (1) the withdrawals by depositors, 
and (2) the increased demand for loans. In 

a very short time the reserves of the New York Clearing
House banks (August 15) were $47,999,!l50 below the 
legallimit.1 As always, in a time of stress, not only in-

• Tbe United Sta"" ... DO _tali.., .,...traI iDJtitutioa '" credit, ouch 
.. the Bauk '" EogIaad ... the Bauk '" Fnauce. thmugb wbich the ecmditioa 
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dividuals and firms but country banks drew down their 
deposits (m central reserve cities). A disturbance of the 
money market was certain. to cause sma1l banks to en

. Iarge their cash resourees at home; and, even if members 
of the Federal Reserve system, they are still likely to 
maintain this habit, in spite of the fact that they can 
better enlarge their reserves by rediscounts at their re
serve bank. Moreover, the reserves of the banks had al
ready been depleted by the very considerable exports of 
gold in April and May, 1914.. 

The shock to industry at home was benumbing. Men 
of affairs were taken by surprise, filled with a great un
certainty. Every one, in alarm, suddenly stopped all 
buying that was not absolutely necessary; COiled 

new constructive work was suspended; pur- == 
chase of machinery and equipment almost 
ceased. Operations in the oil-fields were restricted; the 
iron and steel industry and the copper-mines were work
ing at perhaps one-half capacity. Most goods on the 
shelves being unsaIable, merchants could not repay the 
wholesaler or the producer. Mills and furnaces having 
no market for their products ceased to work, and laborers 
were thrown out of employment. Therefore, if buyers 
of goods no longer paid those who had borrowed from 
banks to carry goods, the borrowers could not pay olr 
their notes now maturing at the banks. Business men 
had been legitimately borrowing from banks to get capital 
to meet current needs for materials, wages, or to carry 
finished goods in warehouse or in transit. It was a criti-

of cndit in the whole _try is nIIected. The _ iDdex of that aort "" 
ha .... whooe _to are l1Pical of otheft. is the ......,.,;.tioD of boab in the 
New York CIeariug-Hoose. The Peden! &-.... Baub do DOt fill .......... 
opoudiDg rllllCtioe. roo thq are dotaclIed from the ~ &eLI of dia<oImtiDg. 
Their member hanb. _. ,,1UCb iDeIude the Datioaal hanb. did DOt at 
this time do more thaa ......-.r the baDkio& busiueat of the <OIIIlIry. 
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cal and momentous time for them. The inability to 
make collections, or to obtain cash for securities after the 
closing of the stock exchanges, did not change the fact 
that engagements entered into before the war and now 
falling due must be met, or business ruin must result. 
No goods nor men nor resources had been destroyed. 
Business houses had goods, but not that which would 
pay debts. So far as actual money was concerned, there 
was as much in the country as ever before. The out
standing need, in truth, was for a means of payment by 
credit. Not only must existing loans be extended, but 
new loans on a large scale must be granted in order to 
prevent failures, just at a moment when the reserves 
were being drawn down by both a foreign and a domestic 
drain. The real need was for a loan, not for more money; 
if a man had a loan he could pay his debt by a check. 
All depended on the lending power of the banks. Yet 
any devices which would obviate the necessity of paying 
out gold, now so urgently demanded for export, would 
help to lighten the domestic drain. These devices will 
be explained hereafter (§ 8). 

Under these conditions of a credit crisis, suddenly to 
constrict loans to the business public would have been 
like shutting off air from men's lungs. The only salva
R ...... for tion for a bank is to do that which will save 
10DAIlD& the quality of its assets; that can be done only 
1noeI7. by preserving the solvency of its customers 
whose assets it holds. Therefore, when everything looks 
black-and for that very reason-it is in the joint interest 
of both the bank and its constituency to lend freely. 
Credit is the means of throwing the burden forward and 
saving borrowers from present liquidation in alarming 
and panicky conditions; it gives them time to realize. 
And yet the very first resUlt of new loans (in the face of 
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drildJmg ieserves) is to irve borrowers deposit accounts 
on which they can 'draw -tIf.e proceeds of the loan_ That 
is. neW loIm.s immediately' 'increase the demand-deposit 
liabiliti~ BUd thus lower still further the percentage of 
reserves'to demand liabilities. But loan they must. even 
if reserves fall far below the legal limits. (See Chart 
VIll.) 

In ordinary crises, ,when cash reserves ron low, banks 
may increase the percentage of reserves to demand lia
bilities by calling loans and thus reduce the volume of 
demand items; or they may dispose of some 
high-grade securities in home or foreign money 
markets for gold or lawful money. In 1907 
the New York banks thus imported about $116,000,000 
of gold, and they obtained lawful money by deposits from 
the United States Treasury. But in the crisis of 1914 nei
ther of these things was possible. Gold was being fiercely 
demanded of us. Moreover, the falling air of our imports 
directly touched the income of this muntry. which. like 
Germany. depends so largely upon customs duties; and 
our Treasury ran so low that a new War Revenue-Act 
was passed October ii. 191.1, to obtain necessary funds. 
Nor was this all. The usuaI calling of loans was impos
Bible for special reasons. The assets of our banks fall 
into two general classes: (1) securities held as collateraI. 
and (i) paper based mainly on the actuaI sale of goods 
to the trade. In regard to the first, the war brought 
home the old, sad lesson that in great emergencies the 
loan account based on stocks and bonds is not liquid. 
The prices of these securities, when thrown upon the 
market in great volume, fall to a ruinously low level; 
buyers are few. In this crisis. however. as we have 
shown. the stock exchanges were closed, and there was no 
market for them. In short, all such assets became sud-
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denly frozen. By common consent the banks did not call 
collateral loans and carried the collateral at the minimum 
prices of July 80. Thus liquidation and bankruptcy 
were so far avoided. As to the other class of assets, 
the unexpected check to industry and the interruption 
to the movement of goods, already described, made most 
of these for a time unliquid. The banks had the legal 
right to enforce payment; of course they did not exercise 
it, and loans were extended. That is, while the usual 
tests of solvency were held in abeyance, the benefit of 
credit postponed liquidation and gave time for recon-

struction and recovery. It is incorrect, there
~= fore, to aay that in this crisis credit was para-

lyzed. It was precisely the working of credit 
that aaved the day. It is but simple justice to record 
that the men in charge of the banks and the credit sys
tem, in contrast to the action of the English joint-stock 
banks, rose to the occasion. In spite of the unprecedented 
shock. the unliquidity of assets, the assaults on our gold 
reserves, they loaned freely, even it reserves fell below 
.the legal limits; prevented failures; and gradually again 
set in normal motion the machinery of credit by which 
capital could be obtained. 

Complicated as the situation seemed to be, the relation 
of cause and effect was clear. The sudden closing of the 
markets for securities and the stoppage of the interna

tional movement of goods threw the foreign 
exchanges into such extreme confusion that 
they could be righted only by the exportation 

of gold. If gold were sent, it would reduce the lawful 
reserves at the time supporting our credit fabric. Hence 
would follow a direct effect on our credit and then on our 
currency. ·If the banks were facing heavy demands for 
cash, not only by a foreign drain through withdrawals of 
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gold for Europe, but also by a domestic drain because of 
difficulties at home, they could protect their reserves and 
thus preserve their lending power only by some device, 
which would give them forms of money acceptable to the 
pUblic and obtainable in the special emergency by use 
of their approved commercial assets. Such a device 
would be effective, not' merely because it increased the 
quantity of money, but only because it enlarged the lend
ing power of the banks. It is our next task to explain 
how, in fact, this W8.'I actually accomplished. 

§ S. We have had other crises; in which it W8.'l neces
sary to aid the weakened lending power of the banks. To 
save us from runs on deposits and to quickly turn good 
assets into reserves the Federal Reserve Act had been 
passed December 28, 1918. But the new system-due 
to unnecessary delays-w8.'l not in operation when the 
crisis of 19140 came upon us. Consequently, in order to 
make h'beralloans, even when the reserves were far be
low the legal limit, it W8.'l necessary to loan in spite of 
the law regarding reserves under an antiquated banking 
system. Banking self-preservation . and the needs of 
borrowers forced it. . 

In such circumstances inevitable resort W8.'l had to a 
device 8.'1 old 8.'1 the crisis of 1861. The lending power 
of the banks W8.'l enlarged by the issue of clearing-house 
loan certificates. Whenever a bank found its 
reserves down to the minimum, and hence its 
power to lend restrained, it could take picked 
assets from its loan account to a committee 
of the Clearing-House Association and obtain clearing
house loan certificates, bearing 6 per cent interest to the 
amount of 75 per cent of the value, of the. pledged as
sets. In a word, commercial assets were coined into a 
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partial means of payment. It was but a partial means, 
because these certificates could be used only for paying 
balances between the banks. They were not paid out 
by banks to the public. Moreover, they were good only 
within the group of banks belonging to a given associa
tion and not available in payments between banks of dif
ferent groups. 

The effect of the issue of these certificates was to relieve 
the banks from the necessity of contracting, or of refusing, 
loans. As a matter of fact, loans could not be much con-
E!lect on tracted, because such assets as consisted of col-
:~:.L'" lateral were locked up. How, then, did the re-

sort to these certificates increase the lending 
power of the banks? In granting a loan, a bimk already 
hard-pressed straightway must give the borrower a deposit 
account on which he can draw. That action increases the 
proportion of demand deposits to cash reserves, and still 
further weakens the bank's position. If the borrower 
draws a check on his new deposit to pay a pressing debt, 
that check is certain to come back at once through the 
clearing-house; and, normally, the bank without offsetting 
checks due it would be obliged to meet its adverse bal
ance in cash. To save the depletion of reserves, however, 
a bank is now permitted to pay its balances at the clear
ing-house in certificates. Such a device is, in effect, a 
suspension of cash payments between the banks. . 

The first loan certificates were issued by the New York 
banks on August S, and the last were cancelled on No
vember 28, 1914. The aggregate issue was $IU,695,000 
_of (as compared with $101,060,()()() in 1907), of =:-teo which the maximum outstanding on anyone 

date, on September 25, was $109,185,000 (as 
compared with $88,4!lO,000 in 19(7). There passed 
through the hands of the committee, all told, collateral 
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amounting to $i6~,I74,OOO, of which 60.7 per cent was 
rommercial paper, 86.5 per cent bonds and securities. 
and 13.8 per cent roIlateral loans. The largest volume 
used was in August. when those paid in on clearing-house 
balances amounted to .67 per cent of the total. Of all 
the nine other issues in the city of New York. first begin
ning in 1860, that of 1914 was the largest. 

The power to lend freely in this emergency was also 
aided by another device, permitted by the Aldrich-Vree
land Act of May 50, 1908, whose expiration was postponed 
by the Federal Reserve Act one year, to June _ resort 

so, 1916. It was the more important to lend .. Aldrldl

freely because internal conditions had been ~ 
sound and the crisis had been induced from 
without by the war. As it is the function of credit to pro
vide a suitable means of payment in times of stress in or
der to give time for obligations to be met, consequently 
generally sound internal conditions would admit of early 
recovery. Such a means of payment, in the form of elastic 
emergency issues by the national banks, was tried for the 
first time in this exigency of 1914. It was a makeshift 
necessitated by the then individualistic banking system 
under which no elastic note-issues could have oth~ 
been possible. What was teally needed was an elasticity 
of credit and it was as a means to this end that the 
emergency currency performed its function. It gave the 
banks a means of paying «cash" without losing any of 
their lawful mGlley reserves. 

Under the original act national banks could issue an 
amount of notes equal to their unimpaired capital and 
surplus, provided the total did not exceed for all Am_" 
banks $500,000,000. These emergency notes !DAd'" 

were to be issued on the presentation to the .gaII. 

secretary of the treasury of (1) bonds of a State. county. 
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district, or municipality; (!l) any securities, including com
mercial paper, offered through a national currency asso
ciation, to 75 per cent of their cash value; (3) but to only 
80 ·per cent of their capital and surplus, if on commercial 
paper alone. No bank could take advantage of the Act 
unless it already had outstanding the old bond-secured 
notes to the amount of 40 per cent of its capital; and its 
total issue, including its bond-secured notes, must not 
exceed 100 per cent of its unimpaired capital and surplus. 
A 5 per cent redemption fund was required. The notes 
were taxed 5 per cent per annum the first month, and an 
additional 1 per cent for each month, until 10 per cent 
was reached. Each currency association must contain at 
least ten banks, with an aggregate capital and surplus of 
not less than $5,000,000, and each bank in it must have 
a surplus of not less than !l0 per cent of its capital. The 
above provisions of the original Act requiring 40 per cent 
bond-secured notes, the prohibitive rate of interest, and 
the inability to get out of an association when ·once in, 
acted as restrictions on the scheme, and few associations 
were at first formed. I The Federal Reserve Act (Decem
ber !lS, 1913) reduced the tax to 8 per cent per annum 
for the first three months, with an additional one-half 
per cent for each month until 6 per cent was reached. 
The Act of August 4, 1914, removed the requirement of 
40 per cent of bond-secured notes, rais.ed the total issue 
to 1!l5 per cent of the capital and surplus, and abolished 
the limit of $500,000,000 to the total circulation. It was 
also given out, on August !l7, by the secretary of the 
treasury, that paper based on warehouse receipts of cot
ton and tobacco, and having not over four months to run, 
would be available through currency associations for notes 
to 75 per cent of their value • 

• For. IuD cIiacuooioD or the Act by the ... thor. _JaurDIll oJ Polilial &oa. 
-. October. 1-. 
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The notes of national banks, it is to be remembered. 
cannot be used in the reserves of any national banks; :but 
when paid out to the public they serve as a medium of 
exchange as well as any lawful money; and. 
moreover. they can be, and generally are, used 
by all banks outside the national system (which 
are over 17,000 in number) as reserves. This 

Purpoae of 
the ---

temporary device coined bank. assets of commercial paper 
or securities into a means of payment, or money. accepta
ble for all general monetary uses. The tendency of timid 
persons. or small banks, to draw cash, hoard it, and thus 
cause a scarcity of money for the current needs of trade. 
was fully met by these emergency notes, and at the same 
time the lawful reserves and the lending power of the 
banks were protected. The reserves. however. would not 
have been protected if cash were taken from lawful money 
in the reserves to buy United States bonds. or other se, 
curities. to obtain the new notes. In reality. the issue of 
these notes did not increase the lending power of the 
banks; it only protected that power. They were not at 
bottom a final payment, but only a credit device in the 
form of money to be used in a brief emergency. • 

In practice the Aldrich-Vreeland notes enabled the 
banks to pay cash between themselves. as well as to cus
tomers demanding money. In two respects they proved 
to be superior to the clearing-house loan certif-
icates: they could be used in payments be- :r.=:: to 

tween banks in different groups or in any part =.=. 
of the country; and banks had to pay only 8 
per cent for them, as against 6 per cent for the loan cer
tificates. Therefore, in spite of some hesitation in em
ploying an untried device, there was a well-defined dis
position to take out the emergency notes rather than the 
loan certificates. . 

In spite of various objections, currency associations had 
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been urged by the secretary of the treasury some time 
before the war, and were organized in several places 

mainly in response to this urging. When the 
!::::'.!! war broke out the secretary used his influence 

against applications for notes direct from the 
banks to the Treasury; and in August, 1914, the comp
troller of the currency again urged the banks to work 
through currency associations. In all, 44 associations 
were formed, containing ~,10~ banks, having a capital 
and surplus of $1,197,771,001, by 41 of whom, represent
ing 1,190 banks, notes were taken out. By August 19 
$154,085,000 had been issued; by the end of October 
$869,558,040 were actually shipped;1 and by December I, 
1914, the total amount issued was $881,580,000. Al
ready the need for them was diminishing, and $8,488,100 
had been retired in October. By November SO, 19U, 
additional redemptions to the sum of $1~0,284,419 had 
been made; by the end of December the outstanding 
issues had been reduced to about $150,000,000; by Feb
ruary, 1915, retirement had been virtually completed; 
and by the end of the fiscal year (June 80, 1915) there 
remained out but $67,640,187. Funds for the retirement 
of the emergency notes were first received October i~, 
1914, and practically all issues were cancelled or covered 
by deposits by the end of the fiscal year, June 80, 1915. 

In this extraordinary crisis, exceptional in many ways, 
under a specially urgent foreign demand on our gold re
serves, with a domestic drain also at work, exports of 

I Although. .. a means of ... oouragemenl. it .... &DDOUIlCOd that 8.100.000.000 
of the OIDel'f!eDCY ""'"""'7 had beeo printed. lady lor distribatioa. in Iod • 
large part of this amount was unavailable bees .... printed UIIder the............ted 
law 01 May SO. 1908. aud had to be printed ...,." in the crUia. The tota1 
amount authorized to November SO. 1914. .... $S8S.SOI.sos. AU told. by the 
... d of the IiscaI y .... I .... so. 1916. esst.ltO,89S had beeo cIepooited to ...... 
mirem ... 1. or """" had been .... t in lor ......,.!Jatiou ("'"'"Piing U5f.891). 
Filulna &pori. 1915, p. SSO. 
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goods at a standstill, and business obligations continually 
falling due. it is of peculiar interest to note how the 
banks, aided by the issue of clearing-house Duratioa of 

loan certificates and Aldrich-Vreeland notes, ~t 
were able to right the situation by loans. As 
compared with the striking changes in the operations of 
credit in European banks, those in the United States 
must seem mild indeed (see Chart VIII), as typified by 
the items of the New York Clearing-House banks. From 
July!!5 to September H, or only about seven weeks, the 
loans continued to increase. The culmination in Septem
ber was followed by a slight decline, and a continuance 
on a uniform level somewhat above normal into the year 
1915. After that we reached an adjustment to war con
ditions which yields no new problems and which for our 
present purpose may be neglected. 

It should be recalled that under our old banking sys
tern, and quite contrary to the best European practice in 
times of emergency, our banks had had the bad habit of 
protecting themselves by drastic contraction 
of loans, sacrificing their customers, hoarding :::: the 

reserves by all possible means, and thus aggra- ~tDgh~ 
vating the situation. To lend freely in the e 

teeth of declining reserves, as a matter of banking self
preservation, had not been the policy of banks outside of 
New York. To modify this wrong attitude had been the 
aim of the educative campaign which led to the passage 
of the Federal Reserve Act, in December, 1915. The re
sults appeared in the management of the crisis of 1914. 
For the first time the national banks met the crucial diffi
culties by lending freely at the same time that the actual 
reserves were falling seriously. From June 27 to August 
15 New York reserves had declined by $148,000,000. 
(See Chart VIII.) In the one week preceding August 8 
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the loss had been $65,000,000, and on that date the re
serves had fallen below the legal limit by $43,116,000, and 
they remained below that line until October 24, or eleven 
weeks. (See lowest line in Chart VllI.) But even then, 
although buying from note-brokers was curtailed, there 
was no drastic contraction of loans. On the contrary, 
by the devices already described, the banks very properly 
expanded their loans by $106,700,000 between August 1 
and September 12. An unparalleled situation was met 
with courage and good banking judgment and at no time 
was there a panic. The rates of discount, which usually 
measure the intensity of a crisis, were never at panic 
heights during August and September. Call-loans ran 
from 6 to 8 per cent, but were, of course, not literally call
loans while the exchange was closed. Commercial paper 
ruled at about 7 per cent, but by September at about 6 per 
cent. During this same period, taking the national banks 
as a whole, they came into the possession of miscellaneous 
securities (other than United States bonds) to secure cir
culation amounting to $392,663,116, which enabled them 
to extend credit. In these eleven weeks the total national 
baak circulation was increased by $195,715,596. 

Although the Aldrich-Vreeland notes were a demand 
obligation of the bank issuing them, they required only a 
6 per cent reserve in the redemption fund; but as they 

SItuation met 
b, credit; 
DOt .. .....,...,.,. 

were paid out to the public, they would return 
to banks as deposits against which at that 
time reserves of 15 to !l5 per cent had to be 
kept. Eventually they would move to the 

centres of largest trade, where they would normally be 
sorted and sent in for redemption. If the emergency 
notes were soon forced to redemption there would thus 
be given a test as to whether there had been any inflation 
or not. Whenever, in the judgment of the public, there 
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were more notes out than were needed, they would be 
sent in for redemption, which would furnish an automatic 
remedy against inflation of the currency. The banks 
took out the notes largely for protection, to meet de
mands of depositors or of money for shipment to the in
terior. The demands of interrupted trade and industry 
were not. in the main, for more currency, but for more 
loans at the banks. Since markets for some important 
goods were closed by the war, and time was required for 
the readjustment between producers and buyers, credit 
served its legitimate purpose in providing means of pres
ent payment-in notes. or deposit accounts, according to 
the wish of the borrower-so that solvency was main
tained. industries kept active, unemployment checked, the 
general productive power of the country preserved, until 
the first squall blew over and the sails could be adjusted 
to the new conditions of war. In about three months 
the process of readjustment had begun, and the pres
sure for loans had begun to weaken. Recovery had Set in. 
The slackening in the demand for credit, however, was not 
synchronous with the lessening demand for notes. The 
culminating need for loans came in September, while !"e 
volume of notes kept on increasing until the end of Octo
ber, showing more or less of a separation of function be
tween loans and notes in allaying the trials of a crisis. 
Credit had successfully carried the country over the un
nsual emergency, until the movement of goods began 
again. The real relief came only when merchandise again 
found markets. By February and March, 1915, the ad
justment of credit to a war basis was well under way. 
There was a perceptible feeling of encouragement in our 
domestic trade in April and May, 1915; but after the 
great crops of 1915 were harvested, the country entered 
on a period of great industrial prosperity. 
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§ 4. Inasmuch as the crisis was caused by the up
heaval in our foreign trade brought about by the war, a 
study of the trade situation will give us a better insight 
into the conditions of credit and bring with it an under
standing of the means by which a remarkable recovery 
was made, to be followed by a wholly unexpected and 
phenomenal prosperity. As the falling off of exports first 
plunged us into despair, so the later increase of exports 
yielded us a miraculous good fortune. The whole story 
is told in Chart VIT. 

One of the drastic effects of the war appears in its in
fluence on consumption. There was an early and gen
eral decline in the consumption of all goods except war 
Uoct of supplies. Indeed, the war presents a most 
war OIl significant study in phases of changed con-== sumption. In some, demand has been shifted 

without causing unemployment; or, in others, 
entirely stopped, entailing a readjustment of production. 
Almost instinctively people began to economize. Apart 
from its result in an increase of capital, reduced con
sumption also tended to reduce our imports. But obvi
olAly the decline in imports was mainly due to changed 
conditions within the countries from which our imports 
had come. Both forces were at work. In 1914-1915, as 
compared with the previous fiscal year, imports of articles 
which were not decisively necessary, such as laces, art 
works, silks, and precious stones. showed a decrease of 
$129.000,000; while commodities whose production in bel
ligerent countries had been interfered with by the war. 
such as breadstuffs, chemicals. dyestuffs. manufactures of 
copper, fertilizers, fibres, and hides and skins declined by 
$159,900,000.1 On the other hand. the stoppage of the 

'C/. aD admirable staWticol IIludy by L C. Sorrell. "Dis1ocatiooa in lbe 
Foreign Trade of lbe United Stats BeoulliDll hom lbe E_ War." J_ 
ruJ of Polili;,aJ &rmm..g. laa~. !.DIG. 
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beet-sugar exportation from Europe stimulated the im
portation of cane-sugar from Cuba. Sugar, india-rubber, 
wool, meat, and dairy products caused an increase in 
imports of$11!!,500,000 (of which sugar'made up $7!!,-
800,000). The severe decline in imports of August, 1914, 
was followed by a slight recovery (due to orders placed 
before the war) in the next two months; but the Decem
ber imports were the lowest in five years. The loss in 
1914-1915 from six belligerents was $!!59,700,000, offset 
by a gain of $88,000,000 from Cuba and Argentina.l 

Including all countries, there was a net decrease of $!!!!O.-
000,000. The loss from Great Britain was chiefly in tex
tiles, tin, wool, and precious stones; from France, in art 
works, silks, cotton goods, and wines; from Russia, in 
hides and wool; from Belgium in hides, rubber, and pre
cious stones. The greatest loss was from Germany, 
chiefly in colors and dyes, dressed and undressed furs, 
leather gloves, toys, chinaware, cotton goods, hides and 
skins, rubber, and tin. In view of later events, it is 
worth noting that imports from Germany to us recovered 
after August, 1914, and reached nearly normal propor
tions in January, 1915. By the middle of 1915, however, 
they had almost ceased. Looking over the course of 
imports as a whole before the war and then to the end 
of the third year, we find they rose in 1915 to about the 
normal level of $150,000,000 per month; but since then 
they have gone up to twice that amount, reflecting some-

• Decrease in imports in 191+-1915 rm millicmsl from: 
Belgium ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
France ........................................ . 
G .... tBritain .................................. .. 
RU88ia .•.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Germany ..................................... .. 
Austria.H1lD88'7 ............................... . 

Sonell, ibid., pp. 81, _1. 

eso.B 
tIt.s 
87.S 
18.S 
98.8 
10.' 
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what the influence of exceptionally large exports. If we 
have sold more largely, we have bought more largely. 

In turning to our exports of goods, we find the ex
planation of credit operations which could not otherwise 
be understood. Unlike imports, which show no seasonal 

irregularity, exports (see Chart VIn) in past 
~.:,:.. years have quite uniformly dropped to a low 

point in July and risen to a peak in October 
and November, due undoubtedly to the seasonal char
acter of our chief articles for export, cotton and bread
stuffs. As we have already seen, the outbreak of war 
immediately reduced our exports of goods. In August 
they fell to $108,000,000, the lowest point in many years, 
producing great difficulties with the foreign exchanges 
and the need of gold. There could be no return to sound 
credit merely by shipping gold. A recovery could come 
only when exports of goods began to move in sufficient 
volume. The time when the pressure for loans began 
to slacken is synchronous with the increase of our exports 
in September and October. (See Chart vm.) The in
ternational trade balance, which in August, 1914, was 
$19,400,896 against us, turned in our favor in September 
by $16,841,722, in October by $57,805,074, in November 
by $79,299,417, in December by $181,868,077, in January, 
1915, by $145,586,108, and in February by $178,604,866. 

By December, 1914, exports had reached the 
;::.=..0,. normal level; after that they reversed the 

usual direction and began to climb to a high 
point in February, 1915. (See Chart VIT.) In this pe
riod the whole sky in trade and credit began to brighten. 
As the war brought the storm in August, so it brought 
the clearing of the skies in November. 
. The early recession in exports, cut off by war, appears 
in the classes of agricultural implements, manufactures 
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of copper, manufactures of iron and steel, wood and its 
manufactures, and notably in cotton. The decline in 
these five groups of exports was, in 1914- GoodaDOt 

1915, $381,800,000 over the previous year, of ;:,U 
which $284,000,000 was due to cotton alone. 
Wood and its manufactures quickly dropped to 50 per 
cent of normal in August, 1914; 'the same was true of 
manufactures of copper" but soon they gradually in
creased; breadstuft's and iron and steel groups fell off in 
August, but began a steady rise thereafter. 

Cotton occupied a peculiar position. It was the one 
commodity normally in demand by Europeans to about 
9,000,000 bales, and which at 10 cents a pound had an 
export value of'$450,000,000, thus providing 
to that extent bills on Europe. Moreover, we 
happened to have in 19140 a record-breaking crop of 
16,1340,980 bales. The chief market for our raw cotton 
had been in England, Germany, France, and Belgium. 
When the war broke out, it was assumed that the de
mand for it would be entirely cut off. In fact, the ex
ports of cotton in August, 1914, were only 21,210 bales, 
valued at $1,806,117. as against 257,168 bales. valued at 
$16,518,569 in August, 1913; indeed, during 1914-1915 
there was a decline, as compared with the previous year. 
of $2840,000,000. Assuming no foreign demand, and a 
home consumption of only 6,000,000 bales, there would 
have been a surplus from the new crop, counting the hold
over from the preceding year of 2,000.000 bales, of nearly 
12,000,000 bales (500 pounds to the bale). Supposing 
only a partial decline in the foreign demand, it was esti
mated that a surplus of 40,500,000 bales would have to be 
carried to the future. Consequently. with the drop of ex
ports in August, cotton fell from 10~ cents to 7~ cents 
per pound, or even less. When it is recalled that the 
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Southern planter is supplied with seed and materials be
forehand on a credit to be paid out of the proceeds of 
the crop when sold, I and that a whole series of claims from 
the supply stores, the jobbers, the exporters, to the banks 
that have loaned on the cotton, would be made unIiquid 
by the inability to market the crop at usual prices, it can 
be realized how vividly, in the face of the greatest crop 
ever known, ruin showed up before the cotton States. 
The decline of $10 a bale in the week ending August 1 
brought on the failure of three cotton brokerage houses, 
and on July 81 the Cotton Exchange was closed. There
after there were no means of determining prices, of 
arriving at the value of existing contracts, or of market
ing cotton as usual. The cotton factor, or the spinner. 
was thus deprived of the means of carrying cotton for 
future contracts or for coming needs at prices in proper 
proportion to the finished goods sold. Of course New 
England cotton-mills, as well as the buyers of cotton 
goods, bought little so long as the price of cotton was un
settled. The light demand and the enormous crop to
gether ran down the price. Then followed a sentimental 
buy-a-bale-of-cotton campaign. which had no effect in 
raising the price. 

The demoralization in the cotton market was met by 
an interesting example of CCHlperation after the exchaiJge 
was closed. Under contracts outstanding July 81 dealers 
ReJiol had agreed to receive about 400,000 bales at 
for Cotton the old prices, and faced losses of about 
EzdwI&e. $6,000,000. Thereupon the exchange itself 
assumed the losses below 9 cents, amounting to about 
$8,000,000. The Cotton Trading Corporation was formed 

1 It coot the producer 01 cottoo, in __ aDd materiaJo. about '16 • bole (or 
8 cents per potmd) to pick. gin. aud pack the _ This _hat_ 
the ad_ made b7 c:nodit. The coot 01 produetioo io estimated at 8}i .... to. 
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to take over the contracts at this price.. It made pay~ 
ment for one-half in three-year notes, and one-half in 
cash provided by fifteen New York banks on paper in
dorsed by leading members of the exchange. The liqui
dation of the $8,000,000 was insured by a tax on new 
business executed on the exchange, and the personal 
means of the indorsers. Then a syndicate was organized 
to buy this cotton from the trading corporation at 7~ 
cents per pound. In this way the old contracts were 
cleared off and the losses settled. So that the Cotton 
Exchange was opened November 16, 1914, with cotton 
at 7~ cents. 

Meanwhile buyers, both for export and domestic pur
poses, were very cautious. Fearing the effects of such 

. a crisis on the general business of the cotton States, it 
was proposed on October U to establish a' 
cotton pool,l or fund of $135,000,000, to be eo_JOG\. 
loaned on cotton in warehouses on a basis of 6 cents per 
pound (for middling). Of this fund $100,000,000 was 

I For cletaibo of the piau, see Report of Secreta". of Tleuur:Y, 191f, pp. 86-88: 
There ....., two classes of BUbocriptiODS to the fund. The &rot, designated as 

CIaoa A. to aggregale *100,000,000, and the oecoud, CI ... B, tsS,OOO,OOO, to be 
oubocribed by bonks and others in the cotton-producing States. 

A bank in a cotton State 'II'i.shing to make a loon to one of its customen lor, 
8&Y, *10,000, would advance out of its own funds !IS per cent, or tl,6oo, and 
recei ... lrom the cotton pool 76 per cent, or f1,5oo. As """';ty Ia. its !IS per 
.... t of the10an the Southern bank would receive CIaoa B certificates, while the 
pool would retain a... A certificates. The lending honk. however, had to pay 
8 per cent of the entire Ioao, or esoo, into the pool, to co .... pooaible Ioooea andto __ 

In efleet, with Ioaos made np to 5 cents a pound, a... A certificates would 
be oecuaed by cotton em a basia of S~ cents a pound; CIaoa B by 1~ cents. 
The two classes ...... equivalent to first and aecond mortgageo on the ware
honed cotton. 

The Ioano bole 8 per cent, and ran one:year, with provisiem 01 leIlewal lor 
another aU: monthe on approval 01 the central commitlee in the Federal Beoerve 
Boar<L charged with its mona~t. 

It was argued againat the plao that it was a violation 01 the anti-trust laws 
U BD _t to austain the price of cotton. 
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subscribed by non-cotton States. The loans were in
tended to enable producers to withdraw cotton from the 
market, thus limit the supply. and hold it until the emer
gency should pass. The last day for making applications 
for such loans was February 1. 1915. when only $!l8,OOO 
had been demanded. The total fund was subscribed, 
without enthusiasm; but the restrictions upon the banks 
in the cotton States that subscribed the $35,000,000 
were such that the loans would not be granted except in 
eziremia. In fact, the cotton pool was not called upon 
to any extent, and the subscribers were never asked 
for any payment. It might have been very necessary; 
but in October exports of cotton began to move; by 
January. 1915, they were normal in amount; and from 
February they steadily exceeded the exports of other 
years. In January cotton 80ld at 9 cents. and in Febru
ary at nearly 10 cents. per pound. Thus the cotton crisis 
ended. The pressure for loans was removed. and the ex
ports provided bills for international payments. In the 
next year, however, the Allies declared cotton to be con
traband, in order to cut oft' Germany's supply for making 
munitions, and there was more or less of a problem cre
ated for our diplomats; but cotton has since risen in price 
and our entry into the war finally quieted that excitement. 

Following the example of cotton, the exports of manu
factures of iron and steeI fell off. But variability is a 
characteristic of this industry. Since January, 1914, be_ ..... 
-. 

fore the war, exports of iron and steeI had 
been below those of previous years. There
fore, the war only added to the depression, so 

that the exports of August and September had faDen 50 
per cent below the figures for corresponding months in 
previous years. Then came a slow gain, until normal 
was almost reached in January; but the high export fig-
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ores ·were not attained until June, 1915 (due mainly to 
metal-working machinery, firearms, and wire). In that 
month exports of manufactures of iron and steel led the 
list, exceeding even wheat and :flour. 

The recovery from the shock of war was aided by the 
increase of exports in thirteen other groups of commodi
ties, which showed in 1914-1915 a gain over .the previous' 
year of $809,500,000, of which breadstuft's to _ 
the amount of $506,000,000 (wheat, wheat r..:!t ... 
:flour. oats, com, barley, and rye), leather 
goods (sole leather. harness, saddles, boots, and shoes). 
meat and dairy products (canned and fresh meat and ~ 
con), and horses furnished the largest gains. These ar
ticles began to go abroad from October to January in in
creasing amounts. Then. in addition, shipment began of 
commodities never before exported in large quantities, 
such as sugar, woollen goods, manufactures of brass and 
zinc. and explosives. 

In general. the increased exports went to Great Brita.in,. 
France, and Italy, and to the neutrals. Holland, Denmark, 
and Scandinavia.! Those to France and Italy more than 
doubled, and those to Great Britain grew by 
more than a half, in 1914-1915. The extraor-
dinary increase in exports to the neutral Eu-
ropean countries is significant, being due, no 
doubt, to their inability to oBtain the usual imports from 
the Central Powers. as well as to their desire to obtain our 
goods for sale to the same powers. While we were not 

• Fnmce and Great Britain jointly _ for 8M per cent of the m.....ed 
ezporto of ~ SS.ll per _t of ...... tII. ta.7 per cent of .. '-to lta4-
alooe <_ Jet in the .... ) OCC01IIlta for 118.1 per .... t of the increaoe of _to 
Wheat,. ~ and ...... _ of copper. for 76.11 per cent of iDcreosed G-

poI1a to lta4-. and for SS.8 per"';'t of the decroase to Germau7. &oadstufra 
form 60.8 per _t of the increaoe to Holland. H.--wheat, automobilel\. and 
- _ for 60.8 per .... t of the increaoe to Fraaoe, and 88.7 to Great 
Britain. s.n.u. iiicI.. pp. -. 
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in the war, Germany obtained cotton, copper, foodstulfs. 
and other supplies from us in large quantities through 
the neutrals. After March, 1915, our exports directly to 
Germany practically ceased.1 

After there had come some adjustment to war condi
tions, it was believed that this country would gain largely 
in its business of supplying the demands of belligerents. 

The great increase in our exports of food, cot==. for ton, and war goods, of course, justified that 
belief. But our ability to export or even to 

supply domestic wants depended very much, in certain 
lines of production, upon obtaining necessary materials 
from Europe. We needed their dyes for textiles. man
ganese for steel, platinum from Russia and carbons and 
filaments from Germany for the electrical industries. 
We had depended on Germany for such drugs as citric, 
tartaric and carbolic acid, and camphor; oxalic acid in 
photography; cyanide of potassium in the reduction of 
gold, and potash for making glass, soap, matches, gun
powder, and fertilizers. Eventually the making of many 
dyes from coal-tar has become an established success in 
the United States.1 Manganese has been supplied from 
England, India, and South America. Potash and cyanide. 
although obtained more cheaply from deposits. can be 
manufactured. 

It might have been supposed that American merchants. 
when our trade with Europe was interrupted, would suc
ceed in taking over the trade of the belligerents. especially 
of Germany, in South America and elsewhere, which had 
been lost to theDl on the outbreak of war. The building 
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up of trade with South America, however, has been, in 
fact. slow and difficult. These countries, being young, are 
as yet mainly engaged in developing their nat-
ural resources for which they lack: capital. Pre-
viously they had obtained English and German 
capital. It is estimated that the English who 
came first have invested some $5,000,000,000 
in South America. The European War cut off these sup
plies and the business of these borrowers was paralyzed. 
Not able to maintain production on the old scale, their 
purchasing power was correspondingly reduced. If the 
United States were to acquire their trade it must not only 
provide the expected capital, but'it must also be willing to 
lend it on the terms customary in South America. Since 
the funds would be needed to sustain operations in agri
culture and in turning out war materials, in which the pe
riod between the inception and the completion of produc
tion is long, credits were demanded on terms to continue 
\Il1til goods could be sold. Such loans, therefore, were not 
of the sort to be taken by strictly commercial banks. This 
was patent, especially to our banks in the Federsl Re
BCrve system, the first aim of which was to encourage 
and accept only short-term commercial paper. German 
banks, organized for foreign business and to finance new 
enterprises, were not confined to commercial banking. 
They accepted long-term credits, took risks, and expanded 
their operations in a way not customary to banking in 
this country. Not only were overdrafts common; but in 
South America, real-estate security was regarded as a sat
isfactory bank asset. 

When the war came, South American money markets 
were hard hit. If the springs of credit are shut off, the 
main current of trade is dried up. Could we make a 
connection between their needs and our reservoirs of cap-
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ital P The answer was not an easy one. We had been, 
in the past, buying more from South America than she 

Wucaased 
dllBcuJti .. ill 
0lIl" trade 
with South 
America. 

took from us. In August, 1914, our exports 
to the southern continent fell to one-third of 
the same month in 1918. In October our ex
ports to Argentina and Brazil had fallen in 
the same proportion. The latter country 

had been overexpanded before the ·war, brought to a 
halt in 1918, and plunged into a banking crisis in the 
early part of 1914. A bad situation was so aggravated 
by the war that she was led to pass a general moratorium 
and to issue such large amounts of government paper 
money that it depreciated 115 per cent. Obviously, coun
tries in such a condition could not be expected to respond 
to our advances for a larger trade with them. There was 
an increase in the risks of lending to South America, not 
only because the local monetary conditions made the 
quality of the means of payment uncertain, but because 
the resort to moratoria rendered obligations unliquid for 
a considerable period. Inasmuch as they h,ad depended 
mainly on customs duties to support their governments, 
the cessation of trade reduced their income, made it 
difficult to pay interest on national debts, and led to 
unfortunate issues of paper money. It was no wonder, 
then, that expectations of an increasing trade with South 
America early in the war were disappointed. 

The continuance of the war, however, and the ex
traordinary growth of capital in the United States prac
tically forced us into closer relations of trade and credit. 
There was no other resort for South America but to our 
supplies of capital. Furthermore, we needed her wool, 
hides, nitrate of soda, and her copper; and she began to 
take from us in increasing quantities automobiles, coal, 
cotton goods, implements, and tin-plate. Gradually and 
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inevitably our trade developed in the following fiscal 
years: 

191 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
1915 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
1916 .•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.• 
1917 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

IB.6 
1161.6 
891.6 _.1 

IIt.5 
99.S 

lSO.1 
159.6 

The importance of the increase in this trade resides in 
the fact that the goods exchanged are not munitions of 
war. and are, therefore, more likely to be traded in 
after peace comes. The trade. however. still remains 
somewhat onlHiided. We are not able to pay for our' 
imports by exports of goods. On the merchandise ac
count in these years we owed South America $75',000,000. 
By selling her raw products to us she is able to meet obli
gations falling due in Europe. since we can use our large 
balance in Europe to pay European creditors of South 
America. The adjustments of this trade, mo~ver. have 
given rise to interesting problems in foreign exchange. 
and to an ambitious hope for "dollar exchange." The 
total trade .of South America is large. and the business 
in bills drawn on the movement of wool and staple goods 
to the various-even though changed-markets of the 
world is important and eagerly competed for. Discount
ing of such bills is a part of legitimate commercial bank-
ing on short-term paper. ' 

The wide-spread e1Jects of the prodigious upheaval in 
our foreign trade have upset all calculations regarding 
credit. the 'foreign exchanges. and the balance of trade. 
It will be noticed that. at the outbreak of war. imports 
continued to fall even after exports began to climb. (See 
Chart VIT.) Europe had been taking from us chieBy food-
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stuffs and raw materials, and had been sending us mainly 
manufactured articles. Our exports were of a sort which 
CIwIp la were necessaries to the belligerents, while 
IeodiDc most of our imports could be dispensed 
-- with in an emergency. For this reason our 
imports declined while our exports rose. But later our 
imports rose to an unprecedented level, evidently related 
in some distant way to the exceptionally large exports. 
The increase in the imports in 1916-1917 was due to the 
buying for the most part of raw materials entering into 
the production of 01.11 exports, such as gums, crude 
chemicals, copper-ore, cotton, jute, manila, sisal, and 
other fibres, hides and skin,s, rubber, raw silk. and wool. 
Doubtless for a time Europe bought from us less raw 
materials. but more of foodstuffs and finished products, 
because of the scarcity of her labor force. The exports 
hy us of finished manufactured goods (which included 
munitions) was nearly a billion dollars greater in 1917 
than in 1916, and manufactures for further use half a 
billion greater. These commodities show a greater in
crease than foodstuffs; although the latter rose in amount 
earlier than the former. The demand for munitions con
tinued in force and outstripped foodstuffs. In 1914 cot
ton exports led; in 1915 breadstuffs; in 1916 and 1917 
manufactures of iron and steel.' 

I The gro_ showing & great iucreaoe fA ~ la tile &rat three 1iacaI_ 
fA the .... are .. IoU ..... (in milijODll fA doIIan): 

U1. U11 U1? 

Bn!8dstoffa •••••••••••••••••••. 67S 4S5 -Cotton (raw) .••••••••••••••••• S78 S7t itS 
Iron and ateeI ... d man_. !!25 llil 1.1_ 
Cot>J-and manlIfactma •..•... 99 175 -Leather and manuladuns ...•.. 120 ItS 155 
Meat .•.•..•..•••..•.••••..... fiG !190 tot 
Esp ............................. tl t87 801 
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In order to study the bearing of the modifications in our 
foreign merchandise trade upon the foreign exchanges1 and 
credit we may sum up the general results of the balance 
of trade in fiscal years as follows (in millions of dollars): 

y- E.poot. ~ 
~ .. -1915 •••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1,- 1,815 65t 

1916 •••••••••••••••••••••••••• I,SIIt 1,896 670 

1915 •••••••••••••••••••••••••. 1,788 1,876 1,096 

~~~;:::::::::::::::::::::::::: UM 1,1198 1,188 
8,II9S 1,659 S,8M 

Totals for 191&-1911 ........ 15,595 8,651 8,5M 

In these last three years the excess of our exports was 
itself larger than all our imports: the balance in our favor 
was more than ten times as great as in a normal year like 
1918: in fact, more than all our securities held abroad: 
or more than twice as large as the debt incurred in our 
Civil War. It is a remarkable display of economic 
power in contrast to the alarm and depression of 1914; 
and a basis for estimating our capacity for service in 
entering the war against Germany. 

§ 5. The studies already made have prepared us to 
take up some of the influences which have produced the 
remarkable and unexpected oscillations in our foreign ex
changes. Never in our history have they showed the 
operations of credit on such a scale, or in such surprising 
contrasts. These amazing jumps from high to low quota
tions in the international medium of credit could not be 
explained without a full understanding of the movements 
of goods. of securities. and of gol!! to and from the United 
States. We have found goods to be the main basis and ex-

'C/. irI/ ... pp. SS8, ML 
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plication of credit; and we have given due attention to the 
extraordinary upheaval in the movement of goods. Next 
to goods, however, securities have the most importance 
among the items making up the international account. 

We have already referred to the large amount of our 
securities- which were held in Europe before the war. 
Afte~ subtracting those returned to us since the Balkan Ch_... Wars, it seems tha~ European holdings in 1914 
~~... must have been somewhat less than $6,000,-

000,000. In July there was heavy seIling 
here; but this was held up by the closing of the stock· 
exchange (July 81) to prevent ruinous liquidation when 
other means of international payment were in abeyance. 
Obviously, the opening of the exchange had to wait on 
the movement of goods and the readjustment of the 
market for foreign bills. In the period of suspension of 
stock transactions outside dealings could not be entirely 
prevented; but loans on collateral could be carried at the 
quotations of July 80 by the banks so long as no lower 
quotations regarded as those of an official market were 
published. Of contracts outstanding in New York on 
July 81 about $100,000,000 were settled by mutual con
sent in the seven weeks to September ~~, and this load 
was taken from the market. Pressure for some further 
means of selling and buying was strong.! On August I!! 
members were permitted to buy listed stocks for cash at 
prices not below the closing prices of July 80 through a 
committee of the exchange, and could also sell on the same 
restrictions of price if shown to be necessary to relieve 
thenJSelves or their customers. On September·9 listed 
bonds could be disposed of under supervision at minimum 

• The curb market in New Street hod begun operatioul by August 11. ODd 
......, ot.ocko.like United Stat... Steel, Commoa. fell from 10 10 IS point. bdo .. 
the minimum quotati0D8 of Iuly SO. 
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prices. By the end of September means had been devised 
for restricted dealings in listed stocks and listed and un
listed bonds. Finally, the intention of the curb to open 
led the stock exchange to arrange for dealings in unlisted 
stocks through a mixed committee. In November, 88 we 
have seen, the high pressure for loans had passed, exports 
were gaining, and some recovery was at hand. On No
vember 18 unrestricted trading in listed municipal and 
state bonds for domestic account was established; No
vember 16 the curb market opened; November 28, in a 
period of rising prices, dealings were allowed on the Hoor 
of the stock exchange in listed bonds for cash at prices not 
below those authorized by the committee from time to 
time. The generalIy improved situation and a feeliDg of 
confidence brought higher prices, and this re- opoa/q of 

opening step was a success. On December 12 .-
further action was taken by authorizing deal- -'!"'
ings in a designated list of 182 stocks at fixed minimum 
prices, which were two or three points below the quo
tations of July 80. A rising market and great activity 
through the committee in stocks not on the designated 
list finally led to the full reopening of the exchange for 
all securities on December 15, 1914, after a period of sus
pension for four and a hall months. It was not until 
April 1, 1915, however, that the lists' of minimum prices 
were finally abolished. Thus the market for securities was 
finally brought to life again by the fundamental move
ment of goods which underlies all credit operations. 

After the opening of the exchanges very large amounts 
of securities were absorbed by us. As regards railway se
curities alone (which in past years formed the Total 001 .. 

main attraction to foreign investors), on Janu- :!:::".:' 
ary 81, 1915. $2.704.402,864 (par value) were 
held abroad, of which about $1,518,590,878 (with a market 
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value of probably $I,!lOO,OOO,OOO) had been returned 
to this country by January 81, 1917.1 This figure, of 
course, does not include sales before January 81, 1915, 
nor those since January 81, 1917. Then, if we add the 
return of securities other than those of railways, such as 
industrials, State and municipal bonds, it is fairly within 
the mark to estimate the total volume of our securities 
returned to us in the first three years of war at not less 
than $!l,!lOO,OOO,OOO.' The remainder of foreign holdings 
are largely impounded in the hands of governments as a 
basis for loans placed in our markets. While there now 
seems to be no more fear of an exceptional avalanche 
of selling by foreign holders of our securities, there have 
been recently sales of collateral behind British loans here. 

Having arrived at the approximate amount of securi
ties entering into the international account, and also 
having definite figures for' the loans made to Europe 
both by our government and by private institutions of 
credit, we are now in a position to take up, finally, the 
story of the foreign exchanges and the movement of gold. 
In this process we are able to obtain the various items 
which offset our $6,800,000,000 of surplus exports of mer
chandise and thus balance tlIJl international account be
tween us and other nations. Credit among the nations. 
as well as credit operations within each nation. are writ
ten large in the records of this unexampled war. 

§ 6. An international medium of credit which also 
saves the passage of gold is of importance in so far as it 
aids in an inexpensive and effective exchange of goods. 
In our domestic trade this end is served by checks drawn 
on deposit accounts, that is, the deposit-currency. In 

• C/. report made by Prosident L F. Loree 01 the Dda ...... ODd Rud.. Com_. hued OIl iDfonoatioa luruishod by Ut railioodo ..... 100 ..w.. ill 
I<Dgth. 

• C/. aIoo Tlinl A. .... tuJl R.prm oj F.JmGJ R.-.. B....d., p. 1. 
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international trade this service is rendered by bills of 
exchange. A bill of exchange is an order on a foreign 
debtor to pay a certain sum (usually the pro- JIDIa of 

ceeds of exports) to another person as desig- ezdwIge 

nated in the bill. Thus A. having sold wheat. upIalnecL 

or cotton, to B in London. may wish the cash at once. and 
sells his claim on B to C. in New York or elsewhere. 
Then C. owing D. in London. uses the bill he has bought 
on B to pay D. In this simple way two shipments of 
gold are obviated by bills. Only as a last resort is gold 
actually shipped to cover a dilrerence arising from offset
ting all the various items in the international account. At 
anyone time the open account may not balance. but as 
an excess of debts may be followed soon by an excess of 
credits. the account is kept going by offse~ claims 
through bills of exchange up to a certain point. ~ti1 the 
price of bills goes up or down enough to warrant the 
expense of shipping gold. If our exports are large. many 
bills on Europe are offered. and they go down in price; 
but normally they would not be sold below 
the rate which would cover the cost of send-
ing gold. Between us and London par for & 

pound sterling is $4.86%. and the shippinglloint about 
8~ cents above or below. which includes commissions, 
insurance. and interest for the time the gold is on the 
water. Jhe shipping-point. therefore. may vary. espe
cially because of dangers on the sea. or of changes in 
the rates of interest.l When bills rise or fall because of 
normal fluctuations in the movement of merchandise. 

I TIle Il'" in New York for foreign lDODeJlI ia .. follOWl: 
London ........................................................... 8650 
Paris (Inmca equal to '1) •••••••••••••• ." •••••• " •• •• • • • • • • • • • • • •• 6.18116 

=(u:~=.t~!:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::~:: 
~~II=~.~~)::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::!:: 
ScandiDavia ( ......... ). N"""'7. Swedeu. Denmark .••••.•••.••••••••• 0._ 
Auotria.-H_ (crcnn» ••••••••.•••••••.•••••••••••••••••••••••• 0.I0Il6 
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securities, etc., they are hemmed in above and below by 
definite shipping-points for gold. If gold actually moves. 
quotations for bills cannot go beyond these points. In 
other words, the sending of gold acts as does redemption 
for a domestic circUlation; it prevents depreciation. If 
·shipping-points disappear, bills, like inconvertible CUl'

reney, may go to any figure of depreciation. 
It was long ago ronceded that London had become the 

recognized credit centre of the world. All over the globe 
bills drawn on London were an accepted means of pay· 
LondoD tho • ment. There was enough English capital en· 
_ of gaged in banking to aid-in moving all the goods 
=:;:.-- traded in through London from every foreign 

country. If one of our banks, for instance, had 
loaned because of exports of breadstuffs on exchange for 
ninety days, accompanied by bills of lading, it forwarded 
the bill of exchange drawn by the shipper, and indorsed 
by it, to London for acceptance and discount. The bank 
(or the exporter) now had a credit in its favor in London. 
It could at once release its capital by drawing a demand 
bill on thi!J credit. and selling it in this country to an 
importer. The bank's (or the exporter's) capital is thus 
freed for additional transactions here, while the task of 
waiting until the bill matures is iassumed by the London 
bank. In that way we obtained the aid of English capi. 
tal on short-term bills in moving our crops or manufac
tured goods to foreign markets. Practically every other 
country engaged in international trade had the same 
relations with London. These operations were carried 
through by the use of bills of exchange. The foreign 
exchanges. therefore, are interesting, not so much for a 
knowledge of the mechanism itself as for the way they 
disclose the workings of important forces, I whose results 
are registered in the quotations of bills. The nature of 

• For • lilt 01 them. _ p. U5. 
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those forces in this country we have just been studying; 
and we now proceed to a consideration of the effects of 
the war on exchange. 

Owing to the marked falling off of our merchandise" 
exports in the spring of 1914 (imports actually exceeding 
exports, see Chart VII) and to the return of our securities 
from Europe, there was the final resort to the 
shipment of gold (see Chart VI), amounting 
to $89,500,000 in May, lune, and luly; for 
bills were in demand and stood at the upper 
shipping-point of about U.88!tO in New York.1 By the 
end of lune bills began to decline, because of our borrow
ing in Europe in anticipation of the coming heavy exports 
of the autumn due to the large crops of wheat and cot
ton. "This borrowing was carried on through the drawing 
by bankers of time bills (or, as not being based on the ex
ports of goods, "finance bills") on European lenders, thus 
obtaining credits abroad. The buyers of these bills sold 
them at once, believing that exchange would fall in the au
tumn. That is, such a creation of foreign credits is one 
of the offsets in the international account. But, irrespec
tive of the return of our securities, there was the normal 
large balance already due by us to Europe for imports 
of goods, expenditures of American travellers abroad, and 
the recent placing of our securities there. If conditions 
had remained normal, this large balance against us would 
have been met soon by bills sold on the coming exports 
of breadstuffs, and cotton, in the autumn months. In 
fact, deslers in exchange, not foreseeing war, no doubt 
sold bills short in anticipation of the great crops. Such 
was the situation of the foreign exchanges at the out
break of the European War. 

International money markets are exceedingly sensitive 
I III his article 011 the oriaia of 1914. aJ....d¥ refened to, PIofeuor Sp_ 

Iuuo iii .... &II eEIeDded discussioll of the 10Jeig0. ~ 
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to coming danger, and after the violent break on the 
Vienna Bourse, July 20, European discount rates ad
~ ... York vanced, foreign exchange in New York rose to 
uchaDgo in $4.8830; and on July 28 exports of gold were 
- resumed. A rise in exchange meant that our 
European creditors were trying to strengthen their posi
tion by calling for gold. The continual selling of our 
securities here began to tell in the demand for bills on 
Europe. If exports of our goods could be counted on, 
the storm might blow over. But the bottom underneath 
international credit suddenly dropped out when the war 
stopped the movement not only of goods but even of gold. 
There has probably never been known such a collapse in 
the foreign exchanges as that which then ensued. It was 
not so much that the mechanism failed, but that the 
forces whose workings are registered in foreign bills were 
in dire and unexpected confusion. 

We have previously related! the extraordinary events 
which brought the acceptance and discount houses of Lon
don to the verge of ruin. A time-honored reliance was 
Lcmdoa suddenly withdrawn from us. Our banks had 
ezchaDgo indorsed bills accepted in London, and if the 
chaotic. acceptors failed, the indorsers would be liable. 
Even if the acceptors did not fail, readjustment must take 
time. Therefore, when London could not render account 

. of acceptances based on shipments of goods previously 
made, American capital was locked up; and if no new 
bills could be discounted in London, it meant that the 
exporting country must itself carry the loans through to 
maturity, without the aid of foreign credit." This is how 
the shoe pinched us, when the London credit system was 

" Supra. Chapl<r m. §§ s. 4. 
I Both opot ( ... tea on billa aInoody in Lmdoo) ODd forward deJj~ (_ 

on billa to ani ... by _ mail) quotatiou ...... diICI>olinaod em u..day. 
July~. C/. Sprague, 100. eit. p. S06. 
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disarranged. The buying and selling of exchange became 
a matter of uncertainty, or even of chaos. From July 27 
London practically ceased discounting foreign bills. As 
a consequence we heard much of the loss of English pre
eminence in the world of credit. Of course no market 
~ remain the centre of credit which is unable to dis
count and carry to maturity time bills based on staple 
goods; because the drawers get no aid if they cannot real
ize on bills at once. It does not follow, however, that 
English capital engaged in banking has been so far de
stroyed by the failure of debtors in enemy and other 
countries to meet their obligations to London that it will 
not be sufficient in the future to resume its services to 
foreign drawers of bills. The cataclysm may be only a 
measure of the intensity of the temporary shock, and not. 
an evidence of permanent decline. Likewise. N Y d: 

New York cannot assume London's place sim- .:: ~ •• 
ply because it is outside the region of actual -. 
destruction by war. Any other city can take away Lon
don's pre-eminence only if it can surpass London in the 
capital at its disposal for accepting and discounting bills 
from all parts of the world. As yet we have not seem
ingly the surplus capital, the experience, the information 
concerning local conditions and standing of merchants in 
foreign countries, nor the machinery, to meet the emer
gencY. Much, however, is being done to improve our 
position. 

The storm broke in our foreign-exchange market on 
July 27, 19140. Time bills based on shipment of goods 
could not be turned into cash here by the sale BIP price 

of demand bills on London. If our bankers for otedlq 

had balances abroad bills could, of course. be ucJwI&e. 

drawn on them; but, as before explained, we were in the 
normal state of indebtedneSs, looking forward to exports 
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to give us sufficient means of payment. To, save their 
standing those in urgent need of making payments in Eu
rope bid high for exchange. Demand exchange was quoted 
at $4.92, far above the customary shipping-point. Such 
high rates offered a premium on exports of gold. On 
July 27 and 28, $19,000,000 were sent out, and by August 1 
an additional $17,000,000 was engaged for export. These 
sums aided the market for exchange but slightly, since 
the heavy sales of our securities (as described in the pre
ceding section) during this same week had created a new 
and abnormal demand for foreign exchange. Exchange 
rose to $6.50, and even in some instances to $7.00 for £1. 

Then intervened an extraordinary situation. We were 
on the gold basis. If we owed others and had the gold, 
why was exchange selling at a price regardless of the ship-

ping-point? It was clear that all the offsets 
~~eat for an adverse balance of trade had been ex
lmJOOllblo. hausted, except the shipment of gold. Un
like France and Germany, the United States had no 
reason for abandoning gold payments. Suddenly it was 
realized, on the declaration of war, that it was physically 
impossible to move gold by sea. The incident of the 
KrflTtprinze8ain Cecilie, which, carrying gold for London, 
was obliged on August 4 to turn back, actually caused 
our banks, although with the needed gold embarked, to 
default on their payments due in London. It was as if 
a man with the money in his hands to prevent the fore
closing of a mortgage, was forcibly restrained from reach
ing the door of his creditor. It was a precarious position. 
Seemingly we could not pay our debts. 

Other consequences followed. The impossibility of 
sending gold through usual channels to Europe, because 
neither ships nor insurance could be had, played havoc 
with the funds of Americans happening to be travelling 
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abroad when the war came on. Bills drawn on letters of 
credit from American banks early in August were not 
cashable except at a great discount. For great 
numbers of travellers the only relief came from ~~ 
an appropriation by Congress of $!t,750,OOO :-..u_iD 
in gold to be sent by our government in the IIIVpO. 

war-ship Ten1l88_ to the various embassies in Europe. 
For a time, therefore. the effect was the same as if we 
had suspended specie payments. 

For about two weeks, until England's fleet had pro
vided a fairly safe passage across the Atlantic, neither 
goods nor gold could be transmitted. Hence, exchange 
could not be drawn when the very basis for it 
had ceased to exist. The first step, however. 
was taken in removing the obstacles to the 
shipment of gold when the Bank of England 
established branches in Canada (Ottswa). South Africa. 
and Australia, in which deposits of gold counted as re
serves of the Bank and thus could cover English credits. 
Since our main intercourse in trade and credit, after the 
beginning of the war. was with London and Paris, the· 
possibility of sending gold by land to the branch Bank of 
England at Ottawa, on August 1!t, removed all risks in 
its shipment by sea. Means for restoring the normal 
machinery of foreign exchange had thus begun. Selling 
of securities had been stopped. Really essential recovery 
could come only with the exports of goods in substantial 
amounts; and yet we have seen (Chart Vll) that imports 
exceeded exports until October. Consequently, restora
tion of fairly normal conditions in the exchange market 
could not be expected earlier than that month. 

Meanwhile. pressure was put upon us to meet our 
foreign obligations in gold. The city of New York had 
used its tax warrants to obtain funds in anticipation of 
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Collections as a basis for loans in London and Paris, to
talling $80,248,940.47, because it could borrow there at 

P."..ont of 
:Row York 
City ..... 
In Europo. 

lower rates than here. These loans began to 
fall due in September, the last instalment ma
turing in December, 1914. To maintain the 
credit of the city the New York banks agreed to 

become respoDSlole for their payment in gold or sterling 
exchange as these loans matured. This agreement was 
regarded in the exchange market as a reason for a strong 
demand and high prices for exchange. Meanwhile the 
rate had dropped to about $5, while the shipping-point 
to Ottawa was $4.91. There was thus still a considerable 
profit in sending gold. 

The actual outcome of these exchange operations is 
instructive. To meet this foreign debt the subscnoing 
New York banks actually sent in the following means of 
payment: 

Gold .••••••••••.•.••••••••••••••••••••••••• ess.tM.6S'7.M 
Foreign euhange............................ lO.lll,86S.00 
Checb on New Yorio baub................... 1It.B57.7S9.91 

tsO,us.Il4O.47 

That is, by reason of credit operations, even in this time 
of intense demand for gold, only 44 per cent of the foreign 
debt was actually paid in gold by shipment to Ottawa. 
The foreign exchange turned in was purchased on Lon
don by those banks who preferred to buy exchange at a 
premium rather than give up gold from their own vaults. 
The remainder, consisting of New York funds, was skil
fully used in buying exchange. As November drew on 
it will be .remembered that exports of goods began to 
mount up, mainly on account of European purchases 
here of war supplies. Thus bills came forward in large 
amounts, and when, on November 12, the managers an-
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nounced that they already had exchange in hand to cover 
their needs, the prices fell below the point of export, and 
even touched $4.86%;, the lowest quotation since the out
break of war. Those who had been holding exchange for 
a high price suffered.l The foreign creditors were also 
offered by the city short-term bills bearing 6 per cent in 
lieu of repayment, but 'the approximate amount of the 
new notes taken in London and Paris was only $2,000,000. 

This successful outcome was due not only to the in
crease of exports, but also to the operations of the Gold 
Pool, which was trying to provide gold for those in all 
parts of the country who had to meet obliga-
tions in Europe maturing before January 1.· ::.. GoI4 

1915. Concerted action in collecting gold 
would obviously work to lower the rates for exchange. 
In the fixing of all prices tliere is a psychological element; 
and if it were known that gold was available, little would 
be called for. Holders of exchange would take less. 
The pools for providing gold thus served the necessary 
function of steadying exchange during a time of extreme 
confusion until exports of goods could again move. Pay
ment for our imports and for the securities returned be
fore the stock exchange cl~ was· urgent. In all' about 
$450,000,000 would be needed by January 1. 1915. A 
conference was called August 14 in Washington. at which 
measures were proposed to liberalize our shipping laws 
and create a bureau of war insurance to stimulate the 
transportation of exports. This was followed by a con
ference of bankers. on September 4, 1914, under the ans-

I While the boab ...... reopoDIibIe for pmviding gold to the .. hole amount 
01 the ...... they agreed to fumiah 8I<rIiug exchauge at es.OM, and Paria bills 
at 81 for oacb 6ve &.aeo. the rates prevailing at the time 01 the co .. _; bot 
they also agreed. if exchauge could be bought at Jower rates, to pay the city 
all proGta over I per _to It .... reported that the cit,)' ...... nd, wuIer thi.I 
&rraII&"IJlI!It. about t4OO,OOO. 
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pices of the Federal Reserve Board, which proposed the 
formation of a gold fund, finally fixed at $100,000,000, to 
be subscn"bed by banks in all reserve and central reserve 
cities, of which i5 per cent was in fact called for pay
ment on October 18, 1914. On September 80, however. 
in anticipation of getting the pool into operation ~e 
leading New York banks advanced $10,004,221.76 in gold, 
which was immediately sent to Ottawa under an arrange
ment with the Bank of England for a corresponding credit 
in London. The Gold Pool could now supply demands 
for exchange, which were granted at rates fixed by the 
committee! in charge. Payments for exchange must be 
made in certified checks on New York banks. Subscrip
tions to the fund amounting to $108,929,860 came from 

all parts of the country, but New York City 
~ lOIII. supplied $45,000,000. In its practical work-

ings it is again worth noting that the actual 
shipments of gold were small, no gold, in fact, having 
been sent to Ottawa beyond the sum advanced before the 
pool got into operation. Individual banks, however, for 
their own account shipped abroad additional gold, amount
ing to at least $66,000,000 by December, 1914. The total 
amount of drafts and cables-called for and finally completed 
by the pool was $10,056,807, and in October, it will be re
called, exchange began to decline. In the early opera-

• The acluaI _t .... intraoted to a <IlIIIDIittee of &ve boDbn ia 
New York City where the market for....baDge _ ThiI New york ...... 
mit~ had aut.hority "to...n _ the __ for auld or auId...nm..1<a 
from time to time in instaImmtio .. JeqUired (provicIocI that the """tributon 
obaII DOt be c:aUed _ to pay 1lIIY portWa 01 .. instaImeut whieh may IIIIIb 
their investmmt in the fuucl at &Oy __ time es.-I til per ""'" 01 their ori,m.J 
coalributioa). to _ for ahipmenta of auld to other ...... tria, to ..u os
eIIauae &ad cable _en opinIt auch ahipmenta at auch prices .. they may 
fix. to ddenDine to wbum &lid UDder what CIOIIditioaa fOftip ....baDge _y 
be ooId,. to diatn1nrte the .,..,...Ja 01 auch oaIeo ........ the .... tribatins baob 
in New York faDdr. &lid to iii: a date lor the tamiaaIioII &lid liuI oottIerDea& 
.ol~_fuDd..· 
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tions of the pool bills were high and the profits on the ex
change sold were large. As fast as exchange was sold, re
payments were mBAie to subscribers in current funds, who 
had thus in effect swapped some of their gold for New York 
funds. On the call for the first 25 per cent, $27,!82,840 
was paid in; but by October 28,10 per cent was returned 
to subscribers. A second repayment of 10 per cent was 
made November 17, and a third on December 7. Thus a 
comparatively small shipment of gold served to meet a 
seemingly portentous demand for foreign exchange.l It 
will be remembered, however, that, although our banks 
sent to Ottawa over $75,000,000 in gold, the inauguration 
of the Federal Reserve system on November 16, 1914, 
lowered the legal reserves by some $800,000,000. Hence 
the shipment of gold at this time was not regarded as 
serious in its effect on reserves. 

The chronology of the New York City pool, the Gold 
Pool, the decline of high quotations of exchange, the ces
sation of the pressure for loans, jumps with the time when 
goods began to move to' Europe. In the long 
run it is goods that must pay for our imports ::-'-!: 
and all foreign demands. All the items in the ....... sooda 
international account work for an equilibrium; :w. 
but gold itself, as has been frequently said, is 
sent last and only as a means of paying balances! Bills 
of exchange act as a device for preventing the shipment 
of gold until the last necessity. Only as much gold is 

I Tbe total __ 01 the Gold Pool were '16,M!.67, aDd aD baJaaaoe due 
..m-m... were -'d in February, 1915. 

• A fact ., ob_ .. this diapooeo 01 the ucl!aic theo." that it is the ship. 
_ 01 sold which worb .. a ........ &rot f....,., briDging about hiP prioeo (b7 
Wtue 01 the _~ theory), aDd thua otimulatiDg imports into the -1r7 
to which the sold is .... t. The true older 01 events is just the _: good. or 
oecmitieo move first, f ............ indepencIeDt 01 the circulatiou, bilb oI ... clwIge 
keep the ....,unt opeD, aDd sold is .... t onJ,y .. a Jut _ In ouch ope<&

~ clwIgeo 01 price, if aa;y, have pnooeded the shipment or solei. 
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needed as will serve to test the solvency of credit opera
tions, and to redeem international obligations in the only 
money accepted as an acqilittal of debt between nations. 
Just as, when domestic paper money is convertible on de
mand, no one has an object in presenting it for gold, so 
in international dealings, when it is known that gold can 
be had, it is not wanted. In brief, the gold reserves on 
which for the moment our credits rested were protected 
from the unprecedented foreign demand, and yet our 
pressing debts in Europe were successfully paid off. The 
storm had abated. 

The collection of gold funds to send abroad was accom
plished in the teeth of a tendency of our banks to hoard 
gold in a time of emergency. Contrary to well-established 

European practice, the soundness of a bank 
!-:;:~~ had come to be measured in this country 
teDd_ to rather by the amount of its cash reserves than 
hoard. by the quality of its loans. The whole func
tion of reserves to supply cash when called for in a crisis 
was seemingly disregarded. Our highly individualistic 
banking system had been disunited and without the pos
sibility of concerted action. Each for himself was the 
rule when a drain on gold came. For some to give up 
gold when others were hoarding it played into the hands 
of the selfish and the foolish banks. The purpose behind 
the passage of the Federal Reserve Act was to remove 
the emphasis on cash reserves and transfer it to short
time paper suitable for rediscount, the proceeds of which 
would at once increase reserves. In fact, there was 
no scarcity of gold. In October the gold holdings of 
the Treasury in round numbers were $1,000,000,000, 
and of the banks and trust companies, $600,000,000, 
sufficient for all needs if properly managed. Since the 
Federal Reserve Banks were not yet in operation at 
this time, the voluntary organization of pools was needed 
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to secure trusted leadership and unity of action. Thus 
the joint effort to meet our international obligations in 
gold protected the credit of our entire banking system 
and worked an advantage for all members of it. Only by 
courage and resolution in times of stress can a repu
tation for stability and good faith be built up among 
nations. 

Out of the time of a start1ing upheaval of trade and 
credit came a period of comparative calm with opportu
nity for a readjustment to new conditions. Then later 
followed a dramatic reversal of all that had 
been so alarming in regard to gold, trade, and ~ mof til •. 

credit. Of the many remarkable events in the OctDbor, 

most remarkable of all wars, nothing was so JDI+ 

unexpected or so epoch-making as the tum in the tide of 
our exports (see Chart Vll), and the consequent revob!.
tion in the prices of exchange. The tide began to creep 
in by October, 1914, when first the exports, especially of 
foodstuffs, cotton, and munitions, began to exceed our 
imports. By November and December the rising 1I00d 
had lIoated many an enterprise off the rocks. Foreign 
markets tugged at the tow-ropes of our exportable prod
ucts. As an expression of the new situation, bills began 
to fall to a point which warranted the importation of gold. 

The key to the whole situation, let it be repeated, lay 
in the unexpected and unprecedented increase of our ex
ports. (See Chart VIT.) In comparison, every other item 
in the international account is insignificant. 
It is this prodigious excess of exports of goods ~ 
which has created latterly the extraordinary -
problems in credit, exchange, and gold which 0C0IIDIdiJJC. 

exact a wise solution. By way of recapitulation we may 
again state the items by which the international account 
must be balanced sooner or later.l 

• ct· p.llS. 
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CO. 

E>q>OrIa of ,oods. 
Funds of retumiog emigranu. 

Ih. 

Imports of goods. 
Expenditure of American trav.n.niD 

Europe. 
Freight and insurance OD impon.. 
Returns due to fompere on their 

holdingo of our oecuritieo. 
BemitlaDces to frimds in Ewope. 

These are the normal items in a static condition of 
trade. The dynamic forces enter in disturbances of ex
ports and imports, the return of securities, the cessation 
of travel and remittances, thus necessitating a rebalanc
ing of the account by obtaining new credits in other 
countries having a favorable excess of exp,orts, and even 
by a large movement of gold when it cannot be prevented 
by a change in the other items. It is the dynamic boiling 
in the international pot which has created the problems 
in exchange and gold. 

In the first three years of the war the upheaval caused 
by the excesa of exportst · had created a credit abroad in 
favor of the United States of $6,864,700,000. How were 
we paid? Certainly not all in gold. The settlement was 
in fact carried through by credit operations, together with . 
shipments of gold amounting to about only 16 per cent of 
the whole balance in our favor. 

As to the changes in the other items, the remittances 
to friends in Europe had fallen off by 1915. They have 
been estimated in the past at ~50,OOO,OOO a year, the 
ShiftbIc of foreign postal orders alone running about 
........, $100,000,000. But the sums sent for aid to 
- Belgium and other countries have much more 
than offset any decline. The funds carried away by re
turning emigrants since the war must be very smaIl. The 
expenditure of American travellers in Europe. which has 

I Cf. .. "". P. S19. 
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been estimated at from $50,000,000 to $200,000,000 a year. 
has ceased. For freight and insurance on the ocean we 
are paying not less than $25,000,000 a year; On the 
assumption that foreigners held about $6,000,000,000 of 
our investments, and that over $2,000,000,000 have been 
returned to us, we still owe on the dividend item probably 
$200,000,000 per annum. 

The story of the means by which this prodigious credit 
in our favor was settled has exceptional interest and fur-

. nishes many lessons for the future. Since no one could 
see far ahead in a time of war, it is not strange PedooI of 

that the pangs of readjustment were discon- • ioodJaa=oDt 
certing. But by November, 1914, even before Ia 19150 

the Federal Reserve Banks opened (November 16), the 
period of recovery had set in, exports were going out, ex
change was falling, the stock exchange had partially re
opened. By December exports of gold had practically 
ceased. With the beginning of 1915 until the following 
autumn there ensued the period of adjustment to the new 
war conditions. By November, 1915, heavy gains in our 
trade were generally acknowledged. During this period 
are found the most interesting developments affecting 
gold and the internstional account. 

By February, 1915, exports rose to a new height, and 
by September of the same year they had started on a mo
mentous cIimb never before dreamed of. (See Chart vn.) 
Of course exchange on London and Paris went 
to new low points; imports of gold began in ~ 
February and continued to a record-breaking ....... of 

ascent in October. (SeeChartVI:) Theship- =--:.. 
ment of gold, large as it was, had little effect on 
the prices of exchlmge. Bills were in far too great a sup
ply. Then was made clear the real issue. It was obvious 
that the balance in our favor could not possibly be met by 
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gold. Moreover, England and France could not spare 
so mucbgold, and we did not need it. The war, with the 
vast purchases in the United States, had produced a situ
ation quite out of the ordinary, one which could be met 
only by extraordinary devices. 

It is to be noted that, normally, the rate of interest in 
New York would have affected the movemeDt of gold to 
this country.1 If our interest rates were low, capital would 

Bffect of Jcnr 
rate of 
In_a 
ezcIwI& .. 

not have moved here. To January, 1915, the 
rates on call-loans in New York fell to 2~ per .• 
cent, just when foreign exchange indicated 
coming imports of gold. The low price of ex

change, however, was not a bid for capital. It was not a 
normal situation. In fact, it was necessary to get muni
tions from us at any cost, even that increased by the fall 
in exchange. Prices of exports thus rose before gold came. 
Exports had to go, and the means of payment was left to 
be worked out somehow in the future. 

Everything, therefore, pointed to the necessity of find
ing some other offsets to our credits than the usual resort, 
in ordinary emergencies, of sending gold to us. As early 
as April, 1915, the relation between the low rate of ex
change and credits.to foreigners became plain. The low 
exchange rate merely registered the extent of foreign 
purchases here; hence the problem was one of granting 
credits. A first and obvious offset was the return of our 
securities held in Europe, of which we have previously 
spoken (§ 5). Beginning with January, 1915, the sales 
have continued into 1917, and afforded an offset against 
our credits, as already estimated, of about $2,200,000,000. 

The possibility of obtaining loans in this country to be 
expended for purchases here was raised early in the war by 

, C/. LaughIiD. Priru:ipla oJ Mf1MI/, chap. X. -Pric:eo &ad the Interuati......J 
Mo_t of Spec:ie," t 8. 
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France and Russia. Through its banking agents England 
had been financing purchases for herself and others on a 
large scale in the United States. Very consid-
erable amounts were thus borrowed here from ~.:.=.,.. 
private credit institutions and banks. This 
process worked out quite slowly. American investors had 
not been familiar with the securities of many foreign coun
tries freely dealt in on European markets. There was 
hesitation in taking the direct obligations of important 
belligerent governments on the ground that the enormous 
war expenditures would soon result in financial exhaustion. 
In August of 1915 serious attempts were made· to sup
port English exchange by sending here some $50,000,000 
of gold and as much more of our securities. In spite 
of this and other shipments of gold, exchange continued 
to fall. They were only palliatives. Sterling exchange 
dropped to 4.55~. So serious and expensive was this 
rate for English buyers that new efforts had to be made 
to remedy the situation. The rapidly increasing exports 
could not be overtaken, even by the exceptional imports 
of gold'up to October. Very esrly in September bills on 
London actually touched the incredibly low point of 
$4.49, showing a depreciation of over 7 per 
cent. So critical was the case that an English ~froDd! 
and French commission arrived here to nego-
tiate a government loan.1 The Anglo-French five-yesr 

. 6 per cent external loan for $500,000,000 was negotiated 
with some difficulty, our bankers asking for a collateral 
loan, while this was a. direct o~ligation of the English 

• Not much imporlalltle a<ed be gi .... '" tbe plea that AmeriCIIIIII must II""'l 
uedit '" English pwchaaers alllllll1itions, or they wou1d buy eIaewhere. Apart 
from Couada, tbae,.,.. DO other.....,. al mob auppIies. War demauda went 

im.,...ti"" and ezporI8 ..... t 011 at &IQ' obtaiDable price. Tbe bigb pn
al mUDitiOll8 had DOtbiDg '" do with tbe quontit,y al_ ill circulatioD, _ 
.... uedit _ '" got. 
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Government. In response to this loan, exchange rose to 
$4.12, but soon dropped again to $4.6~. For a time early 
in 1916 gold was not largely imported. In that year there 
began to be placed here a series of loans by English, French 
(both government and municipalities), Russian, Italian, 
Canadian, and other governments. Apart from many 
private loans, these offerings in our markets were taken 
by January, 1917 (excluding Canadian borrowings). to the 
sum of $1,570,000,000. 

The case. however. needed even more drastic treat
ment. When this country entered the struggle (April 6. 
1917) loans were soon made directly by the American 
Loau bl Government to the Allies to cover the still in-
United creasing volume of purchases here. To Sep-
State.. tember ~5, 1917. under the Act of April ~4. 
1917. these loans actually made amounted to $~,149,000,-
000, while credits had been agreed uponl for $~,426,-
400,000. 

We are now able to see how, in actual practice. the in
ternational account which for the first three ye&rS of the 
war' showed a credit in our favor of $6,864,700,000 was 

balanced, and how much gold was imported 
~~porla in this settlement. From August 1. 1914, to 

August 17, 1917. the excess of imports over 
exports of gold was $1,111,958,000,- or more than the 
whole stock in the Treasury before the war. 

The total result for the three years may be expressed 

• Groat Britain............ ••••••••••••••••• •• '1.190,000,000 
Franee ••••••••••••••••• : ••••••••• :.... ••• •• Il10,000,000 
Italy.. . •• • • • • •• • ••• • • • • •• •• • • •• • • •• •• • • ••• 16/1,000,000 
Rusaia........... ...... ... ........ ...... ... !r75.000,000 
Belgium.. . • . • • • • • • • • • • • •• • • • • •• •• • • •• • • •• • 68,400.000 
Sa-bia..................................... . 11,000,000 

• See pp. Ilg, sse. 
I FItIInl &... Bvllma. September, 1917, p. 055. 
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approximately in the 1inaI international balanCHheet for 
three years (in millions): 

Cr. Dr. 

MercbaDdiae baIaD .......... tB,865 Securities Jetumed ••••••••• ",100 
IIeIHf IUDds •...••.••• " • • • 90 Loo.as by DOD-(IOftI1IIIIODt 

imtitutioos • . • • •• • • ••• •• 1.6'1'0 
Loo.as by the United Stateo •• 1,1.e 
Divideod_t(Syeon).. 800 
Freigbta aod iDIuraooe (8 

y ..... ).................. '15 

~-:!.~ .. ~.(S 1.111 

'i6.966 years) •••••••••••••••••• ~ 

Thus, by Great Britain requisitioning American and 
other securities held by English investors, to be used in 
steadying the rate of exchange on New York'in the sum
mer of 1915, by loans in our markets. and by s-. 
final resort to gold shipments. it came about acIIap 

by the middle of 1916 that sterling exchange -... 
was pegged at the level of $4.75-$4.76.1 The high rates 
of insurance made a lower shipping-point than in normal 
times. so that this rate does not register a depreciatiQn in 
English funds by the whole difference. below U.8665. 
English exchange has been stabilized within about t per 
cent of the old par. This is the outcome of a difficult 
problem. The working of credit among the nations thus 
makes an impressive showing through the unprecedented 
operations of foreign exchange. 

The case of London exchange has been given first place. 
owing to the dominant position of our trade with Great 
Britain. Moreover. French had been subordinated to Eng-

1 Probably the MDittao ... aod the dioicleoda reD awa:y Izom the aben esti
mates; aod the ftIieI rUDds ...... doubtl ... much '- thao Bi- ..,.,..., 
n- are the cmIy ileml in the ....,unt DOt baaed DB clefiDite authoriq • 

• C/. _ p. ISO. 
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!ish exchange by sending French gold t.limugb ~~don. An
other phase of the exchange, however, which furnishes valu

able experience is that with neutral countries. :.'!:!" oa The dealings with European neutrals have given 
rise to difficulties of exchange as well as of inter

national law. They illustrate especially the possibilities 
of extreme fluctuations in rates, when shipping-points 
practically disappear because of an inability to remit gold. 
It makes no difference whether the failure to /lend gold is 
intentional or unintentional; the effect is the same. In 
spite of the colossal balance of trade in our favor, in spite 
of our large stock of gold, New York exchange has been 
at a serious discount in spaiD., Switzerland, Holland, Den
mark. and Sweden (as may be seen in Chart IX). So 
many cross-currents are at work that no one cause for 
the depreciation suffices. In the fiscal year of 1915 our 
exports to Sweden were more than six times the normal 
shipments; and those to Holland were at the highest that 
same year. Not until 1917 did our imports from Sweden 
show a marked increase; while those from Holland re
mained at normal. 

The facts are now well known that the sudden increase 
in the exports of cotton. copper. and other needed articles 
from: this country to European neutrals indicated pur

chases by neutral merchants for German ae
:: ::':.50 count. For a considerable period, indeed. set-

tlements between Germany and the United 
States went on through Amsterdam. The consequent 
excess of our exports over receipts from these neutrals, 
and the demand for New York funds. explains the pre
mium in Europe on New York exchange in the early part 
of the war (when the lines in Chart IX were above 100). 
At the end of 1915 for Holland and Scandinavia, and in 
the spring of 1916 for Spain and Switzerland. exchange 
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on New York showed a heavy depreciation. 1 In Decem
ber, 1915, sales of American securities for German accoul!t 
through Holland ca~ed a drop in exchange which led to a 
shipment of $500,000 in gold from New York to Amster
dam. Soon after that time Germans also sold American 
obligations on the Stockholm market. 

The main cause, however, of the serious decline in our 
bills which developed in 1916 was the risk and cost of 
transporting gold. Moreover, the restrictions of the Brit
ish blockade were closely drawn against the 
movement of gold to the neutrals and thence to = .... 
Germany. Otherwise gold would, by reason 
of trade balances, have been moving from New York to 
Holland' and Scandinavia. The censorship of mails and 
cargoes by British patrol boats, it is reported, delayed 
letters from New York to Stockholm seven weeks. Hence 
our Swedish trade fell off in a marked degree in 1916 and 
1917 (from exports of $78.i millions in 1915 to $51.9 in 
1916 and $45.1 in 1917). 

The war had thrown an exceptionally large trade to 
Germany and Russia into the ports of Sweden, Norway, 
and Denmark. With this favorable balance of trade, gold 
accumulated in Scandinavia. Germany was 8candIDavim 
also obliged to make remittances of gold to Co- lold 

penhagen. With Scandinavia, as later with us, abundmt. 

gold imports were not needed. Their central banks had 

I Par of ""change for e1 on these countries is as followl: 
Deomark. Norway. IIIId Sweden (crowu. 0.2680 .... to) ••••••••••••••• s. 'IS 
Hou....d (floriD, O.totO .... to) •••••....••••.•••••• ~ ••••••••••••••••• 1.68 
Spain <J-ta, or franc, 0.19S .... to) •••...••••••••••••••••••••••••• a.18~ 
Switserland (f ....... 0.198 .... to) ................................... a.18~ 

• For the pwcl>ase of Sumatra lest tobacco at the opring auction in 1916 at 
AIlLlterdam, ....., ea.OOO.OOO in gold w .. allowed to paso through the British 
blockade from New York. Exchanga w .. about 6S cento to the Sorin (par 
O.totO .... to). while, even at high cooto of tranoportotion, the gold oould be 
delivered in AllLlterdam at abeut 61.87 .... to per Sorin. 
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been obliged by law to pay a fixed price for gold, as an 
encouragement to importations of gold. So full were the 
gold reserves of these banks, and 80 low were bills on 
New York and London (being at a discount of 6 per cent), 
that the banks asked for the abolition of the legal reo 
quirement, since they could obtain gold in the open mar· 
ket at much less than the fixed price. 

Such an anomaly in exchange was not the only one 
caused by the war. It will be noticed (in Chart VI) that 
while our exports were increasingly heavy, and while im· 
IIsporto of ports of gold were also large, in 1917, that very 
.. ld to J._ considerable exports of gold began. While, 
ODd SpolDo for military and political reasons, England had 
been using every effort to stabilize exchange by sending 
gold to the United States, English exchange did not stand 
80 high in other markets to which gold could not be 
spared. Consequently, exchange dealers in Spain and 
Japan found it profitable to send their bills on London to 
be sold in New York. Having credits here, gold was de
manded for export to Spain and Japan. While in past 
years exports of gold to these countries had been negli. 
gIole, in the fiscal year 1917 Spain took $70.8 millions 
and Japan $110.5. That is, our gold was being used to 
cover English trade balances. 

The.matter of exchange with South American neutrals 
has been affected by very different considerations from 
those touching other neutrals.' We have needed their 

copper, tin, nitrates, coffee, and wool. The 
::'::-p._ war largely cut off the European demand for 

these products, as wen as the usual supplies of 
capital. Formerly their trade had been settled by bills 
on London. Could these settlements be made by bills 
on New York (or by "dollar exchange")? Here, as al· 

I C/ .... _ pp. SlHIT. 
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ways; exchange reflects the movement of goods' and cred
its. Since we had shown an unexpectedly great power 
of absorbing our returning securities, and of lending to 
the Allies, it might be supposed that we could provide the 
capital· needed for developing South America formerly 
supplied by Europe. U so, and if we are willing to accept 
the same conditions and terms of credit, we may expect 
more trade and more remittances. But hitherto a fairly 
large trade has been settled according to established: 
habitS and currents of credit through London. The bal- . 
ance of trade with South America is heavily against us, 
and we usually pay by our surplus credits on Europe. 
When our tariff allows such freedom of exchange as Eng
land offers, and when we can bring our trade nearer to 
an equilibrium, we shall have a stronger hold on credit 
and exchange among our Southem neighbors. The ma
terial and spiritual leanings of South America are toward 
Europe, which has been able to produce, transport, seIl, 
and loan more cheaply than we. Unless these advantages 
are more or less destroyed by the results of the war, Eu
rope will still remain the dominant power in South Am
erican trade and exchange. The establishment of North 
American banks there will no doubt aid in familiarizing 
them with exchange on New York and Boston. We may 
gain trade. But we are not likely soon to dethrone Europe. 
For many decades our flirtation with silver caused a loss 
of confidence among foreign countries in the stability of 
our standard. That we must live down. When we are 
able to discount acceptances on any scale sent by foreign 
countries, and at a rate equal to or lower than London and 
Hamburg, we may then see the world drawing "dollar ex
change" instead of sterling exchange as now. 

To carry out the process establishing "dollar exchange," 
we must, if necessary. be willing and able to do without the 
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use of foreign capital. Thus far we have depended on Lon
don, for instance, in carrying the exports of our cotton and 
wheat. The American exporter, as previously explained. 
draws a bill on the English importer, which, by an arrange
ment between the latter and some English bank, wi1I be ac
cepted by it. A New York bank, having bought this bill 
from the American exporter, sends it to the English bank 
for acceptance; then, for the period until its maturity, it 
remains as a piece of discountable paper in the English 
acceptance market. Meanwhile the New York bank has 
sold sight exchange against its London credit and freed 
its fundi!. . If we aspire to have "dollar exchange" drawn 
on us, it means that we should be able to do what London 
has hitherto done. That is, we must expect a new situ
ation somewhat as follows: The English importer, or his 
bank, will arrange with a New York bank to accept the 
bill drawn on the English buyer by the American exporter; 
then the bill will remain here in our own acceptance market 
until maturity, carried by our own banks. At maturity, 
according to the arrangement, the English buyer or bank 
will put the New York acceptor in funds to pay it off. 
Such an outcome requires a rate of interest as low here as 
in London, and a surplus of capital available for carrying 
any needed amount of exchange on foreign countries. Per
haps ·some of these operations may go on in a temporary 
emergency, such as that created by the present war, but 
it can be done permanently only if our capital in the ac
ceptance market is as abundant as that of London. 

§ 7. The coming of gold in large amounts to this 
country, as a partial offset to our phenomenal exports of 
goods, has created some fear of inflation in our money 
and credit. On the other hand, it has been regarded as 
placing our credit system in a strong position if the great 
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volume of gold is left mainly in the hands of the Federal 
Reserve Board, so that, when the after-war adjusbnent 
becomes necessary, it can regulate the movement of gold 
in the common interest. Nevertheless, the large imports 
of gold have raised the question of possible inHation, lead
ing to an unsafe expansion of industry, a fictitious rise 
of prices, and an era of speculation. 

In this matter there is involved not only the question 
of the currency, but of credit. As regards both, there is 
thus introduced the inevitable issue as to the validity of the 
quantity theory of money. It is assumed that IDlIaIion of 

the new gold increases our currency, and by be- _0' and 

ing offered for goods raises prices. This part of crodlt ,eared. 

the theory is now given little attention, since more recently 
emphasis has been laid on the effect of an increase in 
banking reserves. 

But as regards the currency, now that we are entering 
on a war requiring unprecedented expenditures, the im
ports of gold are of surpassing value in enabling us to hold 
fast to a gold standard. On the most critical Ad lap of 

queStion in financing a great war--on which Iarg"!" col4 

even England for a time vaciIIated-our govem- otoc1<. 

ment has so far, to its great credit, never even raised the 
possibility of attempting to borrow by issuing paper 
money in any form. In this great emergency, for the first 
time in our history, there has been no confusion between 
the fiscal and the monetary functions of the Treasury, 
Until very recently no attention has been even called to 
this matter. One can hardly place too much emphasis on 
this piece of good fortune, or this exlu"bition of conscious 
intelligence-whichever we may call it. From the devas
tating evils or a depreciated standard we are apparently 
to be delivered. But if gold had been going out of the 
country, if we had not the great good fortune of an enOl-
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mous excess of exports, if we had had to undergo great 
sacrifices to obtain the gold to preserve our standard, who 
does not realize from what an epidemic of political demil.
gogy we should have been suffering? The advantage of 
the large stock of gold has thus been of far greater value 
than anyone has realized. AIl our prices are gold prices: 
and there has been created no paradise for speculators 
built on lIuctuations of prices due to the lIuctuations of a 
changing standard. For this blessing let us be duly 
grateful. 

The main contention, however, must centre on the 
effect of the increasing volume of gold upon an in1Iation 
of credit, through an increase of bank reserves and of 

Qaantll1 
thoorJ 
081I1I1II04 .. 
to iDlIatioa 
ofcredlt. 

the lending power of the banks. Here is the 
real issue. And in this part of the question 
we shall find that the archaic and faIlacious 
quantity theory does not explain the facts. 
For instance, the old Ricardian formula has 

been appealed to, that our vast imports of gold would 
raise prices here, cause greater imports of goods, resulting 
later in exports of gold.1 The trouble with this outgrown 
theory is that this order of causal events does not agree 
with the facts, and that prices are in1Iuenced by many 
other forces not even hinted at in speaking only of the 
quantity of the circulation. 

The pivotal point is the effect of large imports 01 
gold in producing an in1Iation 01 credit which thus be
comes the cause of a rise of prices. It is urged that an 
increase of bank reserves encourages an expansion of credit, 
and that additional purchasing power, following the ex
pansion of credit, is a fanrlliar and inevitabl~ fact.I A man 

I In support of thia cIioousaioa, aet......., hao beeo made to ~ PnN:i
",.. of &ontmit:o. pp. 46&-t66. 

• C/. NaWma/ Cit, BaM BuIlmn, No_her. 1918, p. S. But it ia abo 
noted bytbe oamepublicatioa tbatat theeud 01 1918 _ had beeo ""UDd ... 
apaDIioo. ill fact, aad that the cIauaer ...... yet cmIy theoreticaL 
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walking down Fifth Avenue may knock a woman down, 
but merely because he is.so walking it does not follow that 
he will knock a woman down. In such theo
rizing about the elI'ect of enlarged reserves 
a vital rule in banking practice is ignored. It 
is assumed that, if reserves increase, poor loans 
will be made; that what may happen, must 
happen. In short, that if the banks can lend, they are 
sure to abuse their lending power, and not scrutinize 
the assets offered as they should do. For in no other way 
can there be inflation of credit. If legitimate short-time 
loanS have been made because of increased gold reserves, 
then they will be liquidated on maturity; and, if necessary, 
loans can be contracted without disaster. Liquidation is 
impossible only if the assets are unliquid. Therefore, 
assuming legitimate banking, there can be inflation only 
when an increase of loans (and deposits consequent on 
loans) is not based on a corresponding increase of quick as
sets representing the movement of salable goods 'or securi
ties. Loans can be safely increased, so long as assets are 
sound and liquid. The question the banker must ask is, 
If my reserves are above the legal limit, is the loan of
fered a safe one? To say that, because reserves are large, 
bankers will no longer exercise good judgment in making 
loans, is not a good ground on which to build up a theory 
of prices. 

Indeed, the very facts of record in this period of large 
gold imports work against such theorizing. In Novem
ber, 1914, when the Federal Reserve system was put into 
operation, the lowered requirements for re- 1'_ are 
serves were a matter of wide publicity. The opIastlllo 

rise of surplus reserves for the New York 1Il00r;y. 

banks alone from about $14,000,000 to $140,000,000 
(above the new legal limit) was marked and known of all 
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men '(although actual reserves did not change much), 
and yet loans of the same banks in the turbulent days of 
November and December, 1914, showed no increase. (See 
Chart VITI.) We heard much at the time about the 
banks having the power to increase loans by $3,000,000,-
000 if they wished. But they did not wish. It cannot 
be assumed by theorizers, therefore, that an increase of 
reserves must be inevitably followed by an expansion of 
credit, an increase of purchasing power, and a consequent 
rise of prices.1 The causes affecting the level of prices 
are too numerous to allow anyone cavalierly to give a 
quick solution by assigning an increase of money and credit 

, as the one controlling cause. 
The presence of the new 'Federal Reserve Banks in the 

situation (November 16,1914) after the crisis had passed 
the cIimax and had been dealt with by devices belonging 

Blfeet of 
Peden! 
RHen'e .,.-. 

to the old banking regime, produced no 
marked positive effects on credit. The main 
effect has been psychological. The new sys
tem has acted as a' gyroscope to stabilize the 

whole machinery of banking and credit. It is now well 
understood that there never need be again a grasping 
after reserves, so long as member banks hold rediscount
able paper. There can never again be any paroxysms of 
credit in which loans are called and legitimate borrowers 
are unable to obtain credit and acceptable means of pay
ment. The whole emphasis is to be placed on the qual
ity of the loans made, and not upon the amount of the 

I ReI ....... baa '-a made 10 the very groat ospauaion 01 European ........... 
ei ... and the temptation baa arisen 10 asoribe high prices there 10 the iDcreuod 
eirculatiODS and 10 enlarged eredit. Yet from the ....... quarter ........ the 
admiasioD thet the heavy dep....ion pn>duoed b7 the war baa prevented os
pansion. eapociaII7 in Europe. H ... the striking rioe of E1UOpeao prices ..... 
DOt be asoribec! 10 expansioD of IDODe7 or eredit. Of ......... if the paper moD.,. 
became inconvertible and depreoi.ated. prica would rioe; but that ;. • bone 
01 another eoIor. 
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circulation or the percentage of reserves. Such devices 
as the cotton pool are now made obsolete by the Federal 
Reserve system. 

This is not the place to estimate the full value of the 
new system in various ways to our trade and credit; 
But in regard to the large imports of gold, and to the 
matter of inflation, its policy is of importance. 
The old tendency of individual banks to store 
up gold has not entirely given way to a reli
ance on rediscounts. An institution capable of 

Th ...... 
ora- .... 
check 
iDIIatioa. 

taking the leadership in dealing with gold exchange and 
aiding in the most effective management of our stock of 
gold, when questions as to its import or export arise, has 
never before existed among us. It can now playa pow
erful and constructive part in 'our international as well as 
in our domestic operations of credit.· It can do much 
judiciously to prevent the expansion of illegitimate credit 
at home by its use of the rediscount function in any 
period when the public seems to be losing its head.' Lit
tle heed need be given to the expansion of. the Federal 
Reserve notes, provided the present law remains un
changed, by which these notes are not allowed to be 
counted in the reserves of member banks. In this way 
the expansion of the circulation may go on under a nor
mal demand for currency; but it is fully inhibited from 
passing over into an uncontrolled influence in expanding 
credit. Thus the increase of the circulation in itself need 
not be a cause of inflation by the member banks. The 
reten.tion of this feature of the Act is quite as importsnt 

1 iDflation ofOtedit can best be checked at its first. appearance in the member 
bank. The eziating Act could be improved by an amendment chargiDg • 
... mmiasion. rUing in amount .. the percentage of rediscounts to the capital 
of the bank ri-. in addition to the UDifonn rate of interest 6ed foo each 
district. Such a device, however. will be eervioeable ou1y when the banka 
make a _tor use than now of the rediscounting pri.;J_ 
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as ·the policy of the Federal Reserve Board in trying 
to draw gold into its hands by advancing the time when 
member banks should finish paying in their deposits, since 
both aim against expansion of credit. If other than gold 
money enters into reserves of banks, the control of infla
tion, of course, is not gained merely by the control of gold. 
At present the Federal Reserve notes are so hedged about 
by safe restrictions, and so well supported by gold. that 
their volume can create no concem.1 Their amount can, 
therefore. be left to automatic adjustment. 

That a rise of prices, however, has gone on contempora
neously with the imports of gold there can be no question. 
But it by no means follows that the imports of gold 

0014l1li4 .-
are the cause of the higher prices. It should 
be noted at once that the question of prices 
transcends the limits of influence ascribable 

to the increase of the gold circulation; for prices have risen 
as markedly in the countries from which the gold has 
come. Such facts show that other causes. are more 
potent than the quantity of the circulation. 

While there is no place here for any extended study of 
prices, the appearance of certain general causes are so 
obvious that they may be brieHy introduced. With us 
Olb there has been no depreciation of our standard 
d':::- of prices; so that the influence of depreciation 
.- of money upon prices, as in Germany, may be 
eliminated at once. The non-monetary causes, on the 
other hand. are conspicuous: (1) He who runs can read the 
effects of an extraordinary scarcity of labor, an intense de-

I CoDtractioa, which may come with the _tioa 01 ...... io quite IUIOIher 
matter. Wheth ... we .... ca1Ied upon lor gold or DDt will depeDd upon the 
luture ,utioo betwfto esporU &lid imports 01 gooda &lid -ntieo. Of ........ 
our esporU 01 .... oupplieo will __ In the thea period 01 ftAdj_t • 
IwuI upon the bnke may be d<oirabIe iD oteod,yiDg the _t 01 gold 
ud its elect upon cmliL 
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mand for it, especially in munition factories and in govern
ment employ, magnified, of course, as the amJ.ies are with
drawn, which have resulted in a very great rise of wages 
for the same degree of efficiency. The inevitable outcome 
i,n raising expenses of production and the prices of goods 
has followed and is a matter of common observation. (!!) 
The effect of the war in destroying shipping has obviously 
brought about higher rates of transportation by sea, and on 
a scale never before equalled. Higher freights on imports 
have raised our prices. (8) The withdrawal of men from 
agriculture in Europe has lessened the crops of the world, 
created an intense demand for our breadstuffs and other 
exports, and this fierce competition has raised prices to 
our own consumers, irrespective of the expenses of pro
duction. (4.) Moreover, the exceptional European de
mand for our coal, sugar, steel, copper, and the like, have 
raised to us the prices of all materials of manufacture to 
a scarcity level. Here, in brief mention, are listed forces 
working to.raise prices which have no relation whatever 
to the volume of the circulation, or to the expansion of 
credit. In the face of such facts it seems like bigotry, or 
stubborn pride of opinion, to revert to the obsolete theory 
that the rise of prices can be accounted for only by the 
quantity of money in circulation, or by the increase of 
bank reserves. At the best it is only a one-sided theory 
which omits such powerful forces from consideration under 
an alibi usually termed "other things being equal." On 
this price question the" other things" have, like the whole 
body of the camel, pushed into the tent of the quantity 
theorists until they have occupied the whole space. 

§ 8. Since credit is a means of passing capital from 
the one creating it to the one using it, we are obviously . 
concerned with the forces behind the supply of capital. 
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The sudden outbreak of the European War so disorgan
ized our trade and so disarranged the ordinary machinery 

of credit that, although we were not then in
volved in the struggle, it was regarded as an 
indescribable calamity to us. Like other young 
nations, we had been borrowing capital from 

abroad for the deVelopment of our own resources. What 
would happen to us, a debtor country, if we were cut 01I 
from the use of this foreign capital by the return of our 
$6,000,000,000 of securities? It was & staggering ques
tion. But, if it had been added that we must not only 
take back it large part of our investments, but even be 
called on to make enormous loans to other countries, the 
proposal would have been regarded with undisguised in
credulity. Then, if, on top of all these demands. it were 
prophesied that we must loan untold billions to our own 
government, even optimistic persons would have frankly 
aaid that it was clearly impOSSIble. How could & debtor 
nation suddenly become & creditor nation on & most im
posing scale? This is one of the amazing revelations of 
the war. Out of what seemed inevitable calamity, could 
there come such material advantages? 

The_cross-currents and contradictions of this war often 
appear inexplicable. It is because unexpected results 
have been set in operation by psychological forces 

which could not have been estimated before-
:::: hnd. Not the least important of these is the 

psychology of capital-making. No one has 
doubted the phenomenal productive capacity of the United 
States. The energizing influence of the new era of power 
and machinery has been displayed on the vast natural 
resources of this country in an expanding volume of prod
ucts unequalled by any other nation. As a consequence, 
the estimated national wealth of the United Ststes has 
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been placed at $187,000,000,000' in 1912 as Rgd.inst $88,-
000,000,000 in 1900. Such is the basis on which the 
supply of capital rests. Long since it has been an eco
nomic commonplace to say that saving of cspital depends. 
on two things: (1) The extent of the margin above the nec
essaries of life from which savings can be made; and (2) 
the strength of the desire to save. As regards this mar
gin, we have never realized its extent. In reccnt decades 
we have seen the rise of large fortunes and a display of 
extravagance which has advertised in every possible way 
our enormous capacity for consumption in things not 
actually necessary to physicsl existence. No one can be
gin to estimate what would be the effect on the acciunula
tion of Americsn capital if all or even a large part of this 
margin were saved. We have never fully recognized that. 
as things have been going on in times of peace, the use
less destruction of wealth by expenditure on unnecessary 
consumption-articles which when consumed leave noth
ing in their stead-has constantly been as great as that 
caused by vast armies in time of war. Then apply to our 
uncounted billions of surplus above necessaries an excep
tional stimulus to the will to save. The effect may seem 
like a miracle, but it is all within the limits of achieve
ment, 'if we so wish.' When the war broke out, the' un
certsinty caused by the shock and the general depression 
induced by the world-wide disaster almost unconsciously 

I C/. Em1llDl«l V aluaIion rI NatioMl WroII1a, 1860-1911, BUMaU of tho 
Census, 1916. p. 16. 

I It was 10118 ago explained that countries with a simple economic organiza-
1io .. when de_ted byw .... recover with atartIiDg rapidity. provided produc>
tive Iabor.rs are aetumed to the BOil and to factori... I1supplled with ool;y the 
IIC&Ilty capital sulIIcient to cover the II1OIUI8 01 subsistence and the minimum of 
the .........,. implemmts 01 production. in a ver;y short time a country by such 
ouImced aaving will accumulate as large a capital and will turn out as much 
wealth as belo", the war. The llitustion is one which develops enlmced saving. 
01 course new and ezpenoive equipment mWlt wait. 
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led every one to economize. Not one of our appliances 
of production, nor any of our resources, had ceased to 
Ell ct f tb exist. For a time the wheels of industry ran 
... .: 00° • at low speed; yet the loss was not in the fac-
uriDg. tors of production, but only in the temporary 
reduction of our usual output. In this period there was 
much idle capital and rates of discount were low. The 
crops of 1914 had been very large, but there had been no 
new enterprises started, and no revival of trade. As a 
consequence, accumulations on a large scale were dammed 
up waiting for employment. The floating capital su1Iiced 
to take up our returning securities. Moreover, wide
spread economy was aided by a cessation of expenditure 
for European travel. Under various influences working 
to repress unnecessary consumption capital was silently 
being accumulated. Estimating American Bavings by 
the amounts of new Becurities floated each year and by 
the rise of Bavings accounts, the normal annual addition 
to our capital before the war was at a low estimate far 
beyond a billion dollars. But after the readjustment had 
been made in 1915 to the new war conditions, by 1916 
the wheels of industry and all the factors of production 
began to move-at the highest possible speed. Under these 
conditions enormous accumulations of capital were pos
sible. Apply to these possibilities the magic of any new 
incentive to Baving, such as a patriotic call to invest in a 
government loan, and the results may well seem aston
ishing. There is, however, no miracle. The result is the 
outcome of a stimulated desire to BaVe, working upon a 
vast margin over and above the necessaries of life. It 
is an illustration of the psychology of capital-making. 
It is the only convincing explanation of the means by 
which we so suddenly changed from a debtor to a creditor 
nation. 
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Nevertheless, the transfer of capital to the borrower 
by credit is not as popularly conceived. Wealth may 
have its value expressed in money, but the title to wealth 
may be transferred without the use of money. Eowprivale 

So with capital. But also, much capital, like capitalla 

mills, furnaces, factories, steamships, are in' a ::W~ 
form which cannot be passed from hand to Ie tho 

hand. One subscnoing $1,000 to a govern- ..... _ ... t. 
ment loan cannot give a part of his fixed capital, nor of 
his cattle. He pays supposedly in money, but money is 
very little Used in such operations. In fact, through 
credit he obtains a means of payment by which he pays 
for his bond. He gets the right to draw on such a credit 
if he has bankable wealth or property (including securities, 
which are titles to wealth). By credit he is able to obtain 
an acceptable means of payment based on bankable wealth. 
In such a case he transfers to the government a claim in 
the form of general purchasing power over goods. For
merly he directed its consumption; now the govern
ment directs its consumption. He foregoes all use of that 
wealth (or capital) and gets in return a bond and annual 
interest. He may have formerly used up wealth out of 
his income to the amount of $1,000, but now by buy
ing a bond he has saved it, even though the government 
uses it for munitions of war. But still it cannot be as
sumed that a large loan is wholly obtained from new sav
ings. Only to the extent that people economize and are 
thereby enabled to pay for bonds is that true. 

To a large extent loans come from those who already 
have capital. One man may pay for his bond out of his 
running bank balance; but-in that case he 
transfers to the government a claim on the ac- ::'-:':::
tive funds of the country, since the bank has 
invested what was left wi~-..!t in the industrial operations 
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of the country (which appear in bank assets). The-gov
ernment passes that claim to a mill for steel plates, and 
legions of such claims are offset, as usual, through clear
ing-houses. No money need pass. Other persons, for in
stance, may sell securities in order to buy the government 
bonds. Securities are titles to wealth and income. When 
they are sold, the seller has a sum to his credit at a bank; 
and the process, then, is the same as that just descn'bed. 
The government gets a claim against present goods in re
turn for giving a promise to pay in the future. The trans
action is thus purely a credit operation involving the ex
change,of goods, with an obligation to return an equiva
lent in the future. The extent to which a government can 
borrow depends upon the quantity of goods it can take un
der its control without lessening the general productive 
capacity of the country. The amount of money in circu
lation or in bank reserves has little to do with it. That 
quantity of money is needed which, according to the coun
try's monetary habits, will provide the usual mechanism of 
exchange in circulation or bank reserves for doing the 
work, whether it is concerned with a volume of peace or 
of war goods. Of course clumsy management by the 
Treasury might call for loans to be paid in by subscn'b
ers in specified kinds of money and then not disburse them 
promptly enough to have them reach their former equih'b
rium before new loans were offered; only in such a case 
would the monetary supply seem to be insufficient. 

When in the course of the rapid extension of our ex
ports it came to be evident that payment of balances 
could not well be made in gold, credit operations, run
ning forward into the future, were inevitable. As we have 
seen, the quantity of our securities returned from Europe 
were an inadequate offset for the sum owing us on balance. 
Hence, loans to the Allies were a logical sequence to the 
enormous purchases of our goods; and the beginning of 
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these loans coincides with the time when our exports began 
to expand. Hitherto we had looked askance at the se
curities of foreign governments, but foreign 
loans, if we could float them, were an inter-~ 10 

national necessity. Moreover, the financial ::.":.t~ 
position of Great Britain was shown to be =-:::.. 
very strong, while France, a weaker sister, 
was supported by the former. Then came the first of an 
important series of credit transactions between foreign 
countries and ourselves, which may be regarded as the 
inaugural of a new era for us in the sphere of international 
credit. In order to pay for their purchases of our goods. 
loans were offered with the understanding that the pro
ceeds would be expended here. That is, our investors 
gave the Allies general purchasing power, which was at 
once transferred to the sellers of our goods, who, of course, 
had accounts in the same groUp of banks through whom 
the loans were managed. The foreign buyers had pledged 
us payment in the future. Again, there waS· here no 
reason for the use of money to any important extent, 
except in adjusting balances between our banks; and 
credit appeared here, also, in making offsets. Credit of 
the nations plays a more and more important rale as the 
transactions in the war grow larger. 

The loans to foreigners have taken different forms. The 
first feeler in our market was a loan of $10,000,000 to 
France for one year, November 5,1914., which was granted 
and paid off at maturity. Early in 1915, apro-
pos of the proposed market for acceptances here =. r-.. 
and the creation of paper which lending banks 
might offer for discount at the Federal Reserve Banks, 
$U,OOO,OOO of Russian acceptances were offered. To allow 
Russia to buy of us, our bankers agreed to accept six..month 
bills drawn on them for purchases from American houses. 
This method seems to have been discouraged and the bills 
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were paid off. There seems to have been, on the other 
hand, a strong preference here for collateral loans. In the 
summer of 1915 a loan was negotiated for France by the 
Rothschilds, amounting to $48,000,000, on the deposit of 
bonds of the Pennsylvania and St. Paul Railways. A 
well-known banking-house offered in New York a one
year collateral loan guaranteed by the Bank of France 
for $20,000,000, on which acceptances were sold. Much 
later eight London joint-stock banks united to establish 
a credit here of $50,000,000 for six months, but it was re
newed at maturity at a higher rate. The selling of Eng
lish Treasury bills in our market was once deprecated by 
the Federal Reserve Board, as tending to load up mem
ber banks with unliquid paper, on the assumption that 
the bills would not be paid off, but renewed, and thus be 
in effect long-term paper; but, later, large sums of these 
bills have been sold here. 

The one large loan, however, which tested our attitude 
to borrowings by foreign governments, and which was 
forced by the condition of sterling exchange, was the 

Anglo-French five-year 6 per cent external 
:=::-PreDdJ loan for $500,000,000 in October, 1915, the 

result of the efforts of an English and French 
commission. These bonds are the joint obligation of the 
British and French Governments, payable at the end of 
five years, or convertible at option into 4~ per cent 
IH5 year bonds. A syndicate of bankers from many 
cities took the whole issue at 96U, offering the bonds to 
the public at 98, to yield about 6~ per cent to the in
vestor.1 This was the first foreign loan of any magnitude 
to be placed in this country. 

I It appean that at the clooe of the am,- clay" let for the 1)'1ICIicate, fiBO .. 
000,000 w .... withdrawn for iD...tmeot at 96~, UO,OOO,OOO BOld to the pubtic 
at l1li. uuI the....,...;";,,, '180,000,000 distributed to memben of the I)'1ICIicate 
through whom the hcmda __ IOId in the opeD muket. Tbq baft ..... 
IOId IJDd<r SII. 
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Since then, iIi 1916 and 1917, before we entered the 
war, other loans have been placed here by Great Britain, 
France (one for $94,600,000 through the American For
eign Securities Company)-Paris, Bordeaux, __ 
Lyons, Marseilles-Russia, Italy, Switzerland, 10 fonti&D 

Norway, Canada, Newfoundland, Argentine, -
and China, totalling $1,570,000,000.1 Immediately after 
we entered the war our government, on April !S, 1917. 
by virtue of the Act of April «. 1917. made the first 
direct loan to the Allies, one of $200,000,000 J.oauo ~ Ih 

to Great Britain. To September !S, 1917, Balled • 

the total of loans to Great Britain, France, Ilta_ 

Italy, Russia, Belgium, and Serbia by the government 
of the United States direct was $2,426,400,000.1 It was 
then no longer necessary for the Allies to place loans in 
our open markeL 

In addition. various other loans to foreign banks and 
governments through our non-governmental inStitutions 
of credit must certainly exceed $200,000,000. and may 
be very much more. Thus, in the three years 
of war this country. besides receiving home =.1oD&q 
its own securities amounting ·to at least 
$2,200,000,000, has also loaned to foreign countries not 
less than $4,200,000,000. So large a lending power had 
been unexpected. and it makes the question of the source 
of our lending power of practical as well as of theoretical 
interesL Our success, in addition. in making war loans 
of many billions to our own government belongs to an
other phase of crediL 

We may, therefore, properly close our present study at 
this point before the United States has fairly entered the 
European War. 

I F .. detail., ... AppeDdDt IV, D. 'CI. p.MO. 
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GREAT BRITAIN 

A 

CURRENCY AND BANK NOTES ACT, 1914 

Ca. 14, 4 AND Jj GilO. 6 (6 AUGUBT, 1914) 

B. ;t rtIIJCIol • • • 
1.-(1) The Tleasury may, subject to the provisions of this Act, 

issue currency notes for one pound and for ten abillings. and those 
notes sball be current in the United Kingdom in the same maDDer and 
to the same extent and as fully as sovereigns and haJf-sovereigns are 
current and shall be \egal tender in the United Kingdom for the pay
ment of any amount. 

(2) (Form and design as directed by the Tleasury.) 
(8) The bolder of a currency note shall be entitled to obtain on de

mand, during office hours at the Bank of England, payment for the 
note at its face value in gold coin which is for the time being legal 
tender m the United Kingdom. 

(4) The Treasury may, subject to such conditions as to time, man
ner, and order of p"""",tation as they think fit, eaIl in any currency 
notes under this Act on paying for tboee notes at their face value in 
gold. 

(6) (Currency notes subject to forgery,lareeny, stealing, and truck 
acts, same as bank-notes or current coin of the rea\m.) 

(6) For the purpose of meeting immediate exigencies all postal 
orders issued either before or after the passing of this Act shall tem
porarily be current and legal tender in the United Kingdom in the 
same manner and to the same extent and as fully as current coins. 
and sball be legal tender in the United Kingdom for the payment of 
anyamount.1 

The holder of any such postal order sball be entitled to obtain on 
demand, during office hours at the Bank of England, payment for the 
postal order at its face value in any coin which is for the time being 
legal tender in the United Kingdom for the amount of the note. 

(post Office Act, 1908, Section 24 (1) (b) and (e) do not apply.1 
This subsection .haI1 have eIIect only until His Majesty by procla

mation revokes the same, and any proclamation revoking this sub-

'llevoked b7 ~OD, Februar7 S, 1915. 
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seCtion may provide for the calling in or exchange of any postal orders 
affected thereby. 

2. Currency notes may be issued to such persons and in such maDner 
as the Treasury direct, but the amount of any notes issued to any 
person shall, by virtue of this Act and without registration or further 
assurance, be a floating charge in priority to all other charges, whether 
under statute or otherwise, on the assets of that person. 

s. The governor and company of the Bank of England and any 
persons concerned in the management of any Scottish or Irish hank 
of issue may, 80 far as temporarily authorized by the Treasury and 
subject to any conditions attached to that authority, issue notes in 
excess of any limit fixed by law; and those persons are hereby indem
nified, freed, and discharged from any liability, penal or civil, in ..... 
opect of any issue of notes beyond the amount fixed by law which has 
been made by them since the first day of August nineteen hundred 
and fourteen in pursuance of any authority of the Treasury or of any 
letter from the Chancellor of the Eschequer, and any proceedings 
taken to eoforce any such liability shall be void. 

f. Any bank notes issued by a bank of issue in Scotland or Ireland 
shall be legal tender for a payment of any amount in Scotland or 
Ireland respectively, and any such bank of issue shall not be under 
any obligation to pay its DOtes on demand except at the head ollice 
of the bank, and may pay its notes, if thought fit, in currency notes 
issued under this Act: 

Provided that notes which are legal tender under this sectinn shall 
not be legal tender for any payment by the head office of the bank 
by whom they are issued for the purpose of the payment of notes 
issued by that bank. 

This sectinn shall have effect only until His Majesty by procIama.. 
tion revokes the same, and any proclamation revoking this aeetion 
may provide for the calling in or exchange of notes affected thereby. 

6.-(1) In this Act, the expression "bank of issue" ......... any 
bank having power for the time being to issue bank note.. 

(2) [Shoet title, as above.) 
(8) [Applies to Isle of Man, but not to any other British .--ion.) 

B 
PAPER ISSUED BY THE TREASURY ON AUGUST rI, I9U, 

RELATING TO THE ISSUE OF CURRENCY NOTES 

The following are the arrangements made in aocordance with the 
provisinns of the Curreucy and Bank Notes Act, 191" for placing 
currency notes at the disposal of the hanks for meeting sceptional 
demandI. 
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(1) ENGLAND AND WALBB 

Currency notes are issued through the Bank of England to bankers 
as and when required up to a lIlUimum limit not exceeding, in the 
case of any bank, to per cent. of its liabiliti .. on deposit and current 
1ICCOUIlts. 

The amount of notes issued to each bank is treated as an advance 
by the Treasury to that bank bearing interest from day to day at the 
current Bank rate, the seeurity for the T!eesury advance consisting 
of a floating charge on the assets of the bank up to the amount of 
the notes issued. The bank is permitted to repay the whole or any 
part of any advance at any time. Any amount repaid can be Jenewed 
if and when necessity arises, provided that the total amount outstand. 
ing at any one time does not exceed the authorised percentage of the 
bank'. liabilities. 

A.D.y sums received by the Bank of England in repayment of ad. 
vances are either applied forthwith to cancelling any curreney notes 
which have been returned from cireUlation and are for the time being 
in the hands of the Bank of England, or, in 80 far as any such sums 
may exceed the amount of currency notes returned from cireulation 
in the hands of the Bank of England at the time of receipt, are carried 
to a separate aceount in the books of the Bank of Eugland and applied 
to the cancellation of notes as and when they return from cireulation. 

In order to give the hanks the advantage of the credit allowed under 
this arrangement even though actual curreney may not be required, 
it is propooed by the amending Bill to take power to issue certificates 
in lieu of actual notes. 

The elIect of the issue of these certificates will be that the hanks 
will be able to obtsin credits with the Bank of England on the same 
terms as currency notes and the expense of printing and handling 
notes will be avoided except in 80 far as the notes may be required 
for actual cireulation. 

(2) Socm..um AND InELAND 
The arrangement in England and Wal .. applies generally to Scot

land and Ireland; but in the case of hanks of issue in Scotland and 
Ireland curreney notes, instead of being issued to the public, are used 
as cover for the hanks' own notes. This arrangement has in practice 
the elI..,t of enabling the Scottish and Irish hanks of issue to exceed 
the normal limits of issue of fiduciary notes 80 long as such ""cess 
issues are covered by curreney not ... 

, The new certificates will also be available for the purpose of cover 
for these issues. ' 

(Provision for publication of returns each Friday.) 
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C 

(1) PROCLAMATION POSTPONING PAYMENT OF BILLS OF 
EXCHANGE. AUGUST t. 191' 

• • • If on the presentation for payment of a bill of excbange. 
other than a cheque or bill on demand. which bas been accepted before 
the beginning of the fourth day of August. nineteen hundred and 
fourteen. the acceptor re-accepts the bill by a declaration on the face 
of the hill in the form set out hereunder. that bill sball. for all pur
poses. including the liability of any drawer or indorser or any party 
thereto, he deemed to he due and he payahle on a date one calendar 
month after the date of its original maturity. and to he a bill for tha 
original amount thereof increased by the amount of interest thereon 
calculated from the date of re-acceptance to the new date of payment 
at the Bank of England rate current on the date of the re-acceptance 
of the Bill. 

Form: Re.accepted under Proclamation for t . ..... (insert increased 
sum). 

Signature ................. 
Date 

D 

PAPER PUBLISHED BY THE TREASURY. AUGUST 18. 19U. 
REGARDING THE DISCOUNT OF BILLS BY THE 

BANK OF ENGLAND 

The Chancellor of the Exchequer bas for several day.' past been in 
close and oonstant consultation with the Governor of the Bank of 
England. the bankers. the accepting houses and the principal traders 
for the purpose of providing the country with aU the banking facilities 
it needs in the present emergeney. We are now ahle to announce 
that the Chancellor of the Exchequer bas completed arrangements with 
the Bank of England for terminating the present deadlock in the 
money market, and for enabling the trade and commerce of the c0un

try to resume its normal course. The greatest difficulty ......, from 
the stoppage of remittances to London both from the provinces and 
from other countries, not only in Europe. but in aU parts of the world. 
This caused a breakdown in the foreign eW1anges and deterred bank
ers from discounting bills in the normal way. To overeome this 
dilIiculty as well as that of providing traders in this country with all 
the banking facilities they need. the Government bave now agreed 
to guarantee the Bank of England from any loss it may incur in ru.. 
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counting bills of eDlhange either home or foreign, bank or tmd ... 
_ted prior to August 4. 1914. Acconlingly we are authorized to 
make the fol\owing announcement:-

"The Bank of Eugland are prepared on the application of the holder 
of any approved bill of """bange _ted before the 4th day of Au
gust. 1914. to discount at any time before its due date at Bank rate 
without recourse to such holder. and upon its maturity the Bank of 
Eugland wiD, in onler to assist the resumption of normal busin .... 
operatinns, give the _tor the oppurtunity until further notice of 
postpooing payment, interest being payable in the meantime at 
i per cent. over Bank rate varying. Arrangements will be made to 
earr::v this scheme into effect 80 88 to preserve all ezisting obligatinns, 

"The Bank of England will be prepared for this purpose to approve 
such bills of elU!hauge 88 are customarily discounted by them. and 
also good tmde bills and the _lances of such foreign and colonial 
firma and bank agenciea 88 are established in Great Britain." 

E 

FORMAL RECORD OF ARRANGEMENT BETWEEN THE 
TREASURY AND THE BANK OF ENGLAND. DATED 

AUGUST iT. 1914. EXPANDING D 

1. The Bank of England wiD, upon the application of the holder of 
any approved bill of excbauge before August 41. 1914. discount such 
bill at any time before its due date at Bank rate without recourse to 
such holder. 

(In the case of date bills, the _lance. if undated. may be deemed 
to have been given in course of post from the date on which the bills 
were drawn.) 

!L It will be for the Bank of England to decide in any partieular 
case whether a bill is to be approved, but the Bank will be prepared 
to approve such bills of excbauge 88 are customarily discounted by 
them, and also good tmde bills and the _tance& of such foreign 
and colonial firma and bank agenciea 88 are established in Great 
Britain. 

s. Upon the maturity of any bill 80 discounted the Bank ol Eng
land will give the _tor the oppurtunity of postponing payment 
pending further notice, interest being payable in the meantime at Ie 
per cent. over Bank rate varying. 

4. The date at which such further notice shall be given shall be de
termined by the Bank after conaultation with the Treasury. 

6. Arrangements will be made for preserving all existing obligations. 
10 far 88 poosible, in respect of bills discounted. 
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8. The BaDk of England are to be indemnified for any actioo taken 
by them in the matter. and to be guaranteed by the Treasury .gainst 
any laos .. hich may be incurred by the BaDk &8 the result of their 
operatioos. 

'I. Such Ioos is to be caIcoIated in ~ with an ...-nt to 
be kept, in the following fonno-

Amoomt <I. approwd billa di8-
<OUIIted at &Dk _ .. y-

meat <I. wIDcb baa beea .... 
poaed ..••••••••••••••••••• 

Net deIicioDc7 •••••••••••••••• 

£ £ 
Amoomt....m.d by the &Dk ill 

Japed <I. approwd biIIo, "1-
meat <I. which baa beea .... 
poaed ••••••••••••.••..••••• 
~ ""';veo! at t per .... L 

(ohow book rate earrying) ill 
Japed <I. approved biIIo, "1-
meat <I. which baa beea .... 
-'- .... .no- to the 
lIaot for iD_ (at 1 per 
-'" below &Dk .. te nryiDg) ..... _ (CJDO>oIIaIf 

peroeat.) ••••••••••••••••••• 

r. 
= 

B. The Chan<dlor of the Ezcbeqoer bas ODdenaken to ask Partia
ment to pass the legislation ...........,. for giving statutory authority 
for this scheme. and for chargiug .gainst the Exchequer the amount 
of the ultimate laos which may be incurred by the Bank in c:anying 
it into effect. 
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FRANCE 

A 

FRENCH LAW OF AUGUST 5, 1914, SUSPENDING SPECIE 
PAYMENTS 

': Art. 'I. The amount of not&-issues by the Bank of France and its 
branches, fixed at the muimum.of aU: milliards eight bundred millions 
(6,800,000,000) (law of December 29, 1911) is raised provisionally to 
twelve milliards. It will be poosible to p8SII this limit by a decree 
made by the CoDBeil d'ttat on a propooal from the Minister of Finance. 

Art. e. [The limit of the Bank of Algeria ..... also raised from 
SOO,OOO,OOO to 400,000,000, and denominations of 5 francs ....... 
authorized.) 

Art. S. Until otherwise ordered by law, the Bank of France and . 
the Bank of Algeria ue relieved from the obligation to redeem their 
not.esinopeeie. 

Art. t. (Approves agreements made between the Minister of Fi
nance IIild the Governor of the Bank of France, and the Directol' 
General of the Bank of Algeria.) 

"Suspension of specie paymenta by colonial banks ..... authorised 
on August t, IOU. See Dallos: o...r... '" IOU. .l1oc:utJunU ojJil:itb, 
vol. I, from which the FJeach laws and decrees ....... takeD. 

B 

MOBATOBlUM 

On July 29, 10140, the &rat moratorium ..... decreed.· The maturity 
of obligations entered into before August I, 19140, and falling due after 
that date 01' before August 15, IOU, was postponed SO daya. 

On August !, IOU, the above decree ..... applied to deposita in 
banks and institutions of credit: if less than 250 francs, the wbole ClOuId 
be drawn: if more than that sum, only 5 per cent of the a: ...... in 
addition to 250 francs: commercial or industrial employers of labor 
could draw the wbole fOl' wages; and the decree .... applied to sav
ings and insurance contraeta. 

These two early decrees were completed by that of August 0, 101"'
which follows: 
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DECREE OF AUGUST 9, 1914 

Art. 1. For all negotiable instruments falling due after July Bl. 
1914, inclusively, or maturing before September I, 1914, the date 01 
payment is delayed thirty days. on condition that they were under
written previous to August 4, 1914. 

The negotiable instruments in the view of the present article are: 
bills of exchange; notes to order, or to bearer; checks, with the ex
ception of those presented by the drawer himself; orders and warrants. 

Not falling under the application of the present article are negoti&
ble instruments issued upon the public Treasury. 

Art. 2. [Applies to commitments for merchandise entered into 
before August 4, 1914.] 

Art. S. [Applies likewise to advances on movables.) 
Art. 4. [Applies to demands for deposits, except up to 250 francs, 

plus 5 per cent, etc.; not to demands for paying labor; not to those 
whose estab1ishments have been requisitioned, etc.) 

Art. 5. The postponement of thirty days dating from August I, 
1914, is applicable to the redemption of obligations or contracts of 
insurance, of capitalisation or savings for fixed terms, or those stipu
lated to be redeemable at the will of the owner or bearer. 

On August 10, 1914, all prescriptions and limitations, civil, commer
cial, or administrative were suspended until the end of the war. They 
were furtbe~ treated by the decree of December 16, 1914, and modified 
by that ,?f May 12, 1915. • 

The ma:in moratorium of August 9 was given more in detail on 
August 29, 1914, and extended until October I, 1914. On the same 
day, a decree suspended payments on obligations of departments, 
communes, etc., until the end of the war. 

From time to time the moratorium was extended by many decrees 
as follows: 

September 'I!T. 1914. 80 clays to November 1. 1914 
October 'I!T. 1914. 60 clays to January 1. 1915 
Deeember 15, 1914. 60 clays to March I, 1915 
February 25, 1915. 60 clays to May I, 1915 
April 15, 1915. 90 clays to August 1, 1915 
June !!4, 1915. 90 clays to No~ 1. 1915 
October 16. 1915. 60 days to January 1. 1918 
Deeember 2S. 1915. 90 days to April I, 1916 
March 18, 1916. 90 days to July 1, 1916 
June !!4, 1916. 90 da1B to October 1, 1916 
September 20, 1916, 90 days to Jaauary 1, 1917 

Out of a total of 4.480 million francs in August, 1914. postponed at 
the Bank of France (from which should be deducted 800 millions fOi' 
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those under the colors or in territory occupied by the enemy) the 
amount remaining December 14. 1916. was only 1,846 millions. Sue
eessful efforts had been made to bave postponed debts paid up. and 
in December. 1916. practically no delay was granted unI ... good 
muse could be abown to a magistrete. Thereafter moratorium decrees 
........t. 

C 

DECREE OF SEPTEMBER !7. 1914. CONCERNING TRANS
ACTIONS IN SECURITIES 

Art. 1. Provisionally suspended are all demands for payment and 
all judicial act.iona relative to the sale and purchase in the period 
previous to August 4.1914. of _. public securities. and other traruI
ferable instruments, as well as the dealings for carrying them forward. 

The auma due by reason of these sales. purchases. and carrying 
.barges should be increased by interest for the time of poetponement 
at the rate of 5 per cent. per annum. 

This decree was modified by that of September 1<6, 1915, which 
brought pressure on All not under the colors or in occupied territory 
to make payment of 10 per cent. of diJIerences due in settlements, and 
6 per cent. on delayed payments. 

On luly 8, 1915, the eending out, or reI!xportation under any CUll-

• toma rule, of gold in buJ1ion, ingots, bars, powder, articles, or coin 
was forbidden by decree. This prohibition, however. did not apply 
to esportationa by the Bank of Pranee. 

August 26. 1915, silver coins were included. 
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GERMANY 

A 

GERMAN BANK ACT. MARCH 14. 1875' 

Tn'LI: I-GEIIEILUo DmEcnONS 

11. The right of issuing noles .,.... be conferred only by an Act 
of the Empire; nor.,.... any issues be extended beyond the amount 
fixed by the present Act except by a similar Act. To the bank-noles 
issued according to this Act are assimilated the State paper noles 
which have been transferred to a bank with a view to increase ita 
working capital. 

I I. No one can be forced to accept bank.noles tendered for pay. 
ment. which by law must be paid in money; nor can the offices of the 
Empire be obliged by virtue of any law of a State (1Andug_) to .... 
ceive bank·notes in payment. 

I S. Bank.noles are to be issued only in denominations of 100. 
!WO. 500 and 1000 marks. or in multiples of 1000 marks. 

14. Every bank is bound to redeem it. noles on presentation at 
their full nomina1 value. Banks are also bound to accept their DOles 
at their full nomina1 value in payments, and that not only at the 
eentral esbblishment, but at aU the branch ollicel. (Must redeem 
mutilated notes.) 

t Ii. [Soiled or damaged notes not to be reissued.) 
18. The calling in and withdrawal of the noles of a bank. or of 

any kind of bank.noles. can only take place with the special permia. 
aion. or by order. of the Federal CounciL [Order granted in caae of 
eoiIed notes, 1098 of right to issue. and for series. Council to preocribe 
notices and regu\atiooa for the security of note-holders.) 

I The German _ ;. given by BeooId, 0-.,...., .u. DwIIt:Itft lINU, .. 
TbeiI I. PI'- 156-581. A tmmIatioo in EngIisb by E. Seyd .... pab&bed in 
the JI1UIfIIJl qf 1M 8uJtUli<Gl Soeietr. 1876. pp. !167-179; ODd later ir.ootI...- .... 

~':t~~~!"::::tM..~~~)i::; ::e"Ja"':.J'!;..~ 
1899. ODd the law oIlune L 1909. 

Itt view 01 the clliIiculty 01 __ by moot ....len to the _ 01 cIoeamoats 
above mmtiaaod. it was thought wurth while to J>ft'O"Dl berewitJI the original BaDk Aot. .. that. the reIatioa 01 ___ JesiaIatioD to it misb& be _ 
ftIIieat17 IIIudied. • 

m 
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I 'I. No bBDk iSsuing notes lias power-(ll to accept bills of "". 
change; (2) to buy or aeII on time, either for its own """"unt or for 
IICClOUDt of others, merchandise or negotiable securities, or undertake 
to guarantee the fulfilment of ouch transactions. 

I 8. Banks issuing notes are obliged to publish in the &WIaBan:teig.,. 
at their own _: (1) a statement of their aasets and liabilities on 
the 7th, 15th, 23m and last day of each month, not later than the 
fifth day following these dates. (2) An ~ balance sheet of aasets 
and 6abilities, as well as the profit and loss """"unt of the year, to 
be published not later than three months after the close of their busi
ness year. The weekly publication must specify the following 
amounts: 1) Under the head of 6abilities: the oubscribed capital; 
the BUl'plua; notes in cireulation; other demand liabilities; liabilities 
at notice; remaining liabiliti... !) Under the head of assets: the 
stock of ooin and bullion (i. •. , German current ooins, gold in bars or 
foreign coin, at the rate of 1891 mar"" to the pound fine); Imperial 
Treasury notes I&ichs~ ... ); notes of other banks; bills of 
."..hange; Lombard advances Ii. B., advances on pledges); securities; 
remaining assets. The Federal Council will decide which part of the 
assets and liabilities in the yearly balance sheet are to be specially 
shown. Both retume must epecify the contingent liabilities upon 
inland bills of exchange which have paased into other hand .. 

I 9. Banks whose note cireulation exceeds the amount of their 
cash, and the amount assigned to them in the subjoined list,1 must 
after lanuary I, 1876, pay yearly to the Imperial Treasury on the 
""cess a tax of IS per cent. In calculating the tax the following itenzs 
are to be reckoned as cash: Cunent German money,' Imperial Treasury 
notes IReic1u~ ... ). notes of other German banks, and gold 
ban or foreign gold ooins calculated at the rate of ISH mar"" to the 
pound. If a bBDk lose the right of issuing notes (149), its share in 
the right of issue of unoovered notes not oubject to taxation faIIa to 
the Reichsbank. 

110. For the purpose of oomputing the amount of the tax, the 
administration of the bBDk has to make out a statement on the 7th, 
15th, ISm, and the last day of each mOnth of the cash and notes out
standing of the bank, and submit this statement to the Imperial 
Chancellor. At the close of every year the oontrolling authorities will. 
upon the basis of these statements, fix the amount of tax to be paid 
by each bank, as follows: -A per cent. of the BUl'plua of UDoovered 
notes subject to the tax. as fuoed in each of the dilferent statements. 
is to be calculated as part of the tax; and the total of these separate 

• C/. U. 8. NaIioMJ M~ C ... tniuion, No. 57., P. 91 • 
..,;.:~. Act of 1 ...... 1, 1909," orman DIOJI07" ..... chaDaed to"Gemum gold 
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tax debits is the amount of tax which the bank bas to pay to tbe 
Imperial Treasury at the latest on the 81st of January of the year fol
lowing. 

§ 11. [Foreign bank-notes or obligations issued to bearer are Dot 
aooeptable means of payment, even if issued, either exclusively or 
a10Dg with another valuation, in the C\llTeDcy of the Empire or a Ger
man State.) 

Tm.m II-RmCll8BAlO: 
§ 12. Under the control and direction of the Empire, a bank will 

be established, bearing the name of "Reichsbank." which possesses 
the quality of a legal ".,-80IIII, and bas the function of regulating the 
monetary circulation in the whole of the German Empire, facilitating 
the settlement of payments, and putting avaiIable capital into effective 
use. The Reichsbank bas its head office in Berlin. It is authorized 
to establish branches in any place in the Empire. The Federal Coun
cil may order the establishment of such branches in designated places. 

§ IS. The Reichsbank is empowered to transact the following kinds 
ofbusiDess: 

1. To buy and sell gold and silver coin and bullion. 
2. To discount, buy, and sell bills of exchange. whose maturity 

does not exceed three months, and which are guaranteed usually by 
three. but at least by two. solvent persoos: also obligations of the 
Empire, of any German State. or domestic municipal corporatio .... 
which are redeemable at their face value at the latest in three moDths. 

S. To make loans bearing interest for Dot longer than three moDths 
against the pledge of transferable property (Lombards). as foDows: 

0) Gold and silver. coined or uncoined; 
b) Obligations of the Empire, of a German State, or of a domestic 

municipal corporation, payable to bearer. which bear interest or faD 
due at the latest within a year; or obligations bearing interest, payable 
to bearer. whose interest is guaranteed by the Empire or a German 
State; fuDy paid shares, preference shares, prior-lien hoDds, of German 
raJ1way companies whose lines are in active operatioD; mortgage honda 
of German joinwtock banks or coijperative mortgage banks, standing 
under the coDtrol of provincial, municipal, or any other State author
ity. at a valuation of Dot over three-fourths of their market worth; 

.) Foreign obligations, bearing interest, payable to bearer, and 
foreign prior-lien railway obligations having a State guaranty, at DOt 
over 60 per cent. of their market value; 

Ii) Bills of exchange, endorsed by persons of recognized standing, at 
a margin of at least 6 per cent. below their market value; 

.) Pledges of merchandise stored within the country, at not over 
two-thirds of their value. 
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4. To buy and sell securities under the conditions stated in s. b). 
The instruetiODS of the DUectorium of the Reicbsbank (I 16) to deter
mine wbat proportion of the working capital sbaIl be invested in such 
securities. 

6. To collect funds for the account of pnvate persons, establish
ments, or officials; to make payments upon funds in baud; and to 
provide checks or drafts on their branches or correspondents. 

6. To buy for outside account securities of any kind, or the precious 
metals, from funds in baud, and to sell them ou due delivery. 

7. To accept mouey. yielding interest or not, ou account of de
posits, or for transfer account (Girooorkelor]. the total interest-bearing . 
deposits not to exceed the capital and swplus of the bank. 

8. To accept the charge and management of valuable goods. 
§ U. The Reicbsbank is obliged to excbauge its notes for gold 

bullion at the fixed rate of 189! marks for a pound fine. The bank 
is entitled to bave such gold essayed by experts appointed by itself at 
the expense of the one presenting it. 

lIS. The Reicbsbank must publish the rate at which it diseounts 
(I 18. !) or makes an advance on interest (I 18. S). [Returns for each 
week are based on the records of the bank and its branches.] 

116. The Reiebabank bas the right to issue bank-notes according 
to the needs of its busin.... [Fabrication, emission. withdrawal and 
destruetion of notes are under the Imperial Debt Commisaiou of the 
Empire.] 

§ 17. The Reicbsbank is obliged to bold in ita vaults as cover at 
least one-third of the amount of ita notes outatanding in curreut Ger
man mouey. Imperial Treasury notes [&icha~ ... ]. gold bars 
or foreign coins. reckoned at IS9! marks to the pound; and to bold 
as cover for the rest diseounted bills of exchange which bave a ma
turity of not over three months, and for which as a rule three, or at 
the least two. peISODS of knOWD solvency are guarantors. 

118. The Reicbsbank is obliged to redeem its notes on presenta
tion in curreut German money to bearer (a) at ita head office in Ber
lin; (b) at ita branches. 80 fQ as its means and the need of money 
permit. 

,19. The Reicbsbank is obliged to receive in paymenta at their 
full face value the notes of the banks designated by the Imperial Chan
cellor. according to the instruetions in § 45 of this Act, not ouly in 
Ber1iu, but also at its branches in cities having more than 80.000 
inhabitants, or at the site of the bank which bas issued the notes, 80 

long as the issuing bank strietly observes the rules for the redemption 
of its notes. The bank-notes thus received must either be presented 
for redemption. or in paymenta to the bank itself. or u.ed for pay
ments in the plaee where the bank bas ita head office. 
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The Reichsbank is empowered to make agreements with other 

German banks regarding the renouncing of their right to issue notes. 
§ 20. H the debtor on a Lombard loan (I lB. B) should default, the 

Reichsbank is authorized, without an order of the Court, to sell pub
licly the collateral through one of its officials or through an officisl 
duly qualified as an auctioneer; or should the collateral be quoted on 
the Bourse or market, the sale may be made privately through an 
official, or a broker, or, in the lack of the latter, by a duly qualified 
auctioneer, at the ruling price; and from the proceeds to reimburse 
itself for the principal, interest and expell8e8. The bank retains this 
right also prior to other claimants and upon all the assets of the debtor. 

§ 21. The Reichsbank and its branches throughout the Empire 
are exempt from duties and income taxes. 

I 22. The Reichsbank is obliged, free of charge, to receive pay
ments for the account of the Empire, and to make payments to the 
full extent of the funds of the Empire. It is empowered to undertake 
the same business for the German States. 

§ 28. The capital. of the Reicbsbank consists of 120 million marks, 
divided into 40,000 shares of 8,000 marks each, registered in the names 
of the owners. The shareholders are not held personally liable for 
the Iisbilities of the Reichsbank. 

§ 24. The net earnings of the Reichsbank at the end of the year 
are to be thus disposed of: 

1. First, a regular dividend to the shareholders of 4 Ji per cent." 
reckoned on the capital. 

L From the residue a sum of 20 per cent. to be earried to the re
serve fund [surplus] until it has reached one-fourth of the capital. 

8. Of any remaining balance one-half is to be paid to the Imperial 
Treasury, and one-half to the shareholders, provided the total divi
dend to the shareholder does not e:o:ceed 8 per cent. From My re
mainder the shareholders receive one-quarter, the Imperial Treasury 
three-quarters. Should the net earnings not amount to 4 Ji per cent. 
of the capital, the deficiencY is to be made up from the surplus. 

H the shares of the Beichsbank are issued at a premium. the galu 
goes to the surplus. 

Postponed dividends, after running four years, dating from the 
day of maturity, become outlawed in favor of the bank. 

§ 25. The control over the Reichsbank vested in the Empire wiD 
be exercised by a Bank-Kuratorium. which consists of the Imperial 
Chancellor as chairman, and four members. One of these memben 
is named by the Emperor, the three others by the Federal CounciL 

I By the Statute of May !II, 1875, aud by the Act of 1 .... '1', 1899, AD oddi.. 
tiooaI capital of 60,000,000 marb .... added. 

• By the Aet of IUDO '1', 1899, the JqIUIao dividead .... cIIaDpI to SH per 
.... to 
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The Kuratorium meets once a quarter. At these meetings a >eport 
upon the condition of the bank and all matters relating thereto. and 
a general statement of the accounts of all operations of the bank and 
the regulations pertaining thereto, shall be submitted. 

§ 26. The ·direction of the bank vested ill the Empire will be ex
ercised by the Imperial Chancellor, and under him by the Directorium 
of the Beichshank; in case the Imperia\ Chancellor is prevented from 
""ercising this duty, the direction will be taken over by a substitute 
named by the Emperor. 

The Imperial Cbancellor directs the whole administration of the 
bank in """"rdanee with the provisions of this Act and of those to be 
announced thereunder (140). He publishes the regulations for the 
conduct of business by the Directorium and the branches. 85 well as 
the instructions for the officials of the bank; and be is empowered to 
make any desired cbanges in ...isting regulations and instructions • 
. § t:1. The Directorium is the administrative and ""ecutive author

ity hy which the Beichsbank is officially represented. It consists of 
a president and a certain number of members. it reaches its decisions 
by a majority vote, and in its administration it i. entirely subject to 
the instructions and directions of the Imperial Chancellor. The 
president and members of the Directorium of the Beichsbank are 
appointed for life by the Kaiser on the nomination of the Federal 
Council. 

I l1li. [Officials of the bank are imperial functionaries; salaries, 
pensions, etc., to be borne by the bank; salaries, etc., of the Direc
torium are fixed by the yearly imperial budget; of others by the 
Emperor, with the agreement of the Federal Council, on the advice 
of the Chancellor. No official to hold shares.) 

I 29. [Accounts are submitted to the Court of Accounts, or Rech. 
"1J1IfI'1wj, of the empire; their form to be determined by the Chan
cellor, hut the Court of Accounts to be consulted' as to the directions 
therefor.) 

§ SO. The sharehold .... have a share in the administration of the 
Beichsbank through a general aasembly, acting through a standing 
committee (Centralausschuss) chosen out of their number, and in 
accordance with the following rules: 

I 81. The CentralausschU88 is the permanent representative of the 
sharehoId .... in matters of administration. It consists of fifteen mem
bers, and in addition fifteen alternates are chosen. The members and 
alternates should be elected from the list of those shareholders bold
ing at least three shares in their name. All members and alternates 
must be resident within the Empire, and at least nine members and 
nine alternates in Berlin. One-third of the members retire annually, 
but are eligible for re-election. 
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The Reichsbank is empowered to make agreements with other 

German banks regarding the renouncing of their right to issue notes. 
I 20. U the debtor on a Lombard Joan (I la. a) should default, the 

Reicbsbank is authorized, without an order of the Court, to aeII pub
licly the collateral through one of its oflicials or through an official 
duly qualified &8 an auctioneer; or should the collateral be quoted on 
the Bourse or market, the sale may be made privately through an 
official. or a broker. or. in the lack of the latter. by a duly qualified 
auctioneer, at the ruling price; and from the proceeds to reimb1ll'lle 
itself for the principal, interest and expenses. The bank retains this 
right also prior to other claimants and upoa all the uoets of the debtor. 

§ 21. The Reichsbank and its branches throughout the Empire 
are exempt from duties and income Wes. 

I H. The ReichsbaDk is obliged, free of charge, to reeeive pay
ments for the account of the Empire, and to make payments to the 
full extent of the funds of the Empire. It is empowered to undertake 
the same busin .... for the German States. 

§ 23. The capital· of the Reichsbank consists of 120 million marb, 
divided into 40,000 shares of a,ooo marb each, registered in the lI&IIles 

of the owners. The shareholders are not held penonaIIy liable for 
the liabilities of the Reichsbank. 

I u. The net earnings of the Reichsbank at the end of the year 
are to be thus disposed of: 

1. First, a regular dividend to the shareholders of 4 ~ per cent." 
reckoned on the capital. 

L From the residue a IU1D of !O per cent. to be carried to the reo 
_ fund [surplus) until it has reached on ... fourth of the capital. 

a. Of any remaining baIanee ....... ba11 is to be paid to the ImperiaJ 
Treasury, and ....... ba11 to the sharehoId ..... provided the total divi
dend to the shareholder does not es.-i 8 per cent. ~ any re
mainder the shareholders receive ~, the ImperiaJ Treasury 
three-quarter& Should the net earnings not amount to 4~ per eent. 
of the capital, the deficieocy ia to be made up from the surplus. 

U the shares of the ReicbsNwk are imrued at a premium, the pia 
goes to the surplus. 

postponed dividends, after running four yean, dating from the 
day of maturity, become outlawed in favor of the bank. 

125. The control over the Reicbsbenk vested in the Empire will 
be exercised by • Bank-Kuratorium, which consists of the ImperiaJ 
ChaDceIlor &8 chairman, and four membera. One of u... memben 
ia named by the Emperor, the three otben by the Fedenol Council. 

I B;r the Statute 01 Ma;r fl. 1871, ODd b;r the Ad 011_ 7. 18110, .. odd>
tioaaI _ito! 01 60.000.000 marb ... lidded. 

• B;r the Ad 011_ 7. 18110, !be .....,Jar dmcIead .... eboapd to IH pow 
emL 
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The Xuratorium meets once a quarter. At these meetings a report 
upon tbe condition of the bank and all matters relating tbereto. and 
a general statement of the accounts of all operations of the bank and 
the regulations pertaining thereto, sball be submitted. 

§ 26. The 'direction of the bank vested in the Empire will be ex
ercised by the Imperial Cbancellor, and under him by the Directorium 
of the Beicbsbank; in ease the Imperial Cbancellor is prevented from 
exercising this duty, the direction will be taken over by a substitute 
named by the Emperor. • 

The Imperial Cbancellor direets the wbole administration of the 
bank in accordance with the provisions of this Act and of those to be 
announced tbereunder (140). He publishes the regulations for the 
mnduet of business by the Directorium and the branches. as well as 
the instructions for the officials of the bank; and be is empowered to 
make any desired cbanges in existing regulations and instructions • 
. § 9ft. The Directorium is the administrative and executive author

ity by which the Beicbsbank is officially represented. It mnsists of 
a president and a certain number of members. it reaches its decisions 
by a majority vote, and in its administration it i. entirely subject to 
the instructions and directions of the Imperial Chancellor. The 
president and members of the Directorium of the Beichsbank are 
appointed for life by the Kaiser on the nominstion of the Federal 
Council. 

§ !III. [Officials of the bank are imperial functionaries: salaries, 
pensions, etc., to be home by the bank: salaries, etc., of the Direc
torium are fixed by the yearly imperial budget: of others by the 
Emperor. with the agreement of the Federal Council, on the advice 
of the Chancellor. No oflicial to bold shares.) 

§ ill. [Accounts are submitted to the Court of Accounts. Or Jleeh.. 
"tmg./wf. of the empire: their form to be determined by the Chan
cellor. but the Court of Accounts to be consulted' as to the directions 
therefor.) 

§ SO. The shareholders have a share in the administration of the 
Beicbsbank through a general assembly. acting through a standing 
committee (Centra\ausschuss) chosen out of their number. and in 
accordance with the following rules: 

t SI. The Centralausschuss is the permanent representative of the 
shareholders in matters of administration. It consists of fifteen mem
bers, and in addition fifteen alternstea are chosen. The members and 
alternstea should be elected from the list of those shareholders bold
ing at least three shares in their name. All members and alternstea 
must be resident within the Empire, and at least nine members and 
nine alternstea in Berlin. One-third of the members retire annually. 
but ..... eligible for re-election. 
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The CentralallS9Chuss meets under the ehairmanship 01 the president 

of the Directorium at least once a month. and edraordinary meetings 
can be called. The quorum cousists of aeven members; the instruc. 
tions will determine in what ....... and in what order the a1ternalel 
are to be called. 

§ 8!!. To the CentralallS9Chuss will be submitted ....,), month the 
weekly statements on the condition 01 cfucounts, billa 01 exchange. 
Lomhards; of the note circulation, rash reserves, deposits; purchue 
and ss1e of gold, bills, and securities; the distribution of funds to the 
branches; the results of the regnIar and special examinations of the 

. rash; as well as the views and propossls of the Directorium coacerning 
the course of busin ... in general and any needful regulatioos.. 

The CentralallS9Chuss is especially asked to sive its opinion OIl the 
following: 

0) The balance and earnings, which will be drawn up at the end 
of the business year by the Directorium. to be laid with their opinion 
before the Chancellor for his final approval. and then to the aharo
holders in their regular .....""bly. 

b) [Changes in salaries and pensions (I 28).' 
c) The filling of vacancies in the Directorium. with the exception 01 

president, before the final decisiou by the Federal Council (11'7). 
d) The maximum of funds to be loaned on Lomhards.. 
The purchase of securities for the IICOOUIlt of the bank ..... be ac:

commodated to the maximum of the bank'. funds to be employed 
for this purpose only with the approval of the CentralauaachUSII. 

e) The rate of discount, and that on Lomhards.. together with poe
.. "hIe changes in the principles and maturitiea of credit operatioaL 

J) Arrangements with other German banb (119) and the princ:i. 
pIes to be followed in theae relations. General bnsineaa regulatioaa 
and instructions to olliciala are to be communicated to the Central
allS9Chuss u aoon as they are published (§ 26). 

S 88. The members of the Centralauaach_ drsw DO .....,.. 

If a member of the Asoembly [..("...m".) betraya a bank aeeret 
(189) which has come to him in his ofticiaI position, or has in &U7 
other way lost public ronfidenre" or if through him the interest of the 
institution is endangered, the general uaembly is empowered to __ 
his connection with it. 

A member of the Asoembly who has become bankrupt, who baa 
been absent from meetings for a half-year. or has loot his eligibility 
(181) is to be regarded u no longer a member. 

f S4. The permanent apeciaI c:ontrol over the IIIIIII&g'eIIIet of the 
ReichsNlDk is to be ""erclaed by three deputiea, ehmen by the Ceo
traIausochuss from the list of its own members for ODe year, for whom 
respectively three a1ternatea ahall likewise be o:t-. The ~ 
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reguIa60us shall state iD what .,...... IIIJd iD .. hat order the alternates 
shall be eaIJed. 

'lbe deputies are giv ... the special right to attead ell the meetinga 
01 the Direct.orinm IIIJd join iD the cIioeossioua. 

'They are further ~ ..... obliged. in the cusfDmary hours 
01 ....a- ..... in c.'OIIJPIIDy with • ~ 01 the Directorium. to 
make themaelw:s ~ted with the """"",01 busiDeaa, to inspect the 
boob ..... the portfo&e 01 the bank.1IIJd tD be _t at the regular 
..... special ..... mjnatjop. 01 the bank. As tD their findings they are 
to repd at the ...... thIy meeting 01 the Central.u"!'u. 

A deputy may be 8IISJII'II'ied by the Centralan-"088 UDder I!S. 
paragraph t,. without waitiog for the action 01 the geaenl ..........hIy. 

I S5. Dealings with the Finaace AdminisUatioo 01 the EmpiJe or 
01 the German States DPI8t be auried 011 only withiD the restrictions 
01 this Ad ..... the Bank Statutes, and. if aDy transoctioas shnuId not 
fell UDder the geaenI _ 01 the bmk'. opemtlooa. they mDBt be 
bnJagbi to the attmtioo 01 the deputies,. and. if only one 01 them 
objeeta. they DPI8t be laid bel .... the Central'u_b". If the latter 
in • defioitive meeting does _ accept them as penniaaibIe by • 
majority vote. the deaJiogB .....- be auried through. 

I sa. Besides the Iocatioo 01 the head oIIice 01 the bank, the Fed
eral CoaDCil is tD determine the Ja.ger places where the chief ofIices 
01 the &ich""'",k .... tD be established. .. hich mme UDder the <011-

tni 01. ~.......u.t.ing 01 at least two members. BObordinate 
tD • Bank Comm;..;...w appointed by the EmpenJr. 

For each clDof oIIice 01 the Reichsbank, .. here tlee are • BOfIicient 
IIII1Dber 01 sharehoIden. tlee shnuId be • district (&zitil eommittee 
wboee members are """""" by the Imperial Chancellor &om • list 01 
aiuoftboIden funUsbed by the Bank Commi-ioner ..... the CentraJaus. 
tdwao" ..... wboee ft!!Iideo<e DPI8t be in the place 01 the chief o1lice or 
in its immediate ueighIxdIoocI. To this eommittee wiIl be com
IIDIIIir.ated at its regular monthly meetioga the res-ts on the busiDeaa 
01 the clDof oIIices 01 the baDk IIIJd the general zeguIatiooa issued by 
the ..... tral admiuistzatioa. Proposals or motiooa 01 the district c0m

mittee which are_ approved by the IJI8IUI&I!IDeI1t .... tD be_ted 
by the latter tD the Chancellor in • repoot. 

'lbe permment speciaI_tnJI. ....... the bosiDeaa 01 the chief oIIices 
01 the bank. &CIlIIIding tD the zeguIatiooa in I M. so far as it does -
interfere with the daiJy """"'" 01 busiDeaa, is tD be eurciaed by two 
... three deputies,. """""" from its 0W1l ~ by the district 
-..mittee; or. if tlee is no district eommitt.ee. one is tD be appointed 
by the Cbaa<dJor ..,.,...w,g tD paragraph !L 

I ST. 'lbe establiahmeut 01 brauches [~l elaewhele. 
if they .... directly UDder the _tnJI. 01 the Directorium. is in the 
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hands of the Charicellor: if they are under ,the control of another 
branch [ZlDOigoR8laltl, in the hands of the Directorium. 

§ 88. [The bank is responsible for the signatures of those acting 
for the bank, even if specially authorized; they are made by two mem
bers of the Directorium. Suita must be brought against anyone of 
the offices of the bank in the place where it is situated.) 

§ S9. Every official in the administration of the bank, member of 
a committee, or deputy, are obliged to keep silence regarding any 
individual transactiOD of the bank, especially that with private perIIODa 

and the credit awarded to them. Deputies of the CentralausachWlO 
and their alternates, aa well aa the ofliciala of the chief offices of the 
Reichsbank, before entering on their duti ... must bind themselves to 
this obaervance by a claap of the hand instead of an oath. 

§ 40. [The atatutes, according to U IH9, should be published, 
concerning technical details of shares, coupons. transfers, cancellation. 
dividends. yearly balance-sheet, meetings, voting (no one person 
having over 100 votes), eleetions of committees, public announce
menta, liquidation of the bank (141), collection of original capitaI, 
and conditions of aale and purchase of securities.) 

§ 41. The Empire baa the right, on .January I, 1891. and at every 
ten years thereafter. on one year'. previous notice, by imperial decree,. 
in agreement with the Federal Council, delivered by the Chancellor 
to the Directorium, and by it published. to 

II) abolish the Reichsbank established by this Act, and to acquire 
the real estate of the &ame at ita value on the boob of the hank, or 

b) acquire all the shares of the Reichsbank at their f""" value. 
In both ....... the remaining surplus, not required to cover Iossea, 

goes one-half to the shareholders, and the other half to the Empire. 
For the extension of the term, according to the intent of the lint 

paragraph, the approval of the Reichstag is nece&lllll)'. 

Trn.B m-ParvATII Nor&-BAlIU 
§ 42. [Banks already having the right to issue notes are confined 

to business within the atate which granted the right.1 
§ 48. [Notes of such banks not receivable in other atates.1 
§ 44. [Banks are freed from § 48 if they fulfil by .January 1. 1876. 

the following conditions: (1) To invest by .January 1. 1877. not to os
ceed one-half their capital and surplus, in business described in lIS. 
1-40 (especially 4). and publish its rates on discounts and Lombarda, 
(2) to let aside 20 per cent from pro6ta above 4 Ji per cent until sur
plus reaches one-fourth of capital, (S) to keep the same cover f ... its 
notes as the Reichsbank (one-third cash, _thirds commercial paper), 
(4) to redeem its notes in Berlin or Frankfort, (5) to IICCept all other 
privileged bank-notes at par; (6) not to object to right 01 issue granted 
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to other banks. nor if its notes are refused at public offices; ('7) to have 
its right of issue terminated by the Federal Council, as in § 41. with
out compensation. to provide for uniformity of issu ..... 

Banks fulfilling the above conditioDB may. with the CODBeDt of the 
FedP.r8l Council, be freed from § 4!. If their.notes do not exceed their 
capital. banks are freed from condition (!l). and do business in the 
whole empire. The Federal Council may mitigate condition (1).) 

§ 45. (Banks wishing to comply with 1 44 must prove: (1) That 
their statutes comply; (!l) that the redemption offices have been 
established. Then the Chancellor will publicly announce their ac
oept&nce.) 

§ 46. (This Act to be regarded as notice of termination. in case 
the right to issue may be stopped. Statutes are hereby repealed 
which make the right dependent on the not&-issues of the Prussian 
BaDk.) 

§ 47. Any change in the fundamental law. the statutes, or privi~ 
leges. of a bank, which already possesses the rigbt to issue notes. mDSt, 
10 long as this authority exists. be submitted to the approval of the 
Federal Council, if it concerDS the capital. the aurplus, its field of 
busin .... the cover of its outstanding notes, or the duration of its 
privilege to issue notes. DirectioDB and concessions of the States 
which limit a b&Dk's OperatioDB regarding discounts. Lombardo, securi. 
ties and depooits, and which are not contained in this Act, are not 
prohibited. 

The approval of the request for the additional ""IWrement is to be 
obtained through the Government of the State concerned; but it must 
be refused, if the bank has not compUed with the provisiODS of § 44. 

. (The Bavarian Government is empowered to extend the issues of 
the Bavarian Nof.e..Bamk to the muimum of '10,000,000 marks; or it 
can bestow this authority on any other bank if it compUes with 144.1 

! 1 48. (The Chancellor is given authority to emmine the books 
and cash of a bank having the right to issue notes, at any time, to 
ascertain if it is complying with the law, or with II 4!l and 4S,and 
as to the IICCIIl"8CY of the statements (I 8) or the reports on which 
tuation is based (I 10). The rights of control by the several states 
is not interfered with.1 

§ 49. (The right of issue is lost, by (1) the close of the period for 
which it was granted; (!l) renouncing the right; (8) baukruptcy: (4) 
verdict of a court; or (6) the reguJatioDB of a state.1 

I 160. (The right of issue can be taken away by a court. on the 
BUit of the Chancellor or a German state, if (1) the rules as to ClOver 
or the amount of the notes have been violated; (it) II 4!l and 4S have 
not been followed, in tha period before the Chancellor'. publication 
in 146: (5) redemption has not been atrict\y carried out: (4) capital 
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has been impaired by one-third. Such mits come under the com· 
mercial provisions of the Imperial Code of Law. The verdict must 
order the withdrawal of all notes in circulation.) 

§§ 61, 52, 6S. [Details for carrying out the judgment of the court.) 
§ 54. [CorPOrations, not being banks, but having the right to iMue 

notes, bonds, or obligations, without interest, payable to bearer, must 
conform to the conditions in §§ 1-6, 48, and 47, 80 long u they have 
paper money in circulation.) 

IV-l'ENAL DmzcnoNB 

§§ 6H9. [Relate to penalties for vinlation of the Act.] 

V-CoNCLUSION 

§ 60. [§§ 6, '2, 48, and penal c1all8e8 of II 66 and 68, come into 
force January 1, 1876.) 

§ 61. [Details of the arrangement by which the Prussian Bank i8 
to be ceded to the empire and merged into the Reichsbank: (1) J'ru. 
oia withdraws the capital (1,906,BOO marks) and one-half the surpl .... 
and cedes its rights on following conditions: (2) empire to pay an in
demnityof 15,000,000 marks; (8) one share of old for one of new; (4) 
or, return old capital and due proportion of surplus to old .harebold. 
ers; (5) Reichsbank to usume liability for Prusoian lOIUl of 16,689,000 
marks, under the treaty of January 28-81, 1866; (6) agreement to be 
made on value of real estate.) 

§ 62. [Chancellor to put out Treasury bi110 (Sc1&ab:anwei.!u"" ... ) 
at interest to the amount of ohareo not iMued, to obtain the necessary 
capital (I 28).) 

§§ 6lHl6. [These Treasury notes to be prepared by the Prusoian 
administration of the debt; the rate of interest to be fixed by the 
Chancellor; to be redeemed from revenues of the empire; to be iMued 
through the Imperial Treasury; interest poItponed four y....... or 
capital payments pootponed thirty y ....... become outlawed. inscrip
tion in the commercial register not noquired of the Reichsbank.) 

B 

ACT ALTERING THE BANK ACT, AUGUST " 10lt 

§ 1. §§ 9 and 10 of the Bank Act are .uopended for the Reichobank. 
§ 2. Satiofactory bills of ""change which are endoned by the E ..... 

pire and have a maturity of not over three months, even if they have 
no other guarantee, meet the noquirements of t IS, No. I, and f 17 of 
the Bank Act. 
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S S. Obligations of the Empire which are payable at par within 
three months hold the same position, in the meaning of § 17 of the 
Bank Act, as the aforesaid bills of exchange. 

t 4. [Federal Council to fix the date when this Act goes into effect.l 

C 

SUPPLEMENT TO REGULATIONS OF THE IMPERIAL DEBT. 
AUGUST 4, 1914 

11. As a means for securing eredit to defray the temporary es:
traordinary expenses of the Empire, and thereby to enlarge the ordi
D8l'Y funds of the Imperial Treasury, means of payment may be pro
vided, within the limits of the legal requirements (§ 1 of the Regula
tion of the Imperial Debt), by the issue of bills of exchange. 

§ !. The bills of exchange .haIl be drawn at the ord ... of the Im
perial Chancellor by the Administration of the Imperial Debt with 
the signature of two of its members. In 80 far 88 the rules governing 
bills of exchange do not forbid, these bills are covered by the same 
Imperial Debt regu\stions as those applying to Treasury bills [Schatz.. 
cmtDOi8ung ... l in the terms of the Act of February 22,1904. (R. G. B •• 
p.66.) 

I S. The bills issued by the Empire are free from the .tamp duties 
on bills. 

14. The Federal Council is empowered to fix the date when this 
law shall no longer be in fo""," 

• II. [Act goes into effect when promulgated.l 

D 

ACT MODIFYING THE MINT ACT, AUGUST" 1914 

11. Until further notice the provisions of § 9, See. 2, paragraphs 
t and S,' of the Mint Act of June 1,1909 (R. G. B., p. 507) are hereby 
changed so that Imperial Treasury notes (ReichB~] and 
Reichsbank notes may be delivered instead 01 gold coin. 

I !. [The Federal Council to fix the date when the original order 
.haIl be restored.] 

I s. (Act in force on promulgation.] 
1 • 9. No one is compelled to accept in pa.ymenta ailver coins to an amount _ter than to marla, DOr Dickel or copper coinl to a _tor aDlDWlt than 

1 mark. 

oIS~S=i!:F:u~= =testho~ oI .. 'i!i.f:!llire "; 
on demand gold coins OD presentation of silver coinl in luma of not leas &:! 
!rOO marla, or 01 nickel or copper coinl in aUIDII of not leu than 50 marko. It 
also Iiuo the detailed OODditioDa for the ~ 
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E 

DARLEHNSKASSEN ACT [REICHSGESETZBL •• P. 840) 
AUGUST 4. 1914 

§ 1. In Berlin and those places within the Empire. in 'Which there 
is a branch or agency of the Reichsbank. shan be established 'Wherever 
necessary. on the order of the Imperia\ Chancellor. according to the 
report of the Committee on Trade and Commerce of the federal 
Council [Bunduratk). Loan Bureaus [Dark" .... ,.." .... ) for the purpose 
of making loans on security to meet the need of credit, especially in 
the interest of trade and industry. 

Subsidiary branches of the Darlchnskassen may be estsblished in 
other than the designated places to aid in the 'Work of lending and of 
building up depots. 

§ I. For the full amount of the loan granted shall be paid out a 
special form of money known 88 ··Darlebns1cpepenacbein e." These 
notes .haII be received at their full f""" value in payment at .n the 
Imperia\ offices as 'Well •• at all the public offices of the States of the 
Empire; in private transactions they ahaU not be • compulsory means 
of payment. 

In the lIleaning of §§ 9. 17 and 44 of the Bank Act of March 14. 
1875. the notes of the Loan Bureaus stand on the same footing as 
the Reicbsk......."..,heine [Imperial Treasury notes). 

The total amount of the notes of the Loan Bureaus ahaU not ~ 
1500 million marks. The Federal Council is empowered in case of 
necessity to raise the amount of notes outstanding. 

No notes of Loan Bureaus shall be issued by the management of 
the Loan Bureaus (I 18) for 'Which suflicient security. as fized by 
II 4 and 6. ahaU not be provided. 

Before their issue. an exact description of the notes shall be made 
public by the management of the Loan Bureau. 

§ S. Loans can be given for not less than 100 marks, and ahaU 
not run as • rule for a longer term than three, and only in ~ 
tiona! circumstances for six. months. 

§ 4. The security may consist of: 
a) The pledge of ind\Jstrial. agricuItorsJ and mineral products and 

non-perishable merchandise, stored within the limits of the Empire, as 
a rule. for one-half. or in esceptiona! cases, for two-thirds of their 
value, according to dilferences of circumstances and salability. 

b) The pledge of securities issued by the Empire, or by the govern
ment of a German State, or those conforming to legal requirements 
issued by corporations, joinwtock companies, or limited parI.n.....wp., 
'Which are located within the Empire. at a reduction from their current 
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or market price. Paper not running in the name of the bearer must 
be tzansfeft'ed to the Loan Bureaus. 

c) The pledge of other BeCI1I'ities which the management (liS) 
declare to be satisfactory. 

For the fulfillment of the pledge of ariiclesmentioned ina) it8llffices. 
m.tead of a.ctua\ delivery. to indicate the pledge elear\y I)y lOIne ex
ternal mark, such as a tablet or the like. 

§ II. Oommodities which &Ie subject ·to ..moua changes of price 
will be accepted as pledge only if a tbUd 80ivent person guarantees 
the p.,yment of the lOaD. 

§ 6. A loan may also be protected by the pledge of claim8.. which 
have Deen ent.eftd in the Imperial Debt. Records. [BeicAuCA~1 
or in that of a German State. at. a reduction from the current value 
determined according to the face value and the iate of interest of the 
ebligations 1lIJlTesilondin to the pledged claims. 

In """" a mortgage on a claim of the sort mentioned in the &nt 
paragraph be inscribed on the records. in favor of the Loan lJurea ... 
it is 811fficient to. have the attestation of two membera of the Board 
of DireeIms. 

As to the attestation. the regulations of § 188 of the Act concerning 
matters of voluntary jurisdiction have like applicatioJl. 

17. If a mortgage to a Loan Bureau has Deen entered on the 
recoids (16), the Bureau thereby acquires a right, even if a tbUd per
..... has a claim on it, prior to the rights. of that tbUd person; unI ... 
the right of the tbUd person had been ent.eftd at the time of the in
scription of the mortgage on the records; or was known at that \Une 
to the Bureau; or ..... not known beeause of gross negligence. 

If the debtor has delaye<l meeting the obligation eecured by the 
pledge, the Admini.stretion of the Debt Recorde is thereby empowered 
and obliged. on a written request of the Loan Bureau, without requir
ing imy proof of the delay, to issue obligations payable to bearer to 
liquidate the whole or a corresponding part of the claim; unI ... an or
del of the eoun intervenes which forbida the payment to the Loan 
Bureau; or unless same right of a tbUd person, or a. ~tation of the 
IDIIlIgage in favor of the tbUd person has been recorded. which was 
ent.eftd earlier than the pledge io. favor of the Loan Burea!lo 

The Administration of the Becords must inform the Loan Bureau 
of later entries affecting the adequacy of the obligatioJl. . 

As to the satisfal:tiol1 of the Loan Bureau regarding the obligations 
discharged by the Administration of the Debt Recorda. the regu\ations 
of §I 10. 11 have corresponding application. 

I a. The rate of interest on a loan granted ahall .. a rule not be 
higher than tha publiahed rate at which the Reichsbaal< buya ~ of 
exchange 
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§ 9. The security should sulIice for the principal, interest. and 
_; these secondary claims should be deducted from the II\IJIl 

of the loan. 
§ 10. H payment is not made at maturity, the Loan Bureau may 

sell the security through one of its officials or a broker and reimburse 
itself out of the proceeds. The Loan Bureau shall dispose of the 
security only to the highest bidder in the open market. 

§ 11. Also, if the debtor should go into bankruptcy, the Loan 
Bureau retains the right to sell the security without an ani .... of the 
Court. [t 127, Sec. ii, of the Bankruptcy Act of May eo, 1898, does 
not apply.) 

t Ii. The Loan Bureaus form independent institutions with the 
attributes and rights of a legal pnltma. Their busin .... enjoys "
dom from stamps and duties. 

§ IS. The Reicbsbank assumes the management of the Loan Bu
resus under the direction of the Imperial Chancellor in the interest 
of the Empire, but quite apart from its other business. The general 
administration shall be established in Berlin in a special bank de
partment known 88 the "Hauptverwaltung der Darlehnskassen" ac
cording to more detailed directions given by the Imperial Chancellor. 
In addition, there shall be appointed for each Loan Bureau a Special 
Board of Directora subonlinate to the Hauptverwaltung, to ",hich 
shall be appointed by the Imperial Chancellor & representative of the 
Empire 88 well 88 membera from the commercial or industrial classes. 
The Imperial Chancellor issues instructions for the conduct of the busi
ness of the Loan Bureaus. 

§ 14. The opening of the Loan Bureaus is to be brought to general 
attention over the names of the imperial representative and the mem
bera of the Board of Directora through the journals designated for 
official notices. 

§ 15. Two of the membera of the Board of Directora chosen from 
the commercial or industrial c1asses shall, in alternate weeks, manage 
the business of the Loan Bureaus and see that the provisions of this 
Act are observed. 

t 16. The imperial representative must keep informed of the ",hole 
business of the Bureau and has a right of veto upon aU applicatiou 
for loans. The determination of the reduction to be made from the 
current or market price of the securities pledged, within the linrlu let. 
by the regulations of the busin .... rests with the imperial representa
tive after receiving the advice of the Board of Directora. 

t 17. The profita of the Loan Burea .... after deducting the os
penses of administration, shall be applied to covering any po .. ible 
losses and to the future redemption of the notes of the Bureaus. Ally 
pouible SUtplus goes to the Imperial Treasury. 
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118. The notes of the Loan Bureaus ahaIl be issued in denomina
tions of 6, 10, 20 and 60 marks. The issue of larger denominatioll8 
of the notes, and the proportiOIl8 in which the various denominations 
are to be used, will be determined by the regulatioll8 of the Imperial 
Chancellor. (Under this provision, and by Act of August 81, IOU, 
denominatioll8 of 1 and! marks were issued.) 

The notes of the Loan Bureaus .hall be issued by the Administration 
of the Imperial Debt [~RI/), within the muimum 
limits (§ !, Paragraph 8), II<XlOrding to the orders of the Imperial 
Chancellor given to the Administration-in-Chief of the Loan Bureaus, 
which assumes the responsibility for the issue. 

The control over the preparation and issue of the notes of the Loan 
Bureaus is exercised by the Commission on the Imperial Debt. 

The Imperial Chancellor is to make public montbly the amount of 
the notes of the Loan Bureaus outstsnding. 

119. As IIOOn as the need for a Loan Bureau no longer exists, the 
Imperial Chancellor is to close it up and make public the fact. 

On the return of peace, the notes of the Loan Bureaus, issued by 
virtue of this Act, ahaIl be withdrawn II<XlOrding to the detailed in
otruetioll8 of the Federal Council. 

t 20. [§§ 146-149, 161, 16!, and 860, Numbers H, of the criminal 
law apply to these notes.) 

t !1. The advances on ....",nties [Lombardo] granted by the 
Reichsbank, in the period from August 8, 1914, to the estsbliohment 
of the Loan Bureaus, on other ....",nties than those mentioned in 
t IS, No.8, of the Bank Act [March 14, 1876), are hereby ratified. 

I !i. This law goes into effect on the day of its promulgation.. 
• 
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UNITED STATES 

A 

AN Ac::r 
To Am:!m SIIC'I'IOI( TWENT'H._ ow All AcI AwaoVBD DIocDmn 

Twmrrr-'l'lDBll, NINE'l'EEIf BU!lDIIED AlID 1'BmrD:s. AlID KNoWll 
.... 'fBB FEDBBAL B.i:sEan: AC1'. 

Be il...-.l by 1M St7IIIU IIfIll H_ of &pt .. """' ... of 1M Uailal 
8tDIu of A-W ill c.nr,.- -"W. That eectioo twmty_ 
of the Act approwd December twmty-third, Dineteea hundred and 
~ Down as the Federal Beoerve Act .. hereby amended aDd 
..........ted to ...... as follows: 

"SIOC. 'il7. .The provisious of the Act of May thirtieth, DiDet.eea 
hundred aDd eight, aathorizinlr Datiooal CIIm!DCY ......,;.ti...... the 
issue of additional Datiooal·baok circulation. and """,ting. Natiooal 
Monetary Commission, which spirea by limitation un. the terma 
0I1IUcla Act on the thirtieth day 01 lune, Dineteea hundred aDd four.. 
teeD, are hereby ertended to IUDe thirtieth, Dineteea hundred and 
fifteeo, aDd -noaa fifty_ hundred aDd fifty-three, fifty.- h ..... 
dred ud _ty-two. fifty-one hundred aDd ainety ........ aDd fifty.two 
hundred aDd fourteen of the Devised Statutes of the United States, 
which were amended by the Act of May thirtieth, nineteen hundred 
aDd eight, are hereby reenacted to ...... as such eectiotuo ...... prior 
to May thirtieth, nineteen hundred aDd eight, subjeet to such amend
ments or modifications as are pre."ribed in thio Act: PraridMl, '-. 
That eectioa nine of the Act lim ftferred to in thio eectioa io heftby 
amended 90 as to chan!re the tu rates fixed in oaid Act by makinlr 
the portion applicable thereto ...... as followo: 

"National baoking ......,;.tions havinlr circulating DOteo II!lCID'ed 
othenrioe thaD by bond. of the United States, ehaII pay for the &rot 
three montho a tu at the rate of three per ..... tum per &DJI1IDl upon 
the averill!" amount ofllUcla of their DOtes in circulation as are baaed 
upon the deposit of such ~ties, aDd ofterwarda aD additiooal las 
rate of one-half of one per ..... tum per unum for each mooth until 
• las of six per ..... tum per unum ia reached, aDd thereafter such 
tu of six per ..... tum per &DJI1IDl upon the averill!" amount of such 
DOtes: ProWlIIdlurlJutr. That whenever in hill juclgmeat be may deem 

S88 
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it deoinbIe, the Seooetary or the Tftasury ohaIl haVe power to lIUI
pead the limitatiou imposed by section one and sectioD th!ee of the 
Act referred to in this section, whicll prescribe that silch additioaal 
circulation oecored otherwioe thaa by bowls of the Uniteol States shall 
be issued ooly to National banks having cUoeu/a.tiag DOtes GU1:ItaDding 
oecored by the deposit of bonds of the United States to an amount 
DOt Ie... than forty per' centum of the capital stock of such banks, and 
to suspend also the conditions and JimitatioDS of section five of IBid 
Act scept that DO bank ahaIl be permitted to issue circulatiag notes 
in _ of one hondred and twenty-live per centum of its unimpaUeoI 
capital and surplus.. He shall require each bank and C\II'I'eDC)' ....0-
ciation to maintain on deposit in the Treasury of the United States a 
mm in gold sufficient in his judgment for the redemption of auch 
notes, but in DO event less than five per centum. He may permit 
National haob, during the period for which auch provisiODS are lIUI
pebded, to isoae additional cilculatioD under the terms and conditioDS 
'" the Act referred to 88 herein amended: l'rottid«l furlMr. That the 
Secretary of the T!eBaury, in his diacretiou. is further authorised to 
ateDd the benefits of this Act to all qualified State banks and truat 
......,...u... whicll have joined the Fedeml: __ oystem, or w~ 
_1' eontnu:t to joia withia fifteen days after the paaoage·of this AcL .. 

ApplV¥ed, August ., 19141_ 

B 

ANAr:r 
To PaovmB I'OB '1'IlB ADlIIBBloll' or FOBBIGK-B11ILW Saua 'IQ A.xaar. 

CAlI' Jlaanrray roB '1'IlB FOBBlCDl TiwI .. AIID roB Omaa l'ua-

& it""",*". 1M 8 __ """ B_ of ~ of 1M UniW 
BlaIa of A ......... in Carrvr- GII8IIIbltd, That the words ''not more 
than five y ..... old at the time they apply for tegiatry" in """tion five 
of the Act entitled "Au Act to provide for the opening. 1II&iB-..ce. 
pmtectiGu. and operation of the Panama Cana\ and the ...... "tation 
and govamoent of the Cana\ Zone," are h_by Jepealed. 

s.c. I. That the Preaident of the United States ia h_byauthor. 
iIred. wboaeoer ia his diocretioa the needs of f~ eonI""""" may . 
ftqIIire. to ......... d by moder, _ far and for oach .... gth '" time 88 he 
..,. deem cIeainoble, tbe pmvisioua of law pl'8llCl'ibing that all the 
watda om..... of ~ pi the United States oegiatmoed for foreigII 
trade sbaIl be citizeoa of the United States. 

'Uadls like eoaditi0n8. ill like _ and to Iike_t the PIoeoi
a...t '" the United States is IIIao hereby autborieed to II1I8p8II<l the 
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provisions of the law requiring survey, Inspection, and meuuremeot 
by officers of the United States of foreign-built vessels admitted to 
American registry UDder this Act. 

SEC. S, This Act shall take effect immediately_ 
Approved, August 18, 19U. 

C 

AN ACT 
To Atrl'JIoBWII .All' IssUII o. BoNDS '1'0 YEft ExPzNDITUIIII8 .as 

TBII NATIONAL SECUBrrr AND DllJ'I:N8E, AND • .as TBE PuB_a 
o. AssmrING IN THB PaosECUTJON O. THE WAS, '1'0 EXTEND 
CREon TO FOREIGN GoVEBNl<llNTll, AND .as Omu l'vaPosI:s
APaIL U. 1917. 

B. it eJIIJt:ttd by 1M 8tfUIU lind BOUlt! of RrpruentoIif1U o/IM United 
BWJu of Amnica in ConfI'IY tJUtmbld. That the Secrelsry of the 
Treasury, with the approval of the Presidt'Dt, is herehy authorized to 
borrow. from time to time, on the credit of the United SIstes for the 
purposea of this Act, and to meet npeoditures authorized for the 
matiooal BeCUrity and defense and other publ;" ptIJpolle,j authorized 
by law Dot exceeding in the aggregate es.OOO,OOO,OOO, exclusive of 
the suma authorized hy oection four of tbis Act, and to issue therefor 
bondo of the United Stat .... 

The bondo herein authorized shall be in such form and subject to 
such terms and conditions of issue. conversion, redemption, maturities, 
payment, and rate and time of payment of interest. not exceeding 
three and one-half per Ct'Dtum per annum, 88 the Secretary of the 
Treasury may prescribe. The principal and interest thereof shall be 
payable in United States gold coin of the present standard of value 
and shall be exempt. both 88 to principal and intert'8t. from aU tu&
tion, except estate or inheritance tues, imposed by authority of the 
United States, or its possessions, or by any State or local tuing au
thority; but such bonda shall Dot bear the circulation privilege_ 

The bondo herein authorized shall first be offcred at not Jeso than 
par 88 a popular loan. under such regulations prescribed by the Sec
retary of the Treasury 88 will give all citizeua of the United SIst ... an 
equal opportunity to participate therein; and any portion of the 
bondo 80 offered and Dot oubscribed for may be otherwise disposed 
of at not I .... than par by the Secretary of the Treasury; but no com
miasiona shall be allowed or paid on any bonda issued UDder authority 
of this Act. 

SBC.. L That for the purpooe of more effectually providing for the 
matiooalBeCUrity and defense and prooeeuting the war by eotabIiahing 
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credits in the United States for foreign governments. the Secretary 
of the Treasury. with the approval of the President, is herehy author
ized. on behalf of the United States. to purehase. at par. from such 
foreigo governments then engaged in war with tbe enemies of the 
United States, their obligations ·hereafter issued. bearing tbe same 
rate of interest and containing in their essentials the same terms and 
C!OIIditions &8 those of the United States issued under authority of 
this Act; to enter into luch arrangements &8 may he necessary or 
desirable for establishing such credits and for purchasing .such oblig .... 
tions of foreign governments and for the subsequent payment thereof 
before maturity. but sucb arrangements .hall provide that if any of 
the bonds of the United States issued and used for the purchase of 
such foreign obligations shall thereafter lie converted into other bonds 
of the United States bearing a higber rate of interest than three and 
on ... half per centnm per annum under the provisions of section five 
of this Act.. then and in that event the obligations of sucb foreign 
governments held by the United States shall be, by such foreign gov
ernments, converted in like manner and extent into obligations hear
ing the same rate of interest &8 the bonds of tbe United States issued 
under the provisions of section five of this AcL For the purposes of 
this section there is appropriated. out of any money in tbe Treasury 
not otherwise appropriated, the sum of $8,000.000.000. or so much 
thereof &8 may be necessary: houid«l, That the authority granted by 
this section to the Secretary of the Treasury to purehase bonds from 
foreign governments, &8 aforesaid, shall cease upon the termination 
of the war between the United States and the Imperial German Gov
ernmenL 

SIOC, S, That the Secretary of the Treasury. under such terms and 
conditions &8 he may prescribe, is bereby authorized to receive on 
or before maturity payment' for any obligations of such foreign gov
ernments purehased on behalf of tbe United States, and to sell at 
not less than the purchase price any of such obligations and to apply 
the proceeds thereof. and any payments made by foreigu govern. 
ments on account of their said obligations to the redemption or pur
chase at not more than par and accrued interest of any bonds of the 
United Ststes issued under authority of this Act; and if such bonds 
are not available for this purpose the Secretary of the Treasury shall 
redeem or purehase any other outstanding interest-bearing obligations 
of the United States which may at such time be subject to call or 
which may be purebased at not more than par and accrued interesL 

Approved, April 24. 1917. . 
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